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A GAS DISCPARaa N0ISE 3OURCE 

'an neal Honig and Philip Farzen 
The Johns Hopkins University 

Radiation Laboratory 
Baltimore, laryland 

J une aaL 

brief review of the theoretical and 
experimental work in gas discharre noise sources 
is -iven.  The results of an experimental study 
cf the noise powers available from a ras dis-
crarre maintained by a marnetic field is riven. 
aealed versions of such. gas discharee tubes are 
deecrited toeether with the results of examine-
ticns cf the noise output of the tubes. 

Introduction  

The presence of lar -e amounts of noise 
power in gas discaarres with magnetic fiîlds has 
teen iFlicated tieoretically by MaImfers  and 
eailey 3 and experimentally by Bailey and Lan-
decker . These measurements, hcwever, were made 
ir discharges maintained by a DC volta e and at 
hieh value of i£ current (greater than 20 ma). 

The effect of the LC maFnetic field is princi-
pally to govern the ra.ture of the propagation of 
an aa, sienal.  It was felt that greater noise 
output powers would be realized in DC Pas dis-
charges maintained be DC magnetic fields.  A 
prectical ras discharge noise source haring 
oneretinr voltages in the 20(JG volt ranre with 
currents of less than 10 ma would have the 
obvious advantage of needing relatively small 
arounts of power for operation.  The operaticn 
of the gas discharge in the low pressure region 
(eoout 1.0 microns of Hg) would allow such a 
noise source to suffer little degeneration with 
time. 

Treoretical and axperimental Background  

The fluctuations in a gas discharge in a 
magnetic field is an inadequately understood 
phenomenon.  A better startinr point for some 
understanding of fluctuations in a pas discharre 
in a magnetic field is the study of the fluctua-
tions present in a DC gas discharge. 

The radiated and conducted AC power from 
a DC gas discharge may perhaps be divided into 
three groups; first the AC power from a DC dis-
charge due to the random collisions of the ions 
and of the electrons, second the AC power due to 
sustained plasma oscillations of either ions or 
electrons, and third AC powers due to oscilla-
tions of charred particlee about potential mini-
ma.  The fact that such AC currents may exist in 
the plasma of a eas discharge does not specify 
that ti-ese AC currents may be coupled from that 
discharre.  The problem: of how AC currents may 
be coualed from the reeian of the plasma is also 
a difficult one. 

The AC power available in a DC ras dis-
charge due to colliaians may be estimated as fol-
lows:  Consider tre collisions of a group of 

electrons suddenly injected into a neutral vas. 
If the electrons are not captured, they will 
after a short time reach a velocity distribution 
and temperature correspondinr tc thermal equi-
librium with the gas.  If the electrons are 
assumed to exist in the plasma of a DC gas dis-
charge where the densities of ions and electrons 
are high and substantially equal, then due to 
the electric field mainteininF the discharge the 
electrons will begin to vain enerfy which cannot 
be very well riven up to gas particles in elastic 
collisions because of thc lar e value of the 
ratio of molecular to electron mass.  In most 
discharges the velocities  ained by the electrons 
are randomiaed b- collisions and the e may ae 
termed thermal velocities.  The electrcns may 
ti-en be thought of as possessing an electron 
temperature which can be much higher than the 
temperature correspondinu to the random veloci-
ties of the gas or icn particles in the discharge 
plasma.  Indeed, the graph reproduced in Fig. 1 
from Cobine's "Gaseous Conductors" shows this 
quite clearly fer several different gases. 

The ratio of electron temperature to gas 
temperature is plotted against different values 
of electric field divided by pressure.  The 
abcissa of 1 corresponds, for example, to an 
electric field of 1 volt per cm and a pressure 
of 1 mm of Hg.  The electron temperature for a 
discharge in neon is more than 200 times the gas 
temperature and the Fas temperature may be as 

high as 2000° C. 
The operation of a DC eas discharge as a 

noise source has been described in terms of its 
apparent noise temperature.  such a gas discharge 
has beep used as a high frequenck noise source. 
Pumfor e and Johnson and Deaemer' have described 
such a noise source and have described the noise 
power available from such a source in terms of an 
apparent noise temperature.  That is, the noise 
power has been set equal to the noise available 
frce a resistor at some elevated temperature. 
If has been suggested uy the above writers that 
this is essentially the electron temperature in 
the discharge.  The measured noise temperature 
agrees quite well with the noise temperature 
calculated by V. Engel and atcenback for the 
conditions of the particular discharge under 
consideration.  A measured noise temperature of 
15.5 db above OT where T = 290° a compared favor-
ably with the computed value of electron tempera-
ture of 15.h db above KT (T = 290° o) for a 
Uercury discharue.  aee Fie. 2 for a value of rp 
(cm nuns Hg) equal to the value existing in a 
Mercury flourescent lamp.  The abcissa rp is the 
product of r, the radius of discharle in centi-
meters and p, the pressure in mms of Hu.  Power 
spectra measurements peri'orreci by several 
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investigators have SLCUTI that the noise output is 

fairly constant in the 2Uu0-2500° mc range so 
that the output mey be looked on as electron 

thermal noise. 
The AC power available in a DC gas dis-

charpe due to plasma oscillations may be des-
cribed as follows:  The plasma possesses sere 
similarities to an :ceustic medium.  It is 
capable of sustainim and propa atinF lonritudi-
nel wave  or electrons ahn lone.  Tonks and 
Laneruir - have described and measnred such nleeea 
oscillations of electrcns and ions.  They were 
led tc investi ate this phenomencn by notinf that 
there are a wid- ranee of discharre ccnditicns in 
which a larve number of electr ne rapidly acquire 
velocitiee whose voltae,e equivalent is 'r'-ater 
then the total drop acrcss the tube.  The plasea 
e5-cillations whici  leuellv accompany an abrupt 
increaee in the eneren ser€ -d of the beam were 
related by Tonks or  ,engwir with the enuation 

= ne /se, (I) 

where .3 is th, radian frenuency of the 1.1aena 

eecillation, n the electren dencity, m trie mass 

of the electre_n, are ec tee permittivity of free 

e• _ce. Plasma oscill Aionc have been observed 
,ith-,. .ee the pcwere availeele et the eutput 
tere; -as of cceplin  devices inserted into the 
re .  the :Dieter -- ha_ not yet been ft,nd 
f:eer.e:cally.  The frequency of electron plasea 

oscillatien is in the 15.UC' mîêacycle rante 3for 
electron densitiee of i x 1U  electren/cm . 
Ionic plasma oscillatiens are for soeP simple 
cases anproximatelv equal to 

1 
(1 5U)(atomic weieht) 17  times the electron 

of the eolecule 
elasma oscillaiion frecuency for tie 3ee eersitv. 
That is, if le-O  electrens/cm: have a :1::.7..0 
oscillation frequency of 1(..00 mc the:  eee ritro-
een ionic plaema oecilletien "re-c. 'c ae   e.2 mc. 

, In a series of -.eeere.. .: , Icon,' and 
'.rewn  have sneewn neiee clearly .-. .- .e.ich enil-
latiene cue exiet -e- that teey .e., 7. -,..... -al 
electrqn pressarn .:avTe set or in te ?ee.e. 
'eener ' in fact h'e  leeeleped a plasme electron 

oecillater tube ca 1.1e e' delivering ;,Istained 
en:illatiene fro  .-, te 1,CAO(.. ec. 

The e', !oeer nee te oeeillatiene of posi-
tiee lens in e eteeti l ee -.irein are sr -il]. CCW.-
¡ i to  .1.aeea e3c;llatiDne and will not ne 

eantiened fart er. 
l'.e eroblen of fl ,eteations in a cas 

elaema in a maenetic field may now te discussed. 
'4.i.eh intensity flucti -O-ione have been observed in 
vanillin tunes operati e- ir a maenetic fiel-,). This 

is eviient in the fact that auceciaole electron 
Jensitiee exis  in th-  cc' in beyond cut-off in 
a '1C maenetrun'.  Lar..e ea:mitides of noise have 
al ,:o been observed in other tubes employinn 
cree sed eleîbric and ma netic fields such as 
teoceetrons  . F.fforts to explain these laree 
maenitudes of noise were undertake l n by ralmfors. 
"e used some idPas of V. A. bailey i who has 

determined what electrie waves can exist in a 
rlasma subject to static electric and maenetic 
fields.  bailey showed that frequency bands exiet 
e which initial fluctuations may be amplified 
sa that strong electroeaenetic noise can be 
developeq2frem small ra,ao.1 flactuations.  These 
theories - demonstratie . the enhancement of ini-
tial small current flue letiene have mostly to do 

with dispersion equatie.e dete:r Uned by the 

interaction between cnareed earticles and the 
electric ana maenetic fields.  This affects the 

character of the propaeation constant.  It is not 
possible, however, to use these results to con-
¡ute the ma -,hitude of obeerved eoise power. 

An15intP" nsive exoerimental study by Batten 
and  has shown that the laree fluctuations 
ereeent in a DC gas aischarge propagate approxi-

eately Inc tee direction of electron drift and 
that teeee flIctuutians crow as they props.. ate. 

Experimental ...ork  

Since it was felt that evee larger amounte 
'cf' noise roser could be obtained from discharees 
Laintained ke) a maenetic field, structures 
utilizinu Pennine cause eeometry were investi-

'atad. The pureose of the work was to find a 
ras discharre noise source capable of generating 

aeounts of noise than that available from 

the gas discharge noise seuree described by Mum-
ford and Johnsen and Deeeeer ann, if possible, 
having freeuency components in a large band of 

frequencies. 
First tests were male on a modified 

!:;.illips Ionizations eaure ('tee Fir. 3).  The 
octal surfaces are niceel plated and the maeni-
tude of tse magnetic field is 1.5u gauss.  In 
cneration, the electrons 'ive  off uy the cold 
cathodes, ", and b, move in spirals as they ap-
proach the center loop anode.  The probability 
of ionizing collisions is increased because of 
the increase in total electren path length before 
captare at the anode.  Tice for;; of the anode per-
mits the electron to ma-:e many traversals of the 
volume of the tube, before anode capture so that 
ionization ma'.' occur at quite low values of près-
aire (10- ' mms of Hr).  A coaxial probe was 
inserted into the ionization gauge with its cen-
;..er conductor extendin- further into the region 
of the discharee.  The ccaeial probe was designed 
to match the input impedance of receivers used 
(AFet4., and nA-2). 

The power spectrun of the noise was deter-
miled by varyinr the output of a calibrated 
sienal generator to match the deflection of the 
output meter of the receiver actuated by the 
eoise.  The noise power is then, the input CU 
signal generator power divided by the noise band-
width of the receiver.  The -.01.se power is speci-
fied in terms of poier per re acycle of bandwidth. 
T,-1 units of noise power used here are db above 
,.".T per megacycle of bandwidth where T = 29 2 k. 
This can be easily compared to the Johnson and 
De emer, and the batten and Early data. 

It was found that the optimum noise power 
spectrum is as shown in Fit'. ft.  The curve drawn 
in the diagram is meant to indicate noise maxima; 
the powers measured in troc 30 to 300 megacycles 
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bands are higher than the !)0 to 50 db above KT 
(T  290° K) measured by Batten and Early for a 
tube having similar geometry but higher pressures 
(11-20 microns of hp).  Here the operating condi-
tions were I . 1.0 ma, V = 1500 v, p . .2 microns 
of Hg, magnetic field 1L50 gauss.  It should be 
noted that values of noise power of between 25 
and 35 db above KT per megacycle of bandwidth 
were measured in the S band region.  Here the 
noise occurs in bands several megacycles wide. 
This is 10-20 db above the thermal noise powers 

observed by Johnson and DeRemer. 
A demountable noise gas discharge tube was 

constructed as shown in Fig. 5. Here the posi-
tion of the probe could be controlled by the 
bellows arrangement.  DC magnetic fields of 
2000-3300 gauss were available.  Aluminum, 
Yolybdenum and stainless steel were used as 
electrodes.  Although the aluminum and Molybdenum 
electrodes rave no lower noise powers than the 
stainless steel electrode, their use was aban-
doned because of excessive vaporization and sput-
tering.  This discharge contains 2 disc cold 
cathodes and an annular anode between them.  The 
discharge is maintained by the maenetic field and 
vanishes upon the removal of the magnetic field. 
It was found that higher noise powers were ob-
served (see Fig. 6) than in the case of the modi-
fied Phillips gauge.  The measurements made on 
these tubes indicated that in the 30-90 megacycle 
range powers greater than 50 db above KT per 
megacycle of bandwidth could be obtained with 
smaller bands of 5-10 meuacycles wide in this 
range having as much as 70-90 db above KT per 
megacycle of bandwidth.  In the 90-500 mc range 
noise powers of approximately LO db above KT per 

megacycle of bandwidth were found to exist in 
bands 5-10 megacycles wide.  Yeasurements in the 
DC0-).000 mc range indicated that the noise power 
did not exceed 35 db above "r"T per megacycle of 
bandwidth.  The different electrode materials 
tested did not seem to vive radically different 
noise power spectra.  The movements of the posi-
tion of the probe seemed to chanre the magnitude 
of the noise power but because of the small size 
of the tube nc detailed behavior could be noted. 
There was noted at certain operating voltages 
and pressures the existence of Barkhausen oscil-
lation but tube operation was confined in the 
noise power spectrum tests to operating regions 
where this was minieieed. 

'as discharge tubes having oxide coated 
heated cathodes were also constructed.  The 
cathodes had a short lifetime under the above 
operating conditione but greater currents were 
available (20-50 na) and noise power spectra 
tests seem to indicate that much smaller magni-
tudes of noise power were available. 

„;ealed versions uf hot and cold cathode 
noise discharge tubes were consfructed. 

Te geometry of ti-ese tubes was similar to 
that of the demoureeable discharge tubes (see 
Fig. 7).  The discharges, however, were in a 
"ercury vapor.  The difficulty that prevented the 
construction of sealed tubes containing !ases 
such as nitrogen, hydrogen, or argon at pressures 
of 1 micron of Hr is that a pressure of 1 micron 
of Pg cannot be maintained during operation. 

A getter which will absorb gases liberated during 
tube operation would also absorb the gas original-
ly put into the tube.  Fortunately, sealed tubes 
containing Mercury reservoirs would operate at 
pressures of 1 micron of Mercury if the tempera-
ture of the Mercury reservoir was kept at 18.10 C. 

The noise power spectra were similar to 
the demountable gas discharge tubes.  The probe 
here consists of an unshielded wire filament. 
This was a short length of tungsten wire of 2 
mil, diameter welded to the lead through wire and 
then coupled to the receiver. 

An attempt was made to find out whether 
the power measured in some of the frequency bands 
where that power was large is truly noise power 
or whether it contained strong coherent compo-
nents in some frequency bands.  It seemed likely 
that most of the powers measured were really ran-
dom fluctuations of power since oscillograms were 
taken of the output of the IF amplifier of the 
receiver.  Figure 8 shows such an oscillogram 
where 1 is the IF output signal of the receiver, 
with no input signal to the receiver; 2 is the 
output IF signal with the output of the gas dis-
charge tube connected to the input of the re-
ceiver; and 3 is the IF output signal with a 
coherent sinusoidal input signal.  Oscillogram 2 
seems to give the usual appearance of a noise 
voltage and the audio signal in a pair of ear-
phones gave the characteristic hissing that noise 
usually gives. 

There was available at the laboratory an 
instrument that presents the amplitude probabilii7 
distribution function of an input time varying 
signal on an ecilloscope.  This is a device des-
cribed by Orr  which plots a function whose 
abcissa is equal to a portion of the range of the 
input signal under observation, and whose ordi-
nate is proportional to the amount of time that 
a signal spends in that small range of amplitude. 
For example, a sinusoidal wive has an amplitude 
probability distribution function that is ap-
proximately as shown in Fi . 9.  The value of 
this function at the limits of the sinusoidal 
signal are infinite when the range of amplitude 
analyzed is deferentially small.  The finite 
resolution of this instrument results in the 
finite values of the amplitude probability dis-
tribution function at the maximum range of the 
signal.  If an input time varying voltage in a 
small frequency interval has a gaussian amplitude 
probability distribution function then this will 
be plotted as a gaussian amplitude probability 
distribution function on this device.  Figure 10 
shows the amplitude probability distribution 
function of a GI law frequency noise source. 
Fiuure 11 shows the amplitude probability distri-
bution function of the IF output signals for the 
receiver with the input coupled to the gas dis-
char e probe.  similar amplitude probability dis-
tribution functions were taken at receiver set-
tings of )0, 76, 90 and 1110 mc.  The amplitude 
probability distribution function shown at 90 mc 
(see Fig. 12) suggests that a coherent component 
of oscillation in the discharFe may exist.  Such 
a method may be of some nid in determining 
whether the output of a Fae discharee tube has a 
truly random character or is a sustained 
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oscillation in some frequency ran,e. 
The a,enlituOe probability distribution 

function curves and the oscilloprams taken of thu 
IF output voltaje of the receiver in all other 
portions of the spectrum above 30 mc indicated 
that the power is of a random nature and that 
this device can he used as a noise source in 

these frequency ranpes. 
An oscillo ram of the pas discharpe noise 

sipnal was taken from the output of several vide 
band SKL amplifiers connected in tandem and hay-
in  p their output presented to the vertical de-
flection plate of a Tektronix Type 517 Synchro-
scope.  Here, t;1u low frequency cut-off was le:,e3 
than a mepacycle end the hieh freluency cut-off 
was above 70 miepac:;cles.  "ith the Synchroscope 
synchronized on input si;2nal the oscillo ram 
shown in Fip. 13 was ta en.  A strong coherent 
25 mc component ie evidc t.  This may be bark-
hausen oscillation or  ustained coherent plasma 
oscillations hut the fuzziness of the sit-nal 
indicates also toe randon components of tie: sir-

nal. 

r.cnclLsions 

Lar e ma.nitudes of noise rower can uc 
extracted from a [as liscnar.e maintained by 
ma7netic field.  It is felt that the e hiF-11 noise 
-over levels are due tu randor: 
oscillqtions w%e)se 
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CORRECTIONS TO THE THEORY OF THE GROUNDED-GRIL TRIODE 

W. A. Harris 
Tube Department 

Radio Corporation of America 
Harrison, N. J. 

The development of circuit equations for a 
triode used in a grounded-grid or cathode-drive 
circuit is usually based on theory and data appli-
cable to grounded-ca thode operation, with the ad-
dition of simplifying assumptions.  Thus, it has 
been common practice to represent a triode in a 
grounded-grid circuit by an equivalent circuit in-
cluding a shunt conductance which incre ses with the 
square of the frequency across the input terminas 
because it is known that the input conductance of a 
tube used in a grounded-cathode circuit increases in 
this manner.  It has also been common practice to 
disregard the phase shift in the forward transfer 
admittance and to neglect the feedback susceptance 
in equivalent circuits for the grounded-grid tube. 

This paper discusses an analysis of grounded-
grid triodes, oased on evaluation of the four-termi-
nal short-circuit admittances.  Hypothetical tubes 
are first subjected to mathematical treatment, and 
then data are given for tubes which have been measur-
ed at frequencies near 1000 megacycles per second. 

Network Equations 

me symbols and conventions used in the dis-
cussion of four-terminal admittances are illustrated 
in Fig. 1.  The tube under test is represented by 
a four-terminal network having short-circuit ad-
mittances Yil, Y -12' Y21, and Y22.  The  tiput termi-
nation is represented by the admittance Yo and the 
output termination by the admittance 13. Yi is the 
admittance measurable at the input terminals when 
the output-termination admittance, Y3, is connected 
across the output terminals.  The input admittance, 
y1, is related to Y3 by the equation 

Y12 Y21  

1 - e1 11 Y22 +Y3  (1) 

This equation can also be written as 

Y e 
r,  n+ J - + R°  e“.(1+e-J2'-'2) 

gli  gl  g3 
" 

if the following substitutions are made: 

Y 12Y21 = IY1219211 &1 ' 

Ro _ I 1Y1219211 

2 911922 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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y22 + y3 - 922  93 j 2 
COS02 (5) 

The angle 0 is the phase angle of the product of 
the short-circuit forward admittance, f21, and the 
short-circuit feedback admittance, Y . The angle 
Eit is the phase angle of the sum of the short-cir-
cuit output admittance, Y22, and the output-termi-
nation admittance, Y3. 

]hen the output-termination csnductance, e3, 
is constant and the output-termination susceptance, 
133, is varied, the only quantity in equation (1) 
which varies is the angle A2.  The curve of E 
vs gi/gli obtained under these conditions is always 
a circle.  flien g3 is zero, the radius of the circle 
is Ro. ln the curve shown in Fig. 2, the magnitude 
of ao is one-half and the phase angle 0 is -30°. 

If g3 is 
realized when 
is deternined 

constant, maximum power gain is 
h3 is adjusted so that the angle e'li2 
by the following equation: 

Ro . 
tang2   sin 

1 + ,433  
e22 

(6) 

This power gain can be realized under test con-
ditions by adjustment of tne input-termination ad-
mittance, Yo, to a conjugate match with the circuit 
input admittance, Yi. The magnitude of the power 

G, is 

ly j2  93/922   2Il  
911°22 + - Rocose - g22  ( A. + I - Rucos: + Rod)(7)  

The terms in equation (7) can be determined from 
the curve shown in Fig. 2, either by computation or 
by measurement.  The terms (1-R0 cos0-R,) and 
(1-R0 cos0 Ro) are the minimum and maximum values 
for the abscissae of the circle.  hen the first of 
these quantities is positive, the gain is finite for 
all values of g3 and the network is inherently stable. 
For tnis condition, a value of g3 which provides 
maximum gain can be found.  The required value for 
g3 is given by 

L= 1/(1 - Rocose - 120) (1 -R ocos<t+ R0)  (b) 
22 

Then, the maximum gain, G, is 

1 



The Ideal Triode 

I IY211 2 

Gmax-  (111 (122 I -R ocos,:+ 1/1 -R ocos: 2 _R 02 (9) 

hen  is zero (the condition for zero feedback), -  -o 
mayimum gain is obtained with  3 equal to g22. The 

for tnis condition is 

IY211 2 

Gmax — 4 glig22 • 

In the design of amplifier stages, the gain 
is :ften restricted by considerations of bandwidth. 
The bandwidth of the output circuit depends on the 
utput admittance, i2, obtained with the input ter-
mination connected across the input terminals. 
Th n 7,he output-ternination susceptance, 33, is ad-
j.usted for maximum  ath, and the input-termination 
itrrd.ttance, Yo, is  i4tched to the input admittance, 
Y1, the total output conductance, g2  g3, includ-
ing the termination conductance is given by 

(A U   22  I - Ro cos;) 2 - R02 

g2  g3  '22 

7?-1  + I -R ocos; 
22 

(11) 

:ne uutput susceptance, 32, is 

62 'B22 - g22Ros irL,  (12') 

It is convenient to use a factor, x, given by 

is 

g2  g3 x - 
922 

(13) 

exf,ressed as a function of this factor 

IY2 11 2   G r: 
gli(g2 + g3 ) (I - I - Roc ovt, ) 2e- li e + R 2 (1) 

° 

Curves uf pain vs total output conductance can be 
plotted by the use of equation (114).  These curves 
have the same shapes as curves of gain vs output-
circuit bandwidth.  ihen the quantity (1-ho cos0 ) 
is i'rea+,er than ho, there is a value for x for 
v.nich the gain becomes zero; consequently, a value 
provicini: raximun  ain nay also he found.  dhen the 
quantity (1-110 cose) is le s than ito, the gain 
aproaches infinity as x approaches zero.  Of 
course, this criterion for stability is the same 
as that applied to the previous equations. 

Tue results obtained thus far apply to any 
linear four-terminal network.  These results can be 
applied to a specific amplifier such as grounded-
grid or cathode-drive triode circuit by determi-
nation of the four FJhort-circuit admittances for 
the circuit considered. 

Fit,. .3 illustrates the detemination of the 
required quantities for an ideal parallel-plane 
triode in which electrons are emitted at zero 
velocity.  The short-circuit input admittance, Yll, 
shoulc be the sane as that of a diode because the 
current measured at the catnode has the same value 
whether the electrons pass through apertures in 
the grid or are stopped at the grid plane.  Al-
though, strictly speaking, tnis argument applies 
only as the amplification factor approaches in-
finity, the modification for finite amplification 
factor has a relatively small effect on the form of 
the curves obtained. 

The forward transfer admittance, Y21, re-

sults from the electron current passing through 
the grid.  This current is delayed in phase with 
respect to the voltahe el because of the finite 
time required for the transfer of electrons be-
tween the cathode and the grid and between the grid 
and the plate. 

The theoretical value of the short-circuit 
input conductance decreases slowl;, with increasing 
transit angle; there is no transit-time loading 
term to be added.  The phase angle is positive, and 
the susceptance corresponds to a capacitance which 
is less than the cold capacitance.  The short-cir-
cuit transfer admittance is almost constant in 
magnitude, but it is delayed in phase with respect 
to the voltage.  The theoretical value for this 
phase delay is the sum of 11/30 of the cathode-grid 
transit angle and 2/3 of the grid-plate transit 
angle. 
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In Fir. 3, the vector connecting the end 
points of the Yll  vector and the Y21 vector re-
presents the input adnittance which would be 
measured at the grid in a grounded-cathode cir-
cuit.  It is evident that the major pst of the 
conductance component of this admittance is caused 
by the phase shift in transfer admittance.  This 
component is the transit-time loading observed in 
the grounded-cathode circuit.  The increase in 
susceptance and, consequently, in capacitance as 
compared to values observed in a grounded-grid 
circuit is also evident. 

The snort-circuit feedback admittance is 
determined by the current at the cathode produced 
by the effective voltage at the grid.  Consequently, 
the feedback admittance for trie ideal situation 
considered is the quotient of the short-circuit 
input admittance divided by the amplification 
factor. 

The short-circuit output admittance is deter-
mined by the current at the plate produced by the 
effective voltage at the grid, plus whatever currents 
result from the voltage between plate and grid.  The 
first part is the snort-circuit forward admittance 
divided by the amplification factor; this part con-
sists of a real component proportional to the cosine 
of the phase angle of the forward admittance and an 



imaginary component proportional to the sine of this  The coefficient of the gain equations is 

angle.  The second part is principally the suscep-
tance of the plate-to-grid capacitance.  ihis SUB — 
ceptance is generally much larger than the portion 
derived from the transfer admittance.  The third 
part is a small component representing interaction 
of the plate-to-grid voltage on the electrons in 
the plate-to-grid space; this part will be neglect-
ed in the subsequent discussion.  The total short- termines stauility, 1 - Ro cos  0 -Ro, is given by 
circuit output admittance is consequently a con-
ductance that decreases with increasing frequency 
plus a susceptance which is principally due to the 
plate-to-grid capacitance.  Approximate equations 
for the short-circuit admittances are as follows: 

IY211 2 

'(I I- JII 

y  _  . 
12 -  (.11+ i c- 11 ) 

Y21 =g II 

Y22  211_ 

In terms of the electron transit time, 

3  T1 = -  

tq l  10  1111 

(16) 
The first diagram in Fig. Ji shows the input-

admittance circle for cathode-to-grid and grid-to-
plate transit angles equal to 75° and 300, respect-
ively.  The second diagram shows the input-admittance 

(17)  circle for transit angles equal to half these values. 
Curves of gain vs total output conductance are 
plotted for both these circles.  The results show 
that the gain would increase with increasing fre-
quency in an amplifier using an ideal tube, and that 

(lb)  the gain would approach infinity as the termination 
conductance approached zero even at low frequencies. 
Moreover, a theoretical increase of gain with in-
creasing frequency would be found even if the feed-
back were cancelled by neutralization.  This increase 

(19) resalta because the short-circuit input conductance 
and the magnitude of the short-circuit forward ad-
mittance vary only slowly with transit angle, while 

(20)  the short-circuit output conductance decreases in 
the manner of a cosine function. 

g11922  cos. (I I T. + 
30 ' 

3 T2) (24) 

The term from the gain equation which de-

1 - Rocos! - Ro 
cos- W-1+7 72 )+  2  2 

This term is always negative, approac:Ling 
zero as the transit angles approach zero.  .lonse-
quently, there is no finite maximum-gain value for 
a tube which is ideal in the sense discussed. 

71. and Y2 are the transit times fror. cathode to 
gril and from grid to plate, respectively.  '̀!en 
these values are used, the feedback admittance is 
approximately 

I  gil  .3 
Y12  -7  3  elj15  (21) - COS T() 

The quantities used previously in the equations for 
input admittance and gain may now be found. 

'en the output termination conductance, g3, 
is zero, the circle radius, Ro, is given by 

-   
cos ,,(1.7. + 3  32_ 72)4- cos,  ¡ 7-2)  2  \ 

15 1  

1 

(22) 

The phase angle of the product of the forward and 
feedback admittances is 

(-13T + 1 72) (23) 
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:,easurement of Short-Circuit Admittance and Gain 

Data of -.,he type discussed have been measur-
ed on several disc-seal triodes at frequencies in 
the vicinity of 1000 megacycles per second.  A block 
diagr am of the test equipment used is shown in Fig. 
5. Ene test procedure is as follows: 

(1)  ::.easurements are made of input sus-
ceptance vs input conductance, with 
output-termination susceptance 
varied, for several values of output-
termination conductance, and curves 
are then plotted. 

( ) 

(.3) 

The power gain is measured for at 
least one stable operating condition, 
with output-termination susceptance 
adjusted for maximum gain. 

The s‘lort-circuit output conductance 
is determined, either by direct 
measurement with the connections to 
the tube reversed or by a susceptance-
variation method with the connections 
as shown in sig. 5. 



All of the snort-eircait admittance magni-
tudes and the real and imaginary parts for the in-
put and output admittances can be determineC. from 
these data.  The phase angle for the product of the 
forward and feedback admittances can also be de-
termined.  Additional tests using different circuit 
connect-:.cns would be necessary to obtain separate 
values for toe phase angles of these two admittances. 

Fig. 6 shows the snort-circuit input admit-
tance for an nCA developmental pencil tube as a 
function of biasing voltage for three different fre-
quencies.  In the space-charge limited region, the 
variation of conductance with frequency is too small 
to permit a conclusion as to whether the conductance 
increases or decreases.  Very similar curves have 
been measured on close-spaced diodes.  There is an 
increase of conductance with frequency in the re-
tard ng-field region; this region, however, is out-
side the scope of the theory considered previously. 

Fig. 7 shows curves of snort-circuit output 
conductance as a function of frequency for a similar 
Jevelopmental tube.  The difference between hot and 
cold conductance can be fitted to a cosine curve 
having the extrapolated zero intercept at approxi-

mately 1200 megacycles per second. 

The magnitudes of the snort-circuit forward 
and feedbacnu admittances are determined from measure-
ments of the input ad.aittance and the power gain on 
toe basis of tne tneory developed previously.  A 
curve of input conductance vs input sasceotance, 
normalized uy division by the short-circuit input 
csor.ductance, is shown in F'ig. b. lois curve was ob-
ta'..ned for a developmental pencil tube at a fre-
quency of 870 megacycles per second. ;ne data ob-
tained for this tube are as follows: 

Developmental Pencil Tube  

Aeater Voltage 
rate Voltage 
elate Current 
Cat ode Voltage 
Catnode Resistor 
Amplification Factor 
Transconductance 
rate Conductance 

Capacitances: 

6.3 vJits 
125 volts 
20 milliamperes 
0.8 volts 
40 ohms 
55 
18.5 millimhos 
0.34 millimhos 

-;rid to .".;atnode . 5.1 µµf 
'rid to elate  1. 1.9 if 
rlate to G.t..ode. 0.04 4elf 

Short-Circuit AdLittances: 

Frequency, 870 aegacycles per second. 

Ill  19 .7 •  25.() 
-11  U.i 
Y22  a 0.15 +  

G22 . 2.: 
Y21 . 18.8 
Y12  . 0.25 

âo a 0.67 
1.ao cos 0  - -0.275 

millinhos 
micromOcrofarads 
millimhos 
::j.cromicrofarads 
millimhos 
:11 linhos 
de mees 

The values for are a,proximately 
equal to the low-frequency Yuel of the tube trans-
conductance.  The value for g22 includes thc dielec-
tric loss in the glass nnd some series-resistance 
losses; even witn these losses, however, it is low-
er than the law-frequency value.  The feedback ad-
mittance, Y12, is decidedly lower than expected. 
This result probably indicates that the series in-
ductance of the grid is sufficient t. cancel partial-
ly the effect of the electric field through the 
grid.  The calculated value of inductance needed to 
obtain the observed result is of the order of a few 
tenths of a millimicrohenry. 

Conclusions 

1)  The ideal parallel-plane triode, having 
zero initial electron velocities, shows no apprec-
iable deterioration in performance in a grounded-
grid circuit at frequencies up to those at which 
the transit angles amount to several radians. 

2)  Formulas giving maximum-gain values and 
operating conditions for this kind of tube are not 

possible because the inherent feedback properties 
predict oscillation as the limiting condition. 

3)  Dielectric losses and skin-effect losses 
in a tube often increas  with increasing frequency 
at such a rate as to mask the decrease in electron-
ic conductance.  This enect probably explains the 
correlation obtained in many cases between observed 
gains and gains calculated by the use of incorrect 

formulas. 

4) The phase shift in transfer admittance 
must be taken into account to explain the differ-
ence between hot capacitances measured at the 
cathode and at the grid at the lowest frequencies 
at which such measurements can be made. 

5) .Aeasurements at frequencies up to approxi-
mately 1000 megacycles per second show correspondance 
between the performance of actual tubes and the cal-
culated behavior of ideal tubes.  It is probably de-
sirable to discuss actual tubes in terms of measur-
able phase an;,les instead uf the transit angles, 
because the transit angles have a single value only 
in the hypothetical case of parallel-plane geometry 
and zero initial veloc ty. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A LARGE-DIAMETER DUMET LEAD FOR SEALING TO SOFT GLASS 

D. L. Swartz and J. C. Turnbull 
Radio Corp. of America 

Lancaster, Pa. 

ABSTRACT 

Dumet leads having diameters greater than 
0.030 inch have long been desired in the power-
tube industry for increased rf-current-carrying 
capacity. This paper describes a 0.060-inch, high-
conductivity dumet lead which was developed by 
careful matching of radial and axial thermal-
expansion coefficient. In this lead, relative copper 
volume is about 1 to •1â that found in conventional 
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dumet leads. The core material is a nickel-iron 
alloy having an expansion coefficient of 90 x 10-7  
in/in/DC. The use of this alloy provides a con-
siderably better match to G0120 glass than that 
provided by conventional dumet leads. Relative 
merits of three possible techniques for producing 
the high-conductivity dumet leads are discussed. 



NOVEL DESIGN APPROACH FOR MICROWAVE TUBES 

J. E. McLinden and D. Lichtman 

Airborne Instruments Laboratory, Inc. 
Mineola, N. Y. 

Summary  

An approach to electron-tube construction is 
presented that is especially suited to tubes and 
components requiring establishment and mainte-
nance cf critical geometries in vacuum-sealed 
heated assemblies.  In this method, spacings are 

established by optical measurements and main-
tained by coherence with the assembly envelope. 

This approach should not only improve the relia-
bility  f a component but also reduce its cost. 
The following discussion deals with the develop-
ment of a planar microwave triode that has spac-
ing tolerances of 1'0.0001 inch. 

Introduction  

This paper presents an approach to tube 
design that has thus far been directed toward the 
development of a planar microwave triode, but 
introduces a technique that has possible appli-
cations to other tubes and electron devices 
requiring close tolerances, critical dimensional 
stability, and high ambient and operating temper-

atures. 

Despite many recent developments in velocity-
modulated tubes, planar current-modulated tubes 
find many applications in amplifiers requiring 
high gain-ban'. products.  The possible appli-
cations cf planar tubes would be greatly multi-
plied if their cost could be reduced signifi-
cantly.  For example, with the extension of com-
mercial television into the UHF bands, a low-cost, 
low-noise planar tube would result in significant 
overall economies in television coverage. 

One of the chief aims cf the subject develop-

ment was to evolve a design and assembly tech-
nique that could lead to substantial reduction in 
costs an  improvement cf quality in.a tube whose 
grid-cathode spacing would be sufficiently small 

to enable the performance cf the tube to closely 
approach the ultimate performance of microwave 

trio les  

A microwave tube cannot be thought of as an 
electron tube with an attached circuit: the tube 
and circuit must be thought cf as a single elec-
trical system.  Thus, to optimize the performance 
and reduce the cost of such a system, the tube 

and circuit design must be thoroughly integrated. 

The important parameters that must be con-
sidered in establishing such a microwave tube 
design include (1) dimensional requirements for 
electrical performance, (2) establishment and 
maintenance of critical internal dimensions, (3) 
minimization of r-f losses, and (4) Jissipation 
of heat.  Past tube developments undertook to 
resolve these problems in a number of ways.  Many 

of these designs depended upon the establishment 
of critical internal dimensions by means of 
structural features of the tube itself, such as 
the use or shims.  This approach dictates an 
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expensive design,because all parts of the tube 
must be made to closer tolerances than the spacings 
required in the final assembly.  Other designs 
depended upon precise and elaborate jigs to support 
the tube elements during sealing-in.  Such jigs are 
not only expensive initially but must include tol-
erance requirements that are difficult to maintain. 

In our approach to this problem, we intro-
duced a technique whereby spacings are established 

during assembly through the use of optical measur-
ing equipment.  This permits relatively loose 

tolerances on the tube parts and yet makes spacing 
tolerances of t0.0001 inch practical; it also 
optimizes the electrical performance by contrib-
uting to quality control in manufacturing and tube 

reliability in application. 

In order to maintain these dimensions, the 

elements are bonded by a refractory cement that 
can be applied conveniently and exhibits satis-
factory vacuum properties and dimensional stability. 
The cement, which forms portions of the tube enve-
lope, is not vacuum tight.  It is therefore glazed 

during the sealing-in.  The application of the 
glaze to the assembly required the development of 
special techniques, and a number of practical 

methods were established. 

Tube Structure 

The structure of the tube thus evolved is 

here presented (Figure 1).  It consists essentially 
of three coaxial cylinders, terminating in the 
cathode, grid, and anode, respectively.  Each of 
these cylinders is assemblied separately to reason-

ably close tolerances, but the tolerance require-
ments on these subassemblies are far less than 
those require' by the final geometry. 

The cathode cup is machined and polished from 
nickel stock rather than punched or drawn, because 
it was found that only by this technique could the 

required planarity of the cathode surface be 
obtained.  The cathode cup is then mounted on a 
1/2 mil Inconel X cylinder that not only provides 

the necessary structural rigidity and thermal iso-
lation of the cathode from the rest of the tube 
structure, but also has satisfactory r-f conduction 

properties. 

The cathode is heated by a conventional coiled 
heater mounted on a ceramic stem, which also sup-
ports the ribbon getter on a third lead.  In this 
tube, the heater-cathode connections are separate. 

The molybdenum anode serves as the termination 
of an assembled cylinder comprising the anole, a 
glass-sealing alloy cylinder with exhaust holes, 

and an GFHC copper exhaust tubulation. 

The grid consists of a gold-plated 0.0003-
inch-diameter tungsten wire wound at a pitch of 
1000 turns per inch and brazed to a molybdenum 
washer.  The wound grit is welded to the end of a 



supporting cylinder. 

The principal envelope materials are 
Allegheny-Ludlum 4750 alloy and Alsimag 243 
Forsterite.  Forsterite was chosen as the enve-

lope ceramic because of its low-loss factor of 
0.0)2.  The strength of Forsterite is relatively 
low, but it was found to be adequate for the 
requirements of this development both in fabri-
cation and operation.  Allegheny-Ludlum type 4750 
glass-sealing alloy was chosen because its expan-
sion coefficient closely matches that of the 
Forsterite.  The cement and solder glass frit com-

plete the envelope .and provide the necessary 
structural and electric properties. 

The refractory cement used in this application 
has an expansion coefficient approximating that of 
soft glass,--that is, approximately 90 X 10-7 
centimeter per centimeter per degree C.  It has 
the important feature that it satisfactorily wets 
most ceramics, metals, and glasses, and thus can 
be used as a bonding agent in electronic tubes 
having components whose expansion coefficients 
approximate that of the cement.  The vacuum 
properties of the cement have been tested, and 
tubes containing this cement have performed for 
well over 5000 hours with no apparent deterioration 
of vacuum.  The cement can be baked out at tem-
peratures greater than 800 C without destroying 
the bond, and tubes assembled using this cement 
as a bonding agent have been operated at ectremely 
high accelerations.  Preliminary tests of r-f 
losses indicate that in the applications we have 
considered, the losses of the cement are negli-
gible. 

The Corning type 7570 solder glass has a 
softening temperature of less than 530 C and an 
expansion coefficient of 84 x 10-7, which matches 
the other envelope materials reasonably well.  It 
was furnished to us by Corning in the form of 
325 mesh powdered frit. We have experimented with 
various techniques for applying the frit to the 
seal.  In certain geometries, it can be applied 
as powder by simply placing it in the area where 
the seal is desired.  The glass may be heated by 
means of a gas-air or gas-oxygen torch.  In other 
applications where the frit is in intimate contact 
with r-f conducting elements, sealing-in can be 
accomplished by in ,uction heating. 

A third method of effecting seals is by 
placing the entire assembly, including the frit, 
in an oven that is elevated to the flow point of 
the frit. 

We have found it convenient to draw the 
powdered frit into canes of about 1/16-inch diam-
eter.  By the use of this configuration, the glass 
can be applied in the same manner as metallic wire 
or strip solder--that is, it is held on the seal-
ing point by hand, and heat is applied via a torch 
until the glass flows.  It can then be shaped to 
the required fillet by means of a carbon rod.  We 
have also explored the application of the frit in 
the form of molded preforms.  The glass can either 
be molded with a volatile binder or the preforms 
can be molded and pre-melted to the required 
shape.  This latter technique would of course be 
desirable in large production quantities. 

Assembly  

In order to proceed with the completion cf 
the envelope construction, the critical spacings 

between the planar elements must be established. 
The grid-anode spacing is established optically 

in a unit as shown in Figure 2.  This unit consists 
essentially of a 300-power compound microscope in 
which the stage has been replaced by a structure 

on which can be mounted the grid and anode sub-
assemblies.  The anode assembly is held below and 
inside the grid-cylinder assembly.  The latter is 
mounted on a platform supported above the anode 
in such a way that it can be moved laterally in 
two directions with respect to the anode holler. 
The anode can be moved vertically.  By means of 

the microscope, observations are made through the 
grid laterals of the grid-anode spacing, which 
has a calibrated scale on its vertical movement. 
In this way, the grid-cathode spacing can be fixed 
by depth-of-focus measurements,anl  the anode can 
be located centrally with respect ,o the grid. 
When the final location has been established 
(approximately r'.003 inch), the cement is applied 
between the two cylinders while the assembly 
remains in the jig.  When the cement has dried, 
this subassembly is placed in the grid-cathode 
spacing machine (Figures 3 and 4). 

Basically, the grid-cathode spacing machine 
consists of two coaxial chucks mounted on a bed 
plate.  The anode chuck can be translated axially 
to aljust the grid-cathode spacing.  The cathode 
chuck can be tilted angularly to align the cathode 
parallel to the grid.  Both chucks are rotated 
simultaneously to inspect the accuracy of the 
grid-cathode alignment.  An optical system pro-
jects a shadow of the grid-cathode spacing for 
optical inspection.  The optical system uses as an 
illumination source, a well-collimated beam pro-
duced from a zirconium arc point that is projected 
through the grid-cathode aperture.  The image thus 
formed is magnified about 100 times and projected 
on a ground glass screen.  This is sufficiently 
bright to permit comfortable operation by the 
operator.  After the grid-anode assembly is inserte 
in the chuck, a retaining ring is tightened to 
cause the chuck to grip the anode tightly.  The 
cathode subassembly is inserted in the cathode 
chuck, which is similar to the anode chuck. 

The spacing between the grid and cathode is 
adjusted by a combination of course and fine 
adjustments for translating the feed tube. 

When the cathode-grid spacing has been set, 
the spacing is inspected to determine the extent to 
which the cathode is tilted relative tc the grid. 
This is done by means of the roll knob, which 
drives both the anode-chuck mandrel and the cathode-
chuck mandrel in synchronism.  These two mandrels 

rile in sets of aligned ball-bearing races.  While 
the two subassemblies of the tube are rotated, trie 
optical system projects a shadowgraph of the periph-
eral spacing between cathode and grid on a viewing 
screen.  An angular scale on the left-hand end of 
the cathoie-chuck mandrel enables the operator to 
read the angular position at which the space between 
the cathode and anode is the greatest.  This angle 
is indicative of the plane in which the cathode is 
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tilted relative to the grid.  After having deter-
mined this plane, the operator rotates the chuck 

mandrels back to their zero positions and tilts 
the cathode chuck as required. 

In or e' that the cathode chuck ne7 tilt in 
alr, direction, it is mounted in its mandrel by 
a brass surround whose external surface is a spher-
ical zone.  The center of the spherical zone is 
approximately at the center of the cathode face 

when the cathode is mounted in the cathode chuck. 
..!ith some practice, the tube assembler can accom-
plish the ali,pment and spacing in about 5 minutes. 

Following alignment and spacing, the Forsterite 
envelope is placed over the grid and cathode 

cylinders and cemented in place with the cement. 
The lining up of this is not extremely critical 
and is accomplished by means of a simple jig. 

After the assembly has dried sufficiently, it is 
ready for sealing-in.  This is accomplished on a 
conventional sealing-in lathe with provision for 
flushing the assembly with forming gas during the 
sealing-in operation.  The sealing-in operation 
is accomplished by means of the solder glass. 
which is presently applied in the form of cane 
and heated by means of a gas-oxygen hand torch as 

rldicated in Figure 5. 

Conclusions 

The chief advantages of this type seal-in 
include the fact that it can be done directly in 
air.  Furthermore, since the glass serves essen-
tially as a vacuum seal and not as a structural 
member, this operation does not affect the inter-
nal tube geometry.  In large-scale production, it 

is anticipated that the frit will be applied in 
the form of glass preforms, and the sealing-in 
accomplished on an automatic seal-exhaust machine 
that will consist essentially of a series of 
ports in which the assemblies can be mounted with 
the glass preforms in place.  This will be passed 
through ovens that will accomplish both bake-out 
and seal-in while the tubes are under vacuum. 
Activation and tip-off will follow in a conven-

tional manner.  In the laboratory, however, 
exhaust has been accomplished on a conventional 
trolley exhaust machine using water-cooled ports. 
Activation and pre-flashing of the getter are done 
while the tube is on the exhaust station, and 

tipping-off is accomplished by means of a conven-
tional pinch-off tool.  Following exhaust, the 
external conducting surfaces are gold-plated.  A 
completed tube appears in Figure 6.  The tubes 
are aged and dc-tested, and finally, rf-tested. 

The sealing-in and processing techniques 

permitted by this design and assembly lead to a 
structure having excellent dimensional stability 

and reproducibility.  It is rugged and can oper-
ate safely with seal temperatures as high as 

250 C.  The approach described introduces a 
method in which close tolerances are established 
by the use of precision assembly equipment cou-
pled with relatively simple optical measurements, 

and these tolerances are maintained in operation 
by a coherent integrated construction. 
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Fig. 1 

Tube Structure. 



Fig. 2 

Grid-Anode Spacing Fixture. 

Fig. 3 

Grid-Cathode Spacing Fixture. 
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MAGNETRON OPERATIoN AT VERY LONG PULSES* 

Markus Nowogrodzki 
Amperex Electronic Corporation 

INTRODUCTION 

The part played by the cathode in a pulsed 
magnetron oscillator is more complex than simply 
that of a source of electrons.  Owing to the pre-
sence of the so-called static electron cloud, 
whose diameter is dependent upon the magnitudes of 
both the electric and the crossed magnetic fields, 
the cathode diameter has a marked influence on the 
magnetron efficiency; the centering of the cathode 
in the interaction space, both radial and axial, 
is important not only because it affects the oper-
ating efficiency, but because of its effects on 
the shape of the rf spectrum as well; the geometry 
of the cathode and its end shields helps confine 
the electrons within the interaction apace and 
also must be designed for proper heat transfer to 
the support structure under conditions of severe 
back bombardment, such as are encountered in mag-
netron operation; finally, the smoothness of the 
emitting surface is of great importance in pulsed-
magnetron operation, since it will greatly affect 
the stability of the tube, i.e., the susceptibili-
ty of the magnetron to cathode sparking, cathode-
anode arcing, and overheating. 

The excellence of the magnetron cathode is 
put to an even more severe test when the tube is 
being triggered with very long pulses.  Under 
long-pulse operation, demands on very considerable 
cathode emission for relatively long periods of 
time are made; and the tendency to spark at some 
point during the pulse interval is enhanced.  It 
is for these reesons that life-test runs on pulsed 
magnetrons are usually performed at the longest 
pulse specified for the particular tube.  Thus, in 
any cathode-evaluation program for a magnetron 
type, operation of the tube at very long pulses 
has a special significance as a measure of cathode 
quality. 

This paper describes a still incompleted 
phenomenological study of a new type of emitter, 
viz., the Philips' impregnated cathode, in a mag-
netron operating at pulse widths hitherto not 
attained in operational tubes of this type.  The 
RETMA designation of the tube, which has the out-
ward appearance of, and is, electrically, an im-
proved version of the 4J52 magnetron, is 6507. 

THE CATHODE STRUCTURE 

The Philips' impregnated cathode** is an im-
proved version of a new cathode type developed in 
Holland and known as the "L" cathode (1) (2). 
While the original "L" cathode used a reservoir of 
barium carbonate contained by a layer of porous 
tungsten, the impregnated cathode employs an 
emissive layer of porous tungsten impregnated with 
barium aluminate. In either design the smoothness 
of the metallic emissive surface makes the cathode 
particularly suitable for magnetron applications, 

but in the case of the "L" cathode, the required 
operating temperature is generally higher than 
that required for the impregnated cathode. 
Sketches of a typical "L" cathode design for a mag-
netron application and the 6507 cathode (impregna-
ted) are shown in Figure 1. 

In addition to the desirable emitting surface 
characteristics, the impregnated cathode has ex-
cellent thermionic emission qualities.  Moreover, 
the susceptibility of the cathode to poisoning is 
small, so that the cathode structure can actually 
be exposed to air after operation in a tube and re-
used in another mount.  From a manufacturing peint 
of view, this is a very desirable characteristic, 
as is the fact that there is no "breakdown" of the 
impregnated emitter comparable to that of the 
breakdown of the alkaline-earth carbonates in an 
oxide-coated type.  The excellent life obtained 
with an impregnated cathode in magnetron applica-
tions (as discussed latter in the paper) make this 
type of emitter even more desirable. 

The applicability of porous-tungsten, dispen-
ser-type cathodes (to which class both the "L" 
type and the impregnated type belong) to magnetrons 
has been predicted almost from the time these de-
signs were developed.  A study of the "L" cathode 
in a magnetron application (3) showed its advan-
ta es, even though this particular investigation 
was limited to operation of the tube (a 725Á mag-
netron) within the scope of existing specifications. 
The present report, describing operation at extreme 
pulse-lengths, should, in the opinion of the author, 
help to establish the impregnated cathode as a 
superior design for magnetron applications. 

DESCRIPTION OF TUBE; COMPARISON WITH 4.152 

The 6507 magnetron is a 16-resonator, vane-
type, packaged tube utilizing double-ended, double-
ring strapping, and externally identical to the 
4J52 tube.  Its operating characteristics (at 
normal pulse-durations) are also identical with 
that of the 4J52 magnetron (including heater 
characteristics), so that the tube can be used as 
a direct replacement in all equipments using the 
4J52.  A performance chart of the 6507 is shown in 
Figure 2, and is seen to be essentially the same 
as similar charts for the 4,152 magnetron published 
in the literature. (4) 

But the 6507 shows distinct improvement over 
the 4J52 even at operating conditions which are 
standard for the latter tube. 

* The work described in this paper was carried 
out under United States Air Force Contract AF-33 
(600) 23763. 

**  Developed at Philips Laboratories, Irvington, 
New York. 
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These improved qualities are in three general cate-
gories, viz., tube processing; stability; and life 
characteristics. 

In addition to benefiting from the immunity to 
poisoning of the impregnated cathode and the sim-
plified pumping procedure, both of which have been 
mentioned before, the processing of the 6507 diff-
ers from that of the standard 4J52 in another im-
portant aspect; the smoothness of the cathode sur-
face greatly facilitates aging.  Exact aging times 
cannot be given, since the normal aging schedules 
call for minimum aging times even for tubes not 
requiring the prescribed aging, particularly on 
systematized production runs; but a typical 6507 
aging schedule is in the order of 10-20 minutes, 
while a 4J52 may require aging in excess of 1 1/2 

hours. 

The stability of the 6507 is likewise related 
to the quality of its cathode surface.  The 6507 
not only displays extremely stable operation at 
long-pulse conditions, where 4J52 magnetrons arc 
excessively (see below), but gives improved sta-
bility and life at standard 4J52 operating condi-

tions as well. 

LONG-PULSE OPERATION: TEST EQUIPMENT: 

The 6507 was checked in a rather elaborate 
test equipment designed for a variety of test 
conditions in addition to the long-pulse operation 
of interest here.  Even though the basic design 
principles of the test equipment are conventional, 
and the modulator follows the standard discharg-
ing-network type technique, the inclusion of ex-
treme test conditions, particularly the long-pulse 
conditions, presented a number of design problema, 
some of which may merit a brief review. 

With reference to the Test Set Functional 
Block Diagram, shown in Figure 3, the equipment 
uses a conventional d-c power supply, a control-
and-metering section similar in design and con-
struction to the standard Amperex Magnetron Test 
Station, a driver whose pulse-repetition fre-
quency is derived from a commercial audio oscilla-
tor for ease of adjustment, interlock circuits in-
corporating a number of safety devices for the 
protection of both the test personnel and the tube 
under test, and a line-type modulator, shown in 
block-diagram form in Figure 4.  High-voltage 
switching relays are used for rapid change-over 
between the various test conditions.  Sand loada 
are used in the life test sets, while a water load 
is employed in the operational test set.  The 
equipments can be operated under the following 
conditions: 

(a) High duty cycle (.001 - approx. .01) at 
1/4, 1, and 5 microsecond pulse widths. 
Standard 4J52 operates at .001 duty 
cycle. 

(b)  Long-pulse operation (5,6,7,5,9,10,12, 
12.5 and 15 microsenonds) at 0.001 duty 
cycle.  Standard 4J52 has maximum pulse 
width of 6 microseconds. 

(c)  Higher power input to magnetron (approx-
imately 50% additional input above 
standard 4J52). 

By designing for operation with linear, reson-
ant, and subresonant charging, only two charging 
chokes are used in the modulator (cf. Figure 4). 
Two sets of pulse components are employed, for 0.25 
- 5 psecond and 5-15  psecond operation, respec-
tively.  A design innovation is the use of a hy-
drogen thyratron clipper circuit, with the addi-
tional novel arrangement of a selenium rectifier 
triggering the thyratron. Otherwise, the circuit 
is conventional, as shown in the sketch. 

Pulse-forming network: The problem in pulse-
forming network design centered around the necess-
ity to compromise between pulse rise time and 
acceptable pulse shape.  (A fast rise time was de-
sired because of the sensitivity of the  4J52 mag-
netron to voltage rate-of-rise, and with a fast 
rise time designed into the equipment, this para-
meter could be controlled by using an external 
variable high-vacuum capacitor.)  The long-pulse 
network, in particular, posed a problem, since the 
long pulses, coupled with the fast rise times re-
quired, dictated networks comprised of unusually 
large numbers of sections (78 meshes as compared to 
5 mesh networks normally employed), which, in turn, 
led to large values of dissipation the artificial 
line and deterioration of the pulse shape.  The 
characteristics of the final network designs are as 
follows: 
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Network 

78-mesh 
25-mesh 

Rise Time Droop 
(microseconds)  -- r -

0.125  11.6 
0.244  7.7 

Pulse Width  
(microseconds) 

114.2 
13.5 

The networks were tested by replacing the 
pulse transforffier by a non-inductive resistive 
load and monitoring the pulse shapes by photo-

graphic methods. 

Pulse Transformer: Different approaches were 
used  the various manufacturers in their designs 
of the 15-microsecond pulse transformers.  The unit 
received from one supplier showed core saturation 
effects, manifesting themselves in a narrowing of 
the pulse at higher power levels.  Thus, while full 
pulse length (approximately 15  pseoonds) was re-
produced at power levels up to about 25% of the 
rated value, the trailing edge of the pulse de-
teriorated at high levels, the pulse width at rated 
power being approximately 9 microseconds.  This 
unit was not acceptable.  The second manufacturer 
used a low-current bifilar winding, the purpose 
being to minimize the wire size used in the windings 
and consequently the stray capacitance, leading to 
faster voltage rise times.  This required the 
placing of the filament transformer at the magne-
tron (load) side of the pulse transformer.  The 
third design was conventional, and proved even more 
satisfactory.  The characteristics of the pulse 
transformers are summarized below: 



Pulse X-Former Filament X-Former Rise Time  Droop 
( 7e7C-F e) 

15 µsec.Mfr.A saturation - not acceptable 
B high side  0.284  10 
C ground side  0.266  6 

The method  used for testing the pulse trans-
former was as follows:  For rise-time measurements, 
a 0.25 µsecond pulse with a 0.08- µsecond rise 
time was used, and the rise time was considered to 
be the total rise time (10-80% of the pulse) as 
measured at the output of the pulse transformer 
when the latter was loaded with a non-inductive 
matching resistor.  The droop was determined using 
a network of the full pulse length having a known 
droop, the transformer droop being the difference 
in the droop at the output of the transformer and 
that of the network.  The parameters involved were 
measured on photographs taken of the gynchroscope 
traces. 

LONG-PUISE OPERATION: TUBE PERFORMANCE 

A. Test Conditions 

(1)  Pulse Characteristics - The character-
istics of the line-type pulser used for testing the 
6507 magnetrons for long-pulse operation are 
summarized below: 

Rise time (10% - 80% of voltage pulse )O.35 
microsecond 
Fall ti me (80% - 10% of voltage pulse) 3.64 
microsecond 
Pulse width (at 80% of voltage pulse) 13.5 
microsecond 
Droop (80% - 100% of voltage pulse) 13.7% 

The data given above are for operation into a 
1000-ohm noninductive resistive load.  With a mag-
netron load, pulse conditions are as follows: 

Pulse width (at 80% of voltage pulse) 13.8 
microseconds 
Pulse width (at 50% of current pulse) 13.14 
microseconds 

The magnetrons are operated at a duty cycle of 
0.001 for these tests. 

(2)  Aging Procedure - The tubes assigned for 
long-pulse testing are first aged according to 
normal procedures for the 4J52 magnetron.  The mag-
nets are stabilized as for a 4J52,for tube operatirm 
at approximately 15 IV, 15 amperes.  The tubes are 
subsequently aged for long-pulse operation at con-
stant duty cycle (0.001) and pulse widths of 577 
11, and 13.d microseconds.  The normal aging time 
up to maximum pulse width is 15-30 minutes. 

(3)  Cathode Temperature - The warm-up heater 
voltage is 12.6 volts.  Warm-up time is 180 seconds 
minimum.  At 15-ampere operation, the cathode tem-
perature at Er "' 8 V is recorded.  (Provisions 
have been made in the output waveguide transmission 
line for measuring the cathode temperature by means 
of an optical pyrometer without disturbing the rf 

properties of the waveguide.)  For electrical 
tests, the cathode temperature is set at 975°C. 
(brightness temperature). 

B.  Tube Evaluation 

(1) MIL-E -1P Teste - All 6507 tubes are tested 
to 4J52 Mit4E -1P specifications, end pass these 
tests without difficulty.  In addition, much better 
stability, easier aging, and, superior life charac-
teristics result from the inclusion of an impreg-
nated cathode.  All electrical characteristics of 
the 6507 are identical with that of the 4J52 (power 
output, spectrum bandwidth, pulling factor, etcetera), 

(2)  Power Output - The power output at 14 - 
microsecond operation shows no drastic inconsis-
tencies as compared to that at JAN test conditions. 
It is to be noted that the duty-cycle factor in 
both cases is 0.001 and thus a drastic decrease in 
average power under long-pulse operation would be 
indicative of "cathode fatigue" (decrease of output 
during pulse).  No evidence of cathode fatigue can 
be discerned in the measurements, nor was there any 
indication of output "droop" in the viewing of the 
detected rf envelope.  Further proof of the equiv-
alence of the tube's performance at long pulses is 
the 14 peecond performance chart shown in Figure 5, 
which is seen to be essentially the same as the 
1- µsecond chart of Figure 2. 

(3) Cathode Temperature - The operating tem-
perature of the impregnated cathode is obviously of 
great interest to the tube designer.  Early reports 
indicating the necessity of higher cathode tem-
peratures (as compared to an oxide-coated cathode) 
were not borne out by later experiments. 6507 mag-
netrons have operated quite successfully with im-
pregnated cathode at brightness temperatures as low 
as 850°C.  On this basis, a standard 4J52 heater is 
used in the 6507, with excellent results.  Table I 
summarizes measured cathode temperatures on a num-
ber of 6507 magnetrons with the filament at 8 V and 
oscillating at 15 amperes plate durrent.  Although 
the procedure has been to test the tubes at a con-
stant cathode temperature (975°c.), it appears that 
adequate results would be obtained if the filament 
voltage were reduced to 8 V. after application of 
high voltage, making the procedure identical to 
that now specified for the 4J52 magnetron. 

(4)  (4) Magnetron Stability - One of the most 
striking advantages of the impregnated cathode in 
magnetron applications appears to be the stability 
of the tubes incorporating this type of cathode in 
their design.  This feature is particularly apparerrt 
in long-pulse operation, where sparking of a con-
ventional cathode makes the tube useless for any 
practical application.  Table II illustrates the 
stability of the 6507 under long-pulse conditions. 
It is to be noted that'MIL-E -1B specification 
allows 60 arcs in a 5-minute interval for a 4J52 
magnetron operated at 200 pps, or 0.1% arcs.  The 
corresponding number of arcs for a 6507 operated at 
75 pps would be 22 arcs/5 minutes.  It is seen that 
all 6507 tubes are capable of meeting this require-
ment, while both the control tube (#135; a 6507 
with an oxide-coated cathode) and a regular pro-
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duction type 4J52 magnetron (#3031) show an arc 
count exceeding that number.  Another important 
feature is the extreme care with which oxide-coated 
cathodes have to be aged for long-pulse operation. 
Thus, Tube #3031 was aged for 12 hours (prohibitive 
for production-type testing) as compared with 15-30 
minutes of aging required for 6507 magnetrons. 

LIFE-TEST PERFORMANCE 

1.  5-Microsecond Life Test 

The 6507, when operated at standard (5-micro-
second) conditions on life test, is characterized 
by extreme stability of its electrical performance. 
No evidence of appreciable change in frequency, 
power output, rf spectrum bandwidth, and arc count 
can be detected after more than 1,000 hours of op-
eration.  A typical life-test record under these 
conditions is shown in Figure 6 for a tube which 
operated for 1,300 hours, after which the test was 
discontinued.  It appears quite reasonable to 
specify for the 6507 tube a life of 1,000 hours 
under 4J52 test conditions. 

2.  Long-Pulse Life Test  

The performance of the impregnated cathode is 
strikingly illustrated in Figure 7.  Typical curves 
of magnetron stability are presented in these fig-
ures for tubes with an oxide-coated cathode and an 
impregnated cathode, respectively.  The parameter 
monitored was the magnetron average plate current. 
It was found that the oxide-coated cathode arced 
considerably for the first 150 hours or so of life 
test.  A marked improvement was noted during the 
later part of life (after 150-200 hours of opera-
tion).  Tubes incorporating an impregnated cathode, 
on the other hand, started off with remarkable 
stability, later showing signs of slightly in-
creased arcing, but after 750 hours of operation 
the number of arcs was still within 0.1% of the 
number of applied pulses.  It appears quite feasi-
ble to specify for the 6507 a life of between 500-
750 hours under long-pulse operating conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been demonstrated that by utilizing a 

Philips' impregnated cathode, a magnetron type was 
developed capable of meeting all test conditions 
specified for the  4.152 tube with four times the 
life expectancy of the latter; and of operating at 
pulse lengths hitherto not attempted with tubes of 
this type.  The most striking features of the im-
pregnated cathode in magnetron applications appear 
to stem from the smoothness of its emitting sur-
face, leading, in addition to its capability of 
sustaining excellent emitting characteristics at 
very long pulses, to remarkable stability and ex-
cellent life characteristics. 
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APPENDIX  

TENTATIVE TEST SPECIETCYrIONS, LONG-PUILE OPERATION 

tp: 15-microseconds maximum 
Du: 0.001 
Average Anode Current: 15mAdc 
Stability: 0.1% missing pulses maximum 
Pulling Factor: 4>f • 15 MC maximum 
Payer Output: 65 watts minimum 
Life Test: 500 hours minimum 
Life Test End Point: 50 watts minimum 

0.1% misaing pulses max. 
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TABLE I 

CATHODE TEMPERATURE (I) 

TUBE NUMBER DEGREES  CENTIGRADE 

130  916 

138  932 

140  975 

143  1015 

144  988 

(1) BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE  WITH t f • 8 V A-C; 
TUBE OPERATING AT 14 /U.SEC  PULSE,  001 DUTY 

CYCLE, 15 MA PLATE CURRENT. 

CATHODE TEMPERATURE - 6507 

LONG -PULSE OPERATION  

TABLE 11 

TUBE NUMBER ARCS/5 MIN. (1) REMARKS 

126  7;14; 11 (2) 

130  14 

138  15 

140  5, 8 4 

143  1 

144  9 

135  30; 45  -OXIDE COATED CON-
TROL CATHODE 

3031  76; 51  -PRODUCTION 4J52 
TUBE AFTER 12 HRS 

OF AGING 

(I) 0.1 % OF ARCS CORRESPONDS TO 22 ARCS/5 MINUTES. 

(2) SUCCESSIVE NUMBERS  INDICATE ARC COUNT IN SUC - 
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I;;ThC nCTI0i4  

.hecent experiments by Bell Telephone Lab-
oratories, :ational Bureau of atandards and others 
nave demonstrated the practicability of the trans-
mission of microwave signals over the horizon. 
The implications of this development are beginning 
to oecore appare t through announcements such as 
that of the A. T. and T., Long Lines Zepartment 
which states that a Florida-to-Cuba (about 100 
mile) single-hop microwave link is oeing prepared 
for service.  Also, the Canadian ..anistry of 
:efehse nas just revealed that a microwave com-
o:Inications system employing 150-mile hops is 
cm i placeU in operation. 

A discussion of these experiments and 
ms is not pertinent to this presentation 
to F(,i7-.̀ ot that such long-distance pro-
:a cf signals requires very high 
j'ter power.  i..eflex klystrons have long 

stand-By of the line-of-sight microwave 
inks ans one way to increase the trans-

of such links is to add a 

-tage of power - : fication to step up their 
:ower  -11iwatts to watts or kilo-

•.1-.1 power amplifier offers a 

Tractical meth,. of obtaininF that power at any 

freluency. 

,ne purpose of this article is to bring 
power amplifier klystron to the attention of 
oommunications trahuritter designer, to de-

:crise some cf its basic characteristics, and to 
discuss its application as a nich-power transmit-

tinï. t'u3e. 

.,uch i!uortant cnsi(ier -Aions as power 
on.tput, rain, bandwidth, modulation, distortion, 
noise, :7tapility, tunability, power oumily re-
'iirer-.ents, efficiency, size, coolinF, life, and 
rr,:liability will be ,'.icussed. 

It is hoped that the material ITesented 
will  ')f sarre vrque oc t'e engineer not 

01,H  with microwave tubes, 

an(: 'o  ill hel;. '' -ulate further study 
ano can he z: very useful 

-Is tool. 

trio(le 

Lngineering 

such as oscillator, multiplier, buffer amplifier, 
ano power amplifier, so too can the klystron. 
Tubes are available to perform any one or some-
times several of these functions.  It is per-
fectly feasible to construct transmitters using 
only klystrons in the r-f stages.  because of 
its increasing importance in the field of 
extended range communication, the klystron power 
amplifier is emphasized here. 

It will se assumed that the basic micro-
wave si nal has been generated either by a 
reflex klystron oscillator, by a conventional 
crystal-controlled oscillator-multiplier arrange-
ment, or by other means.  The choice will depend 
principally upon the type of service.  The 
balance of this paper is devoted to a discussion 
of the stare of power amplification necessary to 
raise the signal to the level required for 100-
to 300-mile transmission.  Actual power levels 
will be determined by frequency, distance, degree 
of reliability demanded, and many other factors. 
In general, power requirements will range from 
one to ten kilowatts. 

LI.'ITtTIu i ci' ..-2CUllà;:rIONAL TUBES  
LL,AL  AICha;A U InirL 

It is well known that tubes of conven-
tional design, that is, triodes, tetrodes, etc. 
reach an upper limit of useful frequency rance 
due to limitations imposed by the following 

factors:  1) lead incuctance, 2) losses from 
Lad and tube element radiation, 3) transit time, 
and 14) inadequate heat dissipation capabilities 
of the necessarily small structures.  Substitu-
tion of the resonant cavity for lumped induct-
arces and capacities, and careful attention to 
tube design have extended the range of the triode 
and tetrode well into the microwave region.  How-
ever, there is a point as frequency goes up and 
power is increased where the limitations of tran-
sit time and heat dissipation make it advisable 
to turn to one of the so-called microwave tubes, 
Euch as the klystron. This tube combines the 
c.lity resonator and the bunching principle to 
obtain the desired performance characteristics 
at microwave frequencies.  It utilizes the finite 
transit time of electrons in the generation of 
power and, therefore, has no fundamental limita-
tions on the amount of power that can be produced. 
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LLYt.:Thua 

The simplest form of klystron amplifier is 
the two-resonator sinrle-stare type.  This ampli-

fier nay be operated either au a small-si ffial, 

hirti-c,ain device or ,s a hig11-power Kenerator, in 

cal:e Ka  !•." ". t 1./.• ly un 41/ tan 

hall see, a "low-noi. ," ; lystrani amplifier is 
u,rally used hs a '''. 1  e :.1A 1 j ri ,. /M  to pr.,-
uce an output :.irn:11 with a 1/al./;,1':,ct.ory 

firure.  The second or "power anplifier" condit ion 

is the usual moue of operation.  Another (0 te,''  
of klystron is thy "cascade anplifiur" which itas 
tLree or more resonators wi th resonator after 

the first equivalent to a sta,te of arrlifiration. 
These sre referred to as multi-rusona tor klystron': 
and may have fron toree to six or more cavity 

resonators.  low-noiue klystron volt .' 
amplifiers hav(  neen desi ned aad successfully 
opei;ated, but ''0  cne.cade amplifier is opt:rat-L.1 

principally as a power sr eifier.  It is the lat-
tur typ., of klystron, the cascade power asir 
that L;: comr only used in hiph-rower microwave re-

lay link service. 

The principal advanta cs of usinc a multi-

resonator tuou instesu of several sita,'.1e-stage 
amplifiers (two resonators) are  1) sirwle vacuum 

envelope - 1:reater reliability;  2) one electron 
beam -  d-c power input;  3) only one addi-

tional resonator to tune per stage ins teso of two; 
i) coupled resonators preseat;  5) hit:her 
ef2iciency of multi-resonator tibes and  (.) p,ain 
of .an n-stare tube is 2n times as Lii:n as an 
equivalent number cf cinele-sta;:e 

1.11;Dit: :.TALt.; UF KLY..iThOU   

The tret-resonator tuoe rerful,ented t.y 
1 illustr",tcs:  the klystron ray be 

R-F INPUT 

"  'MAGNET 

romreamerarimb.411›.41> eme . 

[ 1  

ROOT  gl•F OUTPUT 

Figure 1 

,,,,,,, •.. 
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t  +.,  ,  ' ; 
1r, tn.  ...,l ut.i/f/1%., 

op;osite ::win', are :dewed suwa.  Thus, the 
( ice trens in ta,. - ru-iii,, too ;,!,i ta, ye 1 oci-
I le:: +1,at,  runcti.on  tirr: tory 

t  tt,0  in .•,,,ny 
Klystron lifiers  recludes tu, use of cr.ni:, 

ir tne  and the 
ru onater is ',,sly . liodtt 4. reaucee in the nos-
uhil -orm electrir'  ich exist at ro:;  t;t. 
e 

The ,:ap spacinr n. deterv.ine 
(./  Ue.:3;-.  tn.. 

cpuratiL,7,.  . 
,r, distance is 1 nysically 10111: 
saort; tat.:a toe tine t,t' electron traas.it 
,espared to a cycle tse irprussed r-1' 

-incu tnu peak of t;.e r-f 
th, 1'irst :ar; is nuch less Ulan the d-c 
' in, - velta;:e, tnt  number of' tlectren. 

:er unit is essentially const ,at.  :hat i-, 
lii tir -tensity :'odal -Aion of tse bes", !lace 

,t  ("int.  Also, since  ts s.any electrons are 

tr-cted fren 'he drive seurce.  In ' 'n:  way 
velec t ty  ossaa t ion avo  thf, in; ut .it 
less wdscu 
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..,..nt 
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than those which were decelerated during the 
opposite half cycle.  As a result the fast elect-
rons overtaie the slow and form regions of high 
and low density or bunches traveling at the velo-
city imparted by the beam voltage.  Thus transit 
time is made to produce density modulation from 
velocity modulation. 

znergy is removed from the beam as it 
passes through the last gap.  The r-f component 
in the beam, now amplified by the drift action to 
considerable proportions, induces an r-f current 
impulse in the resonant cavity.  .:;ucceeding cur-
rent bunches sustain oscillations.  Power is then 
withdrawn from. the resonator to the load by a 
coupling method sucs as a loop as shown. 

In the triode or tetrode intended for use 
at microwave freluencies tue plate must be small 
if tse tube is to operate satisfactorily.  On the 
other hand, it must be large if it is to dissi-
pate ah appreciaole amount of power.  In the kly-
stron the Jeam collection region is removed from 
the region in w.licn the r-f power is extracted 
from the beam.  After passing through the last 
-sp. the electrons give up their remaining energy 
in the collector which may be as large as neces-
sary to dissipate the required power without 
affecting the r-f characteristics of the tube. 

In the cascade amplifier the second or 
resonator contributes to increased gain 

.f'iciency by enhancing the velocity modula-
• 'r. nf the beam.  'lien the beam enters the 

it n.as a small amount of intensity 
and velocity modulation, that is, it is essential-
ly a d-c beam.  The high , of the second resona-
tor makes it possible for even the small inten-
sity modulation to induce a substantial r-f volt-
age across the gap.  This nigh r-f voltage, in 
turn, further velocity-modulates the beam.  The 
net result is a hiJ-her degree of density modula-

tion in the out'  It is approximately the 
result tn.at we.  uave been expected if the 
second resonator voltage existed across the first 
gap of a two-resonator amplifier. Trie multi-
resonator tube does not proouce greater power 
than could be obtained from a single-stage ampli-
fier but it does produce the power with greater 
efficiency and higher gain. 

There are, then, two basic innovations in 
tue Klystron amplifier which cause them to differ 
from the conventional electron tube and which 
cake them useful at microwave frequencies.  First 
Ir th,. process of velocity modulation and bunch-
ing which makes use of finite transit time to 
convert an input .r-f voltai:e to conftiction cur-
rent witn an r-f component, that is, to produce 
th, desired transf,drittance.  .":ecohd is the beam 
arrangement which raKes pon inle the acceleration 
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of the electron beam to the full applied volt-
age before entering the r-f interaction region. 
It is this latter feature which greatly relaxes 
size limitations and makes possible operation 
of the klystron at high cw power without over-
taxing the heat dissipation capabilities cf its 

components. 

PO:à.;iL OUTPUT 

The output power level chosen for a long-
distance microwave relay link transmitter will 
be determined -apart from tue demands of this 
mode of propagation - by the availability of 
transmitting tubes.  .jince this whole field is 
so new, the selection of standard off-the-shelf 
power amplifier klystr ms is relatively limited 
compared with the array of conventional trans-
mitting tubes now available.  Therefore, it is 
important to know what sort of tubes are being 
developed for this service as well as what can 
be developed when a requirement arises. 

As we have seen, there is no well-defined 
upper limit on the power that can be obtained 
from the klystron amplifier.  Certain practical 
considerations tend to establish what might be 
called a "readily obtainable" limit.  Further 
straightforward development can produce tubes up 
to a "relatively easy" level and intensive ad-
vanced development will result in tubes that can 
produce power above the "difficult" level. 
Figure 2 illustrates this as a function of fre-
quency.  Naturally the levels shown are somewhat 
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Figure 2 

arbitrary and the regions between levels arc not 
too well-defined, but these curves should provide 
a reasonably accurate concept of the state of the 
art.  The dark bars represent units that rire now 
either in active transmitter use or in the final 
stages of development. 
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Figure 3 

Klystron power amplifiers either afe avail-
cr can, witdin limits,  develoi.ed L,ver a 

wide range of freluencies and :,,,Jer levels.  den-
erally, limitations on power will ue set by econo-
mic factors ano the performonce of other ,yhtem 
components. 

PUiLh 

Gain in trie klystron amplifier can be ad-
justtd to just about any desired level by cascad-
in,, resonant cavities.  A ruugn rule of thumb 
wnich can be used to determine the gain of syn-
chronously tuned klystron amplifiers is that a 
two-resonator tube has a gain of 1C, du or night-
ly less and that each additional resonator will 
increase the gain by slightly more than 2-:-; db. 
Thus, a three-resonator tube, such ss the 1-1.12, 
has a power gain of about 35 db; a four-resonator 
tube, such as the Varian 7A-eoc-, or the -imac 
X-655 has 6u db; and so on. 

As stages arc adred, gu iri i. ra¡idly in-
creased and is limited only by fc-Uoack and re-
generation and tnuse probleels are muco less suvere 
than in conventional circuits.  Through careful 
design the creation cf secondary electrons which 
cause feedback can be minimized witn the ree:ult 
that toe high-grin klystron is a very Iractical 
device.  Tubes with power gains of (,(• db are now 
common and 9G-10u db gain has been provided. 

In most, high-power microwave transmitters 
gain is determined ,y the desired power output 
level and t:le drive power available.  There in a 
growing tendency to use a high-gain final amIli-
fier rather than several low-gain stages in 
cascade. 
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operatin,• at s'Auralion.  -bih l'1ndum ntal 
flaracteri:.tic  t•J- Klyhtron parti .,1,r1y 
buiteU for am lificatisn or  bince 'he 
limiting action in the region of hatdratiun ten__ 
tu unc.esiree variations in signal 
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with tuu. •  ' ano ,OU t  circuits and are 
often 'nu e or tue multistage i-f 

. :duicious cnoice of input arc 
,t7  •  ,, resonator •t's, an: bear impedasc,, 

i'a» can be adjusted over a wide range. 

Practically, gain and bandwidth cannot re 
considered independently since most comm•-nica-

tione systems r(eluire ua: nlidtn greater titan tnat 
of a byncnronubsly tuned  lyr tron. candwidth 
can ae increase': by dta uer td.nin,•_' at trie sacri-
fice of ,;hin. tnr,..--resonator Varian V-i42 
is typical of this ty:.  of operation when 'used to 

viuto 
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r 3s hiun-gain, narrow-band ampli- amplifier is operated with tne full rated beam 
broadband units.  ':hen  current flowing at all times.  Under this condi-
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s r . trc:c' ly tuned, the rain is 
a s-endwidth cf aoout 10 mc. 

2C-mc oanduidth re-
- gain to junt under LO db.  rhesc ex-
:re typic;!1 of the performance of existir' 
- ni, ncr pain and/or wider bandwidth can 
....0e1; in special units if required for 
17,r  rplic tions.  It  (i:.ncerous to 
te tc.o. -.anj renerl_ m..Ls, but ;,nother 

r.ilr ,t  a:pro::imately, 
•  eanowicith cf a syns.ironsdsly tuneb multi-

ohatar klystron :,:plifier of conventional de-
:1:n  be ir th,: nei hbornood of 1/2 of 1 per 

af the center frequency.  The limits to 
•his oand can be extended b:r sta ger-tuning 

yi n :, detersined by the gain of the synchron-
cosly  tibe, the  of its resonant cavities, 

:he input and output coupling circuits. 
.: ti-resonator tubes have been produced which 
nave  cpwer gains greater than 3C db over a band-
idtn of several per cent. 

For most ppplicltions, then, it is entire-
ly  1-actical tn c.00se a klystron power amplifier 
taat has suf'ici nt gain and bandwidtn to permit 
tne use cf sta e of power amplification. 
example of  on a system jo shown in Fiuure 6. 

.iere, the output of a conventional C-band (65C0-
7.o; microwave relay b:t-ter. with a power output be-
t-leen C.1 and I.  watt- is ;:mplified to the 1-
llovstt level ....r out.» t o use of a four-resona-
'-d- klystron .::.-;551).  bandwidth 

no  in.n7.nt in the tube.  ;.nother "very 
rule is that the gain-bandwidth 

'  qystron ;,rplifier, like that of a 
i-f amplifier, is a 

:r. 

7..CIL. CT 

¡lications, the klystron 
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tion the raximum theoretical beam efficiency of 
a tvo-resonator klystron is 5E,' per cent, where 
'efficiency is defined as Pout  and drive power 

771-
is neglected.  Practical considerations reduce 
this ficure to close to 25 per cent.  Cascading 
reFonators increases the maximum theoretical 
efficiency. l'or 2  three-resonator tube, it is 
74 per cent.  This figure increases minutely as 
more resonators are added.  In the UHF region 
(around 1000 mc), where circuit efficiency is 
very high, it is possible to achieve beam effi-
ciency approaching 5C per cent in a three-reson-
ator tube operated at saturation. 

Highest efficiency, then, is obtained at 
saturation.  This factor is another that makes 
the Uystron particularly suitable for FM ser-
vice.  Pulsed efficiency of the klystron is also 
high.  Operation of the klystron as a linear 
amplifier (similar to a triode class A amplifier) 
poses certain efficiency problems.  since with 
hi" toe average output power is limited to one-
half (or less as we shall see) of the saturation 
power, efficiency is automatically one-half of 
tee maximum obtainable.  Limitations on linear-
ity, which will be discussed shortly, reduce 
efficiency even further.  This problem has led 
to the development of several systems for grid 
or anode modulation of the klystron amplifier to 
improve efficiency as well as to simplify modu-
lation, but the transfer characteristics of 
these elements are not linear and considerable 
care must be taken in their application. 

It can be shown that, by detuning the 
center cavity of a three-resonator klystron 
toward a high frequency and by supplying enough 
drive power to overdrive the tube, it is possible 
to enhance the fundamental component of the 



flindarii•ntal component uf the Lill:idled electron 
ueam anu tile power output. by an apprecia 
factor.  This improvement in effic bincy  ob-
tnined ;:t. the expense of' ca in and is t.h.• 
mode uf' operation where orndpairc rharuc tu r 
and r''!', ilability of drive permit. 

rhpru a t:'• three rrincipal types et' modu-
la t ion in ur e today in communica' ions irork, all 
of doich may be applied  o th u kly..trori.  There 
are r nmplitude, fru:ruency or pbare, and pul...e 

medilatiun. 

.:11.  LUE; : rid:. can '.•,• r r  ' 
r•uri ro:•:••r  11  • it ner  i art /...c 

r-1' (iriVt  ri;t.•r•t U'. 

H101, '  • • •  , 

r':,'),  lu t!: on 
fl ou  in a low-i'  st,•••,••• • •  ..•  
re la ionrhip  tao n  j•111.  an 

function. roporidir  :101. 
'if lii.,.•arity r•-inired, the to •• car. : •  . ri '  i'tt.: Klyr tron witiiout a control Erid or 
from -;̀. 1... ::i., rer ct. rit, of rnit• ..":a ti i_r .  : o ; da' inir anodu ir .• trio well-aual ted t o p  
provi.iiii,• • :,.c, ti, :it linoarity in ' r.•  -  r.ou ,lo 1. ru;, : ..,"  tAfIll:.•  ..C. ,:r,..• ' •..•  mod ulation  is  art, lieu 

tion of ' ...• • r- plit rrie-modula Led i.;,... •...; trio. near:. vultai!e.  C'..; or pul.;ed drive is ap-
riency i: •:.sappoint ida;:. ; liea tu the first, rurona tor, ani adjusted for 

.; ',imam ,:iiiii Sr,'' efficiency. 

the r-f drive  ad :: arted for optimum performance 
;t, saturation output, the bear, current. is turned 
on •::: • off uy tiie mudulatinc ni irnal.  Low-capacity, 

11011- •  tiric structure:, have been oe.:..itrned 

uuorci .  little power from trie modula 141• 

: oral, klystron bandwidth is  suffi-
a•nnit, tratismirr, ion of very short 

.!  ,: without dintortion. 
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through routine care in transmitter desigh.  In 
a linear arplifier, any factor causing the ampli-
tude of the out;  niLnal or voltage to have other 
tarn a linear relc.tionship to the input voltage 
is said to produce arplitude distortion.  As we 
have already seen, tne usual relationship be-
tween input and output voltage or current in the 
klystron amplifier is the Bessel function of the 
first order.  The function is linear to within 
about t 4 per cent if the klystron is driven to 
0 per cent of saturation; to within about t 6 
per cent to 90 per cent of saturation; and if 
driven to saturation tie departure from perfect 
linearity does not exceed about 12 per cent. 
Thus, for most communications applications where 
amplitude modulation is applied to the r-f drive 
signal it is possible to operate the klystron at 
relatively high levc1 without introducing exces-
sive distortion.  '7ith 10C, per cnt sinusoidal 
7.uuulation, efficiency is s1 01tly less than 
one-half that obtainable at saturation.  Typical-
ly, this might se 15 per cent at 2000 roc, which 
is considerably better than one could obtain in 
any other linear arplifier operating at. a kilo-
watt br so at this frequency. 

dtner contributions to amplitude distor-
tion ray arise from power suwly  fila-
ment hui-, and stray ragnetic fields.  ampli-
tude of tne power output is relatively insensi-
tive to beau. voltage, so, again, only moderately 
well-filtered supplies are require('-.  ..ince the 
filarlunt uf the power anplifier kl.,;stron is far 
removed from toe r-f interaction region, it has 
little effect on hum.  In unusually severe appli-
cations, filaments ray be operated at dc, pre-
cisely as ,lould be done in u convLntional ampli-
fier. 

hip0.e on tne magnetic focusing current, 
:as well as straj magnetic fields from poorly 
sniclded components, can produce amplitude dis-
tortion in the klystron, but only reasonable care 
is required to keep these -ontributions below the 
undesiraOle point. 

Any amplifier nas an in Lrent output noise 
rower. .toise arises from several sources in the 
klystron amplifier.  ëirst, there is the thermal 
raise built or.  across the input gap.  This is 
similar to the well-known "Johnson noise" pro-
euced across troc terrdnals of a resistor and is, 
of course, the threshold noise level,  ether 
noise sources in the ':14:,tron include shot effect 
or rarr:or fluctuations in beam current.  These 
arise from tat aosence ,or reduction) of space-
onarge srmothing at microwave frequencies and 
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thermal spread in electron velocity from the 
cathode.  ,ffects of these noise sources can ue 
materially reduced through special design tech-
niques which are necessary in order to '.se the 
klystron as a low-level r-f amplifier.  Low-noi:: ,: 
kl7strons show considerable promise as srwlI-

signal amplifiers, with noise figures 
1C db.  In genero 1, the noise figure 
average klystron power amplifier maj be exIectL.. 

to be between 20 and 3(-) db. 

hecclling that noise figure is defined as 
the ratio of signUl-to-noise at tse input to 
signal-to-noise at the output, it follows that 
the noise power output in u one-megacycle ban(J of 
a high-gain klystron amplifier operating in the 
kilowatt region is of the order of tenths of 
microwatts.  :;oise )0 to un db below tac carrier 
level will not be troublesome in any but the rost 
critical u;li.:.:Itions, and if nece:,:ary, careful 
attention  lbe design car. produce even luwer 

noise level:. 
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probler. is greatly nimplified since tne whole 
tube booy can ne maintained at a constant tem-
perature by c,-..rollin¡T the water temperature. 
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mize damage in case of arcs in high-voltage 
circuits.  Installation and operation instruc-
tions for the high-power klystron are similar to 
those of any high-power transmitting tube at any 
frel,uency, and because of their built-in tuned 
circuits and freedom from frequency-power limita-
tions, klystrons are in many ways easier to 
handle than hiLh-power triodes. 

Unlike the triode and tetrode there is no 
limitation placed on the klystron in terms of 
life and reliability because of operation at 
microwave frequencies.  As we have seen, the 
fundamental properties of the klystron provide 
for the complete separation of the three basic 
regions - cathode, body and collector.  This 
means that each of the three regions may se de-
signed essentially independently for optimum 
performance characteristics.  Large size and 
freedom from close spacings in the power ampli-
fier relieve dissipation problems.  Sturdy, 
rugged construction eliminates damage from shock 
and vibration.  All of this results in tubes 
having a useful life cl many thousands of hours. 
lost klystron power amplifiers are designed with 
20,000 to 30,000 hours' life as an objective. 
wcperience has shown that this is a realistic 
goal.  ciany times now in service have been operat-
ing for well over 5,000 hours without signs of 

deterioration. 

ODST 

since it is not necessary to incorporate 
high-precision parts into the power amplifier 
klystron in order to maintain close spacings 
and tolerances, it is basically a low-cost tube. 
iihen prouuced in quantities comparable with that 
of conventional transmitting tubes with equiva-
lcnt output power, cost definitely favors the 
klystron. '::hen the fact that one high-gain 
klystron can perform the function of several 
conventional amplifiers is considered, cost be-

comes even more attractive. 

lost high-power klystrons are designed to 
be repaired at end of life.  Ultimate end of 
life in any tube results from evaporation and 
burn-out of the filarcn',.  ;hen this occurs in 
most klystron amplifiers they can be returned to 
te factory and repaired at about one-third tne 
original cost of the tube.  A given tube body 
can undergo repairs several times.  Thus, the 
total life of one tube can be extended for tens 
of thousands of hours.  On the basis of cost per 
kilowatt hour of operation the klystron power 
amplifier compares very favorably wi th any other 
type of transmitting tube. 



The advent of long-range microweve 
cations has opened a whole new fielu for the nigh-
power klystron amplifier.  Leveloped originally 
for televisian and radar applications, this tube 
j.E well-adapted to communications transmitter use. 
Activity of the major microwave tube manufacturers 
in this field a:.-,u res t'lat the spectrum will soon 
be adequately covered with a variety of tubes 
which will provide a wide selection of power, 
gain, and bandwidth. 

Liscovery of the forward :cattering pàen-
omenon and dev,qopm nt of ne power aulifier 
klystron have  now inpetus to the ever-
exranainc microwave ccr:.u ica'ionr  field. 

In conclusion i• night be inter stinc to 
note t at the  rk of the ';ational :;urea .-
.Aandards, Colorado .4rincs TroT.osp:Ieric Frop3c»-
tion Laboratory :Ielped d,-,onstr;,te tarit over t:.e 
horizon transmission of microwaves wan  
bne transmitter taut played a  part in th,_se 
experiments was powered by tac first r.r.11y oiga-
rower klystron auFlifier - a 5-kilowatt ow, 
gain tribe operating at 1(ji4( nc.  (7 o firs  tune 
operated continuously for 8,CCO noir: until 
accidentally damaged and its replacement has now 
been in service for several years.)  Tairi trans-
r•Li t r and tube were designed and suait five 
yerro ago V 7ari,:n Associates,  vt_ry 
prJud of the part we 'ave :played in the  ev..1n;.-
ment of extended rance microwave comm:dnication:;. 
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WIDE-BAND, HIGH-POWER TRAVELING-WAVE TUBES AT S-BAND 
by S. F. Kaisel and W. L. Rorden 

Stanford University 
Stanford, California 

This paper will describe three experimental 
traveling-wave tube power amplifiers in the 100 w to 
I -kw power range at S-band. The T-230 and the T-231 
are pulsed traveling-wave tubes which will give the or-
der of I -kw output at .30 db gain from 2.5-3.5 lcmc. 
The T-231 employs a control grid in the convergent 
flow electron gun, to allow beam-keying with low-volt-
age pulses. The T-351 is a cw power amplifier which 
will give greater than 100 w of cw output at 20 db gain 
from 2-4 kmc. The electrical design considerations 
for such tubes and the mechanical design details will 
be described. 

Introduction 

I would like to describe today several wide-band 
traveling-wave tubes that have been worked on at Stan-
ford in the last few years. The T-230 and T-231 tubes 
give I kw pulsed output in the .3000 mc region. The 
"F-351 tube has given a power output in excess of 100 
w cw in the .3000 mc region. The paper title "High-
Power Tubes" is somewhat of a misnomer in the case 
of the T-2.30 and T-231 in that pulsed powers at 3000 
mc in excess of 100 kw have now been achieved. How-
ever, at the time that the work on the T-230 was begun 
,5everal years ago the 1 kw level was considered high 
power for a helix tube.  In the case of the T-351, the 
100 w cw level represents high power as far as helix 
tubes at this frequency range are concerned. 

In the course of the work on each of these tubes 
we ran into certain limiting factors on maximum helix 
voltage, on average helix dissipation, and on attenuator 
characteristics which pointed up the limitations on 
power level that one could hope to achieve in the 3000 
mc region with tubes employing the single wound helix. 
By making these limitations quite apparent we hope to 
have stimulated the investigation of other structures 
which will allow the extension of the maximum power 
level in wide-band tubes. 

I. The T-23()  

The T-230 was originally designed with an objec-
tive of greater than I kw pulsed power output at 30 db 
gain, over as wide a band as possible, centered at 3000 
mc. The important design parameters are fairly re-
stricted, as shown in Figure 1. In Equation 1 we see 
that the power output of a tube is equal to the product 
of the efficiency, the beam perveance, and the dc beam 
voltage to the 5/2 power.  Experience has shown that 
a wide-band tube will typically show as much as a 3 db 
power variation over a 2:1 band. Therefore, let us 
choose the maximum power output as 2 kw in order to 
ensure a minimum power output of 1 kw at the edges 
of the band. Since the large signal theory of the tra-
veling-wave tube is still not in a completely reliable 
state, we must make a guess at efficiency. Typically, 
efficiencies the order of 20 per cent can be expected 
in the center of the band. The state of the art in con-
vergent flow Pierce guns is such that solid beams of 
perveance 2 x 10 6 represent the current practice. 

With these assumptions one finds that the operating 
beam voltage of such a tube shall be 7600 v. If we 
consider the beam voltage rise due to large signal op-
eration and the voltage rise due to space charge, a 
tube which operates at 7600 y under large signal con-
ditions must have a cold velocity corresponding to the 
order of 5000 v. Let us see if this cold velocity is 
reasonable in terms of two other limitations. If we 
write the Ya of the helix and the ka of the helix as shown 
in Equation 2 and take their ratio, we obtain an expres-
sion which only involves the voltage corresponding 
to the cold velocity of the helix. Now, for wide-band 
operation we typically choose a center frequency Ya 
of the order of 1.75. Tien has shown that if the ka 
of a helix is much greater than 0.2, the impedance 
will be reduced due to the presence of space harmonic 
components in the fields. These space harmonic 
components may also lead to backward-wave oscillation 
difficulties. Therefore, if we choose Ya = 1.75 and ka 
less than 0.2, we find a cold helix velocity less than 
3350 y required. This voltage is a little low for the 
required power output. Therefore, one is faced with 
the choice of either choosing a higher ka or a lower Ya. 
If one chooses a lower Ya, say Ya = 1.0 then a cold 
helix velocity less than 10,000 y will be satisfactory. 
This choice of a low Ya requires, a sacrifice in band-
width since the helix will be more dispersive over the 
operating band. One would be tempted then to choose 
a somewhat higher ka than 0.2 and a Ya more like 
1.4 in an attempt to preserve maximum bandwidth. 
However, in our early work we had tried a higher ka 
design before the results of Tien's work were available 
and the performance was very disappointing. The gain 
and power output were considerably lower than expected. 
This experience led us to be very conservative on the 
choice of ka and to take the resulting loss in band-
width which went with the corresponding choice of Ya. 
Probably a somewhat higher ka and Ya could be used 
in order to achieve 2.1 bandwidth. 

After this choice of basic helix parameters, the 
further design of the tube resolves itself into solutions 
of the following major problems: (1) rf matching, 
(2) application of cold loss, (3) beam formation and 
focusing.  Let us look at each of these. 

A.  Rf Matching  

At the time this work began, the only satisfactory 
broad-band transducer from coaxial line to helix was 
the so-called "cavity match" shown in Figure 2. Co-
axial input and output were chosen because of the 
desired bandwidth and because the use of coaxial input 
aid output would allow a simpler mechanical package 
and simpler solenoid construction. Another reason 
for the choice of the cavity match was that we desired 
that the coax to helix transducer be external to the 
vacuum envelope and capable of adjustment to accom-
modate small variations in internal tube construction. 

The VSWR-frequency characteristics of such 
cavity couplers is shown in Figure 2. Typically, on a 
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number of different tubes, this type of match allows a 
VSWR of less than 2:1 over an octave of frequency.  By 
means of external adjustments the VSWR can be held be-
low 1.2:1 over a 10 per cent band. The major disad-
vantage of the cavity coupler is that the diameter is 
generally large and requires a correspondingly large hole 
in the focusing solenoid.  If one were to attempt to ap-
ply periodic permanent magnetic focusing to such a tube, 
the cavities would interfere with the magnetic structure. 

B. Attenuator 

In order to prevent oscillation in a traveling-wave 
tube amplifier it is necessary to provide attentuation 
between the input and the output of a magnitude some-
what greater than the maximum small-signal gain ex-
pected. The attenuator should provide sufficient mag-
nitude of loss, should be short in physical length, and 
should be well-matched.  In addition we chose to re-
quire that the attenuator be applied external to the 
vacuum envelope so that its magnitude and position 
could be adjusted after completion of the basic tube. 

A lossy coupled helix was cho,,en for the attenuator 
because it met most of the above requirements.  The 
attenuator is shown in Figure 3.  It consists of a bifilar 
tungsten wire helix, 1" long, surrounded by a glass 
sleeve which is coated internally with Aquadag to give 
the loss. The helix pitch was chosen to give an atten-
uator phase velocity approximately equal to the tube 
heflx velocity. The bifilar winding was chosen because 
experimentally it gave a flatter loss-frequency char-
acteristic than a single winding. The bifilar winding 
gave higher loss at the high frequency end of the band. 
The loss characteristics of this coupled helix are shown 
in Figure 3. The match into the attenuator was less 
than 1.1:1 at the high frequency end of the band, but 
rose to 1.2:1 at the low frequency end of the band.  In 
order to improve the attenuator match .0 the low end 
of the band, tapered Aquadag stripes were painted on 
the tube envelope at the output end of the attenuator. 
With these stripes, the VSWR looking into the attenuator 
was less than 1.02:1 over the band. 

With such an attenuator, the tube is short-circuit 
stable and the fine structure variation of gain with fre-
quency is the order of + 1 db at the 35 db gain level. 
Several tubes have been operated with a klystron driver 
connected to the traveling-wave tube input and a klystron 
input cavity connected to the traveling-wave tube output 
with no evidence of instability. 

C. Beam Production and Focusing 

The electron gun used in this tube is a convergent 
flow Pierce gun of nominal perveance 2 x 10 6. An 
oxide cathode is used which operates at a pulsed emis-
sion density of less than 2 amperes/cm2. This gun is 
shown in cross section in Figure 4. As will be noted 
in the subsequent operating data, we normally operated 
the gun anode at a potential 1-2 kv above helix potential. 
This expedient was necessary in order to obtain suffi-
cient beam power to achieve the desired power output 
and gain. A slightly higher perveance gun would be 
desirable for this tube. 

For Brillouin flow focusing it is necessary to shield 
the cathode-anode region from magnetic flux, and to 

position this shield at the proper axial position with 
respect to the beam minimum.  Since it was desired 
to keep the construction of the tube as simple as pos-
sible, it was decided to place the shield outside of the 
vacuum envelope. By carefully forming the front face 
of the glass envelope it was possible to place the shield 
close enough to the beam minimum to obtain Brillouin 
focusing. This arrangement is shown in Figure 4. 
The mechanical setup by which the magnetic flux is 
fed from the solenoid end plate to the magnetic shield 
through a radial air gap is also shown in Figure 4.  By 
slightly advancing the face of the shield into the sole-
noid beyond the solenoid end plate, the reluctance of 
the radial air gap can be compensated and a uniform 
axial field can be achieved at the face of the shield. 

The tube requires a 1000 gauss magnetic field, 
9" long for focusing. A typical air-cooled solenoid 
requires 450 watts of de power and weighs 60 pounds. 
If one assumes that the beam is 0.090" diameter, 
which checks rf performance fairly well, then the 
calculated Brillouin focusing field is 880 gauss, 88 
per cent of the field actually required.  II we assume 
a beam diameter equal to the helix I. D., then the 
calculated Brillouin focusing field is 500 gauss, 50 
per cent of the required field. 

D.  Tube Performance 

Typical gain and power output characteristics are 
shown in Figure 5.  This performance is typical of 
six tubes which were built.  When the helix voltage is 
adjusted for maximum power output at 3.5 kmc, fairly 
flat power output results over the 2.5-3.5 kmc band. 
With this adjustment, however, the gain falls toward 
the high frequency end of the band. By optimizing for 
highest saturation gain at .3.5 kmc flatter gain char-
acteristics can be obtained at a sacrifice in power out-
put at 3.5 kmc.  By optimizing helix voltage at the 
center of the band, better efficiency can be obtained. 
At 2.3 kmc, where dispersion allows a much higher 
helix voltage to be used, as much as 7 kw peak power 
has been obtained. Just to show what a "good" tube 
will do, Figure 6 shows the results obtained on one 
tube.  We attribute this good performance to having 
been lucky in achieving a good attenuator which did 
not do the usual mysterious and deleterious things to 
performance that power tube attenuators usually do. 

Figure 7 shows a picture of the glass envelope 
tube and the metal capsule in which the tube is mounted 
for use. 

II.  The T-2.31  

At the conclusion of the work on the T-230 we 
were faced with the usual tube man's problem.  Sys-
tems people found the rf performance of the tube use-
ful, but —. The "but" was that some people wanted 
to key the tube with short rise-time pulses, but did 
not want to produce 7 kv pulses of the requisite rise-
urne. We, therefore, decided to install a low potential 
control grid in the gun of a T-230. 

The approach was straightforward, and we were 
guided by some unpublished work of a similar nature 
done by Dr. J. K. Mann of Varian Associates, Palo 
Alto, California.  It was arbitrarily decided to use a 
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positive grid potential of 1/25 the cathode-anode potential, 
on the basis that 300 volt pulses with short rise time 
were not too difficult to produce. The V /25 equipoten-
tial was traced in an electrolytic tank inghe beam-free 
region as shown in Figure 8. It was found that this equi-
potential line came so close to the former cathode poten-
tial electrode, that this same electrode could be used 
as a positive electrode to which a grid could be mounted. 
The ledge on this electrode which maintained the pro-
per potential at the edge of the cathode was replaced by 
a close-fitting cylinder surrounding the cathode. This 
construction is shown in Figure 8. The grid was made 
of 50 mesh, .002" tungsten wire, spaced 0.040" from 
the cathode, and was gold plated to reduce primary 
emission. 

The first gun constructed did not provide sufficient 
cooling to the grid itself, and after about 100 hours of 
operation, evidences of grid emission were observed 
at cutoff. The gun was then redesigned mechanically 
as shown in Figure 8, so that there was sufficient radi-
ating area on the grid support structure to keep its 
temperature low. With this construction, no signs of 
grid emission were observed after 400 hours of opera-
tion. The grid operates at a positive potential of 300 
volts, when the anode potential is 7.2 kv, and cuts off 
at 50 volts negative with respect to the cathode. 

The rf performance of the T-231 was similar to 
that of the T-230 with the exception that the power output 
is a little lower. The lower power output results from 
two causes.  First, the grid intercepts 10 per cent of 
the cathode current, which reduces the current available 
for interaction. Second, a slightly larger beam diam-
eter was found with the gridded gun. This larger beam 
reduced the space charge, which lowered the helix op-
erating voltage to 5.6 kv and again reduced the beam 
power. Typical rf performance is shown in Figure 9. 

III. The T-351  

The work on the T-35I is not as far along as that on 
the T-230 and T-23I, but we have obtained some prelim-
inary performance data in several tubes which I would 
like to show. In the process of the work we have en-
countered and have had to solve some of the problems 
that seem to be inherent in cw amplifier tubes in this 
frequency range. 

There are no particularly difficult problems in 
helix electrical design in a tube of this power level, so 
no discussion will be given of this point. The difficult 
problems have to do with helix cooling, backward-wave 
oscillation suppression, and attenuator dissipation. 
These topics will be discussed in some detail. 

A.  Helix Cooling  

It has been shown analytically by H. Cole at Federal 
that a typical 3000 volt, S-band tungsten helix in vac-
uum will be heated by its own rf losses to approximately 
800d C when used as a transmission line at the 100 watt 
cw level. Our experiments have confirmed these pre-
dictions quantitatively. Then, even with perfect beam 
focusing, so that beam interception contributes no heat-
ing, one can expect to be operating with a hot helix. As 
a consequence of this heating, the helix losses are fur-
ther increased and we have measured a drop in power 
in excess of 3 db from this cause in operating tubes. 

To solve this problem we have attempted to con-
ductively cool the helix through the vacuum envelope. 
The helix support is a quartz tube whose I. D. is held 
to a uniformity + .0001". The helix itself is wound 
with 0.020" x 0.-050" tungsten tape, and the O. D. is 
centerless ground after winding to a diameter tolerance 
of + .0001". The nominal helix O. D. is 0.0004" 
smiller than the quartz I. D. at room temperature. 
This clearance allows the helix to be inserted in the 
quartz tube without distortion of the helix pitch. Then, 
when the helix temperature rises due to rf heating, 
good thermal contact results between the flat tape and 
the quartz, and an air blast on the outside of the quartz 
will effectively carry away the heat which is conducted 
through the quartz. With the tolerances described, 
we have been able to put 200 watts cw into a cold test 
helix at 3000 mc, and have observed no increase in 
helix loss due to rf heating.  Helices with looser fits 
will show color due to temperature, while tighter fit 
helices will break the quartz. To date tests have not 
been run at higher power levels. 

B. Backward-Wave Oscillation 

In early tests on this tube, strong backward-wave 
oscillation at 7.5 lcmc was observed. With a 0.120" 
diameter beam start-oscillation current was 12 milli-
amperes, while the desired operating current was 400 
milliamperes. Reducing the beam diameter to 0.090" 
raised the starting current to 200 ma. In order to 
have a free choice of beam diameter, to satisfy fo-
cusing and rf considerations, it was felt desirable to 
include some method of backward-wave oscillation sup-
pression. 

The method of backward-wave oscillation suppres-
sion to be described was conceived by Howard Poulter, 
formerly of this laboratory. This scheme consists of 
applying a periodic dielectric discontinuity along the 
helix to give a stopband in the helix propagation char-
acteristic in the frequency region where backward-
wave oscillation occurs. The discontinuity consists 
of a helical groove on the inside of the quartz helix 
support tube as shown in Figure 10. The pitch of the 
groove is chosen to give the stopband at the proper 
frequency.  For a free-space helix an axial disconti-
nuity along one side of the helix would give a stopband 
at a ka = 0.5, the frequency at which backward-wave 
oscillation would occur. With dielectric loading due 
to a tight-fitting envelope, the discontinuities must 
occur at a position slightly less than a helix circtnn-
ference apart. Hence, the helical groove must be 
opposite in sense to the main helix. The attenuation 
in the stopband is shown in Figure 10, for a 3" length 
of groove.  In the tube the groove extends over the 
entire 8" of the helix. The groove has no effect on 
propagation in the 2-4 krnc useful range of the tube. 

The helical groove in the quartz is obtained by a 
shrinking process. A 0.020" x 0.070" molybdenum 
tape is wound on a tungsten mandrel to the proper pitch. 
A straight quartz tube is slipped over this mandrel, 
evacuated on a forepump, and then the quartz is shrunk 
onto the mandrel by heating with a hand torch in the 
glass lathe. The mandrel can easily be removed after 
shrinking, and the helical tape unwound from the groove 
in the quartz.  Finally, the quartz tube is centerless 
ground to remove the resulting ridge on the O. D., 
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so that attenuators and matches can be slid onto the tube. than 2:1. 

C. Attenuator  

The attenuator on this tube must meet the usual re-
quirements--sufficient magnitude of loss, good match, 
ability to be moved axially along the tube, and must be 
a component that can be applied external to the vacuum 
envelope. In addition, the attenuator should be capable 
of dissipating the full cw rf output of the tube in the 
event that a large reflection is connected to the output of 
the tube. 

The solution to these problems finally resolved it-
self into the use of a lossy coupled helix attenuator. 
The attenuator consisted of a quadrifilar coupled helix 
in which the conductors were a thin platinum film, 
painted on the outside of a thin quartz sleeve which 
could be slipped over the main quart z helix support 
tube. The thin platinum film provided series loss and 
was capable of operating at a temperature of several 
hundred degrees centigrade in air. By passing a stream 
of air over this attenuator, over 100 watts cw could be 
dissipated satisfactorily. The quadrifilar configuration 
was chosen because it provided the flattest loss-fre-
quency characteristic over the band of interest. This 
type of attenuator and its loss characteristics are 
shown in Figure 11. In order to improve the match in-
to the attenuator, the end of the attenuator sleeve facing 
the output of the tube is flared radially away from the 
tu're envelope and a lossy film of Aquadag or stannous 
chloride is applied to this tapered section. With the 
taper, the match into the attenuator has a VSWR of less 
than 1:02:1. 

D. Matching and Beam Production  

The matches used on this tube are the "cavity" type 
described before. The input and output VSWR are less 
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In all of the tests to date, a parallel flow electron 
gun, completely immersed in the magnetic field has 
been used.  It is interesting that we normally run about 
10 amperes/cm2 cw emission density on the 0.090" D 
L-cathode used in this gun.  However, the gun is only 
useful for preliminary experimental measurements, and 
work is under way on a convergent flow gun. 

E. Performance 

Figure 12 shows the sort of cw performance that 
has been obtained on an early tube, which did not in-
corporate good helix cooling, or the movable attenuator. 
In this case the attenuator was painted directly on the 
tube envelope. The power objective was achieved in this 
tube, but at poor efficiency. The low efficiency and the 
large gain compression at saturation make one suspect 
that the tube was saturating in the attenuator. Also, 
some of this loss in efficiency and saturation gain may 
have been due to helix rf heating.  Figure 13 shows data 
on another tube, which apparently had a better attenuator, 
in that the efficiency is higher and compression less. 
Even in this case saturation in the attenuator is sus-
pected. Unfortunately, the cathode did not like oper-
ating at 10 amperes/cm2 cw, and it was necessary to 
operate at a 10:1 beam duty cycle in order to obtain 
data. 

Figure 14 shows a picture of the tube. 

The early work on the T-230 and the T-351 was 
done by Howard Poulter and the authors would like to 
acknowledge his help. Much of the testing of the T-35I 
has been done by William Newman. This work was 
supported by a Joint Service Contract administered by 
the Office of Naval Research and sponsored by the 
Signal Corps, the Air Force and the Navy. 
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A-1 KW PULSED TRAVELING-WAVE TUBE AMPLIFIER AT X-BAND 

J. E. Nevins, S. F. 1Caisel, and M. Chodorow 
Stanford University 
Stanford, Calif. 

ABSTRACT 

This paper will describe the application of 
the contra-wound helix structure to a high-power, 
narrow-band pulsed traveling-wave tube amplifier 
for operation in the frequency range 8.5-9.6 kmc. 
Power output greater than 1 kw at 30 db gain has 
been obtained. The impedance of the contra-wound 
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helix as predicted by Chodorow and Chu has been 
verified by cold perturbation methods and by beam 
measurements. Some comparisons are made with 
performance and dimensions that would be pre-
dicted for the single-wound helix. A novel method 
for the cross-wound helix will be described. 
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Surunary 

An analysis is made of the rectification 
o:iracteristice and the noise characteristics of 
1-s:velin••-wave tube modified for use as a video 

t:etec -cr.  The purrese cf the analysis is to de-
:-ri e ',he sensitivity of such a device as limi-

'ed F 7101y by noise ard to compare this sensiti-
t! that. of a video-crystal detecter and with 

• cf a traveling-wave tube followed by a video-
-rys •al cetector. 

The high-velocity electrons in the velocity-
ted bean at the out; ut of a travelinr,-wave 

•,..1,r can be separated frc7. the slower electrons 
i,eans of a velocity-sensitive deflocting field 

biae,ing the coLiecter near cathode  oten-
"  The current thus se  : ara ted is a rectified 
version of the input si„-mal. 

reasenable va'iues for the tube para-
re•ers the calcula cd "minis:um letectahle si 

FICh a device is a; ; roxirately -77 dbm.  This 
bstan'ially lo or value- than 'he mnirum 

'--e'ctahle signal -.1-tainahle at Present with 
detectors.  It is sht-wn to he of 'he 

r (e.r• of ma  it,tnje as I hat. obtaina, le with a 
the followed by a video.-

detector. 

Introduction  

The idea ef velocity-sex-U:1g the nlect,rons 
.f a velccity-mcdulated beam to  roduce iotection 
1.;;- s; rer,osed several years ago by iia; n and 
: .e tcalfi.  Traveling-wave- tube vigeo tie tec tors 
hased on this rrirciple have since beer. construe-
ted2. he purl ose of this  aper is to s resent a 
rcdse analysis of such a device, and to calculate 
its sensitivity as limited by noise for cot -ariscui 
with the sensitivities of a video-crystal detectcr 
a tcl of a "ravelin  tube—c r,• tal- le ' tc r 

corbination. 

,.ss-ring an arbitrary law of detcctier., 'he 
following ex;ressions are determ_ined: 

(1) the rectified si 7nal',c]'a e in 
0' tn.= int-ut 

It I 

so 

< 2>  = ni /0! 

(in0 2) v 

(2) the output mean-square noise voltage; 
and 

(3) the minimum detectable signal. 
In this treatrent the minimum detectable signal is 
defined as that  rower for k,tich the recti-
fied signal volta te equals the ros noise vol tage 
(with the signal rower off).  Experimentally a 
minimum detectable signal is defined as the input 
ulse  ower for the smallest-art4 litude rulse im-
mediately seen on an A-scope when its position 
along the trace is unknown.  From experirents in 
connection with crystal rectifiers it a: pears that 
the latter defini tien is approximately equivalent 
to the former3. 

glossary of symbols to be used is :iven 
1,,lots.  The ;_.ks system of units is employed in the 

cal cula tions. 

= Pierce's traveling-wave tube gain ;ara-
meterl , 

= peak value of the rf electric field, 
due to the signal, a• the helix input 
peak value of the rf electric field, 
due to the signal, a' the helix output 
mean-s,:•Jare value of electric field 
fluctuation, due te noise, at the helix 
input 

= mean-s-uare value of electric field 
fluctuation, due to noise, at the helix 
output 

e  = the magnitude of the charge or. an elec-
tron 

= traveling,-ut-ve- ube noise figure 
= power gain of traveling-wave tube 
= collector current 
= low-frequency current to the output 
filter (excluding dc) due to noise 

= dc traveling-wave-tube bear current 

= rectified outrut current 

= total low-frequency current, to the out-
cut filter (including dc) due to noise 

It(V) ' I"(V0 ) = the first and second derivatives,, 
respectively, of collecter current with 
respect to helix volta7,e evaluated at 
V = VO 

i(v)  = hear. current distribution function 

*The work reported in this paper was suprerted jointly by the U.S. Air Force, the U.S. Army, 
and the U.S. Navis,r, under Contract ::‘-,onr 251(07).  The paler is based in ;art on a Ph.D. 

dissertation subritted to the =epartment et' Mlectrical Ent•ineering, 
Stanford University. 
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helix as predicted by Chodorow and Chu has been 
verified by cold perturbation methods and by beam 
measurements. Some comparisons are made with 
performance and dimensions that would be pre-
dicted for the single-wound helix. A novel method 
for the cross-wound helix will be described. 
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An analysis is macle of the rectification 
r:  ics and the noise characteristics of 
F •rYvelin..-wave tube modified for use as a video 
rtec'cr.  The purpose cf the analysi  is to de-

trtTi.ne thP sensitivity of such a device as 11m!-
'rd st: -.11y by noise ard to compare this sensiti-

tt that of a video-crystal detector Pnd with 
- • cf a travelin.7-wave tube followed by a video-

s ta: de tec tor. 

The high-velocity electrons in the velocity.-
r..  ',111i» .-,ed bean at the out.ut or a travelin -wave 

.0 .r can be separated frcr the slcYJer electrons 
leans of a velccily-sen3itivP .1Pf1 ,rtity: field 

cr y hia,ting th P col ector near catho e 
current thus se: aratrd is a rectified 

yf rsion of the input 

th reasonable va nes for the tube !ara-
7c'ers tie calcula 1 ed "minimum -le tor tat,le s Ta r 

• ro- such a device is al ; roxi ,-a'oly -77 dhm. 
- a s hs'an'ially  tl.ar. 'ho r.jnimum 
.ectehle  at rresrnt with 

videc-rm:s'al .-letectors.  It is si -wn to he of the 
sare rrder of me 7nitude as that cita ins le H t.h a 

travrlin7-wt.ve the fr Uoved ),y a video-

crystal detector. 

Intrcd-ction 

ilea cf velocity- ortin  the ylectrons 

' a velccity-mcdu -la  hoar  to  r,duce  letrction 
s rcEesed several years ago by  n and 
tcalf-L. Traveling-wave-'lbe viieo ,ietectors 
ed on this rrirciTle have since heen construe-

''d2.  purl ose of this .aper is to ; resent a 

:Icise analysis of such a device, ani to calculate 
its sensitivity as Pnitel by no se for co7ipari son 
w:th the sensitivities of a video-cr-j-s'al detector 
aid or a t ravelin  tube-c r7z: tal- le ' «cc tor 
corbination. 

f.ss-min7 an arbitrary law cf det ction, the 
following Px;xessions are deterr2:ned: 

(1) the rectified si mal vol 'a te in tPrrs 

o' the irr-ut ;o'er: 

(2) the output mean-souare noise voltage; 

and 
(3) the minimum detectable signal. 

In 'his treatment the minimum detectable signal is 
defined as that si tial rower for ktich the recti-

fied signal volta.7e e7;uals the rms noise voltage 
(with the si gnal lower off).  Experimentally a 

minimum detectable signal is defined as the input 
ulse loser for the smallest-amrlitude rulse im-

mediately seen on an A-scope when its position 
along the trace is unknown.  From experiments in 
connection with crystal rectifiers it arrears that 
the latter defini tion is approxirately equivalent 

to the former-. 

A itlossary of symbols to be used is  :iven 
The :kz ,y:;t.er. of .àrtits is employed in the 

cal cula tions. 

SO 

2 > 10! 

(1._, 2 \ 
no ' 

e 

lac! 

o 

Ir 

i = total low-frequency current to the out- 
put filter (including dc) due to noise 

II(V0 ), r(V0 ) = the first and second derivatives, 
respectively, of collecter current with 

respect to helix volta7e evaluated at 
V = V0 

i(v)  = bear. current distribution function 

= iierce'r. traveling-wave tube gain :ara-

meter). 
p,,ak value of the rf elrctric field, 
due to the signal, a' the helix input 

= peak value of the rf electric field, 
due tc the signal, a' the helix outrut 

= mfan-s.: are value of electric field 
fluctuation, due to noise, at the helix 

= mean-s-uare value of f lectric field 
fluctuation, due to nrise, at the helix 

output 
= the ma mitude of the charge on na elec-
tron 

= traveling-wave-tube noise figure 
= power gain of traveling-wave tube 

= collector current 
= low-frequency current to the cutput 
filter (excludiin,7, dc) due to noise 

= dc traveling-wave-tube bear current 

= rectified output current 

*The work ret.rr'ed in this paper vas smNerted jointly by the U.S.  Force, the U.S. Amy, 
and the U.S. :7avy, under C,-ntract  renr 251(C.7).  The paler is haced in ; art on a Ph.D. 

dis!=ertation subritted to the _,epartnent of clectrical Fn-ineering, 
Stanford University. 
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= Boltzmann's constant 
1(nn)  = the probability density of Rn 

.  = signal power to the helix input 
si 

Psim 

n 

Tc 

u 

V 

Vc 

= minimum detectable input signal 

= envelope of Vn 

= output filter resistance 
= room temperature in degrees Kelvin 
(290°K) 

= cathode temperature in degrees Kelvin 

= dc electron velocity at helix output 

= instantaneous helix voltage.  (It is 
useful in determining the static char-
acteristic of Fig. 3, and in the opera-
tion of the detector it may be thought 
of as the helix voltage equivalent to 
electron kinetic energy due to the dc 
helix voltage and rf fields on the 
helix.) 

= helix voltage which correscends to v, 
i.e., Ve = mve2/2e  c 

V0 = dc value of helix voltage 

Vm  = maximum value of eouivalent ac helix 
voltage due to signal 

Vn  = instantareous value of enuivalent ac 
helix voltage de to noise 

(Vnt 2)Av = total mear-square voltage fluctuation 
across R due to noise 

0, 11 v . 0 32>A, ritt 2>Av = the mean-ceeare 

voltage fluctuations across R due to 
the first, third, and fourth noise 
sources described, respectively 

Vs  = video signal voltage develo. Pd across 

= electron velocity at helix output 
vc  = critical bear electron velocity. 

(Electrons with velocities greater 
than this go to the collector; less 
than this, to the se -ield.) 

vac  = ac component of electron velocity at 
helix output 

W(f)  = power siectrum of the collector current 
W(f)  = the continuous portion of e(f) 

w(f) 

oc = reduction factor in detector output 
noise due to bandwidth of out-ut eilter 

pp  = electronic wave number, /u0e  

f  - output filter noise bandwidth 
t  = traveline-wave-tube noise bandwidth 

61 = tierce's incremental propagation con-
stant for the iner,asing wave 

= ci,arge-to-mass rati , of an electron 
lr(T)  = r.rrelation f-nction for collector cer-

rent 
t (r)  = rorrelation function for Vn 

em(2P 

= Power spectrum of Vn 

= m'r,-band frecuency of traveling-wave 
tube 

Description of Detector  

A signal on the slow-wave circuit of a 
traveling-wave tube produces velocity modulation 
on the electron beam.  The high-velocity electrons 
can he separated frrm the slower electrons in 
ether of two ways: 

(1) The beam is pa .sed through a velocity-
sensitive deflecting field, such as a 
transverse magnetostatic field, and then 
sorted by a properly positioned seield. 
The high-velocity electrons pass beyond 
the snield to a collector. 
The collector is biased near cathode 
;otential and only the high-velocity 
electrons reach it. 

in either case, the collector current can be fed 
to a low-pass filter to be developed into a recti-
fied signal. 

(2) 

The equations derived below are equally ap-
plicable to either method of sorting (although 
practical r•alization of the latter may involve 
d'fficulties).  Let us use the first method to 
illustrate the analysis.  Consieer the traveling-
weve-tube video detector shown diagramatically in 

1.  An rf signal on the helix velocity-
modulates the electron beam.  The beam then passes 
th.rubgh a dc megnetic deflecting rield which de-
flects slow electrons more tian fast ones.  Beam 
sereading que to sface charge is uninhibited in 
the direction ;-irallel to the field, hut toe fo-
cusing action of the field tends to prevent such 
s adin,.; in the perpenlic.rlar lirection.  Thus, 
»1st before the beam reaches the shield, its cross 

on (at any instant of time) somewhat resembles 
a f':7zy line whose long dimens on is parallel to 
te  ut tic field. 

Th, velocity modelation causes a sinusoidal 
shifting in the beam's position at tae rf rate. 
Thus, the fuzzy line has motion at right angles W 
the iu:::netic field and sweeps eut in area propor-
tional to tie legnitude of the velocity modulation. 
Tle suieli ,las a kri fe edge which is parallel to 
the nagnetic field.  The knife edge is placed in 
such a position that all electrons having a velo-
city less than a certain critical velocity (say, 
vc) are intercepted by the shield.  :Idectrons with 

greater velocities pass to the collector.  The 
Lme-inte rated cross sect on of the beam in rela-
tion to the shield i'osition is sown in Fi7.  ?. 
A recl ied current ila:; be developed at either the 
c:11-ct,r or t-,e shield. 

If by some 
noise mll'Ilation) 
the beam's cross 
ized by a finite 
velocity distribu 
fect foc..sin7 of 
also cull be eli 

means all modJlation (including 
cou'l be removed from the beam, 
section would still he character-
width due to the half-Maxwellian 
tion of electrons and the imper-
7.a.7n tic field.  If these factors 
lirr.ted, th- cross section would 

ale-tar as an infinitesnally thin line havinl a 
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position parallel to and slightly to the left of 

the knife edge in Fig. 2. 

All electrons would then be collected by 
the s-ield.  In the presence of an rf signal, the 
beam moves fr.r. side t.. side at the rf rate.  For 
the ideal case, the total bean c.rrent w-ild 
nbr:.-tiv shift. from the shield to the collector, 
or vice versa, as the velocity rasses through vc. 

however, because of the f.ctors  entiAned, the 
s-t:al shift in current listrib•tion between shield 
171i cd-...-ctor is a more ;radual one.  A plot of 
collector current vs helix voltage would a•.pear as 

s. wn in t". 3.  The ideal case is indicated by 
te -totted line. 

..)erivation of .içoression for 
Aectified 5i nal Vol tage  

The beam at the output of the helix con-
aths  current modulnti,n and velocity modula-
tion hie to the signal.  For small signals let us 
a:szne that only the velocity molulition is iiu)r-
tant in broducing a rectified current.  kn ar;ument 
t- justify tris assumption is presented at the end 

if this section. 

The effect of a signal on the helix in 
eenn-in: the kinetic energv of the beam Plectrons 
is eiuivalent to a change of helix vo rage.  Thus, 
crllecter-current vs helix-.':ltage plot is use-

f.:1 in calculating the rectified signal current. 
T. the following derivntion let Vo re resent  dc 

v.i Le of helix I/or:17e somewhat less than Vc. r'or 

ef V near  we ma.-: write 

P(V ) 0 
I(V) = I(V0) +  1, 

0 + ------- (V - V0)- + 
2! 

where the primes indiclte .tisn with 
ros ect to V . Let V var.; as V + Vm sin  

'-s ere  • corresponds te-' the signal frenuency.  Then 
f'r ,tny instant of time we have 

(V - ) Vo 

“V) = I(V0 ) + I1(V0)Vm sin .)t, 

In(V ) 
0_  2  . 

m 2 

If it is assumed that Vri changes ,(t, the video 

rate, the rectified video curro-int is t:'.e tine 
averi.ge of  (2) less the lc tern. 

Vm we obtain 
2 V 

I  nr =  I"(V3  ) ••   13) 

in  .11t Ir in te rns of the in.ut signal, we 

:.eel an ex,ression  for the ac field at the helix 
out ut which w'll have the sane effect on elec-

(1) 

(2) 

tron velocity as does Vm. Let 

V = u0 + vac . 

ror the case of Vm << Vo, we may write 

v = [2n(V0 + Vm sin )t).1; 1/2 

vm 
[2 vo1 2 11 +  

2' 

or  V 
r2nvo l 1/2  m 

ac  2  • Vo 
(Le) 

iron traveling-wave-tube theory  in which s-,:ace 
charge is neglected) we have 

so y - te  pe- 6 1 
(5) 

where E  is tue peak value of tue ac silnal field 
so at the out: 'it of tie helix.  The other sïmbols are 

the familiar ones cf tie iierce analysiel.  (T ils 
assumes t.at the traveling-wave as lifter has rea-
son:Ole :ain so that only the increa.-ling wlve is 

of consequence.) 

(3) the :hase angle associated with 

V is uni ortant.  Unly the n.,gnitude is n-eled. 

Fhus "rom 0:) and (5) we obtain 

. 2 
y 

le9e- .5117 • 
SO (f)) 

In obtain s in t ris of the signal power to the 
so 

helix in ut we ma.; use 

. 2 .  2, =  a 
se  5L 

(7) 

Alere 1 . is r.he peak value of the field dde to 
SL 

the  the helix in st and ) is the power 
of the tmvelin-wave tube. 

tpe traielin„:-wave-tube gain -,.ara eter 

is ;iven byLi 

_  Esi 2  Io 
C3 

A. 2 , 
e'e 'Si 

(8) 

where P. is the signal so sor to the helix input. 
si 

(_:ombining Eqs. (3), (6), (7), and (8) gives 

V0 203 
I = 
r  Io si 

In(V0)  (9) 

1.he video signal voltaze Vs is the praluct of this 

current and the resistant a of Fig. 1.  Thus we 
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obtain  neglecting third and higher order terms in Rn, we 

get for the total low-frequency (including dc) 

current 
V  ,7, 
0   

2I  si  V  --- I20x  P  I"(V0).(. s  Io 

1  

AS was previously stated, the !receding de-
rivation takes into account the velocity modula-
tion only.  The beam also possesses a cc rrelated 
current modulation.  For soall ci tnals, tt,o 
rent variations a:: a result of t is molqation are 
small compared tr the total boa . c.;r ent.  t 

therefore, that the current var:ations can 
affect the instantaneous values of collector cur-
rent 11'; only a small ; r•reenta-e.  The rel. tive 
7 haze bntueen the ciirrelt v-,riations and t,:e velo-
city variati( na at the s!.ield  s a function of the 
distance botueen 4.;:e helix and tl:c shield.  sain-
ing an in-; hase relationship, the instantaneous 
collector current is sli+,htly incre:h:ed at the 
peaks and slightly decreased at the valleya clue to 
the current varia lion.  roc tified cur-
rent depends u,on the t  colloctor cur-
rent, the effect is n. c-  rik, small.  lass  a e 
conclusion (of small  s ea the im_.ctified cur-
rent) holds for all  r.  heb;oen 
current and velocity v. r .:.:ons.  fha e'rect can 
be L. ken into account  :ultiplyin ,, the left 
of' Eq. (10) by a factor whose limit is ..:nity as 
the signal strerr,th approaches zero.  Thus iq. (10) 
is valid without alteration fur  si7nals. 

!)erivation of E7c ression for Poise Voltage 

The sensitivity of the detector is limited 
by 1-1,e noise voltage across R.  The •meort-,nt noise 
sources are the following: 

(1) Vploc t, fluctu-Aions a rf fre.:.:oncies 
in the electrons  prhac in' the shield. 
Current fluct:ations at r:' fr./. ::encies 
in the beam all rcachin tne sh:eld. 
Addi tional crrent fluet :ations at video 
freolencies  fr/ a art'Ltion cur-
rent at the shield and shot fl.-.ct ]ations 
(at those free ,encies) .n the bean. 
Thermal no se at video frei Ir..nries in 
the output res 'stance R. 

(2) 

(3) 

(b) 

Cons der the first n-ise source. Trie equi-
valent helix volta.te may he written 

V = VC) + Vn'  (il) 

where Vn repr-- sents tue equivalent volta te fluc-

tuations due to this n..ise.  I•or this analysis a 
convenient expression for Vn is) 

Vn = R cc's  t  A), (12) 

where Rn is the envelope of Vn and wmi/217 is the 

nid-hand freouency of the traveling-wave tube. 

and e are relatively slowly varying functions of 
time.  Using Eqs. (11) and (12) in Eq. (1), and 
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I"(V ) 
0 

I(V0 )  --s --
o 

Rn (13) 

where the subscript tf stands for "total low" 
frequency.  In Eq. (13) all high-fre 1.1ency terms 
nave been dropped beca se of the low-pass output 
filter.  The dr,,pped terms have frequencies in the 

vi ;̂nity of wm/2tY and 'oritl.  We may write 

and 

I(V)  = Iti  dc + Iaci 

<I(V) t, 2 ›Av  = <(I dc + Iace 

2 
I  + <lac! 2> Av  
dc 

)2) Av  = 

(u) 

where Idc = <I(V)ti >  and <i f •Av is the Av ac   
total mea.--s,piare fluctuation current included in 
the low-frequency spectrum.  (The .17 in the sub-

script a ',a in stands for "low" fre plency.)  In the 
present application part of the low-frequency 
s;,ectrum is removed by the filter.  Therefore, 
-nly a fraction of < >Av I 2 appears across the 

aci  
output.  The value of tee fraction is a function 
of the output power spectrum and the filter band-

width.  This function will be derived later.  From 
(13) we obtain 

Iic 

and 

In(V ) 
0  

= 1(V ) +  

2  I"(V ) 
<I(V) ti  2›Av = [I(V0 )]  + I(V0 )  2 0 (itn 2> Av  

2 

4- n < lih > Ay' 

In (V  ) 

Combinin ,, E S. (1)t), (15), and (1..)) gives 

(l ac/ 2> 

fin(v0)12 

) Av - <ii 2 ‘2 n 

(16) 

(17) 

The probability density oe the noise envelope Rn 
is req ired at  is point°: 

P(Rn) -  II n  ex ,  2,2 2 \ 

‘V 2 n n  /Ay  n /Ay'.  

:ros, Pq. (1̂ ) it follows that 

( >Av 2 <Vn2) Av• 

(r) 

(19) 



(1C) we 7.a7 write 

(  14\ , 

2/2 <y 2> 
n  n  

foo 
5 it 
ri 

/./ 2 \ 
O  n /lot 

eX-p 

)1 ,1 . 8 <,,v 2\ 2 
Av n  n hv i • 

(20) 

(17), (19) and (20) yields 

12 

< 1 ! A 
2\  v  [1"(V ) 

2 0 <V 2  •  • n >  (21) 

7"ne traveling-wave-tube noise fi,:are may be 
:1-1,,ten in  t'ne nean-sTaare val ae of lec-
trio fier! flic' .inns at the helix output and at 

toe 

<E 2> 
F _  no   

G <E ni2>  Av 

(6) and () may be modified as follows: 

<E  2> h 

< Vn2> ( -  2° 2 6 v 2 c 1 

2 \  I 
c3 _  ni  i,v 0  

/3s2 i» Af t4V0 

(22) 

The beam-current ncise fluctuations at the 
helix out ut constitute the second noise source 
listed.  The current fluclE tic,r ere correlated 
with the velocity fluctuations ror noise as well 
as for signal.  The arguments tnat were previously 
applied to justify ne.;lecting the current modul:-
tion in the expression for the rectified signal 
voltage also are valid here.  Current fluctuations 
affect noise and signal by precisely the same 
amount.  Thus, just as Eq. (10) has validity in 
srlar-signal theory, so also has Eq. (26) and we 
leave it unaltered. 

The third noise source is due to partition 
current at the shield and shot fluctuations in the 
beam.  This noise nay be taken into account by 
assuming full shot noise on the current to the 
collector.  ( This is, of course, a pessiristic 
assumption.  However, it is unimportant even so 
because, as will he shown in the sample calculation, 
this source is small comp-,red with the first 
source.)  Since this raise is uncorrelated with 
the noise from the first source, the mean-square 
volta -es corresponding lo the two sources are di-
rectly additive in computing the tota) noise. 

Thus we have 

n3  , Av  2eI AfR2 (23)  V  , <  2 ) 

(2h) 

.).ere Af  is ,-„e travelin-wave-tibe bandwidth 

and KT Aft is toe noise power input.  Using Eqs. 

(22), (23) and (2(i) in .r,q. (21) 7ives 

<I aci )Av [Io 161 

2\  2CG 10 r PET Af t ITT(V0)  .(25) 

As previously stat=d, the mean-sTa re rect yied 

noise current is only a fracti_on of <1.•aci  >Av.  

Let o( represent the value of the fraction.  It 
*ollows that the mean-somare rvise voltag,e across 

R due to this source is 

2 

2 

11  2.;U <1 l Av 2>  - è c 0  2 16  .-'...rAf i"(70 )  ' 1  (26) n  I  t 0  I  . 
1 11 

The subscript 1 identifies this noise with the 
first noise source previously lir:ted.  The deriva-
tion of an expression for oCis reserved for Appen-

dix A.  The expression turns out to he 

= A  f [2  A  r 
Af t  ftl 

(27) 

w!.ere  Llf is the output filter noise bandwidth. 
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(28) 

where <V 32> Av  = mean-square noise voltage due to 

these fluctuations. 

The thermal noise in the 
is the fourth and final source 
noise is mncorrelated witl, the 
a mean-square value of 

< 4 vn 2-) Av 

output resist.ance 
to consider.  This 
other noise and has 

= 41(T baR.  (29) 

Thus, the total mean-square voltage fluctuation 

across R due to noise is 

<v nt2> Av = < vn12> Av  <y 2n3 > Av <V  2 \ 
nli  Av. (30) 

Minimum Detectable Signal 

The minimum detectable sireal as pr riously 
defined is found by equating Vs and <V nt >Av 

and solving for Psi . This gives 

Psi-In  =ce[PKT Lif  I0   2X 
t  [2V0CGI"(V ) 

Uol f  laKT Afi 
A It  • 

where P• = minimum detectable input signal. 
$im 

(31) 



Smple Calculation of Minimum Detectable  
Signal for Traveling -Tube Detector 

A rough estimate of the value of Psim  may 

be had by assuming that the half-Maxwellian velo-
city distribution is solely respons ble for limit, 
ing the value of I"(V0).  Assume that the current 

distribution function for V < Vc is 

i(v) = 

where 

o 

MV 
s(  vc) exP  -{(mV2/2)  el/ Mel , 

V = electron velocity 
v = [2-AT ] 1/2 

1 for y ) 
s(v - ve) 

0 for v<vc 

Then we may write 

co 

c. 

'f2rVj 1/2Io Fr-
e expt 1mv2/2) - 

and 

e(V  - V)/KT 
0 

for V<Vc 

I = I for V Vo c. 

From this we obtain 

I"(V0) = 

eV] /KTcI 

I exp [-e(Vc - V0)/KTc 0 

dv 

I(vo).  (32) 

Now we are in a position to solve Fq. (31) 
for P. assuming reasonable values for the 

sin 
traveling-wave-tube and circuit- parareters. 

Iet 

'Af t 
A f 

Tc 

0 

16 12 
1 

vo= 

50 (17 db) 
2000 Mc 

2 Mc 
290°K 
1160°K 

3 ma 

. 1 

1.150 v 
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•  = 0.03 
G  = 4000 (36 db) 
I(V0) = 0.5 pia 

•  = 10 kohms. 

(The trav ling-w.ve-tube parameters are those of a 
commercially availlhle tube.)  Using these valuer 
in Eqs. (32), (27), and (31), we obtain 

k'sim = [3-7 
-?2 

X 10 + 0.99 x 10-2e -4- 0.99 

_30  1 1/2 
x 10  j  =  10-11  w (-77 dbm). 

The three values in the radical corres!ond to the 
three terns in Eq. (31).  The first term, which 
restlts from traveling-te ve-tube noise, is by far 
th-' largest of the three for this set of para-
meters.  If the gain only is changed, this tern 
will continue to dominate until the gain is re-
d' cod to the order of unity. 

'Imparison with Other Video Detectors 

The sensitivity of a video-crys tal detector 
can be calculated from the following equation% 

-  fwa Ad 1/2 .  
SIM (33) 

where fl is a criterion of the excellence cf the 
detector and is called its "figure of merit".  A 
value of M of 100 is large but not uncomeon.  For 
this value of M and for a bandwidth of 2 Mc 
in the Previous caleulation) P. is 1.8 x 10 

sin 
watt (-57 dbm).  Ihus the traveling-wave-blbe de-
tector is considerably more sensitive than is the 
video-crystal detector. 

C,nsider a system 'Al which a travelirt:-w-ve 
tube feeds a video-crystal detector.  Appendix B 
gives t e expression for the minimum detectaile 
sii7tal of such a system as 

[ae(FKT A f )2 4. UT A l 1/2  
Su  t  G2.2 

... 

..ssumin:: the parameters for the travern7-utve 

tube and the crystal to be the same as in the ,re-
vious calcel;,tiens we oh.ain 

P  = [3.2 x 10-22  + 2 x 10-25 ]1/2 
sin 

= 1.8 x 10-13  w (-77 dbm). 

!lot= that the term corr,sponding to the traveling-
wave-tube noise is still the dominant term in this 
case.  If the other rarameters are held consiant, 
the tnivelin;-wave-thbe noise ceases to dominate 
when the gain falls below 100 (20 db). 



Conclusions  

For the parameters used, the calculated 
sensitivity of the traveling-wave-tube detector is 
the same as that of a traveling-wave tube followed 
by a video-crystal detector.  It is only for low 
values of 7ain (in the example, 7ains less than 
20 db) that the traveling-wave--tube detector 
shnws prordse of possessim: the greater sensiti-
vity.  Ikth detectors are considerably more sensi-
tive than the video-crystal detector. 

The co,ibination of traveling-wave tube and 
v eo-crystal has the great advantage of simpli-
cty.  vn the other hand, this combination re-
':ires a .1.Tin hzre- natch between the tube and the 
crystal, a prcblen not resent in the traveling-

:n"- tube detector. 
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)- endix A:  lerivation of Equation (27)  

In deriving an epression for the factcroe 

e :-.1st solve the following  roblem:  .1iven a 
ncnlinear device obeying the law ex:ressed by 

(1) whose in,ut ccnsists of noise alone, find 
ot u :c er ::-.ectrun.  several methods are 

avaClable for solving this problem7. The one 
,:sed here will be to dete rmine the correlation 
f7_:rict on  for the critput current, and to use this 
fHnction in solvin - for the output power sectrum. 
Th' crrelation function is  defined by 

'e(r)  lim  I(t)I(t + r)dt 
T•io 

0 

= <I(t)I(t. +r)> Av  • 

The ..cr.Ter sec .tem P(f) ) of the output current 
is rela ted to  (r) as follows, 

r -  fp 
.(f) = h 

(A.1) 

*(r) ces 2tift di"  .  (A.2) 

(1:, (11), and (L.1), and neglecting 
third •.rid higher order t-r: , we have 

I"(VJ 

if(r,  I.(7 Yin(t) +  2 u V 2(t)>. Av 

[<1(bo) +  (t  r 
n 

I"(7 ) 
°  

2  In2 (t + r)>  

I. (1.3) may be evalua 4:.d by noting 

<V(t)>  = <Vn( t r) >Av = 0, 

(V n2(t) > Av = (V 2 (t  11>  Av = 

Let 

<Vn(t)Vn(t + r )> .tv a  

<Vn2> Av •  

From the theory of two-dimensional normal distri-

bution it can be shown8 that 

2•<vn2(t)n2(t r)> Av  <vn2> Av  + 2 0- 2(r) 
and9 

<Vn2( t)Vn(t +r)> Av = <Vn(t)Vn2(t +r)> Av = 0. 

Thus, (A.3) becomes 

I2(Vo) + I(Vo) Ill(V0 )(v 2 >, n Av 

I"(V )  1 2 

(V n2 >Aid 

12 
+ [ In(T°) 

2L  2  

2 

e(r) [p(v0)] 

(A.4) 

Equation (A.h) contains three dc terms which cor-
restond to the dc comLonents of 1(t) 10 . These 
terms are useful in calculating the dc output 
current (and :;ive the sane value as Eq. (15)) but 
are of no interest as far as the "continuous" 

Then  c 
power .),ectrum is conc d.  .T Let w (f) be the 
continuous portion of 

c(f) = 4 

[in(Vo) 

+ 2 
2 

u  2 lirto  
"0 ) 

2 

f (r) ] 
cos 2,.fr dr 

iii(v0)12 / co  

II(V 0)2 w(f) +   2 
- 

w(x)w(f - x)dx,  (A.5) 

where w(f) is the power spectrum of Vn and we de-

fine w(f) for ne;;;:tive f by 

w(-f) = w(f). 

hssume that w(f) ha's a constant value w0 
over a bandwidth Zif t centered at fm and is 

yero evcrywhere else.  Then we have 
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A plot of Eq. (A.5) under the.7e conditions 
given in F.g. h. Th, area un or the low-
frequency portion of the spectrum must ;ive 

<I  2 ) 
ad/ • Ay' 

< Av - r (V p O) <v n2 > 
ac   

"fhe  n-square value of the n( ise vol. , a.;e due to 
the second source can he arrived at by comparing 

(10 ) with Eq. ( 26 ).  rneralizstic,n based on 
is  such a compr.rison indicates tnat the mea; -square 

mise voltage at the out, ut of tue vide(-crystal 

due to the noise from the travelin wave tube can 
be written 

Lote that Eq. ()%.<•) is the sane as Eq. (21). 

The fnctor GI( as  roviouz,ly 1-fined is the 
ratio of the cross-hatched area to the total low 
freql:ency aria.  ,((omptri cal erns  'orations 
'I-, is r-a‘iily  sccrtained tLat 

Lr 2 A f 

f t A ft] . 

) 

uerivation of Equation (3h) 

(3h) can be derived by settin- tq. the 
equiva3.ht circuit for the videc-crystal and fol-
lowin.7 a rocedure quite similar to that in de-
n'ving sq. (31).  iicr..:ever, for the sake of brevity, 
let us generalize from the r-..ults of the preced-
ing work in a war which will allow us to arrive at 
the solution much iflore rai idly. 

The signal voltae at the output o!' the 
video-crystal is given by3 

vs- AP uri 

where 

(13,1) 

e = current sensitivity 
PST = dF. (si -mal ower out of the 

Si  ' 
traveling-I:aye tube) 

= harrier resistance of the crystal 
(in this agendix only). 

Fq. (B.1 .) corresponds to 1.:q. (10) in the previous 
development. 

There are two sources for the n( ise at the 
output of the vide(-crystal: 

(1) Thu noise due to the crystal. 
(2) The r.(-isz, at the outiut of the traveling 

wave tube. 
The wan-sTiare of the n ise volta;e due to the 
crystal is-5 

R 22 
< V 2> = 141eT  -, NX  Av M2 •  

(13.2) 
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< 11:1T2>  Av =  [is 
2 

(143) 

where o, =  Aft (the ti((i se at. the trav(7:1 tog-

wave tube output).  A step-by-step analysis con-
firms the correctness of (2.3) and shows that for 
snare-law detection 0( has the same value as in 
Lq. (27). 

2 
By equating Vs2 wit}, th, sur:, <V d  / ov 
2 

and <V.,  >  arid solvin-,, for P.  obtain Av 

1. 

aim - [L,KT A f  .2.2  1/2 +  (1::•.T Af )2]  . (2.;) 
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A TIME-SAMPLING AND AMPLITUDE-QUANTIZING TUBE 

R. P. Stone, C. W. Mueller, and W. M. Webster 

Radio Corporation of America 
RCA Laboratories Division 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Summary  

The possibility of a saving of 
bandwidth - or of transmitting additional 
information in a given bandwidth - by 
means of amplitude quantizing and time 
sampling is reviewed.  The requirements 
on a tube to simultaneously time sample 
and quantize a video input, and to pro-
duce a residue output, are outlined. 

Beam deflection type tubes were 
successfully built and tested which 
perform all of these functions.  They 
will change a continuous signal into 
a quantized signal having six discrete 
amplitude levels.  The signal may also 
be simultaneously sampled as often as 
ten million times per second.  A resi-
due signal is also generated.  The tube 
response is sufficiently accurate to 
meet the requirements of the system out-
lined.  The stability of operation is 
such that after initial set-up no criti-
cal operating conditions or adjustments 
are involved. 

Two types of output structure 
have been used, both of which permit the 
external adjustment of the output ampli-
tude levels.  The tube operates with an 
anode voltage of 300 volts.  While the 
useful beam current is only 55 micro-
amperes, the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
tube is computed to be 80 db. 

Introduction  

The portion of the electromag-
netic spectrum which can be used for 
communication is limited.  It is there-
fore highly desirable to reduce the re-
quired bandwidth of each communication 
channel as much as possible.  Until 
recently, it was believed that the band-
width of a communications channel must 
be at least as great as the highest 
frequency component in the information 
to be transmitted.  However, recent 
developments in communication theory 
indicate the possibility of exchanging 
transmitter power for bandwidth, provid-
ing one is willing to eliminate the 
transmission of superfluous informs-
tion. 1-8  

Information can be squeezed into 
a narrower channel than that convention-
ally required and thus save valuable 
bandwidth providing (1) the transmitter 
power is increased, (2) a coding system 

is included in the transmitter and re-
ceiver, and (3) some loss in accuracy 
of signal level definition is tolerated. 
The third condition is not severe, since 
noise is always present and the indivi-
dual at the receiver cannot detect in-
accuracies providing they are sufficiently 
small. 

In order to facilitate the dis-
cussion and description of the sampling 
and quantizing tube we will first describe 
a transmission system in which it might 
be used and which conforms to the condi-
tions listed above.  This system will be 
capable of transmitting two signals 
simultaneously over a channel which would 
normally only accommodate one. 

Description of Transmission System  

In order to separate two signals 
which are being transmitted over a single 
channel, we must do something to at least 
one of these signals which will enable 
the receiver to distinguish between them. 
In this case, we will permit one of them 
(Signal A) to exist only at certain dis-
crete amplitude levels.  This is called 
quantization in analogy with the energy 
states of atomic physics.  If the re-
ceiver finds that the incoming signal 
has at any moment an amplitude different 
from one of the discrete levels of sig-
nal A, it concludes that the signal A 
amplitude is at the next lower allowed 
level of the discrete set, and that the 
difference between the received signal 
and this allowed value for signal A gives 
information as to the amplitude of signal 
B. 

Obviously, to perform quantiza-
tion on a signal, a device whose output 
vs. input characteristics looks like a 
staircase must be used.  As the input 
signal varies continuously from zero to 
maximum value, the output signal must 
jump from one discrete level, to the next 
in an abrupt fashion. 

However, simply quantizing one 
of the signals and compressing and adding 
the other is not enough.  Obviously, to 
transmit the combined signal would re-
quire a very broad bandwidth, since any 
rounding off of the quantum jump of sig-
nal A caused by circuits with insuf-
ficient high frequency response will 
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result in an appreciable error in signal 
B. 

The problem is essentially that 
of eliminating the effect of transients 
produced by the quantum jumps of signal 
A on the apparent value of signal B. 
This can be done in several ways; one of 
the simplest is used in this system and 
is called "time sampling" or just 
'sampling,, 

Time sampling amounts to a 
periodic measurement of the amplitude of 
a signal, such as the combined quantized 
signal A and signal B.  It has been 
shown that if the resultant pulses occur 
at the proper rate and are passed through 
appropriate filtering circuits, a con-
tinuous wave results which has no fre-
quency components higher than the highest 
frequency component in either signal A 
or B.  At the receiver, sampling this 
wave at the same rate as before gives 
pulses proportional to the desired signal 
(Ag B). 

Signals Ag and B are separated at 
the receiver by a device which is nearly 
identical to the quantizer used in the 
transmitter.  The combined signal Ag + B 
is requantized.  As before, only certain 
amplitude levels are allowed and the out-
put signal is again the quantized signal 
Ag. Subtracting this output signal from 
the input signal gives a residue signal, 
which is signal B. 

Thus, for example, we may take 
two television picture signals, quantize 
one of them with some loss in accuracy 
of half tone reproduction, combine them 
and transmit them over a channel with a 
bandwidth no greater than that which 
would be required for one of them alone. 
Furthermore, we are able to separate the 
signals at the receiver with essentially 
the same device as we used to combine 
them at the transmitter, and display the 
two television pictures independently. 

A tube has been described by 
Sears9 which performs the functions of 
quantizing and producing a coded signal. 
However, to accomplish all the above 
operations in both the transmitter and 
receiver, a special tube was designed 
and constructed.  It may be used to 
sample and quantize the input signals in 
the transmitter, or to sample and separate 
the two signals in the receiver.  It is 
to be noted that in both the transmitter 
and receiver a very wide bandwidth must 
be maintained between the operations of 
sampling and quantizing or separating 
in order that the system work properly. 
In order to eliminate very wide band 
circuits, the tube was designed to accom-
plish both operations almost simul-

taneously. 

The Coding Tube  

Fig. 1 shows the essential design 
of the sampling and quantizing tube, or 
coding tube, and its operation will be 
described with reference to this figure. 
A cathode and beam forming structure pro-
duces a thin, flat electron beam which 
passes down the length of the tube.  A 
pair of deflection plates to which is 
applied a sampling signal sweeps this 
beam back and forth across a narrow slit. 
Only when the beam is centered on the 
slit will electrons pass through to the 
rest of the tube.  Thus, short pulses of 
electrons are formed.  The sampled beam 
passes between the signal deflection 
plates and is deflected up and down across 
the quantizing structure.  As shown, this 
consists of a flat aperture plate in 
which a step-shaped opening has been 
punched.  If the beam is of essentially 
constant current density across its 
width, the current which passes through 
the aperture increases in abrupt steps 
as the input signal moves the beam down 
the quantizing aperture assembly.  The 
beam current which passes through the 
step-shaped hole is collected and con-
stitutes the quantized output signal. 
A series of triangular apertures permit 
a current which is proportional to the 
difference between the input signal and 
the quantized signal to be collected on 
an electrode designated as the residue 
collector.  This signal is used in the 
receiver. 

In addition to deflecting the 
electron beam, as has been described, 
both sets of plates serve as lens struc-
tures for focusing the beam in the proper 
fashion.  This is accomplished by exter-
nally adjusting the d-c biases on these 
plates.  The beam is focused by the 
sampling deflection plates onto the slit 
and by the signal plates onto the target 
structure. 

Parts from beam deflection tubesl°  
were used to form the beam and accomplish 
the sampling deflection.  The beam thus 
formed has a thickness of a few thou-
sandths of an inch.  However, the width 
of the sampling aperture determines the 
effective beam width beyond that point, 
and this was four thousandths of an inch. 
Since the imaging action of the signal 
deflection plates constitutes a lens of 
a 1:1 magnification, the effective beam 
thickness upon incidence on the output 
structure was approximately four thou-
sandths of an inch. 

It was noted that a small devia-
tion from the ideal quantizing charac-
teristic will produce a large error in 
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signal B when it is separated at the 
receiver.  Thus, it is important that the 
steps be "flat" and that the amplitude 
difference between steps be constant. 
Due to the finite thickness of the beam, 
a certain amount of rounding is to be 
expected at the step edges.  The amount 
of rounding which can be tolerated deter-
mines the ratio of beam thickness to step 
dimensions.  The practical difficulty of 
forming an electron beam which has uni-
form (or even predictable) current den-
sity across its width is such as to re-
quire some mechanism to adjust the current 
collected by each quantum step indepen-
dently and externally. 

Two methods were employed to 
correct for non-uniformity in beam current 
density.  The first of these permits one 
to correct the current gathered by each 
quantum step in either an additive or 
subtractive direction, by means of secon-
dary emission between the collector and 
a set of correcting wire3. 

The secondary emission ratios 
of the quantized collector and the cor-
recting wire were not always constant 
along the length of the structure.  As 
a result, if one applied a saw-tooth 
wave to the input structure, the output 
pave could be adjusted for equal step 
heights, but it did not necessarily have 
perfectly flat steps. 

A typical input-output charac-
teristic, such as recorded from a tube of 
the sort just described, is shown in 
Fig. 2.  The roundness of the steps, 
which is due to the finite width of the 
beam, is not excessive from the stand-
point of the system accuracy.  However, 
it will be noted that the steps are by 
no means flat. 

The residue signal, i.e., the 
current which passes through the trian-
gular shaped holes, is collected by a 
small wire which runs through a U-shaped 
suppressor electrode behind the quan-
tizing aperture plate.  The current 
which passes through the triangular hole 
is proportional to the width of the tri-
angular hole at the point where the beam 
passes. 

In order to obtain flatter steps, 
the correcting structure illustrated in 
Fig. 3 was designed.  In this case, the 
correcting wires serve only to deflect 
the beam toward or away from the aper-
ture fins which are attached to an aper-
ture plate similar to the one previously 
described.  Suppressor wires are included 
to minimize the effect of secondary elec-
trons which are generated on the aper-
ture plate and correcting wires and 

thereby prevent them from reaching the 
quantized output electrode.  If the poten-
tial of a given correcting wire is the 
same as the potential of the aperture 
plate, the beam which passes through 
that section remains relatively undis-
turbed and arrives at the quantized 
output electrode.  If, however, the poten-
tial of the correcting wire is negative 
with respect to the fins on the aperture 
plate, a large proportion of the current 
passing through the aperture plate is 
deflected and strikes the fins, thus 
diminishing the current which reaches 
the output electrode.  In this way it is 
possible to decrease continuously the 
current through each slot.  Notice that 
the slots are of varying width.  This 
was done in an effort to pre-adjust for 
non-uniformities in the beam current 
density since the beam current density 
would be the greatest at the center and 
the least at the edges. 

Fig. 4 shows the output of the 
revised quantizing structure, and it will 
be noted that the steps are of essentially 
equal height and are extremely flat.  The 
rounded portion of the step is less than 
1050 of the step width.  Since the beam 
thickness was four thousandths of an inch 
and the step of the aperture plate was 
forty thousandths of an inch, this round-
ing was to be expected. 

Some features of the tube can be 
seen in the Fig. 5.  In order to shield 
the output from the input, all the leads 
from the electron gun structure and both 
sets of deflection plates were brought 
out through one end of the tube and the 
output leads and the individual leads to 
the correcting wires brought out the 
other end.  The region of the electron 
beam is surrounded by a cylindrical 
shield, and a mesh shield surrounds the 
output leads, in order to further shield 
the input from the output. 

Performance Data 

In the preceding section des-
cribing the operation of the coding tube, 
many of the features of its mechanical 
design were discussed.  In this section 
typical operating conditions will be 
described. 

The tube operates under the 
following conditions: 

Heater 
Cathode 
Beam Forming Structure 
Sampling Deflection Plates 
Sampling Slit 
Signal Deflection Plates 
Aperture Plate 

6.3 volts  .3 amp. 
0 volts 

300 volts 
165 volts 
300 volts 
75 volts 
300 volts 
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Under these conditions of opera-
tion the total current drawn from the 
cathode is of the order of 10 milliamps., 
of which about 7 milliamps. goes directly 
to the beam forming structure in the pro-
cess of collimating the beam.  The actual 
current in the flat electron beam is of 
the order of 100 microamps.  At the point 
of focus, this beam is about .004 inch 
thick and .300 inch wide. 

When the beam is not modulated 
and is adjusted to fall on the largest 
step opening in the aperture plate, a 
current of about 55 microamps. reaches 
the quantized collector output.  This 
indicates a current of 11 microamps. per 
unit step of the quantized output.  The 
current through the widest part of a 
residue triangle is 10 microamps. 

This largest step opening in the 
aperture plate has a dimension of .190 
inch parallel to the width of the beam. 
The residue openings are right isosoles 
triangles .040 inch on a side.  The 
height of each step opening, in the direc-
tion of the thickness of the electron 
beam, is also .040 inch.  For the six 
levels involved in this tube, the total 
deflection required of the electron beam 
is thus .240 inch. 

The deflection sensitivity is such 
that a voltage of about 35 volts rus 
applied to the signal deflection plates 
will swing the electron beam over the 
whole step pattern on the aperture plate. 
The sampling voltage required on the first 
deflection plates is of the order of 6 
volts rus to produce pulses with a duty 
cycle of about 10%.  These signal voltages 
are applied push-pull to the deflection 
plates and are super-imposed on the DC 
focusing voltages applied to these plates. 

The correcting wires were operated 
so that they were individually adjustable 
over a range of 45 volts.  They were each 
adjusted in a manner to best equalize the 
step amplitude in the output. 

The tubes were operated success-
fully with a 5 megacycle sampling voltage 
and a television video signal on the sig-
nal deflection plates. 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio  

If the predominate source of 
noise in the tube is presumed to be due 
to shot effect in the electron beam, and 
noise sources following the tube are 
neglected, the approximate peak signal 
to noise ratio may be readily computed. 
For typical operating conditions, with 
a maximum collector current of 55 micro-
amperes and a bandwidth of 4 megacycles, 
the signal-to-noise ratio is about 80 db. 
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This signal-to-noise ratio should not 
cause appreciable degradation of the 
signal. 

Conclusions  

Beam deflection type tubes have 
been successfully built and tested which 
simultaneously perform the functions of 
time sampling and amplitude quantizing 
of a video input, and producing a resi-
due signal. 

The tubes were operated success-
fully with a 5 megacycle sampling voltage 
and a television video signal on the 
signal deflection plates. 

The work which has been described 
was done at the RCA Laboratories in 
Princeton, N. J.  The project was 
carried out on a research basis.  The 
tubes were hand made in our Laboratory 
Tube Shop, and are not commercially 
available, at present. 
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CATHODE-RAY TUBE WITH SINGLE STEP INTENSIFIER 

Jenny E. Rosenthal 
A. B. Du Mont Laboratories 

Passaic, N. J. 

Summary 

This report describes the techniques 
used in the design of cathode-ray tubes 
with single step intensifier.  The fields 
corresponding to different electrode 
shapes are shown in terms of field plots. 
In the experimental tubes built on the 
basis of these plots part of the third 
anode is constituted by a truncated cone. 
Data are given on the tubes and it is 
shown how pincushion or barrel distortion 
of the raster may be eliminated by suit-
able design and positioning of the trun-
cated cone with respect to the other com-
ponents of the tube. 

This investigation concerns the 
following problem in electrostatic CR 
tubes: 

To form a bright picture on the 
screen of a CR tube at moderate beam cur-
rents, the electrons impinging on the 
screen must have a high velocity, prefer-
ably over 10 KV. If a voltage in excess 
of 10 KV is out on the second anode, the 
electrons enter the deflection system at 
a high velocity and thus require a much 
higher deflection voltage than is usually 
practical.  For example, to scan a 12" 
face plate 16" away from the front deflec-
tion plates requires about 1.5 KV deflec-
tion voltage at 5 KV anode voltage and 
twice that at 10 KV. To keep the deflec-
tion voltage low, the beam must be accel-
erated after going through the deflection 
system, which is accomplished by putting 
the high voltage on a third anode.  The 
simplest arraneement of this type shown in 
Fig. 1 has a serious drawback:  If Vd and 
V3  are the second and third anode voltages 
respectively (referred to the cathode as 
zero), then for V3/V3>2 the raster is no 
longer rectangular but shows either pin-
cushion or barrel distortion caused by the 
electron lens formed by the two cylinders 
at different potentials.  The difficulty 
has been avoided in tubes available at 
present by using a multiplicity of accel-
erating electrodes so that the voltage 
ratio between two successive ones can be 
kept low even though the voltage on the 
final electrode is at least 5 times that 
on the second anode. The rasters obtain-
ed in this fashion have been satisfactor-
ily free of distortion.  However, for 
certain applications the multiplicity of 
accelerating voltages is not acceptable 
from the circuit point of view.  A differ_ 
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ent type of electron lens is needed to 
eliminate the distortion. 

V 3  V z 

gun and deflect-
ing system 

Fig. 1  Simplest type of single 
step intensifier. 

The most direct way to attack the 
problem is to solve Lagrange's equations 
of motion for an electron in an arbitrary 
axially symmetrical field, then find what 
conditions must be imposed on the field 
in order that a rectangular raster may be 
formed on the screen.  Unfortunately math-
ematical techniques have not quite reach-
ed the point where this could be done, 
therefore I have been forced to improvise 
approximate design techniques based on 
the following analysis: 

The potential field due to two co-
axial cylinders of identical radius kept 
at different potentials in well known if 
the two cylinders are long and the spacing 
between them negligible as compared to the 
cross-section.  Fig. 2 gives the different 
equipotential lines of this field in per-
cent of the potential difference, one cyl-
inder being at 0 and the other at 100%. 
The lines are not uniformly spaced, e.g. 
the maximum distance between the 80% and 
70% lines is considerably larger than that 
between the 70% and 60% lines.  Further-
more, the field is quite spread out,  the 
distance along the axis between the 10% 
and 90% lines being larger than the diam-
eter of the cylinders.  ''his field is 
equivalent to a thick lens. 



Fig. 2  Potential distribution in the 
symmetrical two-cylinder lens. 

From analogy with the optical case 
we may conclude that in order to minimize 
the distortion of the electron path in 
the accelerating field, and hence to min-
imize the distortion of the raster shape, 
the lens should approximate a thin lens. 
"'he thin lens condition imposes the fol-
lowing distribution of equipotential 
lines at the junction of the potential 
regions formed by the second and third 
anodes respectively: 

The lines corresponding to the range 
of 10% - 90% of the accelerating poten-
tial should cover as narrow a range of 
space as possible and should be as uni-
formly spaced as possible. 

The basic problem therefore is to 
investigate the potential fields produced 
ty electrodes of different shapes to find 
the field most closely approximating the 
one postulated.  I hope shortly to com-
plete a mathematical technique, which 
will permit to calculate potential dis-
tributions for axial symmetry problems to 
a satisfactory degree of approximation. 
In the meantime, since the straight-for-
ward method of using an electrolytic tank 
is extremely laborious, we have resorted 
to 2-dimensional field plots.  Of course, 
these field plots give the exact poten-
tial distribution only for problems where 
one electro dimension is extremely large 
as compared with the others and where all 
the cross-sections perpendicular to this 
long dimension are identical.  Thus 
strictly speaking all the drawings in 
Fig. 3 represent potential distributions 
where the electrodes are perpendicular to 
the plane of the drawing and infinitely 

long in that direction.  However, we pro-
ceeded on the assumption that the general 
potential distribution features would be 
the same if the plane of the drawing rep-
resented the cross-section (containing 
the axis) through a system with axial 
symmetry. 

The electrode shapes investigated in 
those plots were chosen on the basis of 
the following considerations: 

The rather extensive information 
available on electron lenses sugrests 
that the desired type of field would be 
realized if at the junction of the poten-
tial regions formed by the second and 
third anodes, the diameter of the latter 
anode were smaller than that of the form-
er.  Probably the simplest design to em-
body th'._s feature is one where the accel-
erating electrode terminates in a trun-
cated cone.  Fig. 3 shows characteristic 
field plots obtained using this type of 
accelerating electrode.  The shape of the 
truncated cone and its position relative 
to the other electrode is varied from 
plot to plot.  To make possible a more 
direct comparison wi th experiment, the 
low voltage electrode in every case fol-
lows the actual outline of the dagged por-
tion of the tube neck.  For the sake of 
comparison the limiting case is included 
where the two electrodes have the same 
diameter at the junction of the two poten-
tial regions. 

The data shown in Fig. 3 confirm the 
premise that the use of a truncated cone 
will result in a thinner and stronger lens 
i.e. that the range corresponding to 10% - 
90% of the accelerating potential will be 
shortened and that the lines corresponding 
to equal increments of potential will be 
spaced more uniformly. 

It is interesting to note that the 
potential distribution in the region which 
would be traversed by the electron beam is 
practically unaffected by small changes in 
the relative position of the two electroàm 
i.e. whether the two terminate on the 
same transverse plane, or whether the 
truncated cone penetrates inside the low 
voltage electrode. 

The results obtained by means of the 
field plots were considered sufficiently 
encouraging to warrant building experi-
mental 5" tubes embodying the truncated 
cone shape for the third anode.  The en-
velopes, gun structures, and deflecting 
systems were the same as used in the reg-
ular 5" intensifier "multiband" tubes. 
The factors that were varied in the con-
struction were the dimensions of the trun-
cated cones, their location in the tube, 
and the height of the dagging on the neck. 
The truncated cones were manufactured 
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Fig. 3 

Field plots for various electrode configura-
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with special care to avoid any sharp 
edges at the junction of the two poten-
'ial regions. 

Truncated cones with the following 
dimensions were used: 

height 5fl 

top diameter  4" 

3 U 

3,1 

1,5" 

4" 

The bottom diameter was 5" in each case 
to make contact to the dag coating.  The 
schematic of various tubes built is shown 
in Fig. 4.  The face plate of the tubes 
was aluminized to reproduce the closed 
cylinder condition investigated in the 
field plots. 

Alongside each structure shown in 
Fig.- 4 are photographs of two rasters, 
each 2" x 2", formed on the face plate of 
the corresponding tube for the voltage 
ratios V3/V a = 2 and Va/Va = 5 respective-
ly. (Va and Vs are the voltages on the 
second and third anode).  Any distortion 
connected with scanning by the front 
plates will manifest itself in the depar-
ture of the sides of the raster from a 
straight line, while similarly the top 
and bottom of the raster will be affected 
by any distortion connected with scanning 
by the back plates.  The photographs show 
that none of the structures exhibit any 
appreciable distortion for the lower value 
of the voltage ratio.  The following facts 
have been definitely established as re-
gards the shape of the raster at the high-
er ratio: 

As far as the distortion connected 
with scanning by the front plates is con-
cerned, the most important factor is the 
distance between the deflection plates and 
the third anode.  Placing the truncated 
cone at different positions starting close 
to the face plate and progressing toward 
the deflecting system gradually changes 
the raster sides from barrel to pincushion. 
The optimum position when neither distor-
tion affects the raster sides appears to 
be very critical.  No tube has been built 
as yet where it is satisfied exactly, how-
ever, the structure in the lower left-

hand corner of Fig. 4 is a fair approxi-
mation.  The shape of the truncated cone 
is not critical though every design has a 
different optimum position. 

Fig. 5  Shape of front deflection plates 

The shape of the deflection plates 
has no appreciable effect on the shape of 
the raster.  The standard front deflec-
tion plates used are dome-shaped as shown 
In Fig. 5, which should allow for greater 
sensitivity at the center.  However, when 
the truncated cone is in such a position 
as to give barrel-shaped sides, cutting 
off the domed portion of the plates along 
the dotted line in Fig. 5 does not dimin-
ish the extent of the barrelling.  On the 
other hand, when the position of the third 

anode is such as to give a pincushion 
effect, this is not corrected by accen-
tuating the doming, e.g. by making the 
plate conform to the dashed line in Fig.5. 

As far as the distortion connected 
with scanning by the back plates is con-
cerned, if it occurs, it is of the barrel 
type in all the tubes built.  No pincush-
ioning has been observed on the top and 
bottom of any raster.  The factor that 
appears to have the greatest importance 
in controlling it and which is quite crit-
ical is the spacing between the end of the 
deflecting system and the height of the 
dag on the neck of the tube. 

On the basis of the information ob-
tained from these experimental tubes we 
believe that we know how to construct a 
single step intensifier so as to eliminate 
distortion.  The problem is whether a tube 
requiring such close tolerance is econom-
ically practical in production. 
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A NEW HIGH EFFICIENCY PARALLAX MASK COLOR TUBE 
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Summari 

Electron transmission through parallax 
masks of present day tri-color tubes is no great-
er than 12%, wi th a consequent low picture bright-
ness.  This paper describes a new tube employing 
a parallax mask maintained at a potential much 
lower than that of the screen and a collector 
mesh maintained at anode potential intermediate 
to the screen and mask potentials; the brightness 
of the tube is increased 3-4 fold by virtue of 
enlarged mesh holes and the ensuing post-deflec-
tion focusing.  In addition, secondary emission 
from the mask, which would dilute color, is mini-
mized.  In contrast to other post-accelerating 
tubes, the mask holes and fluorescent screen dots 
are uniformly spaced over the entire target area. 
19" round and 24" rec tangul ar tubes incorporating 
the new principle have been built. 

Introduction  

Color picture tubes have run through the 
gamut of size in a remarkably short time when com-
pared with monochrome tubesl, thus creating a 
brightness problem.  Adequate light output on a 
250 square inch screen can only be achieved, even 
with three guns, by raising the anode voltage 
well above the levels used in mcnochrome tubes. 
With one gun, the brightness leaves much to be 
desired.  The reason for this, of course, is that 
the customary shadow-masks have only approximate-
ly 10% electron transmission, 90% of the electrons 
bring intercepted by the mask.  It has been sug-
gested early in the development of color tubes' 
to employ post-deflection focusing which permits 
enlargement of the apertures in the shadow-mask 
and so increases brightness in the ratio of the 
increase in electron transmission.  The usual 
practice in post-deflection focusing is to provide 
an accelerating field between the barrier elec-
trode and the aluminum-backed tri-phosphor screen. 
The apertures in the barrier electrode followed by 
the field form an array of tiny electron lenses 
which focus an electron beam scanning this lens 
raster down to a fraction of the area of a phos-
phor element.  Certain drawbacks of this custom-
ary scheme will now be explained and it will be 
shown how they can be overcome by a different 
configuration of the electric field. 

Post-Acceleration Tube with a Single Field  

In a tube with an accelerating field be-
tween the shadow-mask and the screen, the beam 
arriving from the center of deflection follows 
a parabolic path in that field and is bent toward 
the normal to the mask.  As shown in Figure 1, 
the electron beam appears to come, after refrac-
tion, from a point 01 displaced from the center 
of deflection O.  In tees without post-accelera-
tion the screen elements are usually of equal 
size uniformly distributed over the screen area 
and are laid down by methods utilizing straight 
optical projection from a point which coincides 
with the center of deflection of the electrons. 
If the degree of refraction introduced by post-
acceleration were constant, the screen for the 
tube with the accelerating field could still be 
made by optical projection using an optical cen-
ter different from the center of deflection. In 
reality, with increasing deflection angles the 
beam appears to originate from different points 
(0 1, 011 , etc.) because it is refracted by lar-
ger amounts; consequently, if the screen elements 
are of equal size, at large angles the beam no 
longer hits the proper phosphor elements.  The 
situation is analogous to spherical aberration in 
optics and may conceivably be compensated by 
using an aspherical lens inserted in the optical 
path during the photographic part of the process 
of screen fabrication, to change the center-to-
center distance of the phosphor elements. Another, 
but even more complicated method, is to utilize 
electron exposure of the emulsions which are usen 
in screen fabrication.  One would then have to 
provide the same accelerating field for the expoL-
ing beam as in the final tube.  /n practice, com-
plete compensation by this method is difficult aLd 
at large deflection angles color purity is bound 
to suffer. 

Another drawback of post-deflection focusin,; 
with a single accelerating field is that secondary 
electrons released by the bomb ardm ent of the mask 
are drawn to the screen.  As shown in Figure 1, 
the secondaries which start out from the vicinity 
of an aperture in the mask do not follow the angle 
of deflection of the printery beam but are drawn 
to the screen orthogonally.  In monochrome tubes, 
this kecondary electron stream limits detail con-
trast-'; in color tubes it also dilutes color. 
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The Principles of a Post-Acceleration Tube  
with Retardi ng and Accelerating Fields 

By providing a retarding field on the cath-
ade side of the mask, in addition to the acceler-
Iting field between the parallax mask and screen, 
the electron trajectories can be altered to make 
the beam go through the same point on the mask 
and land on the same phosphor element as it would 
in the straight parallax case for all deflection 
angles, since the center of deflection of the 
2lectron beam may be made identical with the cen-
ter of parallax.  Consequently, the screen can be 
fabricated by the customary straight-line optical 
projection methods with the mask apertures and 
3creen elements uniformly spaced.  The new struc-
ture then consists of an auxiliary mesh electrode 
at anode potential, Va, followed by the parallax 
uask at a potential VP lower than that of the 
anode and the screen, with the latter at a poten-
tial Vs much higher than the anode. 

The electron paths in the tube with both 
retarding and accelerating fields are shown in 
Ficure 2.  The electron trajectory may be con-
sidered as having three parts.  In region I,be-
tween the center of deflection and the mesh,the 
.:e-r..jectory is straight; in region II, between the 
aesh and the parallax mask, it is a parabola con-
vex with respect to the tube axis; and in region 
III, between the mask and the metal-backed screen 
it is a parabola concave toward the axis.  The 
necessary operating relationships between elec-
trode potentials and spacing for the proper posi-
tion of the beam on the screen can be derived 
from geometrical, energy, and transit time con-
siderations.  Definitions of the symbols used 
in the derivations appear in the glossary. 

Conventional magnetic deflection is used; 
consequently, in region I the electron speed is 
constant.  Therefore, from the energy equation 

2 
vx 24 v  . 2e  Va 

Y,1  %--   

1  1 
vx,1  (  îcos ere)e Vae 

1  L. 
vy i  (n_r2e_)  Va2 sin V 

As the two electric fields between the 
aeleiliary mesh and the parallax mask, and be-
tween the mask and the screen have no components 
perpendicular to the axis, the vertical compo-
nent of the electron velocity is constant in the 
three regions. Consequently 

vx,2,p24-vy,12 = e Vp  and 

+ix, 2,p 2 . e  Vp - Va sin2421  (4) 
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In a uniform field, in which acceleration 
is congtant and is directed horizontally, the 
average horizontal component of velocity during 
any time interval equals one-half of the sum of 
the horizontal velocity at the beginning and at 
the end of the interval.  Therefore, 

,2 = vx,2,p) = 

= 1 /2e\  [Val' cosee t[V -V sin2W] l 
P a (5) 

Since the transit time in region II is 
equal to  b  , the difference of the ordinates 

vx,2 

of the points where the srgnaine beam intersects 
the parallax mask and the auviliary mesh is: 

b  v 
= 

P-a 

b  sin 
m / 

p -a 

1 
1 (2 02 Va cos et [Vp-Va 

2 b 

sin 2,F1121 

cot  W+ y csc2e -1 

(Va 
—E 
Va 

(6) (6) 

We require that the beam go through the 
same point of the mask in the tube with the re-
tarding and accelerating fields as in the straight 
parallax tube; consequently: 

(r  b) tan  = r tan if+. 'Fr 

r tan ce  

cot  +  csc2V -111-

Va 

2 b 

In region III, from similar reasoning 

3-p 

(7) 



9-p 

[  SP 
V p  2 

cac 

  2 d   
1 

-11  [18 cse2ee -11 

a 

(8) 

The deviation, at the screen, of the point 
of landing of the beam from the point of inter-
section of a straight line through the center of 
deflection and the parallax mask aperture through 
which the beam passes, is: 

A. d tame  - s-p  (9) 

If the expressions for tone  and the dis-
tance -ff--15- are substituted from equations (7) and 
(8) we obtain the desired relation for the beam 
deviation as a function of deflection angle, tube 
geometry, and electrode potentials: 

rd  tan g, i_ 2 b   d 
ri- b  r t- b  2 

csc c-t(P-t- _E 
1.11. Va 

voltages were calculated from the paraxial equa-
tion (12).  It can be seen that up to a scanning 
half angle of 30°, with certain of the parameters, 
the maximum deviation is .002".  At sma ll deflec-
tion angles the beam lands somewhat below and at 
larger angles somewhat above the parallax point 
but still well within the phosphor dot area. 

Another important advantage realized with 
the new construction is the efficient collection 
of secondary electrons by the auxiliary mesh 
which otherwise contribute to poor contrast and 
color dilution.  The voltages Vs and VP for a 
given screen voltage Vs must not only satisfy 
equation (10) but must also be chosen so that the 
beam is focused down by the fields established 
by the auxiliary mesh, parallax mask, and metal-
backed screen to a size smaller than a screen ele-
ment.  For paraxial rays the well known Davisson 

1  2 ?2  
-1  P csc 

va 

For small angles of deflection csc2  is 
large so that the "ones" in the denominators can 
be neglected, and further cace cot q)  . With 
these approximations the electrode voltages can 
he so chosen that the deviation 4 in equation 
(10) becomes zero.  By setting L, . 0 in (10) 
the resulting equation can be solved for the 
screen voltage, giving: 

V 2   2 (r +-b)   a 
2b --I    

V 2 i- Va? Va2 (U) 

If it is assumed that the spacing between 
the auxiliary mesh and the parallax mask is much 
smaller than the distance uf the deflection cen-
ter to the auxiliary mesh, then it can be shown 
that by neglecting terms in "b" the paraxial equa-
tion (11) reduces to: 

Vs2 le 2 Va 2 - V -à"  (12) 

This relationship is valuable for determining ap-
proximate initial values for the various electrode 
potentials. 

Calculation of the deviation A with the 
aid of equation (10) shows that, with the proper 
electrode spacings and potentiels, the beam goes 
with negligible error through the same mask aper-
ture and strikes the same phosphor dot as it 
would in the straight parallax tube with mask and 
screen at common anode potential.  Deviation plots 
for various screen voltages and spacings between 
the auxiliary mesh and the parallax mask are 
shown in Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9. The mesh and mask 

2d (lu) 
1 v 

2 
1 —1  It L!  csc cp —1 1 

va 

and Calbick formula provides an expression for the 
focal length of the elementary lenses in terms of 
the voltage of the aperture electrode and the 
fields on both sides of it.  For best focus, the 
focal length must equal the distance between par-
allax mask and screen; from the Davisson and 
Calbick formula, this distance may be expressed 
as: 

a.  ¿ VP 
Vs-Vp Vp-Va 

d 

for d . b, this yields 

V -I- V - 6 a _ 
(13) 

The required auxiliary mesh voltage for a 
given screen voltage can now be estimated by sol-
ving the simultaneous equations (12) and (13). 
If "b" and "à" are equal, we obtain for the aux-
iliary mesh voltage Va . .57 Vs and for the po-
tential difference  Vs-Vp ...32 Vs. The auxili-
ary mesh, being at such a high positive potential 
with respect to the parallax mask, efficiently 
collects the secondary electrons originating 
there, which is an indispensable condition for 
successful operation of the tube. 

Secondary emission would be completely ab-
sent if the parallax mask could be operated at 
zero or near cathode potential as in the direct-
view storage tubes with electron-lens raster sys-
tems described by M. Kno11.4 In the absence of 
perpendicular incidence (for which Knoll makes 
provision) this mode of operation is not possible 
in the present case since with increasing scanning 
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angle the horizontal component of the electron 
velocity near the parallax mask soon becomes too 
low to enable the electron to reach the saddle 
point of the potential along the axis of the aper-
tures, and they are reflected back to the cathode. 

If one disregards the penetration of the ac-
celerating field through the parallax mask aper-
tures, the equation for the beam deviation,eq.(10) 
determines the maximum deflection angle at which 
the tube will operate for a given voltage ratio 
V p ,  since if the square roots in the denominator 

ra-
become negative, the equation loses physical sig-
nificance.  Accordingly, the maximum deflection 

angle is: 

V 
sin CP 

max Va 04) 

For the values of electrode voltages actually used 

99max  42°  

which is a larger angle than necessary to scan 
the tube completely. 

Tube Ccnstruction  

The new principle has been incorporated into 
tubes utilizing 24" metal rectangular two-part 
envelopes as well as 19" glass round two-part 
bulbs.  A 24" rectangular tube is shown schemati-
cglly in Figure 3 and a photograph of it in Figure 
4.  The phosphor dot screen, parallax mask, and 
auxiliary mesh are all planar and assembled as an 
internal pack with a supporting framework and in-
sulating spacers of uniform thickness.  The perti-
nent dimensions and typical voltages applied to 
the electrodes are given in Table I. 

The phosphor dot screen for these tubes was 
made by the silk-screening process.  As the par-
allax mask which is normally used to produce the 
stencil has in this case apertures of double size, 
the resulting dots on the master positive must be 
reduced.  This is achieved merely by the technique 
of successive exposures and dodging customary in 
photoengraving.  In aluminizing the screen, a bor-
der is left as an insulating section between the 
frame and the phosphor area.  Further insulation 
is provided between the mask and screen in the 
form of Mekroy insulator spacers. 

The auxiliary mesh used was a woven cloth of 
.003" diameter stninless steel wire with 50 meshes 
per inch.  This particular size was chosen from 
commercially available stock since it has a high 
transmission (80%) and is quite strong even though 
the wire diameter is sufficiently miall that in 
the operation of the tube its out-of-focus image 
is invisible.  The mesh was stretched and bolted 
between two rings supported by insulating bushings 
at a uniform distance (b) from the mask. The mesh 

need not be precisely aligned with respect to ei-
ther the parallax-mask or screen; however, in 
these tubes it was oriented at approximately 45u 
to the horizontal to eliminate moire between it 
and the scanning lines. 

Connections to the screen and to the paral-
lax mask were provided through additional buttont 
in the case of the glass bulb and through insula-
ted connector bushings in the case of the metal 
envelope.  The auxiliary mesh was directly con-
nected to the metal flange and through the custom-
ary aquadag coating to the final anode of the gun. 

As shown in the previous section, the auxil-
iary mesh voltage is .57 times the screen voltage. 
The anode voltage of these tubes is therefore 
twice that of post-deflectioQ focused tubes having 
an accelerating field alone.  Consequently, the 
conventional 3-gun assembly with mechanical con-
vergence which employs an immersion type focusing 
electrode can be used.  As a result of the higher 
anode voltage, the focusing electrode voltage is 
not inordinately low and current limiting in this 
electrode remains at a permissible value. 
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performance  

In the tubes described the parallax mask has 
a transmission of 50%; with the auxiliary mesh the 
overall electron transmission is 40%.  Thus a 
brightness gain of 3 to 4 over that of the straight 
parallax-mask tube can be expected.  Figure 5 
shows the measured brightness-versus-cathode cur-
rent characteristic of the new tube with 20 KV on 
the anode, and it can be seen that up to approxi-
mately 1 milliampere total current a brightness 
gain of almost 3 1/2 is realized.  At higher cur-
rents the characteristic flattens because the fo-
cusing electrode draws a portion of the current. 
The drives of each of the 3 guns were adjusted to 
give a total current to produce illuminant C white 
light output.  In color pictures highlight bright-
nesses of 60 ft.lamberts have been measured. 

To determine how efficiently the auxiliary 
mesh acts as a secondary emission collector, the 
ratio between the brightness produced by the pri-
mary beam and the secondaries still reaching the 
screen was measured.  This was done on a white 
screen by first imaging a single line written by 
the primary beam and by subsequently imaging the 
line traced by secondary electrons onto a slit in 
front of a photocell,yielding ratios as high as 
70 to 1.  If the auxiliary mesh is kept at the 
same potential as the mask, this ratio drops to 
10 to 1. 

Secondary electrons not only detract from con-
trast but also desaturate color.  For instance, in 
an area where only a saturated red is to be repro-
duced, the green and blue dots also become slight-
ly luminous due to secondary electron bombardment. 
This condition is further aggravated by the fact 
that the red phosphor has the lowest luminous ef-
ficiency. An improvement in color saturation, over 



what was achieved by the collection of secondary 
electrons, can be expected if the phosphor effici-
encies are more closely matched. 

In post-accelerated tubes there is another 
source of stray light, caused by primary electrons 
reflected at the screen and returned to it by the 
accelerating field.  The intensity of this stray 
light was found, by the method of contrast meas-
urement described, to be down by a factor of 200 
when compared to that of the useful primary-beam 
light. 

The markedly enhanced purity of the color 
fields is one of the major advantages of this 
type of tube.  The accuracy of landing of the 
electron beam on the phosphor dots was mapped, 
with the aid of a microscope, over the entire 
screen area and was found to be in excellent 
agreement with the calculated deviation plots 
of Figures 7 and 9 . 

Moire due to the auxiliary mesh was not vi-
sible on a blank raster or on either black-and-
white or color pictures. 

Conclusions  

It has been shown that post-deflection focus-
ing with a retarding field preceding the acceler-
ating field extends the brightness range of the 
parallax-mask type tri-color tubes considerably. 
Up to now this principle has only been applied to 
tubes with an internal screen pack.  It appears 
certain that future commercial tri-color tubes 
will have the fluorescent screen deposited direct-
ly on the faceplate.  This is desirable, if for no 
other reason than to avoid the rather disturbing 
sensation similar to "muecae volitantes" (fleeing 
flies), to borrow an expression from Physiological 
Optics, to which one is subjected by viewing a 
picture through a glass which is never quite free 
from striations.  It is unlikely, therefore,that 
the tubes hitherto built and described above will 
be of practical importance.  On the other hand, 
the new construction, because it employs a paral-
lax mask is well suited for tubes with screens on 
the spherical faceplates requiring spherical par-
allax masks as masks can be formed into such shape, 
while wire barriers can not.  Indeed, one of the 
principal motivations behind this project was just 
this: to find a principle which will permit post-
deflection focusing in tri-color tubes having the 
screen on the faceplate.  Work on such tubes is in 
progress. 
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Glossa y  

O - Center of magnetic deflection. 

•  Distance from center of deflection to 
auxiliary mesh. 

b - Spaci ng between auxiliary mesh and parallax 
mask. 

d - Spacing between parallax mask and screen. 

Va - Auxiliary mesh voltage with respect to 
cathode. 

V - Parallax mask voltage. 

s - Metal-backed screen voltage. 

- Deflection angle. 

O - Angle subtended by the phosphor dot and the 
tube axis at the center of deflection. 

Ordinate of the point where the beam 
jectory intersects auxiliary mesh. 

Ordinate of the point where the beam 
jectory intersects parallax mask. 

Ordinate of the point where the beam 
jectory intersects the screen. 

Horizontal component of the electron 
ty. 

v - Vertical component of electron velocity. Y 

- Average velocity in the horizontal direction 
\Tx 

- Deviation at the screen between the point of 
landing with tripotential operation, and the 
corresponding point under unipotential paral-
lax operation. 

Subscripts 1, 2, 3 indicate the region in which 
the electron travels while the letter subscripts 
indicate the electrode nearest the position of the 
electron. 

tra-

tra-

tra-

veloci-



Table I 

12" 

Picture size  12" x 15 1/2"  13 1/2" x 18 1/4" 

Deflection angle (Diagonal)  62° 62° 

Parallax-Mask to Screen Spacing (d)  .400"  .416" 

Parallax-Mask -Auxiliary Mesh 
Spacing (b)  .375"  .375" 

Distance - Deflection Center to 
Auxiliary Mesh (r)  12.7"  14.8" 

Parallax Mask Aperture diameter  .018" 

Parallax Mask Aperture Spacing  .023" 

Phosphor Dot diameter  .014" 

Screen Voltage  20 kv 

Parallax-Mask voltage  4.7 kv 

AnYiliary Mesh voltage  10.5 kv 

F iEl D FREE REGION 

Ar , ARENT 
• F EC T PON SOURCE 

PRIMARY ELECTRONS 

PrIOSPN 
SCREEN 

CENTER OF  APERTURE 
ELEC TRON DEFLECTI ON  MASK 

Fig. 1 

Path of electron beam with bipotential operation. 
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Fig. 3 

Sche matic cross-section of 24 inch tube. 
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Fig. 4 

Photograph of co mpleted 24 inch rectangular 

tube. 
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Fig. 5 

Lu minance - current characteristic. 
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Fig. 6 

Bea m deviation vs. deflection angle as calculated 

fro m eq.(10) for Va = 9.80 kv, VP = 3.60 kv, 

r = 12.7 ", b = 3/4 ", and d = .400". 



Fig. 7 

Bea m deviation vs. deflection angle as calculated 

fro m eq.(10) for Va = 9.80 kv, VP = 3.60 kv, 

r = 12.7- • b = 3/8  and ti = .400". 
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Fig. 8 

Bea m deviation vs. deflection angle as calculated 

fro m eq.(10) for Va = 9.80 kv, VP = 3.60 kv, 

r = 12.7 ", b = 3/16", and d = .400". 

Fig. 9 

Bea m deviation vs. deflection angle as calculated 

fro m Prl.(10) for V, r 10.80 kv, Vp = 4.80 kv, 
r - 14.8", h = 3/8", and d = .416". 
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THE TRICOLOR VIDICON 
AN EXPERIMENTAL CAMERA TUBE FOR 

COLOR TELEVISION 

P. K. Weimer, S. Gray, H. Borkan, 
S. A. Ochs, and H. C. Thompson 

RCA Laboratories 
Princeton, N. J. 

A television camera tube capable of 
generating three simultaneous color sig-
nals is now being developed.  The experi-
mental Tricolor Vidicon to be described 
is comparable in size to a standard mono-
chrome Image Orthicon and has separate 
output terminals for each color channel. 
Color filter strips with associated con-
ducting signal strips are built into a 
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photoconductive target.  All signal strips 
corresponding to the same primary color 
are connected to a common output terminal. 
Special preamplifiers have been developed 
to obtain independent color signals in the 
presence of the high interstrip capacity 
of the target.  Color fidelity independent 
of the scanning process is obtained with a 
single electron beam. 



BLOCKING OSCILLATOR TRANSFORMER DESIGN 

P. ROGER GILLETTE, KEITH W. HENDERSON, 
AND KAZU OSHIMA 

STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

Summary 

Many types of electronic equipment, including 

radar systems, use low-power rectangular pulses for 

various purposes, and therefore must contain appro-

priate pulse-generating circuits.  Most of these 

circuits are of a type commonly called a blocking 

oscillator, consisting essentially of a vacuumtube, 

a pulse transformer, a capacitor, and a resistor. 

The theory of operation of such circuits has hereto-

fore not been sufficiently well developed to permit 

engineers to use other than trial-and-error pro-

cedures in designing the circuits and the transform-

ers for them.  This paper describes a recently-

developed analytical method of calculating the trans-

former characteristics and circuit parameters neces-

sary to produce pulses of specified amplitude, dura-

tion, and shape, and also outlines a straightforward 

procedure for designing transformers with the re-

quired characteristics.  Complete details of the 

transformer design procedure are given in ref. 1, 

and the theoretical and experimental work which led 

to the development of the method of calrulating 

parameters is described in ref. 2. 

Introduction 

As used in this paper, the term blocking oscil-

lator denotes a single-tube circuit designed to pro-

duce rectangular voltage or current pulses.  A com-

mon form of this type of circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 

More generally, a tetrode or pentode may be used in-

stead of a triode, the transformer windings may be 

placed in the cathode and grid or cathode and plate 

circuits rather than in the grid and plate circuits, 

and the coupling capacitor may be placed in any of 

several other positions instead of the cine shown. 

Further, there are other methods of shunt-feeding 

the load, i.e., by capacitive rather than direct 

coupling to the grid winding, by capacitive coupling 

to the plate winding, or by means of a third winding 

on the transformer.  Or the load may be series-fed, 

by placing it in the cathode circuit, grid circuit 

or plate circuit.  Shunt-feeding is used for high-

impedance loads and series feeding for low impe-

dances or where there must be no backswing in the 

output pulse.  The most common method of series 

feeding is by placing the load in the cathode cir-

cuit (or across a resistor in the cathode circuit, 

which is the same thing); perhaps the most useful 

method of shunt feeding is by means of a third wind-

ing. 

It can be shown that the various circuit ar-

rangements available for shunt-feeding a load can 

all be reduced to the same circuit, provided leak-

age and stray inductances and distributed and stray 

capacitances are ignored.  These inductances and 

capacitances will affect only the leading edge and 

the first part of the trailing edge of the pulse, 

and it can be shown that their effect will be least 

for the arrangement shown in Fig. 1.  This arrange-

ment was therefore chosen for analysis.  Series-

feed circuits were not analyzed, but the procedure 

would be similar. 

(n. I) :I 

Ebb 

1 

POSITIVE 

TRIGGER 
9 
4   
A- 52451- 23 

FIG. 1 Basic Blocking Oscillator Circuit 

The type of analytical procedure required will 

be evident from a qualitative consideration of the 

manner in which the circuit operates.  The opera-

tion is initiated when, by some means, the grid is 

raised above cutoff; in free-running circuits this 

occurs by discharge of Co through Rcc , and in trig-

gered circuits through application of a positive 

trigger voltage to the point indicated in Fig. 1 

(or of a negative voltage to the tube plate). Plate 

current then begins to flow in the tube, and a vol-

tage drop appears across each transformer winding. 
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The voltage drop across the plate winding is equal 

to the drop that would appear across an impedance 

consisting of a parallel combination of the open-

circuit impedance of the transformer, the grid-to-

cathode impedance of the tube, and the load impe-

pedance (all impedances being referred to the impe-

pedance level of the plate winding) with a current 

equal to the plate current flowing through it.  The 

voltage across the grid winding is equal to Ng/Np 

times the voltage across the plate winding, where 

N  is the number of turns in the grid winding and 

N  the number in the plate winding.  Initially the 

open-circuit impedance of the transformer and the 

grid-to-cathode impedance of the tube are very high, 

so a small plate current will produce large vol-

tages.  The voltage across the grid winding drives 

the grid more positive, producing a further inrrease 

in plate current, and so on.  As the action con-

tinues, the grid soon becomes positive with respect 

to the cathode, grid current begins to flow, and 

the grid-to-cathode impedance begins to drop. Eventu-

ally values of plate and grid voltage are reached 

for which the ratio (1 g * ill/i p obtained from the 

load impedance and the tube characteristics is equal 

to . 4 1 1 , 4 g .  This condition is reached before the 

transformer magnetizing current can build up to an 

appreciable level, and before an appreciable charge 

builds up on the coupling capacitor.  The plate and 

grid voltages then level off at thes,  equilibrium 

values.  If the capacitance of the coupling capa(i-

tor and the open-circuit inductance of the trans-

former were infinite, the plate and grid voltages 

would remain at these values indefinitely. 

the voltage across the capacitor gradually 

as grid current flows, and the transformer 

il owever, 

increases 

magnetiz-

ing current increases as long as the plate yoltage 

is less than Ebb . As the magnetizing current in-

creases,  less cuitent is available to the grid, and 

as the capacitor voltage increases,  less voltage is 

available to the grid.  The tube characteristics are 

such that these actions can continue for some time 

with the circuit remaining in a gradually shifting 

equilibrium condition.  However, a point is eventu-

ally reached at which the plate current begins drop-

ping too fast for the grid current to keep up, and 

the equilibrium is destroyed.  A reverse regenera-

tive action then begins, and the pulse voltage drops 

rapidly to a negative value. 
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MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 

The amplitude, duration, rise time, and shape 

of the pulse can be predicted mathematically with 

the aid of an equivalent circuit of the form shown 

in Fig. 22. It may be noted that tube intereler-

erode capacitances and other stray capacitances liase 

Co no' I (IDEAL) 

Ebb 
A-5245,24 

FiC. 2 Equivalent Circuit for Blocking Oscillator 

been neglected in constructing this circuit.  It 

should also be noted that the source is represented 

as a battery of constant voltage Ebb  in series with 

a variable plate resistance r , rather than as a p  

generator of voltage ,P g in series with a constant 

plate resistance, and that a variable grid resis-

tance r  is included in the circuit.  The tube must 

be represented in this manner because both grid and 

plate voltages vary so widely during the pulse that 

the approximations commonly made in calculating the 

effect of a tube on small signals are not applicable. 

The transformer, on the other hand, can be re-

presented to a reasonable approximation by constant-

valued elements; this can be done because (contrary 

to wide-spread opinion) the transformer core in a 

well-designed blocking oscillator is not driven to 

saturation.  It will be noted that the transformer 

is represented in Fig. 2 by an ideal autotransfor-

mer, three inductances and a capacitance.  An ideal 

reverso-transformer could be used instead of an 

ideal autotransformer, but it can be shown that if 

this is done two additional inductances must be in-

cluded in the equivalent circuit to give a reason-

ails accurate representation of the transformer. 

If the rise time and duration of the pulse used 

to trigger a triggered blocking oscillator are small 

compared with the rise time and duration of the 

pulse produced by the oscillator, and if the impe-

dance of the trigger source is low during the trig-

ger pulse and very high at all other times, the 

shape of the top and tail of the oscillator pulse 

will not depend upon the characteristics of the 



trigger source.  The shape of the oscillator pulse 

front will depend upon the trigger source charac-

teristics, but the characteristics of commonly-used 

trigger circuits vary so widely that no simple des-

cription of this dependence can be given.  Hence no 

attempt was made to represent a trigger source in 

the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2, and only free-

running circuits were considered in the development 

of procedures for predicting pulse front shape. 

Since the type of circuit under consideration 

is designed to produce a rectangular pulse whose 

rise time is short compared with its duration, the 

transformer open-circuit inductance Lo and the grid 

coupling capacitance Co can be ignored in calculat-

ing the pulse front shape and rise time. Similarly, 

the transformer leakage inductance LL and the trans-

former distributed capacitance CD can be neglected 

in calculating pulse top shape and duration. Sever-

al simplifications can also be made in the calcula-

tion of pulse tail shape. 

The first step in the analysis of the equiva-

lent circuit is to determine the value of the load 

voltage at the end of the pulse rise.  This calcula 

tion can be made most conveniently in reverse, by 

assuming various values for the load voltage ei and 

then, with the aid of tube characteristic CUrvPS, 

calculating the value of load conductance Gi for 

which the load voltage will be equal to 

value.  The values of ci may be plotted 

corresponding values of qi to give what 

called a pulse-initiation curve.  For a 

running circuit the curve will be single-valued. 

For a triggered circuit, on the other hand, it will 

be found that the curve is of the form shown in 

Fig. 3.  It can b. shown that the upper branch of 

the assumed 

against the 

may be 

normal free-
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FIG. 3 Pulse Initiation Curve 

the curve represents a condition of stable equili-

brium, while the lower branch represents unstable 

equilibrium.  For a given value of GI, the voltage 

read from the lower branch is the minimum trigger 

voltage required to initiate the pulse, and the vol-

tage from the upper branch is the amplitude of the 

pulse at the end of the initial rise.  The validity 

of the mathematical procedure and of the interpreta-

tion of the resulting curve has been verified by 

calculations and measurements for a circuit using a 

6SN7 tube.  The curve and experimental data plotted 

in Fig. 3 represent the results thus obtained. 

The detailed prediction of the pulse front, top, 

and tail shape can be carried out by deriving a dif-

ferential equation from the loop and node equations 

for the simplified circuit applicable to each por-

tion of the pulse and then plotting the solutions 

of the differential equations.  Since the differen-

tial equations for the pulse front, the top, and 

that portion of the tail during which the tube is 

still conducting contain rg and rp, which are not 

constant, these equations cannot be solved analyti-

cally.  However, straightforward step-by-step pro-

cedures involving the use of the tube characteristic 

curves have been developed and used successfully. 

The prediction of pulse front shape has beencarried 

out for a free-running circuit using a 6SN7 tube, 

and the result is shown with the observed curve in 

Fig. 4.  The discrepancy is ascribable to the fact 
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FIG.4 Pulse Front, Free-Running Blocking Oscillator 

that both core loss and winding loss (which may be 

as important as core loss in blocking oscillators) 

were neglected in making the calculations.  Calcu-

lated and measured top and tail shapes for a trig-

gered circuit using a 651N7 are shown in Fig. 5. 
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FIG. 5 Pulse Top and Toil, Triggered Blocking Oscillator 

Again, the discrepancy is ascr,. Aile 

were neglected in the calculat ons. 

t O  10 , s e s  W h li h 

DETERMINATION OF REQUIRED 
TRANSFORMER CHARACTERISTICS 

The analytical procedures just described may L. 

usej to derive curves for determining the transfor-

mer characteristics required to deliver an oltput 

pulse of specified amplitude, duration, rise time, 

and droop, to a load of specified impedance.  First 

a family of pulse-initiation curves is calculated 

for the tube with appropriate values of F61, and 

and various values of n. (where na is defined as the 
ratio of the total number of turns in grid andidate 

windings to the number of turns in the grid wind-

ing).  This family of curves is plotted and their 

envelope is drawn as shown in Fig. 6.  A set ofion-

stant-power curves can also be plotted in the same 

diagram, as shown in the figure. 
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FIG.6 Family of Pulse Initiation Curves 
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Curves of the type shown in Fig. 6 are used to 

determine an appropriate value for no. If a given 

amount of pulse power is to be produced, the value 

of na must be within the range for which the cor-

responding pulse-initiation curves are intersected 

by the appropriate constant-power curve.  If the ap-

propriate constant-power curve does not intersect 

the envelope of the pulse-initiation curves, the re-

quired power cannot be obtained from the tube chosen. 

%hich value to use, of those within the range so 

determined, depends upon several factors.  Space 

does not permit a complete discussion of these fac-

tors, but a careful consideration of them indicates 

that for most purposes the best value of na will be 

the one for which the maximum possible power output 

is the greatest.  (Figure 6 indicates that for a 

6SN7 tube with Ebb  = 250v and Frr  = —25v, na should 

be equal to 2.0; that is, the numbers of turns in 

the plate and grid windings should be equal./ 

The values of ‘•1 and i;1 specified by the cus-

tomer will usually not correspond to the point at 

which the appropriate constant-power curve inter-

sects the upper branch of the pulse-initiation curse. 

In such instances a third winding must be provided 

to step the voltage up (or down) to the specified 

value from the value given by this point of inter-

section.  The transformer core and the plate and 

grid windings are designed on the assumption that 

the 

the 

Ing 

load t onductance is equal to the value given by 

point of intersection, and then the third wind-

is designed to give the required voltage ratio. 

It can be shown from the form of the equation 

used in calculating pulse front shape that Tr, the 

time required for the load voltage to rise from 

to (-,0°: of tlo• final pulse amplitude, will be given 

to a good approximation bv 

Tr' 

where E  ,is a function of the tube characteristics, 

!.06 , T„ , na, c;1 and ,71. but not of the actual 

values of IL and cp . Furthermore,  if pulse front 

shapes are calculated for a given tube type and sup-

ply voltages,  fixed values of .̂ and GI, and vari-

ous values of LL and cn, and if these curves are 

normalized to make Tr equal to unity, all curves 

for a given value of 'FL :Pp will be of identical 
shape.  A family of such curves for a free-running 

circuit, using a 6SN7 tube and a transformer with 

n. = 2, are shown in Fig. 7.  The corresponding 

values of Kr are plotted against ,7-1. nv in Fig. 



Curves of the types shown in Figs. 7 and 8 can 

be used to determine appropriate values for Lt and 

A number of factors may he considered inchoos-

ing an appropriate value for  

stances, however, minimum rise time will be of pri-

mary importance, and the value of 'L '('e which will 

In most in-
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FIG. 7 Family of Pulse Front Curves 

cive a minimum value of K, (and hence minimum rise 

time for a given value of )t iCp ) should be chosen. 

Nith this value of ,7 1. and the corresponding 

value of Fr, the value of ,1 1,.0 requireà to give the 

specified rise time (or slightly less than the speci-

fied rise time, if a third winding is to be added 

later) can be calculated from Eq. (1). 
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FIG. 8 Curve of K, vs. N, LCO 

In similar fashion it can be shown that Td, 

the pulse duration, will be given by 

rd = Ke LoCo 
(2) 

where Kd is a function of the tube characteristics, 

Ebb , E , na, GI, and tL o/C o; also all pulse top 

shapes for a given value of 1L0/CO3 normalized to 

make Td unity, will be identical.  A family of pulse 

top shapes for a triggered circuit  presented in 

Fig. 9,  and the corresponding Kd-vs.-)1.7C. curve 

is plotted in Fig. lo. 
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FIG. 9 Forpdy of Pulse-Top Curves 

The value of .1. C. that will give the speci-

fied amount of droop may be chosen directly from a 

set of curves of the type shown in Fig. 9. However, 

other considerations enter into the choice, includ-

ing the sizes and costs of the transformer andcapa-

citor and the ease with which the pulse duration 

can be held within specified limits.  In most cases 

it will be found that the value of .L o/C o for which 

Kd is a maximum will be a reasonably good compro-

mise.  'hith ,L. 'c. and Ad known, the value of 

,L .C. required to give the specified pulse duration 

can be calculated from Eq.  (2), and the required 

values of to and C. can then be determined. 

Kd 

• 5245. - 

FIG. 10 Curve of Kd vs. ‘/I..../Cd 
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If a third winding is added,  it is placed over 

the grid winding, the plate winding being placed 

next to the core.  The insulation thickness between 

grid and output winding is chosen to make  ,LiCn for 

this space, referred to the impedance level of the 

output winding, equal to the specified load impe-

dance. 

Now that the required transformer parameters 

have been calculated,  it is possible to proce.edwith 

the actual desigii of the transformer. 

TRANSFORMER DESIGN PROCEDURE 

Several methods have been suggested for design-

ing pulse transformers with specified values of L., 

I  and C  One of the best of them is a method 

recently described by General Electric Company'). A 

new method has been developed at Stanford lies.-arch 

Institute' which is similar t the General Electric 

Company method but is be  to be superior to it 

in some respects. 

The first two steps are the same in the GE and 

Sill methods.  The first step is to choose the ma-

terial and general shape for the core, the type of 

wire and insulating material, and the general wind-

ing arrangement.  In the second step the margins re-

quired to withstand the voltage are determined, and 

insulation thicknesses and wire sizes are chosen 

that will withstand the voltage, carry the current, 

and give the proper value of )1,-1./CD . The third step 

in the SRI method is to express all core dimensions 

in terms of the core buildup or leg width, the num-

ber of turns in the high-voltage winding, and pre-

viously-established quantities, and the fourth step 

is to solve each of three pairs of simultaneousequa-

tions for values of these variables.  The first pair 

of equations will give the values of core buildup 

and number of turns that will result in the proper 

value of the quantity Lo/CLC0 and the maximum pos-

sible value of L.; the second pair will give the 

values of the variables that will result in the pro-

per values of L.0,71,C0 and L.; and the third pair 

will give the values that will result in the proper 

value of Lo.L LCe and the maximum permissible value 

of flux density.  The solutions of these sets of 

equations are used as guides in choosing an avail-

able core size that will be satisfactory.  The num-

ber of turns which will give the proper value of 

LoyL LC with that core size is then calculated, the 

resulting values of L., LL, re, and ll  are calcu-

lated as a check, the transformer losses are calcu-

laced to determine whether or not the temperature 

rise is within the appropriate limit, and the core-

and-coil design is complete. 

EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION or DESIGN PROCEDURE 

The complete procedure outlined in this paper 

has been used in designing a transformer for use in 

a triggered circuit with a 6SN7 tube to deliver a 

+500v,  10 ms pulse-, with a 0.1 ms rise time, to a 

10K load.  The core and first two winding layers 

were designed with the aid of the curves of Figs. 

6-10.  Allowance was made for core and coil  losses 

in choosing rt. and c;1 (from Fig. 6), and the values 

chosen were n. = 2.0, GI . 0.001 mho.  Figure 8 was 

used in the calculation of LI, and ce, even though 
it applies to a free-running circuit rather than a 

triggered circuit.  The figure indicates that A', 

will be a minimum for .1. 1./C0 . 140 ohms.  The value 

of ..'L LUI) calculated from the minimum value of Er 

and the specified rise time, with a reasonable al-

lowance for the effect of the third winding,  is 

1.0 e 10 -8  sec.  Figure 10 indicates that Ed will 

be a maximum for cI,./C. r 400 ohms.  This maximum 

value of  and the specified value of Td give 

r 2.7 c' 10 -5 . From these values of :1, 0/1". 

and J:oro, L.  11 mh (referred to the grid wind-

ing ) an d C. = 0.07 mf.  The wire size,  insulation 

thickness, core size, and number of turns obtained 

by the transformer design procedure are as shown in 

the winding diagram of Fig. 11.  Since the specified 
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FIG 11 Transformer Obtained by Design Procedure 

load impedance is 10,000 ohms and the valuc of RI 

for which the plate and grid windings were designed 

is 1,000 ohms, a voltage step-up from grid winding 

to load winding of about 1:3 is required.  This »as 

obtained by adding two more winding layers and con-

necting them as shown in Fig. H.  The second and 

third insulation pad thicknesses have the correct 
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ratio to make ,'LLCD a minimum and the correct sum 

to make ,21,/rD equal to the load impedance. 

A transformer built to this design was tried 

in the circuit of Fig. 1.  The value of C. had to 

be increased to 0.085 µf to give a pulse duration 

of 10 µs, but the rise time was 0.1 is and the vol-

tage on a 101% load was 500v, as specified. The pulse 

shape is shown in the photograph of Fig. 12. 

FIG. 1122  Output Pulse Obtained with Transformer of Fig. II 

EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF BLOCKING 
OSCILLATOR DESIGN CURVES 

Although the mathematical procedure used in 

obtaining the curves shown in Figs. 6-10 is feasi-

ble,  it is quite laborious.  Fortunately, such 

curves can be obtained experimentally for a given 

tube type in a simple manner.  Pulse-initiation 

curves for a range of values of na can be deter-

mined with a set of transformers built with some 

arbitrary value of L., various values of na, and 

any convenient values of LL and CD. Pulse top 

shapes are then determined with a transformer built 

with this same value of L. and the optimum value of 

,fo, and with capacitors and loads of various values. 

These pulse top curves are used to obtain Kd vs. 

,-L./(7. curves for the various values of load con-

ductance.  Finally, pulse front shapes are deter-

mined for various values of Gi and VI L/Cp, using a 

set of transformers with the chosen value of na, 

arbitrary values of L., C., and Vi LCD, and various 

values of VL L/Cp. Curves of Kr vs. ILL/CD for vari-

ous values of GI are obtained from these pulse front 

shapes.  The design curves thus obtained will give 

more accurate results than curves calculated from 

tube characteristics, since fewer approximations are 

involved in making them. 
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Introduction  

Sharply saturable reactors serve as power 
switches in applications where use may be made 
of the large relative change in impe ance from 
unsaturated to saturated states.  A pulse gener-
ator circuit using a series of stages of pulse 
switching reactors was developed sone years ago 
in England by W. S. Melville. 1 A basic form of 
this circuit is shown in Figure 1.  The saturable 
reactors (known as tpulsactors' in this appli-
cation) are designed with successively lower 
values of inductance, so that the energy is dis-
charged from each successive capaci or more 
rapidly than in the preceding capacitor.  This 
discharge takes place, for _instance, from the 
second capacitor into the third capacitor when 
the second pulsactor reaches its saturated state. 
The energy flow is compressed timewise from stage 
to stage and the current level is correspondingly 
increased so that by the time energy reaches the 
load a narrow pulse is achieved. 

Simplified AnalLsis of Ideal Pulser 

Analysis of the basic circuit in Figure 1 
for the ideal case of no losses and ideal puis-

actors is relatively simple, and yields informa-
tion useful for the design of practical circuits. 
As shown in a previous paper on this subject2, 

the basic equation for proper circuit functioning 
equates the time to charge the k th capacitor to 
its peak voltage to the time required to drive 
the kth pulsactor flux through its operating 

swing to saturation.  This equation may he ex-
pressed in a form which allows considerable in-
sight into the circuit design.  This expression 
gives the stage pulse compression ratio, /9k, in 
terns of the kth pulsactor core volume, Mk, and 
the energy per pulse, Wm . The kth stage pulse 

compression ratio is defined as the ratio of the 
time to charge the kth capacitor to the time to 
discharge the same capacitor.  That is, 

EE' 
(1) 

*This paper describes work supported in part by 
the Rome Air Development Center under contract 
AF 30(602)-914.  This paper contains part of a 
dissertition submitted by R. A. Mathias in 
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
Doctor of Philosophy degree in Electrical Engin-
eering at Carnegie Institute of Technology. 

E. M. Williams 
Fellow, 

where .; is a constant for the pulsactor. 

G = 
7r3A., /07 
(5) 2 (2) 

Equation (1) states that the volume of the kth 
pulsactor is directly proportional to the energy 
per pulse for a given stage compression ratio. 
For a complete pulser, the over-all pulse com-
pression ratio is tien the product of the stage 
compression ratios.  Thus, the total pulse com-
pression ratio for an n stage pulser is 

(3) 

:)(:), for a specified over-all conpression ratio 
energy per pulse, the product of the core volumes 
is fixed.  If the total core volume required for 
this n stage pulser is then minimized, it is 
noted that the volumes of all n cores are equal. 
With all core volumes equal, the optimum number of 

stages, rib, may be found for the least total core 
volume of the pulser. This optimum number of 
stages is 

+  PTa (4) 

in which F is a constant depending upon the type 

or input circuit and the definition of output 
pulse width.  -;ince equation (4) Proves to be 
useful for design purposes, afte it is plotted for 
several types of input in figure (2). 

Core Volumes_ for  Less Than Uptimum Number of Dt.ages  

rhe total core volume required does not 
vary much from optimum volume nh for a number of 
stages, 2, -iven by  h= 0. 5 P76  In fact, 
for n = 0.5,nb, the total core mat rial remiired 
is only 1.36 times the optimum amount.  This is 

shown in figure 3, where it may be noted that the 
required total volume is only doubled for 
n = 0.37 nb.  Thus, even hi7h power pulsera would 
use a in the ran ,e of about 0.3-0.6 nb.  Any 
additional stages would usually prove uneconomical, 
and would not reduce iron losses to any noticeable 
extent.  Actually, considerations such as high 
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voltage insulation of windings, low input fre-
quency, etc., would require possibly even larger 
cores, and thus fewer stages. 

Calculation of Iron Losses 

The rapid changes of magnetic flux in the 
cores of the last stages of the pulser give rise 
to large eddy currents even for thin laminations. 

The distribution within each lamination is de-
termined almost completely by eddy currents.  The 
eddy current losses may be easily calculated for 
rectangular loop material by assuming that the 
total flux change occurs within a narrow boundary 
moving inward to the center of the lamination. 
Since the eddy current density betwoen the moving 
5oundary and the outside edge of the lamination is 

uniform, the calculation for the eddy current 
losses involves a simple integration once the 
applied winding voltage is known.  Because all 
nulsactors (except the first one for some types 
of input sources) have similar waveforms applied, 
the eddy current loss may be found for the general 
kth stage.  That is, the loss in watt-seconds per 

pulse is 

\A"  xio (N4 4 4 774 Re 07 
e 4  (5) 

B---? -4>i 
in which 

Vmk = peak voltage on kth capacitor, 

Nk = number of turns in kth main winding, 

= effective magnetic path length of kth 

core in cm., 

77.c = thickness of kth core laminations in cm., 

total flux swing in gauss for kth core, 

conductivity of core material in mhos/cm. 

In the case of a single pulse per cycle of the 
input supply, the eddy current loss for the flux 
return, if appreciable, would have to be added to 
equation 5 to got the total eddy current loss. 

Equation 5 may be written in a form which 
is more familiar, as follows: 

(6) 

-471 

in which 

fk-1 = fr ouency of current discharge through 
the (k-1)th pulsactor, and 

Mk  = volume of kth pulsactor core in cm. 3 

If the pulse repetition rate in pulses per second 
is fr, then the total eddy current loss in watts 

is 

1; 0.44 xio  £ ( 115 
Trr , .4 (e1134)  (7) 

5e.4 
...e> 1 

The total hysteresis loss in watts for the 

static loop is approximately 

Lsci410-6 Ç4A1.4 841-/c, 

in which 

(8) 

fi e input supply frequency, 

He e static coercive force in oersteds. 

Total iron losses calculated by means of 
equations (7) and (8) were checked with the 
results of some core loss tests made by 
Westinghouse Air Arm Division.  These cores were 
tested in pulser-type circuits at a temperature 
of about 105°C.  :3ome 2 mil tape coros were 
tested over an effective frequency range of 1 to 
6 kc. and 1 mil tape cores over a range of A to 
60 kc.  The calculated values fell within about 
15% of the experimentally determined values for 
the 2 mil material.  However, at 50 kc., the 
calculated value was about 50% over the measured 
value.  Though this is only a partial verification 
of this method calculating the iron losses, it 
should be pointed out that the method of measure-
ment used was probably susceptible to error at the 

higher frequencies. 

Example of Pulser Design  

In order to illustrate the effect of losses, 
the methód of design of a simule pulser circuit 
will be illustrated here.  The specifications for 
this pulser are as follows: the output pulse is 
to have a peak of about 250 volts and width of 
about 50 micro-seconds for a load of about 5 ohms. 
The pulse is to have a repetition rate of 120 
pulses per second and the power source is 115 volt% 
60 cycles per second.  This pulser, for example, 
might be used to pulse the ignitor for some types 
of ignitron control systems. 

From the output specifications, the energy 
required per pulse is 0.625 watt seconds.  Assum-
ing over-all pulser efficiency to be about 70%, 
the estimated input power required is about 107 

watts. 

Detuned Input Stage  

To find the su e of the first capacitor, 
Cl, information will be needed on the type of 
charging circuit at the input.  Forthis example, 
it will be assumed that about maximum stable de-
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detuning of LoCi from driving freouency will be 
employed.  This gives additional pulse compression 
in this first stage.  In fact, for this case, 

is 1.38 times its value for 64,0 =  since 
here 

— 1.79  (9) 

where 

(lo) 

and the input supply voltage is 

Figure 4 shows the effect of this detuning 
upon first pulsactor volt-s'conds, peak voltage 

on Cl, and first stage coneression ratio.  For 

the detuning chosen, it is noted from the curves 
that the peak voltage on C1 is 

\lk„, =  1.72 E »,. (12) 

With an assumed 5% loss in the input stage 
(this includes iron losses of first pulsactor), 
Vri = 273 volts. 

This detuning of theinput is also of 
value in cases in which there is reouired a 
specified phase angle of the output pulse with 
respect to the input voltage. 

The value of C1 is determined by 

- 22. q_ 2 W m, 2x0.9.5x0. 893   

173 z .(13) 

where Wini = peak energy on Cl. To pick a 

standard capacitor size near this value, C1 is 
chosen as 20 

First  Pulsactor Volu.me for Low Input Frequency  

When input frequency is low, as it is for 
this example, the volume re2uired for the first 
pulsactor is usually much larger than the opti-
mum value based upon pulse energy alone.  This 
volume requirement results from the problem of 
the winding losses of this pulsactor.  The 
number of turns are fixed by the integrated volt-
seconds absorbed.  When too small a core volume 
is used, if an attempt is made to hold losses to 
an acceptable value by using large conductor 
cross section, the winding build-up will be ex-
cessive.  This leads to a reduction in first 

stage pulse compression ratio since the large 
build-up causes.A m to be large.,/a,, is the 

effective saturated permeability when the area, 
Al, and the mean magnetic pati length,  in 
te following equation are the values for the 
core material alone.  Thus, the saturated 
inductance of the fir A pulsactor is 

Ali 2-A  4-e /e15/  /0   

L 5,- (14) 

The expression for the required minim-am 
volume of the fir-,t pulsactor, as determined by 
winding losses, was calculated under these 
assumptions: 

1. Core cross section is approximately souare, 
that is, the core tape width is no more than 
about twice the radial build-up. 

2. Winding build-up is directly proportional 
to the square root of the core cross section. 

3. The first stage efficiency is fixed.  The 
efficiency can be specified this way since it 
is determined almost entirely by winding 
losses.  (The iron losses are usually negli-
gible in the first stage when the pulser is 
driven by frequencies low enough to require 

larger than optimum volume for the first 
pulsactor).  If the winding resistance is 
awl and the winding energy loss per pulse is 
Wu  then 

V\IA I 

17-2 1/—z— (15) 

Thus, this conuition specifies that Wwl  should 
be directly proportional to the square root 
of L51/C 1. 

These three conditions lead to the following 
result. 

\./14, 1  
PC- 2.  ) 
AI 

where K is a constant of proportionality. 
Toroidal cores with good proportions for this 
type service roughly obey this equation: 

(16) 

(17) 

This equation combinad with the assumptions of 

about 90% efficiency for the first :tage and 
a.,efs, of about 5, give a value for the first 
pulsactor core volume in cubic centimeters of 
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(18) 

Inserting the values of pulse energy and 
input freluency into equation (18) for the 
example ronsidered, it is found that M1 should 

.have  a vnlume at least about 114 cm. 3 A 
standard core sire of 4 mil, 50-50 nickel-iron 
material very close to this value has a 90% core 
space factor (about 60f space factor for both 
core and protecting core box).  This core has a 
2.5" I.D., 4.0" O.D. and 1.0" tape width. 

Calculation of D.th.er,Cdsqui„t jaraF eers, 

Now that the first core is chosen the 
numher of turns for its winding may be determined. 
Fro  figure 4, it is noted that for the amount of 
detuning previously chosen the volt-seconds to 
he absorbed by this winding are about 1.63 X 
:111/Gi)i  Thus, the number of turns required is: 

1.63 E.1060.95 
N-, 

= 530 1;.„ 
(19) 

where the input stare efficiency assumed is 
ab ut 0.95.  Using No. IA copper wire for this 
winding rives Rig]. 1.1 ohms and tnus the 
assumed efficiency of shout 90% for the first 
stage.  The neak voltage on the sec 'ad capacitor 
will be about 235 volts if a circuit of the type 
shown in figure 1 is utilized.  However, the 
output voltage is specified to be about 250 
volts.  (:) a volta re step-up is needed since if 
the load resistance drops as low as 5 ohms, the 
peak voltare on the last Capacitor should be 
about 1.3 times 250 volts (this is case of about 
critical damping of output stage).  This re-
quired voltage stPp-up of about 1.4 may be 
achieved by the circuit shown in figure 5. 

Since the fir -t stage pulse compression 
ratio is abr t 15.5 the remainder of the pulse 
compression r-!,luirel is less than this amount. 
There is, therefore, no need tn use a total of 
more than 2 stages and in fact the seclnd core 
can be somewhat smaller.  This core volume can 

be expressed as 

2_  7 
iurveis2ie 

/\" 1 e"---   \A/ 11,11  
(20) 

Assuming A 2 .f21- 4) 11.1 == (6 3 

The nearest standard cor-: size is one with 
1.0" I.D., 4.0" O.D., and 1.0" tape width. 
:ince 4 mil mat'-rial has a better space factor 
and is less exmensive than 2 mil material it 
would be advisable to check the iron losses 
using 4 mil material.  Applying equations (7) and 

(8) to determine the eddy and hysteresis losses, 
it is found that these are about 0.83 and 0.45, 
respectively.  Thus, the total iron loss is about 
1.28 watts, which should be dissipated through 
the core box with little temperiture rise. 

Chance in Impedance Level 

The two windings on the second core, as 
shown in figure 5, serve both to chan e impedance 
level and also to give electrical isolation, if 
necessary.  In this type of configuration, the 
secondary winding should usually be the inner 
winding next to the core box, and well distributed 
so as to give as low a saturated inductance as 
possible.  The first pulsactor could have had 
two windings (or auto-transformer connection) to 
give voltage step-up.  However, in this case, 
space for conductors is at a premium on the first 
core, so the second core is used since build-up 
is not excessive, even with two windings. 

The number of turns required on the second 

core primary winding is 

V,„ TT '\17L-57—E7 

IV P= 2 1/-27 A a (à  Bea) /0  ° (21) 

- 75 turns. 
Adip 

A standard size of capacitor for C2 con-
sidering the voltage step-up requirements is 10 
micro-farads.  Hence, the numberof turns on the 

secondary is about 

/Vas= .vrr Mp = /0  (22) 

and the peak voltige on C2 is about 330 volts. 

The current in the primary winding is the 

same as that in the winding on the first 
pulsactor, so this winding can be of No. 16 
copper wire also, with little increase in first 
stage losses.  The secondary winding, however, 
must carry the output pulse current.  If No. 14 
copper wire is used, the winding resi3tance is 
about 0.10 ohms.  Since the resistance for 
critical damping at the output is about 4.8 ohms 
the copper losses in this stage are only about 

2% of total energy. 

At critical damping the peak voltage is 
about 245 volts and the peak current is about 

50 amperes, with a pulse width of about 45 
micro-seconds.  If the load falls much below 
about 4 ohms in this case, a tendency for 
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unstable operation of the pulser results, since 

not all the energy on C2 is discharged in each 
pulse. 

There is a difference in the output 

current for the circuits of figures 1 and 5. 
The output stage in figure 1 has the magnetizing 
current of the last pulsactor flowing through 

the load in the same direction and immediately 
before the current pulse.  However, the trans-
former stage of the circ Ut in figure 5 gives a 
somewhat different current just before the main 
pulse.  In this case, the current flow is the 
charging current of the capacitor, C2, and is 

in opposite direction to the main pulse when 
L2 saturates.  This charging current is usually 
larger than the magnetizing current that flows 
thrcelga the load in figure 1.  If the last stage 
pulse compression ratio is small, the capacitor 
charging current of the circ it in figure 5 may 
be lar7e enough to be troublesome. 

The over-all pulse compression ratio of 
the two stage pulser calcul,ted for the example 
was about 186.  From curve No. 1 in figure 2 
it may be seen that the optimum number of stages 

for minimum total core material is about 10. 
ince only two stages are used, it may be seen 
from figure 3 that about 10 times the optimum 
total core material is used. 

A•fect of Peak Magnetizing_Force 

In the calculated example it was assumed 
for both pulsactors that the actual iron 

saturated to a permeability of 1.0.  This is 
only true if the peak magnetizing force is above 
about 150 oersteds.  Below this peak value, the 
average saturated inductance over the entire 
current pulse starts to increase.  This seems 
to he due to a steady decrease in the actual 
incremental permeability of the material to a 
value of 1.0 at about 50 oersteds as the knee 

POWER 
SOURCE 

(PERIODIC 
VOLTAGE) 

o 

CI 

of the saturation curve is rounded. 

The peak magnetizing force for the first 
oulsactor is 

W .11  ei  / 7  

A4/ A 5/ 

4-40 

(23) 

oersteds. 

This is well above 150 oersteds, so the average 
saturated inductance of L1 is probably close 
to the calculated value. 

The general expression for the peak 
magnetizing force is 

(\134)  
m-44 • (24) 

Jince this peak value is inversely proportional 
to the stage pulse compression ratio, it is 
usually advisable to keep the stage pulse com-
pression ratios each below about 20.  If larger 

compression ratios are used, the avera7e saturated 
inductances will increase, and result in wasteful 
amounts of core material and the pulses will have 
both sides rounding considerably into the zero 
level. 
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MAGNETOSTRICTION RESONATORS AS CIRCUIT ELEMENTS 

R. T. Adams 
Federal Telecommunication Labs. 

Nutley, N. J. 

ABSTRACT 

A compact magnetostriction rod resonator is 
described, applicable to a number of tone generator 
and filter circuits for carrier telephone and tele-
metering systems. The unit has properties of a 
single resonant circuit with independent input and 
output coupling. Frequency stability is + 2 ppm 
per degree C, with typical Q's of 3,000 to 4,000 at 
24 kc. 

In addition to conventional applications as a 
"single-frequency" filter or as a frequency deter-

mining element, analagous to a quartz crystal, by 
suitable adjustment of magnetic bias, the resonator 
can be made to respond to sum and difference fre-
quencies in the input and/or output circuit. A 
single rod can thus be used as a filter-modulator, 
as a modulator-filter, or as a complete heterodyne-
tuned filter (modulator-filter-demodulator) tunable 
by means of an external local oscillator signal sup-
plied to input and output. Efficient frequency 
doubling can also be performed by the element 



WIDE-BAND ELECTRICALLY TUNABLE OSCILLATORS 

John L. Stewart 
Kermit S. Aatkins 

University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Summary  

This paper describes several recently ex-
plored low-level electronically tunable oscil-
lators which illustrate techniques using conven-
tional components and tubes for achieving rapid 
electrical tuning over relatively wide frequency 
ranges.  The mechanism by which voltage (or cur-
rent) control of frequency is achieved for each 
of the oscillators is described with particular 
attention being given to a most promising tech-
nique defined as parallel-network tuning.  Typical 
circuitry as well as experimental curves relating 
output voltage and frequency as functions of the 
control voltage for the tunable oscillators are 
presented and practical limitations are discussed. 

Introduction 

Various techniques employing conventional 
tul,es and components are available for achieving 
wide-range electrical tuning of low-level oscil-
lators at frequencies below microwaves.  It is 
the purpose of this paper to present experimental 
results on several oscillators which illustrate 
previously unexploited techniques in achieving 
rapid, wide-range electronic tunability. 

Division of the various tuning techniques 
according to (1) reactance tuning, (2) resistance 
tuning, (3) pulse-circuit tuning, and (4) 
parallel-network tuning  seems appropriate for 
this discussion.  Resistance tuning and reactance 
tuning are achieved through the use of electrical-
ly variable elements, including the equivalent 
parameters of vacuum tubes.  Pulse-circuit tuning 
can best be illustrated by the multivibrator whose 
repetition rate is varied as a function of a con-
trol voltage.  A new technique, parallel-network 
tuning, is achieved by varying the relative gains 
cf several parallel channels, each of which con-
tributes to the over-all gain of the system. 

Electrical control of reactance elements is 
perhaps the best known and most commonly employed 
tuning method.  Reactance variations obtained 
through electrical control of ferro-electric and 
ferro-magnetic materials permit frequency control 
fix many applications.  The conventional 
reactance-tube modulator best exemplifies the use 
of the vacuum tube as an equivalent inductive or 
capacitive element.  Oscillators utilizing a 
reactance tube have been built to operate at fre-
quencies well above 100 mcsl and are suited to 

IF. R. Dennis and E. P. Felch, "Reactance Tube 
Modulation of Phase Shift Oscillators" BSTJ, 
Vol. 23, No. 4, pp. 601-7, October, 1949. 

applications which require tuning ranges twenty 
percent or less of the center frequency.  Since 
reactance tuning and pulse-circuit tuning are 
quite common, specific examples of these tech-
niques are omitted.  Rather, exphasis will be 
placed on parallel-network tuning and simple, but 
relatively uncommon, resistance tuning. 

Parallel-Network Oscillators  

A parallel-network oscillatori is one having 
two or more variable-gain, parallel signal paths 
which have appropriately different transfer func-
tions of frequency.  The outputs of the two paths 
are added and returned to a common input with 
frequency tuning accomplished by varying the 
relative gains of the contributing channels. 
Theory invites consideration of systems involving 
any number of channels; however, the modulation 
pf more than two channels simultaneously appears 
impractical.  The typical two-channel, parallel-
network oscillator is shown in Fig. 1.  The 
particular choices for Fl, F2, and F3 control the 
oscillation frequency and amplitude character-
istics depending primarily upon the functions 
F1 and F2. It is usually desirable to make F3 
as independent of frequency as is conveniently 
possible.  Both resonant and non-resonant (phase-
shift) types of parallel-network oscillators have 
been explored experimentally.  The phase-shift 
oscillator employs artificial transmission line 
high-pass or low-pass filter sections as illus-
trated by Fig. 2 and its approximate equivalent, 
Fig. 3. The frequency coverage ratio for this 
oscillator is roughly two-to-one.  The resonant 
type oscillator represented by Fig. 4 employs 
parallel-resonant circuits operating off-
resonance as leading and lagging networks.  How-
ever, simple R-C lead and lag networks may also 
be employed in a similar fashion to achieve the 
proper phase relations. 

Practical Design Requirements  

The theory which has been developed for 
parallel-network oscillators permits reasonably 
accurate analytical design for the narrower tun-
ing ranges.  However, for frequency ratios larger 
than about 2-to-1, the design results obtained 
analytically represent only first-order approxi-
mations.  The particular characteristics desired 
are more practically obtained experimentally. 
Several characteristics have been presumed desir-
able in all the oscillators presented here. 

'The theory of parallel-network oscillators is 
the subject of a paper by J. L. Stewart entitled 
"Parallel-Network Oscillators", to be published, 

Proc. IRE. 
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First, and foremost, the frequency should be a 
near-linear (or logarithmic) function of control 
voltage.  Second, amplitude variation with fre-
quency (e.g., control voltage) should be a func-

tion that permits easy compensation if the appli-
cation should require constant amplitude.  Finally 
reasonably good waveform should be maintained over 
the desired tuning range.  Practically, the 
compromise of these various factors requires 
some experimental design. 

Experimental Results  

The experimental circuits and curves to be 
presented represent only a fraction of the possi-
ble useful circuit combinations.  Particular 
requirements will invite a variety of modifica-

tions.  In these examples, it should be noted 
that push-pull modulation has been employed to 
obtain tuning, although the number of tube 
sections modulated has been varied. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the circuit and experi-
mental behavior of a phase-sLift type oscillator. 
Curves A and B of Fig. 6 wece obtained with L = 
3.3 and 5.5 microhenries, respectively, where C 
of Fig. 5 was adjusted Ln each case to give 
"compromise" behavior.  The practical tuning range 

in each case is in excess of 30 percent.  Figures 
7,8,9, and 10 are variations of the oscillator of 

Fig. 4. The respective tuning characteristics are 
shown by Figs. 11, 12, 13, and 14.  Note that in 
Fig. 7, 12AT7 twin-triodes are used with modula-

tion applied to only two of the tube sections. 
In the circuit of Fig. 8, all four triode sections 
are modulated.  Further, in the oscillator of 
Fig. 8, back-to-back diodes are employed to 
provide more symmetrical saturation character-
istics.  The resulting improvemert in tuning 
behavior is marked.  The circuits of Figs. 9 and 
10 are similar, both employing R-C low-pass 
filters as one of the two signal paths.  The 

circuit of Fig. 9 was designed and adjusted for a 
particular application requiring the linear fre-
quency coverage shown in Fig. 13.  The output, 
usually taken from the common grid, was padded 
with a capacitor for load simulation. 

Except for the oscillator of Fig. 8, no 
monitor of wave shape was made while obtaining 

the experimental characteristics.  It should be 
noted that for the higher frequency circuits, 
sufficient harmonic filtering is present to assure 
reasonably good wave shape.  On the other nand, 
the oscillator of Fig. 8 (which tunes over an 
approximate ten-to-one range) exhibited consider-
able wave distortion below about two mc--between 
two and three mc the waveform was acceptable, 
and above three mc the waveform was excellent. 

Whenever a parallel--network oscillator is 
made to have a tuning ratio appreciably greater 
than two-to-one, grid and plate saturation will 
have profound effects upon the waveform and cause 
considerable disagreement between linear theory 
and practice.  In order to make theory and 

a. 
Op. cit. pg. 2, footnote 1. 

experiment agree at all, it is necessary to limit 

the amplitude of oscillations to a small value. 
The amplitude of oscillations is theoretical-

ly most constant with frequency at the output of 
the adding device.  If the tuning range is small, 

a band-pass filter can be used at this point such 
that the harmonics are attenuated.  Then, not only 
will the output have good waveform, but the feed-
back voltage will be a single-frequency signal in 
which case the agreement between experiment and 
theory will be good.  However, if the tuning ratio 

is large, harmonics at the output cannot be en-
tirely avoided.  When such a distorted signal is 
fed back to the input, the agreement between 

theory and experiment may be quite poor--in the 
extreme case, discontinuities in the tuning 
characteristic may result.  Further, a distorted 
signal, if too large, will not permit a reasonably 
linear addition of the signals from the two paths 
of the oscillator to be made. 

If the tuning characteristic is satisfactory 
even though there may be considerable distortion, 
the waveform can be improved by passing the 
oscillator output through an electrically tuned 
tracking amplifier (which might also serve as a 
limmiter).  The tracking of this amplifier need 
not be crictical nor will moderate hysteresis 
effects be important as, for example, when the 
tracked amplifier is tuned by means of ferro-
magnetic materials. 

In order to minimize distortion, the ampli-
tude of oscillations must be minimized.  It is 
generally overly critical to minimize the open-
loop gain in order to accomplish this; rather, 
some amplitude limiting device (other than the 
natural limiting characteristics of the amplifying 
tubes necessary to the oscillator) must be employ-
ed.  For example, an automatic volume control 
circuit can be applied to a tube that carries the 

weighted sum signal.  Another procedure that can 
be employed is to establish a symmetric saturation 
characteristic which effectively removes all even-
order harmonics from the signal.  A device common-
ly used to accomplish this is a thermistor.  How-
ever, devices dependent on thermal behavior are 
not satisfactory when fast frequency modulation is 
desired.  A less effective method, but one that 
can handle fast modulation, is to shunt some 
signal path to ground with crystal diodes connect-
ed in a back-to-back fashion such that large 
signals are amplified less than small signals. 

Whatever the saturation characteristics may 
be, it can be expected that the tuning character-
istics will be dependent upon them because the 
phase and magnitude characteristics of networks 
subject to saturation are generally dependent on 
the amount of dampingfurnished by grid loading 
and similar phenomena.  If the saturation charac-

teristics are determined largely by back-to-back 
crystal diodes, then the characteristics of the 
diodes will affect the tuning characteristics 
depending upon how important is the phase shift 
of the circuit in which they are located. 
Certainly, no general rules can be set down in 
this regard. 
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Electrical Resistance Tuning  

A variety of common oscillator circuits 
utilize resistance as a primary frequency-control-
ling element.  By the substitution of electrically 

variable resistances in such circuits, it is pos-
sible to obtain frequency variations in a manner 
somewhat analogous to reactance tuning.  Resist-

ance tuning appears to have been over-looked in 
.the general search for tunable devices which is 
rather surpriSing considering the simplicity of 
the technique and its ready applicability to many 

existing oscillator circuits. 

The basic three-mesh oscillator circuit of 
Fig. 15 adequately illustrates the technique. 
The frequency of oscillation for this device is 

given by 
f  = 
0  2xRC 

sri 

In Fig. 16 the conventional resistances have been 
replaced with a series array of crystal diodes 
which, because of their roughly square-law behav-

ior, permit the oscillator to exhibit a near-
linear voltage-versus--frequency characteristic. 
If the diode resistance RD varies as 

where E- A 
then the 
in terms 

RD = k 
1 

EA 

is the voltage applied to the crystal, 
frequency of oscillation may be expressed 

of RD as 

f 

sr6 
= 2xC RD 

= k, EA 
2xC 

which shows fo to vary linearly with the control 
voltage EA . Furthermore, the ratio of frequency 
tuning corresponds directly to the ob tai nable 
ratio of maximum to minimum resistance, which for 
crystal diodes in the forward direction may be 
five- or ten-to-one.  If more complicated series 
and parallel crystal arrangements are employed, 
even greater frequency ratios may be obtainable. 

The circuit of Fig. 17 illustrates the use 
of vacuum tubes as the variable resistances.  In 

the arrangement shown, the output impedances of 
the cathode followers represent a resistive 
array which is controlled by the electrode volt-
ages applied to the tubes.  Since the output 
impedance of the cathode follower is approximately 
ligm , the oscillation frequency varies directly 
as gm , which in turn is dependent on circuitry 

and control voltages. 

Mesistance Tuning Circuits  
and Experimental Results  

The experimental oscillator of Fig. 18 was 
designed to operate at broadcast frequencies.  It 
is basically the diode type oscillator with the 
crystal current being fed from the cathode follow-
er.  The cathode follower not only isolates the 
oscillator tube from the crystals but also has 
added virtue in that additional tuning is obtained 

as a result of its changingoutput impedance.  The 
filtering provided by the low-pass R-C sections 
(i.e., diodes and capacitors) preserves good wave-
form at the plate of the oscillator tube.  Oscil-
lations are maintained with as little as five 
volts control applied to the cathode follower 

plate.  Figure 19 shows the tuning characteristics. 
The "A" curves show the initial experimental 
results.  The "B" curves were obtained with a 
second oscillator with its rectified output pro-
viding a small amount of automatic gain control. 

The experimental oscillator of Fig. 20 

utilizes cathode follower sections.  A pair of 
back-to-back diodes at the oscillator tube grid 
provides some amplitude control but slightly 
contracts the tuning range. 

Both the diode and cathode follower oscil-
lators are inherently suited to rapid modulation. 
The diode oscillator with unstablized amplitude 
was modulated at a 6 kc rate with no evidence of 
instability.  Higher rates were not attempted. 
While several milliamperes of current are requir-
ed for modulation, modulation is single-ended and 
easily applied.  The tuning capabilities of the 
cathode follower circuit could possibly be impro-
ved by controlling the tube bias while holding the 
plate-to-cathode voltage fairly constant.  Screen-
modulated pentodes operating as cathode followers 

may ease modulation requirements. 

The cathode follower type circuits should be 
practical at fairly high frequencies--up to about 
one half the gain-bandwidth product of the tubes 
employed.  It should be stated that little effort 
was directed towards optimizing the various 
circuits; consequently, the curves, except where 
back-to-back diodes are employed, should represent 

the characteristics predicted from analyses, 
although the analysis itself may in some cases 
prove quite burdensome. 
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FLUOROCHEMICAL LIQUIDS AND GASES 
AS TRANSFORMER DESIGN PARAMETERS 

L. F. Kilham, Jr. & R. R. Ursch 
Raytheon Manufacturing Company 

Waltham, Massachusetts. 

Reduction of size and weight in electronic 
type transformers to keep pace with miniaturiza-
tion in other phases of electronic component de-
sign has led directly to higher temperature oper-
ation.  Temperatures in this region of 185°C re-
quire inorganic materials throughout, including 
where used, the dielectric coolant.  In addition 
to materials that can operate at 1850C many other 
problems confront the transformer designer.  Ma-
terials performance with respect to corona, heat 
dissipation, ability of liquid dielectrics to 
"self heal", toxicity, cost, thermal expansion, 
availability and other numerous characteristics 
are constantly under surveillance.  Under BuShips 
Contract NObsr/63239 entitled "Development of 
Transformers Utilizing recently developed Gases 
and Liquids, specifically Fluorochemicals", the 
Transformer Departments of the Raytheon Manufac-
turing Company have endeavored to develop design 
information and techniques resulting in reduction 
of weight and size and improvenent of electrical 
characteristics of five specific Raytheon trans-
forL'er designs.  Although relatively expensive at 
the outset of this development, these new liquid 
and gaseous fluorochemicals have many character-
istics of considerable interest to the transformer 
designer.  A survey of fluorochemical suppliers 1. 

and a compilation of existing data 2. 
8 
indicates that these materials, in general, are 

stable, chemically inert and that they possess 
higher specific gravities and lower boiling points 
than liquids commonly used in transformers.  Data 
indicates Liquid Fluorochemicals have low dielec-
tric constants, power factors comparable to hydro-
carbon transil cil, relatively high dielectric 
stre uth, self-healing abilities, non toxicity and 
most important, excellent high temperature charac-
teristics. 

Liquid and Gaseous Fluorochemicals have cer-
tain properties which would seem to make them good 
heat transfer agents 10 .11 . The more volatile 
liquid compounds with their low viscosity and high 
volume expansion offer interesting heat transfer 
possibilities by excellent convective cooling.  It 
has been indicated that this convective cooling 
tendency could be related to various properties of 
the compounds and a characteristic assigned to the 
liquid which is known as the auto-convection modu-
lus.° 

,Properties of  Liquid & Gaseous Fluorochemicals. 
Most Applicable to Magnetic Components. 

To apply these characteristics to electronic 
type transformer designs it was necessary to de-
velop, investigate and enlarge the scope of exist-
ing data.  Specific points on which detailed in-
vestigation and tests were undertaken are as 
follows: 
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1.  Compatibility of Liquid & Gaseous Fluor-
ochemicals with Transformer Materials. 

2.  Further purification (where necessary) 
of fluorochemical liquids.? 

3.  Thermal stability of liquid & gaseous 
fluorochemicals. 4 

4.  Dielectric properties of liquid and 
gaseous fluorochemicals. 

5.  Pressures anticipated in transformer 
designs using liquid and/or gaseous fluorochem-
icals. 

6.  Heat transfer data with simulated trans-
former design using liquid and/or gaseous fluoro-
chemicals. 

Compatibility_of Liquid & Gaseous Fluorochemicals 
with Transformer Materials. 

Compatibility of fluorochemical liquids with 
materials commonly used in the manufacture of high 
temperature transformers has been determined. 
Three cooperating vendors ran compatibility tests 
with common transformer construction materials 
sealed in ampules together with their specific 
liquid fluorochemicals.  These samples were run 
for a considerable period of time at high temper-
atures.  A most complete report was received from 
one of these suppliers.  Table II shows a conden-
sation of the Results of Compatibility Tests. 

Initial testing of the volatile perfluoro 
liquids showed little or no effect on most trans-
former materials with the exception of silicone 
rubber.  Interim reports 'on second round compat-
ibility testing with the further purified liquids 
indicated that the compatibility problem was mit-
igated as a result of the extra purification. 1° 

Further Furification of Liquid Fluorochemicals 
(where_necessary). 

A considerable number of commercially avail-
able liquid fluorochemicals have been checked 
for dielectric properties in the "as received" 
state.  A simple means of further purification is 
as follows:  Samples are mixed with a solution of 
caustic soda, separated and then run through a col-
umn of Fullers earth.  Following treatments, the 
liquids show a marked Improvement in their dielec-
tric qualities.  (Reference Table 1.) 



Thermal Stability of Liquid and Gaseous Fluoro-
chemicals. 

The method of testing was to purify all sam-

ples by the Fullers earth treatment and to mea-
sure insulation resistance.  Samples were then 

kept at elevated temperatures for a period of one 

month and again readings were taken of insulation 
resistance.  (Reference Table 1.) 

The insulation resistance tends to average 

slightly lower after the test.  However, some of 
the liquids proved very stable and entirely suit-
able for transformer use. 

Dielectric Properties of Liquid and Gaseous 

Fluorochemicals. 

Test results of the dielectric properties of 

the tested fluorochemicals are shown (Reference 

Table 1) and compared with transformer and sili-
cone oils.  Dielectric strength as shown by the 
table, is generally higher for the liquid fluoro-

chemicals.  The compounds are able to withstand 

repeated arcing without serious injury to their 
breakdown strength.  The dielectric constant, 
power factor and loss factor were measured over a 
range of frequencies and are tabulated for 50 

cycles and 100 kilocycles.  As shown, insulation 

resistance is tabulated for the measurements be-
fore purification, after purification and after 

the thermal stability tests.  In general the di-
electric properties of liquid and gaseous fluoro-
chemicals compare favorably with the conventional 
transformer materials.2,10. 

Pressure Developed in an Enclosed System Using 
Liquid and/or Gaseous Fluorochemicals. 

To obtain additional information for design 
use, tests have been run to determine pressures 
likely to develop in transformers filled with 
fluorochemical liquids and gases.  The fluorinated 

liquids differ from conventional transformer oils 
in several important respects. 

1.  They have unusually high coefficients of 
thermal expansion, several times that of mineral 
oil or silicone oil. 

2.  They are volatile in varying degrees. 

3.  (In conjunction with gas.)  The absorp-
tion by the fluorochemical liquid of a fluoro-
chemical gas present in the expansion space may 

differ very materially from that experienced in 
a transformer filled with conventional transil 
oil. 

Reference to Fig. I shows that pressures 
anticipated with fluorochemical liquids appear 
to be considerably greater than normally ex-
pected in a transformer filled with mineral or 
silicone oil.  However it has been found that the 

pressure problem is mitigated by the solubility 
of the gas in the expansion space into the liquids. 

Proper selection of this combination may further 
help the design.  A typical curve showing the re-

duction in pressure that may be obtained by using 
a more soluble gas is given  (in Fig. 2) for a 

specific gas to liquid ratio (at room conditions). 
For a design purpose a curve similar to Fig. 3 
which shows the pressures that may be developed 

when the gas-liquid ratio is varied, is useful. 

The above-mentioned factors must be taken 

into consideration in the design of units utiliz-

ing fluorochemical liquids and gases as dielec-
tric coolants. 

Heat Transfer Data with Simulated Transformer 

Design Using Liquid and/or Gaseous Fluorochem. 
icals. 

Heat transfer characteristics of the fluoro-

chemical coolants were compared to usual trans-

former fill liquids whose characteristics are 

known.  Using a transformer enclosed in a test 
cell with the liquid dielectric coolants under 
investigation, the cooling efficiency of the var-

ious liquids was tabulated as shown in Fig. 4. 
It should be noted that this is a plot of coil 
temperature rise above case temperature versus 
watts input.  Observation of the upper curve for 
silicone oil (100 cstks.), shows that the gradient 

between the highest measured coil temperature and 
the case temperature is about 850C (at 60 watts 
loss) and that for fluorochemical B (lower curve) 

the comparative gradient is only 200C. 

Additional test infor mation shows that the 

temperature gradient existing between various 
parts of the transformer is very small when using 
fluorochemical liquids as compared to conven-

tional transformer-fill materials. (Fig. 5.) 

Design Techniques  

With the data developed as shown in the pre-

ceeding portions of this paper, several methods 
of using the gases and liquids are apparent.  With 

the realization of sufficient dielectric strength 
protection, low 'k' for higher frequency response, 
self healing properties, minimum corona problems, 
high temperature characteristics, etc., the 

attempted solution of the problem of reduction of 
size and weight of magnetic components is as 
follows: 

Several design techniques using fluorochem-
icals have been developed in detail.  The most 

promising techniques are listed, followed by de-
tailed explanations. 

1.  Volatile Fluorochemical liquid fill. 

2.  Combination or "tailor-madeu Fluorochem-
ical liquid dielectric coolants. 

3.  Partial fill and use of wicking action of 
Liquid Fluorochemicals. 

4.  Liquid Fluorochemical fill with gas 
Fluerochemical at reduced pressure in expansion 
space. 
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5. Liquid and/or gas fluorochemical fill in 
conjunction with heat conducting tabs. 

Volatile Liquid Fill  

The liquid fluorochemical fill technique pro-
vides a means of transferring heat from the heat 
source to the case surface in a rapid manner. 
This method places the transformer in an enclosed 
.system together with a suitable fluorochemical and 
expansion space.  Cooling by this method is obtain-
ed from the high auto-convection of the fluoro-
chemicals and from the heat transfer ability of 
the volatile liquid vapors as they come into con-
tact with the container surface in the expansion 
space.  The dissipation of heat through the expan-
sion space, which in ordinary transformers is not 
too effective, is considerably increased. 

The effectiveness of this method is demon-
strated by Fig. 4.  This figure shows that the 
more volatile liquids give more rapid cooling, how-
ever, they present greater internal pressure prob-
lems to which a transformer engineer must adjust 
his design. 

Combination or "Tailor-made" Liquid Dielectric  
Coolants. 

Since these fluorochemical liquids are inert 
and volatile in varying degrees, it is possible 
for the design engineer to calculate an optimum 
liquid mixture for a specific transformer at a 
specific operating condition.  By reference to 
Fig. 1 the value of this approach can be observed. 
If the hot spot temperature is 2000C and a gradient 
of 40°C is assumed between case and hot spot the 
resulting case temperature will be 160°C.  If the 
allowable internal pressure is arbitrarily set at 
a maximum of 45 psig, the characteristics of an 
"optimum liquid" is shown in Fig. 1.  It can be 
seen by examination that this "optimum liquid" is 
a compromise between the volatility of the liquid 
desired for maximum cooling and mechanical con-
siderations that limit the maximum internal pres-
sure. 

A method of calculating the "optimum liquid" 
is as follows:  For a given transformer design 
and its operating ambients, the case surface tem-
perature may be determined.  For mechanical design 
an allowable safe value may be established for the 
internal pressure developed.  The internal pres-
sure due to the expansion of the optimum liquid 
(assuming two liquids have nearly the same co-
efficient of expansion) and the heating of the gas 
in the expansion void can be taken from a curve 
similar to Fig. 3.  In addition to the pressure 
data taken from Fig. 3 the vapor pressure must be 
calculated.  The allowable vapor pressure of the 
optimum liquid. Po. is the maximum safe case 
pressure less the pressure determined for the ex-
pansion of liquid and the heating of the gas.  The 
following equation may be solved for the ratio 
WB 

WA 
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WB 

WA 

WA 

WB 

MA 

MB 
FA 

PB 

Po 

= (ao - PA)  MB  
(PB  Pc)  MA 

- Wt. of less volatile liquid. 

- Wt. of more volatile liquid. 

- Molecular wt. of less volatile liquid. 

- Molecular wt. of more volatile liquid. 

Vapor pressure of less volatile liquid, 
at the operating temperature. 

- Vapor pressure of more volatile liquid, 
at the operating temperature. 

Maximum vapor pressures of the optimum 
liquid at the operating temperature. 

A liquid mixture of this ratio should give 
maximum cooling possible consistent with pressure 
considerations for the given operating conditions. 

Partial Fill and Use of Wicking Action of Liquid  
Fluorochemicals. 

In some transformer designs where the dielec-
tric strength is not too severe it is possible to 
fill partially the transformer container with a 
volatile fluorochemical liquid and utilize the 
exceptional wetting action of liquid fluorochem-
icals by the use of wicks to carry the liquid to 
the coil hot spots. 

If the temperature of the hot spot is above 
the vaporization temperature of the liquid, the 
liquid will vaporize upon contact with the hot 
spot.  The vapors complete the cycle by condens-
ing upon contact with the cooler case surface.  In 
this manner considerable heat is transferred to 
the container surface.  A transformer of this type 
has been built. 

Fluorochemical Liquid and Fluorochemical Gas  
Combination as Dielectric Coolants. 

The use of a fluorochemical gas at lower 
than atmospheric pressure in the expansion space 
over the liquid (while being approximately equal 
to air at 1 atmosphere as a dielectric) offers 
advantages in relation to heat transfer.  With a 
transformer container having a large surface area 
at the top to facilitate condensation of vapors, 
any air or gas present in the case at the time of 
sealing displaces a portion of the vapor during 
operation, thus reducing the effective cooling. 
By reducing the quantity of gas at the time the 
unit is sealed, the entire upper surface of the 
container provides condensing area for the vapor 
and the heat dissipation is increased.  The use 
of this technique is also a practical means for 
the control of internal pressure within mechanical 
design limitations. 

The use of fluorochemical gases in such a 
combination may give necessary dielectric protec-
tion when the liquid vapors are inadequate (i.e.) 
low temperature starting conditions, etc. 



Liquids and/or Gas FI)] in Conjunction with Con-
duction Technicues. 

Presently, many dry type transformers are be-
ing produced with copper stripe (Raytheon Pat. 
Application #114é) placed at strategic places in 
the coil and around the core to remove heat from 
a transforper.  Considerable heat can be removed 
by this method, resulting in a reduction of size. 
The application of the "dry type conduction" 
appears limited to transformers of moderate volt-
ages.  In applications where high voltage and 
corona is a problem it Is possible to enclose the 
unit, seal it under pressure with a fluorocarbon 
liquid and/or gas, and to utilize conduction tabs 
to transmit heat to the case which serves as a 
radiator.  When a cold sink is provided this be-
comes more effective.  This technique offers in 
many instances, a design of less weight and less 
cost.  If fluorocherical gases are used under cer-
tain conditions in such an application instead of 
the liquid gas combination, greater savings in 
weight and cost nay be reall7ed. 

_Typieal Ap eications 

Although the application possibilities of 
the above techniques are numerous it is beyond 
the limits of this paper to detail more than the 
following representative designs. 

Two Raytheon transformer designs have been 
chosen to demonstrate t>le use of the above design 
data in actual practice.  Techniques using Fluoro-
chemicals are applied to these existing designs to 
show reduction in size and weight. 

A.  Redesign of Filament Transformer 
Raytheon #292-138901 

Transformer A, is a low-capacity, high test-
voltage Magnetron Filament Transformer with spe-
cifications as follows: 

Primary voltage -115V. R.M.S. 400 cycles 
Secondary voltage - 3.7V R.M.S. with pri mary 

tapped to give 4.3V. 
Secondary current - 43 amps. 
Capacity between secondary and primary tied to 

ground to be less than 20 MMF. 
Pri ma ry test voltage - 1.7K.V.  R.M.S. 
Secondary test voltage - 43 K.V. Peak. 

In addition to the usual high temperature 
electronic type transformer calculations other 
design considerations become significant.  A 
transformer of this type has a certain capacitance 
to ground associated with the high voltage wind_ 
ing,  For a given air spacing from winding to 
ground, there is also a maximum high voltage which 
cannot be exceeded without inserting additional 
dielectric insulating media in the spacing.  If 
the dielectric material has a dielectric constant 
greater than the air which it replaces, the capa-
citance of the high voltage winding increases 
accordingly.  With this type of transformer, the 

design problem calls for a dielectric material 
which has high dielectric strength and reasonably 

low dielectric constant, if there is to be a re-
duction in sire.  A fluorochemical gas or liquid 
fulfills these requirements provided a non-

metallic enclosure is used. 

The use of fluorochemical gas at high pres-

sure  (30 to 45 psig) with a dielectric constant 
of practically one is a possibility.  However a 
fluorochemical liquid with a dielectric constant 
of 1.8 could give satisfactory results as far as 
capacitance is concerned, and in addition, would 
"materially reduce the size" because of its 
greater heat dissipating properties. 

To the previous electrical specifications a 
transformer has been developed using a fluoro-
chemical liquid as a dielectric.  A special cer-
amic enclosure of high density alumina serves 
both as a container and a high voltage terminal. 
The resulting size reduction is shown in Fig. 6. 

Tests of this design indicate that the unit 
is capable of operating in ambients of 140°C with 
a hot spot temperature rise in the vicinity of 
35°C.  The high voltage capacitance measurement is 
less than 15 MNF.  Electrical Performance is ex-
cellent including a considerable reduction of 
corona.  The reduction in size is over 4 to 1 by 
volume. 

b.  Redesign of Ultrasonic Output Transformer 
Raytheon #292-205901 

Transformer b is an ultrasonic output trans-
former to which the technique of a "tailor-made" 
liquid is applied.  Its specifications are as 
follows: 

Output Frequency - 19-29 KC. 
Impedance _ 4800 OilhE  CT to 1900/1100/890/450 

Test Voltages - Prf. 25000 V. D.C. 
Sec. 16,000V, D.C. 

Res ponse - Flat within + l DB 
Output - 2 KW continuous or 35 KW (35 milliseconds 

pulse) 7% duty cycle. 

From the method previously outlined the op-
timum liquid was calculated for this specific 
design.  These calculations indicated that under 

the conditions of 45 lb./sq. in. gage max., Am-
bient 125°C max., 200°C max, hot spot temperature 
that a mixture of two parts Fluorochemical A and 
one part Fluorochemical B is the requirement. 

The resulting reduction of two to one in vol-
ume of the redesigned unit is shown in Fig. 7.  In 
addition the "K" of 1.8 of fluorochemical liquid 

as compared to a higher "K" of the previous trans-
former oil resulted in considerably less distrib-
uted "C" and better high frequency response. 
Electrical perfornance including corona was im-
proved. 

Conclusions 

Fluorochemical liquids and Gasps have become 
established as transfor mar design parameters. 
Their ability to operate as stable and neutral 
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materials at temperatures in the vicinity of 
200°C allows their use as high temperature trans-

former materials.  Their electrical properties 
which parallel "Transil Oil" make them useful in 
transformer design.  Their unique characteristics 
--celf-healing under- arc-over conditions, low 
dielectric constants. thermal stability, excell-
ent heat transfer ability and minimum corona 
problems-- lead directly to the reduction in size 
and weight of various types of electronic trans-

formers. 

So efficient is their transfer of heat from 
the hot spots of the transformer to the case that 
it appears that the emphasis of further trans-
forrer miniaturization may well rest with the 
equipment designer.  Optimum heat dissipation 
methods such as "heat sinks" or turbulent air bid 
for further reduction in size and weight of such 
magnetic components.  Preliminary tests on this 
subject bear out this contention. 

To speak only of the immediate present, it is 
now apparent that it is no longer practical for 
the equipment designer to be content with specify-
ing an ambient temperature alone.  Such improved 
heat transfer mechanisms as have been just de-
scri ed demand a statement of Ambient Temperature  
plus a statement of the Capacity (of the surround-
ing medium)  To Transfer Heat. Such a modifying 
"Coefficient of Heat Transfer" would consider the 
radical difference between say still air 1000C 
amoient and a 100°C "cold plate".  Further saving 

of size and weight in transformers is of great 
importance.  Let us consider this approach. 
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IDENri- 
F1CATION 
LEE TER 

CHEMICAL 
FORMULA 

DIELECTRIC 
CONSTANT 
50 CYCLES 
TO 

100 KC 

POWER FACTOR 
'7.. 

L055 FAc FOR RESISTIVITY 
OHMS/cm 3  1.G KV/C M 

DIELECTRIC 
STRENGTH 

100 
CYCLES 

WO 
KC 

50 
CYCLE, 

100 

KC 

AS RECEIVED 

SAMPLES 

AFTER 
ADDITIONAL 
PURIFICATION 

AFTER 
THER MAL 
AGING 

A.5. r. m 
D-877 

PERFLUORO COMPOUND5 

A (C4F9) 3N 1.89 0.0025 0.005 0.0025 0.0095 0.75 x10 11  6.3110 14  6.3)(10 14  > 40 KV 

B C8F160 1.84 0.01G, 0.029 0.118 0.053 2.5  " 6.3  " 0.6.3  " > 40 Kv 

C Ck,F 12 0 1.80 0.00Z4 0.0048 0.0043 0.0086. 0.21  " 6.3  " - - -- > 4 0 Kv 

D C7 F 1.7 0.0045 0.0005 - - - - 0.93 " 12.5  " - - - -  

E C8F1E. .75 0.0048 0.0010 - - 0.08 " 6.3  " 1.5110 14  1,----• 35 KV 

F CuF26 I. 8 - - 0.9  " 1.9  " 2.0 X 10 14  

CHLOR0FLuORo COMPOUNDS 

G (CF2CFCI)a 2.51 0.022 0.005 0.023 0.012 0.03 " 0.6 O. 09 " .> 40 KV 

H CFaCFCI) rt 2.66 0.0017 0.0017 0.007 0.005 0.14 " 1.1  " 0.5  " =-'- 22K V 

J (CF2CFC1).„. 2 75 0.0008 0.008 0.0043 0.022 0.62 " 2.5  " 0.75  " - - 

K CF2CFC1),1 2.8c 0.004 0.04 0.0046 0.115 0.o 8 " 1.4  '. 2.5  " --

L CF2CFCI), 2.80 0.0002 0.0024 0.0022 0.0067 0.25 " 2.5  " o 75 " - - 

M (CFzcFci) x 2.80 - - - - 0.17 .1 0.8  " 0.5  " --
CONVEN floNAL OILS 

0 1-RANSIL 2.2 0.014 - - - - 1.25X10 14  6,3 K 10 14  - - 
1:-.-- 25Kv 

P SIL1cONE 2,7 0.01 0.01 - - 6.3 x 10 14  _ _ _ _ 
ez--- 30Kv 

Table  1 

Electrical Properties of Selected 

Fluorochernical Liquids. 

TRANSFORMER 

MATERIALS TESTED 

FOR 

COMPATIBILITY 

FLUOROCHE M1CAL 

à 

I  

LI Q UID  A LI QUID H LIQUID M 

APPEARANCE APPEARANCE APPEARANCE 

TEFLON MAGNET WIRE 

COPPER FOIL 

SILICONE RUBBER 

SILICONE GLASS 

TEFLON 5HEET 

SILICON STEEL 

O. 

- 2 

- 3 

.5 

*0.3 

SLIGHT DARKENING 

DULLING OF COLOR 

LITTLE EFFECT 

SLIGHT DARKENING 

NO CHANGE. 
(PLAST1SIZER ACTION) 

SLIGHT DARKENING 

*10 

+5o 

20 

+5 

•7 

SLIGHT DARKENING  - 

WHITE COATING  - 

BAD SWELLING  +30 

DARKENING 

NO CHANGE 
(PLASTISIZER ACT;ON) +6  

GRAY TARNISH 

" 0.2 

GRAY COLORING 

GRAY COATING 

SPLITTING* SWELL INC 

DARKENING 

NO CHANGE . 
(PLA5 .1.1312ER ACTION) 

NO CHANGE 

LIQU1D 'Á' AND OTHER LIQUIDS OF THIS TYPE  APPEAR TO BE  THE MOST SUITABLE  LIQUIDS 

FROM THE STANDPOINT OF CO MPATIBILITY  WITH TRANSFORMER MATERIALS 

Table 2 

Results of Co mpatibility Testing of 

Fluoroche mical Liquids. 
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VOLUME GAS  - I AT S.T.P. 
VOLUME LIQUID 

2 - 22-55 

100  120  PH  Me  ISO  200 

CASE TEMPERATURE °C 

Fig. 1 

Typical Pressure Curves of Fluoroche mical 

Liquids in a sealed container. 

TYPICAL PRE 55uRE CURVES 
AT I75 °C 

CONDITIONS 
(1) SE ALE D CONTANNER 

(2) VARYING GAS SPACE 
(3) VAPOR PRESSURE OF LIQUID ESCLUDED 

(4 )R. GAS ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT 

- CC GAS ADSORDED  
CC LIQUID 

(5) ASSU MES LI QUID COEFFICIENT OF 

VOLU ME EIPANSiOse. IS I I0 -3  

o 

- 22 - SS 

30  40  SO  0  70  80  90 

TOTAL GAS VOLUME  
RATIO  AT IMP, LIQUID VOLUME  fo 

Fig. 3 

Typical Pressure Curves for Fluoroche mical 

Liquid - Gas Co mbination with Various 

Gas Absorption. 
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PRESSURE VS TEMPERATURE 

CONDITIONS: 
1 SEALED  CONTAINERS 

2 30 : EXPANSION SPACE (,3060 G,A. SQUID  CAOTU  ri ;34:4.3) 

3  LIQUID  SATURATED WITH  SOLUBLE GAS  tv' es 
.z• 

AT  ROO M CONDITIONS 

GP' 
ce  em cl•‘• 

%eel-
C,‘-t;0%%.) 00t,‘ •0̀" 

O 

„ ce Coee.  

sN-̀)  t.‘09e 

1-22-35 

50  100 

TEMPERATURE °C 

Fig. 

Typical Curve of Pressure - Te mperature 

Relationship of Fluoroche mical Liquids 

Showing Effects of Gas Solubility. 
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80 
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Soo VA - 400 CYCLE TRANSFORMER 
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2 - 22-31 

lo  SO 

TRANSFORMER LOSSES, WATTS 

Fig. 4 

Co mparison of Coil Te mperature Rises with 

Various Fluoroche mical Liquid Coolants. 
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o   
l0 

LIQUID "A' DIELECTRIC COOLANT 

6-A liiitOs1 
500 VA- 400 CrCLE  T R A N 5F OR MER 

85' s: A MBIENT TE M PERA , LIRE 2- t2 -55 

20  30  10  50  o  70  50  90 

TRAM 5FORMEF1/4 L055[5, WATTS 

Fig. 5 

Temperature Rise of Various Transfor mer 

Parts Above Ambient Te mperature. 

Fig. 6 

Size Reduction of a Fluoroche mical Liquid 

Fill Magnetron Fila ment Transfor mer 

(4 to 1 by Volu me). 

Fig. 7 

Size Reduction of a Fluorochermcal Liquid 

Filled Ultrasonic Output Transfor mer 
(2 to 1 by Volume). 
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THERMAL PROPERTIES OF SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES 

J. N. Carman and W. R. Sittner 
Pacific Semiconductors, Inc. 
Culver City, California 

Summary 

Methods for determining steady state and tran-
sient thermal properties of semiconductor diodes 
are presented.  Comparisons of power dissipation 
constants and thermal time constants of various 
diode package designs are given. 

Curves of measured junction temperature 
as a function of power dissipation are shown 
together with effects of dissipated power on 
trical characteristics. 

rise 

elec-

Operation of diodes at elevated temperatures 
and power derating considerations are discussed. 
The relationship between the package dissipation 
constant, the mount dissipation constant, and the 
combined dissipation constant is outlined. 

Introduction 

The power handling capability of a semicon-
ductor diode is dependent on the design effective-
ness of both the device development engineer and 
of the application engineer who uses it.  The user 
has often been limited unnecessarily by a package 
design with inherently poor thermal transfer 
capabilities. 

The power handling limitation set by the 
diode package design can best be evaluated by 
considering the package alone; that is by placing 
the package in a heat sink so that its external 
pin or lead is held at a constant temperature. 
The other part of the problem, the dissipation 
properties of the mounting arrangement, can be 
analyzed separately. 

Diodes produced by 11 manufacturers were 
analyzed and found to fall roughly into three 
classes.  Figure 1 is a schematic representation 
of the three classes showing the elements essential 
to a heat flow analysis.  The three diagrams are 
to the same scale; however some averaging was 
necessary for both A and C types since there were 
minor variations between designs within each of 
these classes.  Type B is a diode of new design. 

Analytical Treatment 

Theoretical analysis of the heat flow problem 
is very difficult unless one makes some simplify-
ing assumptions.  Figure 2 shows a schematic of 
the model used where the simplifying assumptions 

are: 

1.  All the electrothermal energy conversion 
takes place at the diode junction (radius ro). 

2.  The metal-to-solder junction is an 

isothermal plane. 

3. The thermal conductivity of the solder 
and the semiconductor are equal.  The thickness 
of the solder layer may be increased by the ratio 
of thermal conductivities if more accuracy in the 
results is desired. 

4.  Heat losses by convection and radiation 

may be neglected. 

The flow within the metallic pin and whisker was 
analyzed in cylindrical coordinates whereas the 
flow problem inside the crystal was solved by 
the method of images.  Solutions for the power 
transferred through the crystal pin and through 
the whisker are shown in Figure 2.  The power 
removed through the whisker is negligible except 
whenconsidering the transient situation in a short 
time interval.  With diodes of Type A, the term 

( 4, 3 ) is of predominant importance and with 
nd3 K3 ) 

Type C about half the thermal drop is due to it. 
However with diodes of Type B, its coîtribution 
is less than 10%.  In this case the -- becomes 

o 

a critical factor.  Clearly r varies considerably 
between point contact, gold bónded and alloy 
junction diodes. 

Metallographic sections were made of several 
gold bonded diodes so that the dimensions could 
be accurately measured.  The dissipation constants 
were then calculated and compared to previously 
determined experimental values.  Thermal conduc-
tivities of materials shown in Figure 1 which 
were used for calculation are: 

( Copper 
Pins( Brass 

( Dumet average 
(  about 

( Solders 
Mounts( Conducting 

(  plastic 

.94 

.2 - .3 

.4 - .5 

.07- .15 

.1 - .3 

Semicon-( Germanium  .14 
ductor  ( Silicon  .20 

Whiskers ( Tungsten 
( Moly. 

.71 

.48 

.35 

cal/sec/cm/°C 

Figure 3 shOws a comparison between calculated and 
measured dissipation constants for several diodes. 

The agreement is good; however all of the 
deviations are in one direction.  This can be 
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accounted for by noting that the junction is not 
really a complete hemisphere but a segment of one 
and that since W is not extremely large with 
respect to r , the solder interface is not exactly 
an isotherma? plane.  This is particularly signi-
ficant where the pin is of high conductivity 
material such as copper.  Diode No. 10 was of that 
type -- others with thinner crystals might show 
still further disagreement.  Diodes no. 78 and 
no. 79 were of Type B construction using brass-type 
pin material.  Diode no. 26 was gold bonded and its 
ro was assumed to be the same as numbers 7i', and 79. 
Diode no. 75 was a point contact type and so r 
was estimatsd, giving the range of values 6 to°13 
milliwatts/ C. 

Experimental Method  

The method' used to experimentally evaluate 
the dissipation constants was extremely simple, 
although it did involve considerable care and 
technique.  A diagram of the circuit employed is 
shown in Figure 4.  The constant voltage generator 
was used for forward power aud the constant 
current generator for back power.  While this 
relay is normally make-before-break, by very light 
excitation, the relay will break before make with 
an effective transit time of from 10 to 50 micro-
seconds. 

Figure 5 shows an example of the back current 
as a function of time as it was observed on the 
oscilloscope.  This Type B' diode (a Type B diode 
with a brass type pin) was dissipating 1.12 watts 
before being switched to the 12v back bias.  The 
scale of the upper trace is 100 microseconds per 
cm.  In descending order, the remainder are 1, 10, 
and 100 milliseconds per centimeter and the bottom 
line is the quiescent current at -12v.  The two 
frames in the photograph were taken under identical 
conditions to demonstrate the reproducibility of 
the method. 

In order to relate back current to tempera-
ture, each diode had to be calibrated by measuring 
its back current at -12v in an aven. Such a cali-
bration is shown in Figure 6.  The principal 
precaution that must be taken in this calibration 
is to be certain that there is no diode drift. 
Therefore, measurements were taken going up and 
down in temperature so that a diode which did 
not retr ace could be eliminated.  A second scale, 
power in watts, has been added to the horizontal 
coordinate in Figure 6; in this case the particu-
lar diode dissipated 44 izilliwatts per °C indicated 
rise 

Figure 7 shows diodes of the A, B, C, types 
as they were actually mounted in the heat sink for 
measurement.  The temperature of this sink was 
measured by measuring the back current of the 
calibrated diode on a 1/4% microammeter.  This 
was used as the quiescent, or starting temperature 
for each measurement. 

Figure 8 shows plots of the equivalent 
junction temperature rise as a function of dissi-
pated power for the different types of diodes 

noted.  The indicated dissipation constants for 

the various diodes in millivatts per  C are as 
follows:  Type A point contact, 4.5; Type A gold 
bonded, 6.5; Type C point contact, 16; Type B' 
gold bonded,25; Type B gold bonded, 46.  Type B' 
is identical to Type B in every respect except that 
the pin was of a brass-type material whose thermal 
conductivity vas about one-fourth that of copper. 

A greater range of values was found for Type B 
and B' diodes because other factors were low 
enough so that small variations in ro and crystal 

thickness became significant. 

If the heat is generated by reverse current 
rather than forward current, one finds a dissipa-
tion constant to be somewhat lower.  Figure 9 
shows the power vs. temperature rise curves for 
a typical diode when dissipating either forward or 
reverse power.  The second derivative of the 
forward curve is seen to be negative and that of 
the back curve positive.  This was generally true 
for most of the diodes examined as vas the fact 
that the "forward K" was generally larger than the 
"back K, - particulariy at higher power levels. 
This difference is attributed to a change in 
effective r for, when forward current flows, 
carr er :njgction modulates resistivity near the 

unction  that electrothermal conversion takes 
place well into the bulk material. 

Non Ideal Heat Sink 

Let us now consider the non-ideal heat sink 
situations.  Two thermal conductances in series, 

K1 and K2' add to give a combined thermal conduc-

tance Kt such that: 

K1K2  ) 
(1)  ( K -  ) 

( t Ki + K2 ) 

If K  is the diode constant and Ko the mount or 
sink1 constant, it is clear that fór K l, much 
larger than K2 ,K  is essentially K2, or if K2 
is much larger, ag in the case of egood heat 
sink, K  is essentially K.1. For typical circuit 
installâtions the value fór K2 will normally be 
found in the range from 4-12 milliwatts per °C, 
depending on lead size, clip dimensions, and 
effectiveness of thermal contact.  If cooling fins 
are actually used, they normall  radiate from 6-R 
milliwatts per square inch per  C.  Discussions of 
power dissipation characteristics of various fin 
arrangements or radiating areas have been pre-
sented by several authors, particularly Paul 
Richards of Transistor Products, Leroy A. Griffith 
and Howard T. Mooers of Minneapolis-Honeywell. 

This oscillogram of back current decay shown 
in Figure 10 was taken on a Type B diode held by 
an ordinary pair of clips.  The top trace was 1 
millisecond per centimeter and the lower one 1 
second per centimeter.  The bottom line represents 
the quiescent current at -12v.  Here the effects 
of K, and K2 are clearly separable.  First the 
junction temperature dropped from its power dissi-
pating level of +33°C above ambient to the tempera-
ture of the diode pin.  The temperature decay from 
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that point on is dependent on the dissipation con-
stant of the pin and mount in air.  This Ko is 
clearly much smaller, about 12 milliwatts per °C. 

Figure 11 is a plot which combines the effects 
of K1 and K i 2 . The first curve, asymptotic to .210 
watts,  s for a K, of 7, typical of the Type A 
class of diodes. 'The next curve, asymptotic to 
.460 watts, is for a K of 16, representative of 
the Type C diodes.  The third curve, which would 
eventually be asymptotic to 1.35 watts, is for a 
Type B diode having a K1 of 45.  These curves are 

for a temperature rise of 30°C. 

Here it is evident that for a given tempera-
ture rise, small values of K1 limit the power 
dissipation to a very low figure.  Unless values 
of K, are large, the addition of fins or other 
special mounting techniques would contribute very 
little to the dissipation of large amounts of 

power. 

The temperature rise of 30°C, though not an 
absolute limit, is a reasonable figure to expec 
of germanium.  However, for silicon diodes, 100 C 
is probably acceptable.  e K1 is equal to 50, and 
a temperature rise of 100 C were allowable, such a 
diDde could dis epate 3.3 watts with a K2 of 100 
miiliwatts per  C rise. 

Transient Considerations 

Up to this point we have considered only 
static power dissipation.  However, it is evident 
that the problem of the transient situation can be 
of considerable importance. 

Figure 12 is a plot of the decay characteris-
tics of reverse current as a function of time. 
The Type B diode drops 10% of its current increase 
in .2 milliseconds, 33% in .6 milliseconds, and 
63% in 5 milliseconds.  Figure 13 summarized the 
same information.  It shows the thermal relaxation 
times in milliseconds after removal of heating 
power for diodes of various types imbedded in the 
heat sink.  A rather wide range of values is 
evident, particularly in the 33% and 63% values. 
The data for Figures 12 and 13 were taken from 
photographs similar to those of Figure 5. Figure 
14 shows a relaxation curve of indicated tempera-
ture vs. time for a Type B diode.  This curve is 
arrived at by use of a temperature calibration 
curve similar to the one shown in Figure 6 and a 
typical current relaxation curve. 

Power Rating and Derating  

It does not appear unreasonable that a forward 
power rating on the diode, or the diode and a 
particular mount, can be reached directly from an 
allowable effective temperature rise and a K value 
for the mount and diode.  For example, the new 

Type B copper pin diode in an ideal heat sink 
would have a combined K of about 50 milliwatts per 
oC. oWith an effective junction rise of 30oC above 
a 25 C ambisnt, the indicated junction temperature 
would be 55 C.  Under these condition, 1.5 watts 
of power could be dissipated.  For a typical 
circuit installation, the combined K of a Type B 
diods and mount would be nearer to 10 milliwatts 
per  C and a permissible power of about 300 milli-
watts would be indicated. 

The permissible indicated junction tempera-
ture is of course dependent upon the allowable 
deterioration in the reverse characteristic as 
well as a yet undetermined relationship between 
indicated junction temperature and diode life. 
Arriving at a power rating in this manner for a 
specific ambient temperature of course suggests 
power derating for higher ambient temperatures 
using the same approach. 

Reverse current produced power will present 
similar considerations in regard to change in 
electrical characteristics but will undoubtedly 
require a somewhat more detailed approach when 
life is considered.  This is expected due to the 
fact that the junction is much less likely to 
arrive at a uniform temperature when heated by 
reverse current.  This assumption is borne out 
by experimental results wherein diodes underwent 
a permanent change in electrical characteristics 
at moderately high reverse paver levels but at 
an indicated junction temperature which would 
normally be considered safe. 

Conclusions 

Methods for determining the dissipation 
constant of a semiconductor diode have been dis-
cussed and comparisons between various typical 
diode packages have been made.  The manner in 
which the diode dissipation constant and the 
constant of the mounting means can be combined 
to determine the effective operating temperature 
of the diode junction has been outlined. 

Comparisons of the relaxation time of various 
diodes have been presented shoving that diodes 
which have a high thermal conductance are poten-
tially able to recover from elevated junction 
operating temperatures much faster than those 
whose thermal conductance is lower. 

An approach to the power rating and derating 
problem has been discussed together with factors 
of concern in such an approach. 
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Idealized Diode Package Drawing. 
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Current Relaxation of a Type B Diode 
in a Non-Ideal Heat Sink. 
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GRAIN BOUNDARIES AND TRANSISTOR ACTION 

by 
H. F. MATARE 

Sr. Member I.R.E. 
Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, N. J. 

Summary: 

Dislocation models in the form of grown 
grain boundaries between two crystals of a spec-
ific mutual angle of misfit may be considered as 
zones of special electronic behavior.  The mechan-
ical stress field in a grain boundary zone is the 
origin of a field-dependent trap-mechanism.  The 
P-type behavior of this zone may be used in 
structures similar to N-P-N-devices.  The main 
difference lies in the fact that the height of the 
blocking layer is strongly dependent on the cross-
polarization since the number of extra-electron-
states increases with field strength.  Furthermore 
the thickness of such zones may be limited to some 
microns for the case of disturbed twins.  When 
carrier-injection into the p.b.-field is used to 
modulate the cross-current through the p.b.-double 
carrier layer, saturation of the cross current oc-
curs and current multiplication factors as high as 
5') and more may be measured. 1) Grain boundaries 
may be used therefore in filamentary type of tran-
sistor structures, as well as in other arrange-
ments to be described. 

INTRODUCTION  

As a result of the work of Pearson2) and Fan 
and his co-workers3)  it is known that a grain-
boundary zone has special electrical properties 
such as: p-type-behavior in an otherwise perfect 
n-type cr-stal-structure and a blocking double 
la-er which permits a build-up, at the p.b.-inter-
face, of abrupt jumps of the potential, often cor-
respondin:, to 95% of the total potential differ-
ence applied to the sample. 

It is known, furthermore, that these proper-
..ies are, in most cases, not due to impurity se-
Fregation in the p.b.-zone since the effect dis-
appears when the boundary zone is chan('ed to 
p-t-pe, either by nuclear irradiation4) or by 
heatinp and subsequent çue-•., inP. 2) The high-
blockinv characteristic reappears when the speci-
men is reverted to n-type by annealing. 

From these facts, and other indications, the 
conclusion may be drawn that the principal rea-
sons for the presence of the acceptor-t pe char-
acteristic of the material and the high-blocking 
Layer are:1) elastic deformation of the lattice 
in the v.b. region and 2) the number of locked 
lattice points in the F.h. line.  A simplified 
demonstration of a cubic lattice anpears in Fip.l. 
In other words, we mat correlate the r.b.-stress 
field or the mec..anical energy localized in the 
r.b.-zone to the blocking layer across such a bar-
rier-zone. 

The electronic behavior of r.b.'s ma: be var-
ied with the relative orientation of the two 

grains.  The grain-boundary, as a center of 'high 
energy, has been investigated by several authors. 
C.G. Dunn5) measured g.b.-ener nes as a function 
of difference in orientation Q . The dependence 
of the energy on the orientation of the Frain.: 
boundary, with regard to the x-direction in the 
plane perpendicular to the p.b.-plane, is neg-
lected.  In fact, 0 has little influence on the 
F.b.-energy.  In general, the stress field of a 
r.b. between crystal grains will be a function of 
the relative orientation of the two grains (three 
degrees of freedom) and the orientation of the 
boundary surface itself with respect to the two 
grains (two degrees of freedom), but Read and 
Shockley6)7) have shown that a rood approximation, 
in the case of small orientation differences, is 
reached when we consider the two grains joined 
with a suitable array of dislocations which lies 
in the p.b.-plane. 

A further analysis leads to the assumption of 
two main parts of energy.  One part is due to the 
elastic deformation of the lattice in the neigh-
bcrhood of the p.b. (Fig. 1).  This part extends 
over a certain area.  The other part is due to the 
energy of the locked lattice points in the r.b.-
line. 

The total energy per unit area is: 

EE:  &(4 -- t 6?) (1) 

é: erepresents a constant enerry per dislocation 
and fet9 4. 6-1- represents the elastic energy.  In 
the simplified case of an array of dislocations in 
the r.t. plane or, small angle of misfit between 
the two grains, there is a weak dependence on the 
p.b. orientation.  E0 is a function of orientation 
and elastic constants: 

(ce." "4 14-  W e  sr) (2) 

where: 
G  rigidity modulus 
a - lattice constant 
Gr - Poisson's ratio 
e  orientation 

For small angles: Ea =  
The constant A may be put 0.3.  For more detail 
see footnote6).  Dislocations in the form of 
small angle boundaries may have the electrical 
properties of rows of closely spaced acceptor cen-
ters with energies slightly above the middle of 
the rap.8) 

An occupied acceptor may act as a hole trap 
and an empty acceptor as an electron trap.  Mea-
surements made by Pearson et. al.9) on deformed 
samples show that deformation strongly influences 
mobiliti and carrier concentration in the case of 
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n-type, but has little influence on p-type Ge. 
This is one reason for the assumption that the 
boundary states act in ti.e sense of increased elec-
tron density, which will be discussed analytically. 
Furthermore, the p.b.-states, or acceptor-type lat-
tice disturbances, may act like discrete energy 
levels with localized wave functions near the mid-
dle of the gap. 

It is known that in this way r.b.'s act as 
zones of increased trappinr, and thus a deformation 
of the energy levels in the band scheme resultsID) 

"Boundary' surface states" have been supposed 
to exist in the forbidden band and were introduced 
in a theory explaining the measured non-ohmic be-
havior at the surface of such boundaries .3) 

The increased tranpinp probability, however, 
must be a bulk material effect also where a erain 
boundary crosses the otherwise perfect crystal 
structure.  In the following analysis, first the 
surface mechan±sm will be discussed. 

Measurements of the "Ilockinp" voltage of such 
grain-boundaries at the surface have given high 
values.  The boundary resistance may be about 200 
k ohms at 100 volts potential difference and more. 
This means that specific resistivities jump to un-
usually high values.  Probe measurements reveal 
this effect. 

Fig. 2a) shows a double-seed arrangement used 
for the growth of oriented bicrystals.  There are 
three angles 0 of misfit.  Fig. 2h) shown the re-
lative grain boundary energy as a function of the 
angle of misfit Oe.  Fig. 3 shows the case of 
cross polarization and the corresponding resistiv-
ity values.  The boundary is located at 0.  These 
results were found on a bicrystal (100) with e, e, 

50, 020, 0°, Oe 11.00. (Ge, n-type, 12 ohm am). 
There is a very high resistance jump due to a 
cross polarization when the potential is measured 
across the g.b. line. 

The height of such jumps should be dependent 
upon the boundary energy as discussed previously. 
In this way, it is possible to define the elec-
trical behavior of p.b.'s in terms of 0 and 0. 1)  
First conclusions which may be drawn from this 
work so far are: 

1.  Twinning in the proper sense gives low 
energy boundaries. 

30° 
and 

2.  Boundaries with angles of misfit g er211 
give a high probability of high stress fields 
large trapping rates. 

3.  Disturbed twins with Frank or Shockley 
partials7) might also give hi e p.b.-energies and 
disturbed zones in very thin layers. 

The resistivity vs. x (crystal dimension)-
diagram reveals in general the character of a p. 
b.  Two probe resistivity measurements across the 
surface of a crestal show typical jumps when the 

boundary zone is included in the current path.  A 
characteristic of a e.b. (silicon, 5 ohms am. n-
type) is shown in FiFure 4.  It is eymnetrical in 
the negative current ranre.  qectileine properties 
are apparent.  As Taylor et. al. 3) pointed out, 
the boundary states act as acceptor levels located 
in the gap between the valence and conduction 
bands, slirhtly below ti.e Ferri-level.  In equi-
librium these states are occupied by electrons and 
cause the carvine up of the bands.  Under applied 
voltage a stronger deforeation of the band scheme 
takes place and accumulation of elect rons is in-
creased.  This enhancement of the tranpinF-rate by 
potential ceanre in the e.h.-layer will be dis-
cussed further and transistor action based on the 
injection into the r.b.-zone will be te ultimate 
scope. 

GRAIN DOUNDARY 9A3.31 IS 

The electric behavior of grain-heundaries as 
investieated by Fan and co-workers, Pearson, and 
the author, indicates that the potential drop 
across the barrier is comearable to the behavior 
of te backward characteristic of hieh volta ,e Ge 
diodes. (Fig. 4)  We may understand this behavior 
by the assumption that electron concentration at 
the bounder./ increases weereas the hole ccncentra-
tion decreases when external voltaee is applied. 
Under the assumntion that the number of extra elec-
tron states in the boundary zone is constant, ap-
plication of the Gauss-Theorem applied to electric 
field-strength E and potential V across the e.b. 
gives a value of the critical potential (break-
down) of the p.b. as Vc = 4 Ø.  0 = work function 

1 e Volt.  This could give barrier voltaee of 
only a few volts. 

Since the actual voltaee drop is far greater, 
the inherent assumption of constant elect ron con-
centration at the boundary surface cannot be true. 
Taylor and co-workers3) applied Schottky's bar-
rier layer theo ey12) to the r.b. field and found 
indications that the number of bound electrons at 
the '.b.-interface increases with applied voltage 
while the number of holes decreases.  The Schottky 
type current equation for the r.b.-barrier layer 

/  

(3) 

22-  r /  

Subscript A refers to the bottom and B to the top 
of the barrier.  The minus sien refers to elec-
tron, the plus sign to hole current.  Since the 
concentration of electrons at the bottom (A) is 

equal nee and for barriers in an n -type semicon-
ductor  e je we pet 

.48 

le•  e/i4e E A 6 - /fee.  4,efrr- e e,sa  /kr y (4) 
a current equation similar to that in the case of 
a current terouph a P-N-junction.  Int roducing 
the fields on either side of the barrier El and 
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E2 and the relation Va = V1 - V2, (see Fig. 5) 

one obtains for electron and hole currents by el-

imination of neB : 

E E2. 

e " •  e /he exe(-‘41kril-45.(-ceilki (5) 

ItA2 eq'é- ee:frr)  /eh eeloé- J7) (6) 

/he 7 4he e2  ex', I- ee/kr) - El ev.  e ekr) 

With the Notations: 
El E2 = electrical field strength on either 

r.b. barrier side 

neo = neutral-carrier density 
e electron, L= hole mobility. 

= electron cfiarge 
k = Boltzman constant 
7 = abs. temperature 
ja = external voltage applied across the r.b. 

,V2 = voltage drop on either side of the F.b. 
barrier. (Va = v1-112 ) 

4tha = hole dens:ties on either side. 
The 'electron current-voltare relationship (5) 
such that with increasine external voltage Va ap-
pLed the electron current is dependent only on 

72.  With V2 increasing this current should dim-
inish since the barrier heieht would increase. 
It is, however, important to note that the poten-
tial on one side of the barrier is practically not 
only dependent on q, the number of electrons in 
the F.b.-states.  While q depends on eVa, there 

is a dependence of both, eVi, and eV2, on eVa. In 

orinciple Va = V1 (Va)-V2 (Va), for the signs, 

chosen in Fir. 5. 

is 

The hole current (6) could tend toward the 

F/ 
  e k  /et 

A  (7) 

for Il  more rapidly increasing with Va than V2. 

The dependence of q (electrons bound to the g.b. 
interface, qe being the original equilibrium num-
ber) is apparent. 

The next step is the evaluation of the elec-
tron concentration at the top of the boundary: 
neB . Equalinr a current-voltage relationship ac-
cording to (4) for both sides of the barrier 
yields: ),  

e,p(-.1;/ér)  (8) =  E -E ea  s 

for applied voltage V, » kTie.  The hole concen— 

tration becomes: 

•t4. .2 'N o -1,9e (e  /  (9) 

El - E2 - q is the number of electrons on the 
boundary states.  When we put q = qo constant the 
differentiation of neB  and nhB with Va pives: 

'D e e & I/j )1e. e / — 

94  =  rr M e j e 

;4 /( 3  e 

21/ 

2fee  exfr(e4,/kr)  (11) 
ho kr 

for V2 » kTi  (10) is positive while (11) becomes 
negative, indi cat ing an increase of neB  and a de-

crease of nhB with Va. As pointed out before, and 
what is apparent by the conclusions, q is not con-
stant but a function of Va and thus V2 also is a 
function of Va. In principle, the increasing nuis-
ber of electrons trapped in g.b.-states with in-
creasing applied external voltage enhance the 
building of a steep interface-barrier until there 
occurs a Zener-break through the inversion layer 
which limits the blocking-voltage.  In absolute 

values Vi and V2 increase with Va for q 0 qe. 

In a first order approximation q may be put 
constant to evaluate ne8  as f (Va) and since V2 

increases with Va 
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Fee • I/4 >> //a.  (13) 

rke.  f/s  WA I 
41 el / 

This equation shows that the limit for strongly 
increasing nen  is given by the fact that q • fte4 

and by the Zener effect i.e. quantum mechan-
ical tunneling of electrons through the barrier 
layer.  The transition processes between the dif-

ferent energy levels will thus tend to inérease 

the number of electrons on the boundary states. 



Therefore, the behavior of the r.b. is similar to 
that of a P-N-junction.  It mirht be said that: 
The hole current is carried by material  of higher  
hole conductivity outside the boundary than inside. 
Thus the gradient is much greater in the boundary 
region.  Here, as in the case of a P-N-junction 
the cross resistance is much greater than tea in-
tegrated resistivity of the material comprisins 
the F.b.  Thus polarized grain boundaries have rec-
tifyinr properties. 

It is however, important to note that accord-
ing to equation (13) the number of electrons in 
boundary states increases whereas the number of 
holes decreases.  This means an increase in V2 
with Va as pointed out.  In this respect the e.b. 
double layer behaves different tan a p-n-junction 
double layer.  Polarization across the line of 
dangling bonds is thus influencine the number of 
extra electron levels built up in the r.b. line. 
This may cause a strong increase in traopine rate 
or high current multiplication. 

INFLUENCE ON GRAIN BOUhseard BAeR nR3 BY CAR-
RIER INJECTTOU AND LI AT  

The aforementioned assumptions lead to the 
conclusion that there must be a strong influence 
on the r.b.-resistance or the r.b.-cross current 
by carrier injection into the F.b.-re.ion itself. 
Several different forms are possible. 

a.  Filamentary type surface modulation by 
injection throurh a polarized electrode on the 
boundary zone.  Figure 5 elves a descriptive view 
of the r.b. surface modulation and the sceeeatic 
equivalent in the band scheme.  Quite independent-
ly from the external volta -e, annlied to the e.b., 
injected minority carriers, (ho es), may recom-
bine with electrons, present in -.b.-states, thus 
causine a barrier lowerine and stronr canres in 
current across the r.b.-rerion.  As an additional 
effect there should be a saturation r'-: on in 
w'ich tee cross current becames str n.-iv indepen-
dent from the cross voltare.  Both cases have been 
observed as the dia -rams show. 

b.  Modulation by light injection.  Tee same 
effect can of course, result from li -ht quanta. 
Lipht injection in the proper frequenc: ran;-e in-
creases the nuiber of excitons in the boundary 
zone.  Under the applied field, electrons drift 
to the collector side and the holes increase the 
minority carrier density in the r.b. re ,-ion.  The 
injection of li.7ht int  a c.b.-layer has a hirher 
efficiency with resrect to carrier release and in-
fluence on the cross current than injection into a 
normal crystal str:cture (phototransistor). The 
r.b.-stress field has a hirh capture-cross section 
for caeriers and, wAh external field aerlied, the 
influence on the cross-current may be extraordi-
narily stronr.  This is apnarent also b- the ex-
tremely high current multiplication factors which 
are found by injection into -.b,-zones.  i'or a 
definite number of injected carriers, the fluctua-
tion of the Quasi-Fermi level is stronrest when 
the carriers are in.fected into the e.b. zone it-
self. 

c.  Modulation of a current across a bulk-
crystal in which a r.b. is interposed. 

The structure of the g.b. may easily have a 
line-shaped form at the surface (see Fir. 2) and 
may be arranged in such a way that the r.b.-plane 
crosses the otherwise perfect crystal structure in 
a definite orientation, perpendicular to the cut-
tin --plane.  .4e have seen that the boundary zone 
is characterized by an enerey state higher than 
the one of the surrounding lattice.  In normal 
cases, and especially in the cases  of high resis-
tance-jumps, which are characteristic for high 
boundary ener -ies, there is a nigh number of car-
riers (electrons) present inside the p.b.-region. 
This plane-shaped rerion is therefore surrounded 
on both sides by hirh resistivity inversion layers 
and may be put on a specific potential with 
respect to the rest of the crystal. 

Recent investi rations of other authors on 
crown e.b.'s using (100) seeds bound symmetrically 
on either side of a,molybdenium wedee confirm 
these assamptions 13) . 

The wedge an-le  5° to 15° and lay in a 
(l n) plane common to the two seeds.  Contacts 
were made on wafers cut from the bicr7stals.  In 
tre case where t: ese contacts were on the r.b.-
zone, the measured resistances were 2.103 to 10 5 

ohms.  If tee contacts were made on tee normal 
cr -stal material, resistances lay at 106 ohms. 

This behavior and especially the potential-el -lien-
dent carrier-density in the r.b. zone make possi-
ble a bulk modulation equal to that by a P-type 
la er bet  en two I:-tYpe parts of a crystal. 

The  level dia-ram fer a ¡r.b. across 
tee bulk  r•-stal structure must be defined by eee 
array  e .17-loeations, with the stress field and 

hirner carrier density.  The band 
as was discussed, f-r the sur-

. 3).  Fir. 6 rives a sc eeatic 

the current Il is supported 
electrons (mae rity carriers) and 12 
'es barrier  't by an ine',ecticn of 

not r..,c.s.>,rly appear as a hole 
. h t:e speciry-h, frequency response 
t r than in an. ::-1-'-junction device. 

na, te concentra-
te  a  t in layer.  Disturbed twin bounda-
ries  be as thin as a few microns. 

;:CDULATI;i:  P( 

Two and three probe measurements and exneri-
meets with (-rain boundaries in bulk material have 
been carried on ail o:) confirm tie above developed 
1-.Le. re.  It is fairle nessiele to make elec'r c 
eentact to  e -.U.-7one itself since, the t:ick-
ress of this zone is under polarization in ornerai, 
lar-er t:an th  diam-ter of electrolytically 
pointed Tun sten-prc.bes.  Aen t.e probes are 
placed outside the .-.b.-region a weak trahsistor-
action can be m.easured because of t:e normal minor-
ity carrier injection.  Care was taken that no 
mmtact formation occurred durinr measure7ent 
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which would have falsified the results.  When the 
specimen was moved so that the medium whisker was 
placed on the r.b. a very different electric be-
havior could be measured.  Fig. 7 pives an example 
of such measurements for a gerranlum bicrystal. 
It is apparent that there is carrier injection also 
cutside of the g.b. zone but the higher ( - values 

(current multiplications: 41 74/T,. 
and the saturation of the cross current I show a 
pronounced r.b.-action.  Fig. 8 rives another typ-
ical result for Germanium. fd  r okm ew., 

Special consideration was given to silicon. 
Initially, samples were studied which had been cut 
from nolycr:stalline material so that only one 
boundary crossed the otherwise perfect crystal 
str cture.  These bicrystals had very different 
properties conforminr to the relative orientation 
of the cr?stals on eitner side of the boundary. 

Two probes are put on either side of the r.b. 
The c-.aracteristic is symmetric and extends in the 
same manner to the third quadrant.  A three probe 
measurement with negative polarization of te r.b. 
rericn of silicon with 5 ohm-cm resistivity is 
shown in Firure 9. High current amplification was 
found in samples of the kind represented in Fir. 

As we have seen before, the efficient current 
multiplication at a proper p.b. interface may be 
exolained on the basis of the high trapping rate 
and consequent carrier density in the p.b.-zone. 
While the hole density decreases stronrly with ap-
plied field across the e.b., the electron density 

increases. 

At the other hand, hole injection into the p. 
chanpes the r.b.-pctential barrier and 

causes a shift of the Quasi-Fermi level as a con-

sequence of the barrier lowerinr. 

Thus the electron current: 

efe .e [nee-  -exiaé tea Ár21(23.) 

c?anres stron dy, since neB  and VeB underpo varia-

tions by carrier injection into tie 
An evaluation of the change :n conduction of the 
barrier re l'ion bv V2 - variation can be made as 

follows: 

ed _ 5.2 

with the notations already used. 

3inoe El - E2 = - q and E2  

y  M eg 

(22) 

with  = aC  '2- • 7-

Since  

— 

corresponding to: 

9,4 Ifti9 

(25) 

(26) 

We may now introduce these carrier-density varia-
tions with V2 into the equation for the conductiv-

ity-change due to trapping: 

e (4  e) 5k j4 lie 1- 4 *he ) 

Since we may consider the injection into the u.b. 
as a variation of V2 independently  of V1 and in 
this way change the actual number of trapped holes 
( 4 4iht) and electrons GA net ) in the g.b.-zone. 

The result  

4Creelcei:e;ie — zei e ad42.7 
f 

etz. 1,4 -0- 2x40 49C deft éceezi)(27)  

Thus the conductivity in the g.b.-zone increases 

by a change of d net with V2 and increases expo-

nentially with V2 as far as hole trapping is en-

hanced. 

The normal case is, that under the applied 
barrier voltare the actual number of electrons in 
the F.b.-zone is so much higher than the number of 

holes that only the first part of equation (27) 
has to be considered.  This decrease in  q 
(resistivity) is equivalent to a hirher cross con-
ductance or higher current-density as is found by 

trie injection experiment. 

The explanation of high current multiplica-
tion -values may be based at first hand on the 
situation known from the case of the Filamentary 
Transistor and formed point contact transistors.' " 

Here the explanation can be riven on the ba-
sis of the induced charpe of the extra-electron 

(23)  layer.  (See Figure 11).  The current will be sup-
ported mainly by electrons.  Holes from electrode 
1 are kept at te p.b. and thus the electron cur-
rent flowinr from 2 to 1 is much larger than the 
hole current flouinr across the p.b. to the col-
lector electrode 2.  Here we have realized the 
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ideal conditions for high Q(-values which have 
been defined by W. Shockley. 15)  

"If a concentration of centers which had the 
property of binding holes tightly could be pro-
duced directly in front of the collector, then 
the holes could tend to accumulate there with a 
resultant increase in space charge".  In other 
words, if  4T& 4 a re 

In = electron currant 

... hole current 

mobility ratio, the current multiplication could 
be e41  

In the case of a g.b. this is easily possible 
since: 

1.  The ratio of mobilities (b) is affected 
by the high fields near the collector point at the 
g.b. 

2.  Holes and electrons do not flow along the 
same current paths. 

3.  Holes accumulate easily at the g.b. where 
higher electron density is produced under applied 
field across the g.b.-j unction or growth-junction. 
The increased trapping in the p.b. region causes a 
hole to spend a fraction x of its time in a trap. 
It moves (1-x) of its time with normal mobility. 
The net effect is that its mobility is reduced by 
a factor (1-x) and b id raised to 

4 4 . =  

If (1-x) is %mall/this leads to large-40e values 
and hence to high a(i-values.  The theory for the 
'.b.-transistor has yet to be worked out in detail. 
Experiments are being made, at present, in the di-
rection of useful application of the r.b. field. 
Equivalent forms may be worked out, using P-N-
junctions as well.  For instance a P-N-p.b.-N-
structure may prove effective. (Fir. 12)  High cur-
rent multiplication in a base to ground connection 
may give new possibilities to combine hiFh fre-
quency response with hirher current multiplication. 
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a. Sche matic representation of a double seed 

crystal pulling arrange ment.  b. 'Gain 

boundary energy (relative) as a function 

of angle of misfit O. 
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Characteristic of a silicon g.b. (sy m metrical 

for negative voltage and current). 
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Fig. 5 

Surface measure ment device for a g.b. and 

modulation of quasi-Fer mi levels by 

carrier injection. 
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Fig. 6 
Bulk-effect measure ment of a g.b.-field with 

injection of carriers into the g.b. field. 
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Energy level diagra m for a g.b. under applied 

voltage Va with electrodes showing Hook-action. 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN SILICON JUNCTION DIODES AND POWER RECTIFIER 

H. Gunther Rudenberg 
Transitron Electronic Corporation 

Melrose, Massachusetts 

::ew silicon junction rectifiers are 
presented.  Different alloying techniques 
provide p-n juncticns of smaller as well 
as much larger areas than formerly avail-
able.  Types now developed handle kilo-
watts cf alternating current, others mil-
liwatts of high-frequency signals.  They 
have low forward voltage drops, excellent 
rectification efficiencies at rated power, 
inverse currents of microamperes or frac-
tions t:»  of, and inverse voltages from 
13 te 1,  eD volts even at high ambient 
temperat.res. 

DEUICES  

Yery conaideraele improvements in 
silicon technology have recently led to a 
realizaticn of many practical devices 
which had peen predicted only from theor-
etical analyses.  Perfection of single 
cr:stal silicon and metallurgical control 
or alloying and junction formation have 
led to the development both of large area 
power rectifiers and of small area high 
frequency junction diodes.  Each of these 
nave inherent advantages wnich make them 
suitable for certain specific applica-

tions. 

It seems pertinent to review the 
basic characteristics which can be ob-
tained from single crystal silicon recti-
fiers of various reeistivities, in order 
to compare these with other power recti-
fiers line selenium cells.  Figure 1 shows 
the cell voltages plotted against current 
densities expressed in amperes or micro-
amperes per square inch.  Thus a single 
cell silicon rectifier may have a voltage 
drop of hundreds to thousands of volts. 
:iere the comparison with dry disc recti-
fiers is visible.  Tnese have only 36 
volts ms or  volt DC peak inverse 
voltage per cell.  Thus on a unit call 
basis, tne inverse characteristics of 
eilicon scow a much sharper current and 
voltage saturation, as well as currents 
one-tenth as large and cell voltages ten 
to a hundred times high r.  /,t toe same 
time, the extremely good forward char-
acteristics of a silicon rectifier are 
apparent, since silicon junctions are 
capable of  current densitiea of tno order 
of one teousand times higner tnan selen-
ium cells of equal area. 

Power dissipation may set an upper 
limit to tof, currents and voltages at 
which each cell may operate.  fievorthe-
1.1.31,  a tremendous ialprovement, in recti-

fier performance may be realized by using 
silicon diodes or rectifiers instead of 
dry disc units.  Another considerable 
advantage of silicon is the fact that it 
can be operated at junction temperatures 
of 150°C and higher without any aging 
effects.  250°C operation may be obtained 
through further development, and the de-
vices described here are based on 150°C 
operation of the junction in 125°C ambi-

ants. 

Five types of silicon junction diodes 
and rectifiers are described.  These are 
a high current developmental rectifier, 
a medium current power rectifier which is 
in quantity production, a developmental 
high voltage silicon rectifier, a junction 
diode having very low inverse currents, 
and a small area high frequency bonded 
junction diode.  The last two types are 
also in production.  All units are herm-
etically sealed with ceramic or glass-to-
metal seals.  Figure 2 shows the diodes 
of small size.  These are manufactured 
either in a ceramic cartridge with axial 
leads, in a developmental subminiature 
glass package, or in a welded miniature 
metal can.  Figure 3 shows the higher 
power rectifiers which require cooling by 
conduction to a chassis in order to per-
mit the highest power ratings.  Thus these 
rectifiers are manufactured on a copper 
base with a stud which can be screwed 
tightly against a chassis to insure intim-
ate thermal contact. 
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SILICON POWER RECTIFIERS  

Both the medium power rectifiers and 
the developmental high current units have 
forward and inverse characteristics as 
shown in Figure 4, curves B and A res-
pectively.  The high current unit type 
PS-1 is rated at 15 to 30 amperes current 
with a peak inverse voltage of 125 volts, 
and is suitable for the rectification of 
kilowatts of power.  The medium power 
rectifiers such as the 1N341 or 114332 will 
handle tens of watts, a bridge circuit 
capable of supplying 200 watts of recti-
fied power at an ambient temperature of 
125°C occupying a volume of only one cubic 
inch.  The temperature characteristics of 
these units are excellent, as even at 
125 °C the medium power rectifier will 
draw inv.:rse currents ranging from 10 
microamperes to 1 milliampere.  This ex-
tremely low inverse current at high temp-
eratures contributes to their high 



efficiency, and provides for hifrher volt-
age output than could be obtained from 
conventional dry disc units. 

Two factors control the power conver-
sion efficiency of a rectifier.  At low 
current levels, the inverse leakage cur-
rent produces an appreciable power loss 
compared to the load current.  At high 
currents this is small, but the forward 
voltage drop reduces the voltage and power 
available to the load.  Both these factors 
are very small in these silicon power rec-
tifiers, leading to the high efficiency 
shown in Figure 5.  This shows the power 
conversion efficiency of a typical silicon 
rectifier 1N341, which is 96% at its rated 
output current of 400 milliamperes.  The 
dotted line at the bottom of the figure 
refers to the efficiency of a represent-
ative selenium rectifier of similar ra-
tings in single phase service.  This 30% 
greater efficiency of silicon has a very 
important practical aspect, because trans-
formers and generators designed for use 
with silicon power rectifiers need be only 
70% as large as those designed for selen-
ium rectifiers, and only 50% as large as 
those designed for copper oxide or mag-
nesium sulfide units in single phase ser-
vice.  For polyphase rectifiers the re-
duction in size of transformers are also 
appreciable. 

A number of rectifier types have been 
developed from the generic type discussed. 
The specifications of the types designed 
for power supply applications are shown in 
Table I.  Current ratings refer to resist-
ive or inductive loads, those for capaci-
tive filters being somewhat less. 

TABLE I  

Silicon Power Rectifiers  
Power Supply Types  

SPECIFICATIONS AND RATINGS AT 125°C 

P.I.V. 

Volts 
dc 
mA 

Ef Avg. 
Volts 

Ir Avg. 

mA 

1N341 400 __. 
400 3.0 .5 

1N342 200 

1N343 400 
300 3.0 .5 

1N344 200 

1N345 400 
200 2.5 .5 

1N346 200 

1N347 1000 1.0 

1N348 100 400 2.5 .5 

1N349 200 2.5 
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Typical of the advanced characteristics 
of these silicon rectifiers is the 1N341. 
This has 400 volts DC peak inverse voltage, 
thus allowing direct operation of a single 
cell rectifier from a 135 volt AC power 
line to a capacitive filter with proper 
surge limiting resistance.  Lower voltage 
units are manufactured from silicon cry-
stals of lower resistivity.  These have a 
higher forward current rating such as the 
1000 milliampere type 1N347. 

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER TYPES 

By means of special processing tech-
niques, the inverse leakage currents of 
some types of silicon power rectifiers may 
be held to extremely low limits even at 
elevated temperatures.  Figure 6 shows the 
maximum averaged inverse leakage current 
of such units as a function of tempera-
ture.  At voltages below the "Zener" 
breakdown voltage, this current ranges 
from fractions of a microampere at room 
temperature to tens of microamperes at 
125 0C, and is almost independent of volt 
age.  This inverse leakage current is so 
small, that in magnetic amplifier appli-
cations it is too small to saturate the 
iron cores.  This extremely low leakage 
current, corresponding to megohms of in-
verse resistance, makes these types of 
rectifiers especially suited for use in 
magnetic amplifier circuits. 

Magnetic amplifier designs are fre-
quently limited by the characteristics of 
conventional rectifiers, since the gain of 
a self-saturated magnetic amplifier is 
limited by the ratio of forward rectifier 
current to inverse rectifier leakage cur-
rent averaged over a cycle.  It is evident 
that rectifiers with forward currents of 
amperes and inverse currents of micro-
amperes allow very large stable gains to 
be obtained from such magnetic amplifiers. 
Here also the increased efficiency and 
higher maximum temperatures allow very 
compact design of cooling structures. 

The relatively small change of for-
ward voltage drop with temperature illus-
trated in Figure 7 is another feature of 
the silicon power rectifiers which makes 
their use attractive in precision elect-
ronic equipment.  This curve shows the 
average forward voltage drop as a function 
of temperature for some of the magnetic 
amplifier types whose specifications are 
shown in Table II. 



TABLE II  

Silicon Power Rectifiers  
Magnetic Amplifier Types  

SPECIFICATIONS AND RATINGS AT 125°C 

l_N332 

1N333 

1N334 

1N335 

P.I.V.  Idc  Ef Avg. Ir Avg. 

Volts  mA  Volts  mA 

400  1.5 

1N336 

1N337 

1N338 

1N339 

1N340 

400  .100 

330 

200 

200  3.0 

' 400  1.5 

1_200  3.0 

400  1.3 

200  2.5 

1000  1.0 

100  400  1.3 

200  2.5 

.100 

ambient environment will allow operation 
at 1.5 to 2 watts of dissipated power 
even at 125°C.  In cases where the copper 
base can be operated at chassis potential, 
and when using a large chassis, units may 
be operated at still larger power dissi-
pation. 

Actual ratings are derived for aver-
age chassis sizes, about 5" x 5" x 1/8" 
with a mica washer insulator.  A few 
drops of silicone oil will insure better 
contact by preventing entrapment of air. 
Forced cooling can naturally reduce cool-
ing fin areas by a large factor in cases 
where forced air is available. 

On the basis of the current ratings 
described, Figure 9 gives the heat sink 
thermal resistance which, at the various 

.050  ambient temperatures shown, will not ex-
ceed the 150°C junction temperature per-
missable with ,these power rectifiers. 

.100 

.050 

.050 

This table illustrates the forward 
and inverse characteristics obtainable 
with various rectifier designs.  These 
medium area rectifiers range from types 
allowing one ampere average current with 
one volt average forward drop to units 
having 400 volts peak inverse voltage. 

MOUNTING AND COOLING  

Even with their high power conversion 
efficiency, rectifiers providing 50 watts 
DC output per cell nave losses of a few 
watts in the silicon wafer.  This heat is 
generated in the inherent electrical res-
istance of the semiconductor, and is con-
ducted away from the junction by the cop-
per base.  The silicon power rectifiers 
are designed for conduction cooling, as 
this affords a major saving in rectifier 
size and weight for any given power re-
quirement.  Sufficient surface area can 
generally be provided by proper utiliza-
tion of the chassis to aid in dissipating 
the rectifier power losses. 

Figure 8 illustrates the mechanical 
arrangement and the thermal circuit of 
these power rectifiers.  The silicon wafer 
is mounted on a copper base, which in turn 
conducts the heat through an insulating 
washer to the metal chassis.  The thermal 
resistance of the rectifier from the 
junction to the copper base is of the or-
der of 5° to 10°C per watt.  Mounting on 
a chassis or heat sink with a total ther-
mal resistance of 7.5°C per watt to the 

The use of conduction cooling to a 
chassis or large plate, which in turn is 
convection or forced air cooled to the 
ambient surroundings, allows a full real-
ization of the excellent characteristics 
of these silicon power rectifiers.  It is 
through careful mounting that continuous 
service at 125°C with high power handling 
ability and negligible leakage currents 
can be obtained.  Also the utilization of 
a conductive cooling connection permits 
the use of a hermetically sealed recti-
fier cell to provide complete environ-
mental protection in a miniature package 
of less than .2 cubic inches in volume. 

HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIERS  

Development is proceeding on high 
voltage rectifiers, exceeding the 400 
volt types described already.  Voltages 
of 600 to 800 volts have been obtained 
from production type power rectifiers, 
and developmental high voltage units have 
been assembled with breakdown voltages in 
excess of 1000 volts as shown in Curve "C" 

of Figure 4.  In all of these cases the 
increase of breakdown voltage with higher 
temperature is of considerable advantage, 
since it permits full voltage rating at 
elevated temperatures, which is not gen-
erally possible with other types of recti-
fiers. 

Units may also be placed in series 
to obtain higher voltages.  It is recom-
mended that a parallel equalizing resist-
ance be placed across each rectifier in 
the series string such that each 600 volt 
rectifier 'would be paralleled by a 1 meg-
ohm 1/2 watt resistor.  This provides 
somewhat better balancing of the series 
rectifiers than is generally obtained 
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from the inverse characteristic alone. 
Units having higher back currents should 
naturally have somewhat lower values of 
stabilizing resistance connected across 
the rectifier.  In this manner high volt-
age operation can be obtained from stan-
dard units with forward and inverse char-
acteristics as good as those from the 
single cell hi gh voltage rectifier. 

SILICON JUNCTION DIODES  

Silicon juncticn diodes have been 
developed for some time', and each new 
development in technology2 , produces some 
further improvements in their specific 
characteristics and ratings.  The ex-
tremely high inverse resistance of these 
silicon junction diodes, even at 150°C, 
makes them ideal for exacting high temper-
ature applications such as low level mag-
netic amplifiers.  New techniques have 
allowed the development of units having a 
somewhat higher conductence than previous-
ly available.  The curves marked "D" in 
Figure 4 illustrate the range of char-
acteristics obtained from one particular 
group of such diodes.  These diodes are 
tested at 125°C to provide satisfactory 
performance at hi e temperatures.  Since 
these units as well as the power recti-
fiers have exceedingly sharp voltage 
saturation curves with a sharp "eener 
break, they are well applicable for volt-
age regulators.  The Zener voltage changes 
only of the order of 10-15% between 25 °C 
and 1250C so that their stability is as 
good as that of gas filled regulator tubes. 
Minimum currents are very small, simpli-
fying low level regulators. 

HIGH FREQUENCY BONDED JUNCTION DIUDeS  

Techniques for obtaining very small 
area junctions in silicon have been dev-
eloped to provide units with excellent 
high frequency characteristics.  These 
small silicon diodes have about 0.1 
micro-micro-farad junction capacitance, 
to which must be added the capacitance of 
the ceramic or elass case of about 0.5 to 
1 micro-micro-farad in most practical 
circuits.  Figure 10 shows the 100 mega-
cycle rectifications efficiency of such 
units, but tnese diodes will rectify 
efficiently up to 500 megacycles.  Some 
of these diodes have pulse recovery char-
acteristics below 0.1 microseconds to a 
50,000 ohm impedance with driving pulses 
of 20 volts.  As always, exact comparisons 
with other types of diodes depend upon the 
measuring circuit, but these oonded sili-
con junction diodes perform extremely well 
compared to conventional high frequency 
whisker diodes or specially processed 
units 3 . 

The high frequency diodes have for-
ward currents ranging from 1 milliampere 
to 4 milliamperes at 1 volt.  Fie -ure 11 
shows the forwerd current cearacteristics 
of various grades or these high frequency 
siliccn diodes.  In viewing this curve, 
it must seem somewhat of a paradox that 
units with such low forward current can 
eive excellent high frequency response. 
however, both are due to the extremely 
small area of the rectifying junction. 
i.leure 12 snows the inverse character-
istics or the same grades of high fre-
quency junction diodes.  Although their 
inverse currents are not as minute as 
these of the somewhat largor junction 
diodes already described,  it should be 
realized that these units were specifi-
cally developed to obtain good high fre-
euency performance.  At 100°C these 
diodes still have extremely low inverse 
currents,  oelow 10 microamperes for the 
leb and 57 types. 

One objection to all silicon devices 
as hi gh frequency rectifiers can be read-
ily avoided.  This is teeir high impedance 
at low signal levels.  A small forward 
bias current applied teroueel a high res-
istance, even as small as 1 or 10 micre-
amperes, is sufficient to bias any silicen 
junction diode to a point where optimum 
sensitivity can be developed for the im-
pedance level desired.  Under these cor-
ditions more output power can be obtainea 
for a given input power with silicon 
junction diodes than with germanium dicees 
or microwave point contact silicon cry-
stals up to 500 or 1000 megacycles. 

SUMMARY 

Five types of silicon junction diodes 
and power rectifiers have been described 
which have been developed to various 
stages of production.  These units are 
capable of operatine at ambient tempera-
tures of 100 to 125°C at full ratines and 
will withstand 150 °C in lower power ap-
plications.  All units are hermetically 
sealed to provide excellent stability 
under all environmental conditions. 

High power rectifiers with areas ex-
ceeding 1 square centimeter of silicon 
have peen operated at currents above 100 
amperes.  Such units can handle kilowatts 
of rectified power at elevated tempera-
tures.  Even with the low forward voltage 
drop of a few volts, such units must be 
extremely well cooled to prevent their 
exceeding a junction temperature of 150 °0. 
The high current and peak inverse voltage 
ratings of such production and develop-
mental units, as well as their extremely 
minute inverse leakage currents even at 
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elevated temperatures, make these recti-
fiers attractive for a large number of 
critical applications which must function 
reliably at high temperatures.  Further-
more, the high rectification efficiency 
of 90 to 98% obtainable from silicon pow-
er rectifiers provides power and weight 
savings in electronic equipment, as well 
as permitting extremely compact rectifier 
design.  Significant is the complete ab-
sence of any aging effects even after 
long time operation. 

Medium power units scaled down in 
area from these high power types range 
from 100 to 400 volts peak inverse volt-
age and forward current ratings from 1 
ampere to 200 milliamperes.  The design 
or the mounting structure required to ob-
tain full rated rectifier power at 125°C, 
or to allow increased ratings at lower 
temperatures have been described.  Such 
units have been in daily operation for 
over a year, illustrating their excellent 
life 4. 

The lowest power diodes are charac-
terized by minute junctions of extremely 
creell area.  These diodes have back cur-
rents of small fractions of microamperes 
in room temperatures and a few micro-
amperes at 100 to 125 °C.  Various types 
allcw operation at very high frequency 
or at very h4h Lepedance levels, with 
velteee breakdowns from 10 to 300 volts. 
3ev3ral types are useful as voltage regu-
lators in the breakdown region cf their 
characteristic. 

Ctner types with somewhat differing 
caracteristics may oe interpolated be-

twcen the units shown, in order to take 
full advantage of the amazing character-
istics of the silicon junctions.  Since 
rectifier characteristics can be so read-
ily designed, the electrical engineer has 
a further dimension at his finger tips 
which allows adjustment of rectifier per-
formance beyond those permitted by permu-
tations of cell area and number.  In all 
cases these units illustrate the really 
phenomenally low inverse currents and 
high forward current densities which ara 
achieved through careful processing of 
single crystal silicon. 
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Mounting and Cooling of Rectifier. 
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COMPARATIVE HIGH-FREQUENCY OPERATION OF JUNCTION TRANSISTORS 

rr 
MADE OF DIFFERENT SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS 

L. J. Giacoletto 
RCA Laboratories 

Radio Corporation of America 
Princeton. N. J. 

Summary  

The high-frequency performance of junction 
transistors is determined in part by the time 
required for the injected minority carriers to 
traverse the base region.  Large minority carri-
er mobility contributes to reducing this transit 
time.  However, the high-frequency performance 
is also affected by factors such as base-lead 
resistance and collector-to-base junction ca-
pacitance, and it is shown that large majority 
carrier mobility will reduce the detrimental 
effects of these factors. 

An important result of the analysis of 
high-frequency operation is the discovery that 
both minority and majority carrier mobilities 
are of about equal importance.  It follows that 
the high-frequency performance of an n-p-n tran-
sistor should be about the same as that of a 
geometrically identical p-n-p transistor.  Fur-
thermore, for evaluation of new semiconductors, 
a knowledge of the values of both mobilities is 
required, and a figure of merit is proposed 
which is formed by the product of the two drift 
mobilities divided by the square root of the 

dielectric constant. 

Introduction 

r.harge carriers in semiconductors are of 
two types - minority carriers and majority 
carriers.  In an n-type semiconductor, the 
electrons are the majority carriers and are 
normally present; the holes are the minority 
carriers, often injected from one of the bounda-
ries.  The reverse is true for p-type semicon-
ductors. 

Because, in the conventional junction tran-
sistor, it is the minority carriers which flow 
out of the emitter, through the base, and into 
the collector, the role of the majority carriers 
is often neglected.  This leads to an incorrect 
concept of the factors which enter into high-
frequency behavior.  It is true that the high-
frequency performance of a junction transistor 
is affected by the time required for the minor-
ity carriers to traverse the base region, and 
that large minority carrier mobility contributes 

*First published in RCA Review, vol. 16, pp. 34-

42; March, 

to the reduction of this transit time, but this 
is only part of the story.  Since charge neu-
trality must exist, minority carriers flawing 
into, and out of, the base region are accom-
panied by flow of majority carriers aleo into, 
and out of, the base region.  This produces a 
high-frequency voltage drop in the base-lead 
resistance which is determined in part by the 
majority carrier mobility.  In addition, ma-
jority carrier mobility affects the very im-
portant collector-to-base junction capacitance. 

An important result of this analysis of 
high-frequency operation is the discovery of the 
fact that the majority and minority carrier 
mobilities are of nearly equal importance.  It 
follows that, in general, p-n-p type transis-
tors àaould not be very different from n-p-n 
type transistors in high-frequency performance. 

Furthermore, for evaluation of new semiconduc-
tors, a knowledge of the values of both majori-
ty and minority carrier mobilities is required. 
A figure of merit for semiconductors is pro-
posed which is formed by the product of the two 
drift mobilities, divided by the square root of 
the dielectric constant.  With the aid of this 
figure of merit, semiconductor materials that have 
been considered good because of their large 
electron Hall mobility are shown to be poor for 
use in transistor devices. 

In this article, after a discussion of the 
general equation for high-frequency performance, 
a comparison is drawn, first between transistors 
of different polarity (n-p-n and p-n-p) but made 
with the same semiconductor material, and second 
between transistors of the same polarity but made 
with different semiconductor materials.  This 
report covers only the analysis, but the con-
clusions drawn are in accord with extensive 
small-signal experimental data on germanium and 
silicon junction transistors. 

High-Frequency Operation  

The hybrid-n common-emitter equivalent 
circuit as shown in Figure la will be employed 
as the basta for the study of high-frequency 
operati on. 

At higher operating frequencies the con-
du ctances shown in Figure la are negligible in 
comparison with the capacitive susceptances, 
and the equivalent circuit which is applicable 
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is that shown in Figure lb.  An approximate 
analysis of this circuit indicates that the 
maximum power amplification is given by 

P.A. 

4a)2rbb' Cbee Cb'c 

(1) 

With the aid of equations for the transistor 
parameters and some approximations, this equa-

tion can be written in terms of the semiconduc-
tor constants and the operating point.  Expres-
sions will be written of general validity, but, 
for clarity, the subscript notation will be that 
for an n-p-n transistor.  In order to obtain the 
expressions for a p-n-p transistor it is only 
necessary to interchange n and p subscripts and 
d and a (donor and acceptor) subscripta wherever 

they occur.  The development throughout this 
article is for abrupt impurity transitions as 
found in alloy-type junction transistors.  In 
grown-type junction transistors the impurity 

bc AAA. 

(a)  Complete circuit 

ebb' 
b 

C tic 

r  g ry, V b' e 

e 
(b)  Circuit applicable at high frequencies. 

Fig. 1 - Hybrid-n common-emitter 
equivalent circuit. 

transition is generally gradual.  Although the 
detailed results differ, the basic conclusions 
are the same for both alloy- and grown-type 
junction transistors. 

For a reasonably good transistor, emitter 
and collector currents are approximately equal, 
so that Le.-11. A IE where A. is 39 volta  -i  at 
room tem erature  and IE is the emitter current. 
The base-lead resistance, rbb , is a function of 
transistor geometry.  From measurements, rbb , is 

For other temperatures„A = gem  where e is the 
electronic ch arge and k is Boltimann's constant. 
Hence 11. • 11600/T where T is in degrees K. 
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known to be inversely proportional to the con-
ductivity of the base-region semiconductor, 67„, 

so that r  • 0 0 m-b) where G is the constant 
of proporfranality involving the transistor 
geometry.  The expression for the diffusion ca-

pacitance, Cb,c, is 

Cb'e • 

2  Wb2 

A I E 
2µ n 

where µ  is the electron mobility in the p-type 
base seniconductor and U, is the base thickness 
between points of zero electrostatic voltage 
gradient.  Throughol4 this report, Wb will be 

considered constant.'  The collector-to-base 
capacitance, Cb , , generally consists of two 
factors - a barrier capacitance and a transit 
time capacitance.  In high-frequency transistors 
where Wb is small and 0- is large, the collec-
tor junction barrier capacitance will predomin-

ate, so that 

Cbice«.e- Ac 
2µ pVCE 

/ 

where A  is the collector area, K  is the di-
clectrié constant of the base semiconductor, e 
is the permittivity of free space, u is the 
hole mobility in the p-type base se dcanductor, 

and VCE is the collector voltage.  With the ex-
pression  a; ee- eN  (where e is the electron 
charge and g is ttePdenaity of the base im-
purity acceptor atoms), Equation (1) can be 
written 

P.A. 
pn 

1/2 
w2Ac A 2KeE0 

eNaVCE  I 
b2 

(2, 

AB mentioned above, this expression is applic-
able to alloy-type junction transistors where 
the collector junction barrier occurs in the 
base semiconductor. 

Examination of Equation (2), at first 
glance, makes it seem advisable to choose a 
high collector bias, V , and a high base im-
purity density, N . B ever, the "breakdown" 
phenomenon of theacollector, considered in the 
next section, is such that, when N rises, the 
maximum V„ falls.  Furthermore, wren N rises 
'sufficiently, the mobilities u and un te en to 
decrease noticeably.  The nextPtwo sections dis-
cuss these interrelationships. 



- Effect of Collector Voltage 

In so far as the operating point is con-
cerned, Equation (2) indicates that the high-
frequency power amplification is independent of 
emitter current but directly proportional to the 

square root of the collector voltage.  For im-
proved high-frequency performance Ver  should be 
made as large as possible.  There ai'W two possi-
ble limits to the magnitude of V .  First, the 
collector voltage may be so large that the col-
lector junction barrier thickness is comparable 
to Wb. This is not likely to occur in high-

frequency transistors where (5; is relatively 
large.  As mentioned before, 2 the variation of 
WI with VCE must be considered in this region of 
operation; other factors which are considered in 

the last section ma y also be significant. 
Second, the collector voltage may be so large 
that collector breakdown occurs.  This is more 
likely limitation on the magnitude of \Tee  The 
practical maximum collector voltage wily gener-
ally be less than the collector breakiown volt-
age.  Two mechanisms, Zener breakdown  and ava-
lanche breakdown 4, have generally been used to 
account for collector breakdown.  Zener break-
down is due to internal field emission and 
should in theory occur when the collector-to-
emitter voltage is 

Keeo 
E 2. 

2eN a 

(3) 

The critical Zener field, E7, is proportional 
to the "bard gap" and the ltittice spacing of 
the material.  Avalanche breakdown is due to 
electron-hole pair formation by ionization simi-
lar to Townsend discharges in gases.  It is now 
generally believed that the avalanche mechanism 

plays the predominant role in collector break-
down.  Preliminary measurements of avalanche 
breakd own indicate that the breakdown voltage 
is proportional to N - " 7. The semiconductor 
surface also contribua tes to the breakdown 
characteristics, but in a manner which tends to 
obscure the actual breakdown.  For purposes of 

this article, the differences between Zener and 
avalanche breakdown dependence on N are minor 
so, for simplicity, it will be assuled that 
collector breakdown voltage is proportional to 

1/N a. 

The variation in high-frequency perform-
arre with operating point (collector voltage) 
han been considered.  The improvement in high-
frequency performance that can be obtained by 
altering the transistor design will now be con-
sidered. 

Optimum Transistor Design 

In accordance with Equation (2), improved 
performance can be obtained by designing for a 

large geometrical factor (small rbb ,), G, small 
collector area (small C , ), A , and smell base 
thickness (small ch, )lI Iî addition, the 
semiconductor material ed.:be "doped" more 
heavily to increase N . However, this will 
cause µ  and µ to derease and will necessi-
tate a eeductiUn in VeE . If Ver  is always 
adjusted to some fixed fractio eof the break-
down voltage, then N Ver  will be constant.  In 
this event, relativ ay'Pure (e.g.  0-i) 41 mho 

per centimeter) semiconductor material should 
be used since u u will then be maximum.  This 
may be better ug aratood by considering that 
the change in rb,,, for different semiconductor 
conductivities, re exactly counterbalanced by a 
change in C,,  when V  is readjusted in pro-

portion to thî breskd u voltage. 

The situation may be considerably differ-

ent if, in the operation of the transistor, the 
collector voltage is to be held constant inde-
pendent of the Semiconductor conductivity.  In 
this event the power amplification as given by 

Equation (2) can be optimized by ichoosing 

so that (eN )1/24 u  )1/2µ  is maximum,keeping in Ilind tRat the µ,à kre niRctions of 

Na and 6-b.  Accordingly, the optimum value of 
or, can be determined by plotting ( 6-µ n b 
or -by satisfying the relation  p  

1  1  2  àun 

0,  (4) 

Cri) ei;  4n 36 i) 

Similar expressions with n and p subscripts 
interchanged are applicable for a p-n-p tran-
sistor.  Equation (4) states that the optimum 
value of (5- is such that the sum of the frac-
tional change in base conductivity plue the 
fractional change in majority carrier mobility 
plus twice the fractional change in minority 
carrier mobility is zero.  The optimum value 
of  can be determined if the functional 

relatIonship between un and µ and G-b is 
known or if measured data ie Loilable.  Thus, 
in the case of germenium, E. the optimum  e— b is 
approximately 8 mhos per centimeter for an  

n-p-n transistor and 22 mhos per centimeter 
for a p-n-p transistor. 

The design implications of optimum erT„, 
When the collector voltage is fixed, can bë 
summarized as follows.  The n7 to be employed 
iE  the smallest of the two values determined 
from (a) the optimum o—b as given by Equation 
(4) and (b) the  cr-b corresponding to a collec-
tor breakdown voltage somewhat larger than the 

operating collector voltage. 

Comparison of N-F-E and P-N-P Transistors Made  
From The Same Semiconductor Material  

If an n-p-n and a p-n-p transistor are made 
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from the same semiconductor material containing 
equal densities of impurity atoms, with identi-
cal geometries including the same WI„, and the 
two are operated at the same collector voltage 
and frequency, then from Equation (2) 

P.A. 
n-p-n  p n J p-material 

1. 

n-material P.A. p-n-p 

(5) 

That is, the high-frequency power amplification 
of the two transistors would be approximately 
equal.  The approximation comes about only be-
cause of the relationship between mobility and 
impurity density, but is quite valid for ger-
manium even with relatively large impurity den-
sities (with conductivities of around 1 mho per 
centimeter, the accuracy is within 2 per cent). 

If, instead of equal impurity densities, 
they have equal conductivities of the base mate-
rial, then 

1/2 
P.A.n-p-n  )  p-material 

P.A. 
p-n-p 

-b1/2 (6) 

(4 n) p n-material 

where b is the ratio of electron t hole mobili-
ty in intrinsic material.  The b  result 
(2.051/2 . 1.43 for germanium and 2.41/2 . 1.55 
for silicon), although exact only for small 
conductivities approaching that of intrinsic 
material, is still approximately correct for 
relatively large conductivities.  Thus, for 1 
mho per centimeter germanium, the more exact 
evaluation is 1.34. 

The optimum value of 0% forms a somewhat 
better basis for comparing n-p-n and p-n-p 
transistors.  This comparison can be carried 
out when values for minority and majority carri-
er mobilities as a function of 46- are avail-

bable.  For germanium when  • erb is optimum, the 
P.A.  /P.A.  ratio is 0.95. 

n-p-n  P-n-P 

The comparisons above are for equal col-
lector voltages.  If the collector voltages are 
adjusted in proportion to the breakdown volt-
ages, then in all cases the ratio is that given 
by Equation (5) so that the two transistors 
have approximately equal high-frequency power 
amplifications. 

Comparison of Transistors Made From Different 
Semiconductor Materials 

According to Equation (2), the power 
amplification of an n-p-n transistor is pro-
portional to [N V,E/K 1 1/2 0. 0 . Consider two 

n-p-n transistoPs"madé of difFePent semiconduc-
tor materials with the same impurity densities, 

identical geometries including the saine and 

operating at the same d-c collector voltage and 
frequency.  In order for the first semiconductor 
to be superior to the second, it is necessary 

pn 

that the  -----  factor of the former be larger 
K 1/2 

than that oF the latter.  Similarly, if bastead 
of the same impurity densities, the same base 
conductivitieg are used, the appropriate factor 

is  rpp. /K eJ  1/2 µn . L  1  

If the collector voltages are adjusted to 
the same proportion of their respective collec-
tor breakdown voltages, the appropriate compari-
son factor is u µ M independent of the base con-
ductivities.  MPig a factor, dependent upon the 
material, which would be equal to E 7 if the col-
lector breakdown were due to a Zenee mechanism. 

In order to compare p-n-p transistors it is 
only necessary to interchange the p and n sub-
scripts in the above factors.  It is important 
to remember that although interchanging sub-
scripts does not alter the form of some of the 
factors, the numbers substituted will generally 
be different when considering "doped" semicon-
ductors.  The numbers should be those of the 
majority and minority mobilities in the base 
material used. 

It is noted that the comparison factor 
changes, depending upon the basis of comparison. 
renerally, detailed theoretical or measured data 
concerning minority and majority carrier mobili-
ties in a semiconductor is needed before tran-
sistors of different semiconductor materials can 
be compared analytirally.  As a convenient basis 

of comparison, a factor of  for the in-

K 1/2 
trinsic material can be used as a figure of 

merit.  A few values of this factor are tabu-
lated in Table 1.  It is important to note here 
that the mobilities used are drift mobilities. 
When drift mobility data is not available, rough 
comparisons can be made using mobility data ob-
tained by other methods.  However, it should be 
understood that these c,mparisons may not be 

highly significant in so far as transistor oper-
ation is concerned. 

Further Discussion  

It wee mentioned that Wb is a function of 
the collector voltage and that this must be 

considered when Wb is small. Wb decreases with 
larger collector voltages so that the improve-
ment in power amplification should be somewhat 

greater than that predicted by Equation (2).  In 
so far as this equation is concerned, the power 
amplification should vary inversely as W1112.  In 
the derivation of Equation (1), the output self-
conductance term, gce , (see Figure la) was 
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neglected.  This term is inversely proportional 
to Wb and may no longer be negligible when WI, 
is very small.  The modified expression for the 

power amplification includ ing gce is  

P.A. 

E:n 

C.ctoc 

4w2rbb' 12b'e 

b'e 

Therefore, when g  dominates the effect of 
C101  , the power e lification should vary at 
an Îven faster rate than formerly, namely in-

versely proportional to WO. 

Material 

. 5 
Germanium 

.  6 
Silicon 

90% Ge-10% Si Alloy7 

References 

If constructional techniques should be oe-
veloped such that r,13,—,. 0, then both Ctoe  and 

Cb!c could be "tunea out" with suitable cir-
cuits.  In this event, the maximum high-frequen-
cy performance of the transistor would be limit-
ed by the transit time of the minority carriers 
through the base, and the drift mobility of the 
minority carriers would be of primary importance. 

Modified methods of junction transistor 

constructioned will alter some of the results, 
but generally drift mobilitiee of both carriers 
will still be important. Ln all cases it is de-
sirable to make the base width as small as possi-
ble, to use a most favorable geometry including 
small junction areas, to use a base material 
whose conductivity is optimum, and to operate at 

a large collector-to-emitter voltage. 
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The high frequency behavior of fused junc-

tion transistors is largely determined by the 

equivalent circuit parameters - extrinsic base 

resistance, collector capacitance, and input 

diffusion capacitance.  These factors are inter-

related in terms of the physical properties of the 

transistor.  Maximum safe collector voltage is 

also a function of the transistor physical proper-

ties in such a way that the problem of high fre-

quency transistor design becomes one of compromise 

By reducing these limitations to a practical 

minimum a high frequency fused junction transistor 

has been designed which has alpha cutoff frequen-

cies up to 30 mc.  These units are currently being 

made on a production basis. 

Some circuit applications in which these 

units have proven useful are broadcast receivers, 

video amplifiers and high speed switching cir-

cuits. 

Introduction 

When transistors were first introduced on the 

commercial market practical applications for these 

devices were largely restricted to the low fre-

quency field.  Initial transistor designs were 

characterized by poor frequency response among 

other things.  The inherent attractions of low 

power dissipation, miniature size, and long life, 

in such applications as broadcast receivers, com-

puters, and telemeters, however, has prompted in-

tense development work on transistors of extended 

frequency range.  Transistor tetrodes and triode 

units with basically new concepts have been 

announced for use in the medium frequency range. 

The object of this paper is to describe the 

properties and some uses of a  conventional fused 

junction transistor design which has been refined 

to extend the alpha cutoff frequency to about 30 

me.  The techniques involved in commercial pro-

duction of this device have been developed to the 

point where these units are available in produc-

tion quantities.  It is therefore considered 
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worthwhile to discuss some of the properties and 

applications of this unit. 

Design Considerations 

In the study of the high frequency behavior 

of fused junction transistors some form of 

equivalent circuit is now generally considered 

most accurate.  For this discussion the circuit 

of figure I will be usedl.  For this configura-

tion the approximate expression for maximum high 

frequency power gain has been shown* to be; 

GP 4_  • 
KT  16 n'F' rbb  Cbe  Clr 

where Q is electronic charge 

K is  Boltsmanns constant 

T is temperature (degrees 

Kelvin) 

FIGURE I 

TT Equivalent Circuit 

*  The equivalent circuit and equation  1 

are essentially those of L. J. Giacoletto. 

"Study & Design of Alloyed Junction Transis-

tors"  Part III 195.1 Convention Record IRE. 

( 1 ) 
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If we make the assumption that electron and 

hole mobilities in the base region are constant 

the transistor parameters rbb Cbe Cbc may be 

expressed as follows in terms of 1st order design 

parameters. 

rbb = A  where A = geometry constant 
a-= base conductivi-

ty  (2) 

Cbe  W 2 le 

Cbc 'L. de 
V ce  

W = effective base 

width  (3) 

ac . collector area(4) 

Kc . dielectric con-

stant of base 

Vce  . collector-emitter 

voltage 

Since the gain of the transistor is inversely 

proportional to each of the parameters (see eq.  I) 

the following inferences may be made: 

1.  The base width should be kept to a prac-

tical minimum for a minimum  be. 

that 

this 

region and the point where base lead is joined to 

chip. 

2.  The geometry of the base tab should be 

which will make  ebb  a minimum.  In practice 

means minimum distance between the active 

3.  The collector dot size should be kept to 

a practical minimum for minimum  

•  4.  Since the extrinsic base resistance de-

creases directly with increasing conductivity and 

collector capacitance increases only as the square 

root of the conductivity, the conductivity should 

obviously be increased by doping for over-all gain 

benefit.  The practical limit to this turns out to 

be voltage breakdown as explained below; 

There are two breakdown phenomena to consider 

as limits to the maximum voltage which can safely 

be applied to a transistor.  Avalanche breakdown 

and the so called "punch through " effect 2 . We 

will explain avalanche first: 

Reverse bias applied to the collector-base 

diode of a transistor extends the space charge or 

carrier free region at the junction into the base. 

Because of the relatively heavy collector doping 

in a fused junction transistor virtually all of 

this space charge region grows out into the base — 

and all of the applied potential drop is across 

this space charge dimension.  Minority carriers 

diffusing across the base are swept up by the po-

tential gradient in this area and are accelerated 

to a velocity proportional to the square root of 

collector bias voltage.  In a manner somewhat 

similar to secondary emission effects the acceler-

ated minority carriers  generate electron hole 

pairs by collision and increase the effective cur-

rent gain of the transistor.  This effect in-

creases with voltage to a point, known as ava-

lanche breakdown-VA, where the collector current 

increases without bounds for further voltage in-

crease.  VA is inversely proportional to conduc-

tivity and therefore constitutes a practical limit 

on the base conductivity.  As an example, for a 

base chip of practical dimensions, which is doped 

enough to give an rbb of 70 ohms, VA will be 35-40 

volts. 

The second phenomena, known as punch through, 

is a direct result of the growth of the space 

charge region mentioned above.  As collector bias 

is increased this carrier frée region grows out 

into the base, decreasing the effective base width 

of the transistor.  At some critical voltage2 

Vp = 0"72uc. .W 2Min,the space charge region touches 

the emitter junction.  Beyond this point there is 

no transistor action because there is effectively 

no base region for minority carrier diffusion. 

Punch through voltage is inversely proportional to 

conductivity but  directly proportional to the 

square of base width and is therefore a limit on 

the practical minimum of base width. 

Taking the above items into consideration a 

conclusion would be to choose an arbitrary voltage 

maximum, decide upon practical physical dimensions 

for production, and dope the base region accord-

ingly.  The CK760 series is a commercially avail-

able fused junction transistor which has been de-

signed with consideration of these compromises. 

Typical values for this unit would be as follows; 

rbb 70 ohms 

Cbc  34 '5 Uti f 

Cbe  500  le  uuf 

Practical Voltage Limit  

For a typical high frequency fused junction 

transistor with  fog,c0 = 10 MC avalanche breakdown 

VA will be on the order of 40 volts and punch 

through Vp will be about 30 volts.  The actual 

voltage limit for the average grounded emitter 

circuit case is neither of these but is a combina-

tion of the two effects known as collector-emitter 

breakdown, Mx j.  Referring to figure II it is 

seen that the collector current for the case where 

RI =9R2 =co will be given by lc = 
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FIGURE II 
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Test Circuit For Collector Emitter 

Breakdown As A Function Of Circuit 

Impedances. 

It was mentioned above 

effects in the space charge 

gradually to the point VA. 

tiplication factor as m then 

'co 
lc - 

1-dm 

'hat multiplication 

region increased 

If we define the mul-

(5) 

This expression will go to infinity for Œm- 1. 

In practice, em will go to.1,15-20 volts below VA, 

depending on the punch through and the low voltage 

current gain of the transistor.  At all times Vcnm 

will be below or just at Vp because the space 

charge widening causes an increase in a( which is 

proportional to the decrease in effective base 

width. 

As an aid in circuit design for maximum vol-

tage consider figureIl  for the case of finite 

values of RI and R2.  For this case lc is seen to 

be: 

(111 + R2)  'co  - elm VE 

R1 R2  (1- otm)  (6) 

In this  equation lc goes to infinity for cçm --, 

(1 * RI/R2).  It is here seen that maximum voltage 

is defined to some extent by the circuit imped-

ances and by distortion requirements.  Typical 

distributions of VA, Vp, and Vcnm as a function of 

alpha cutoff frequency are given for Raytheon high 

frequency transistors in figure 
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Voltage Breakdown Phenomena As A 

Function Of Alpha Cutoff Frequency. 

Circuit Applications 

Narrow dand Amplifiers 

Figure IV is a schematic of a 455KC-60 DB 

transistor IF strip3 employing Raytheon type CK760 

fused junction transistors.  The IF cans for this 

strip are single tuned and tapped at the primary 

for an approximate impedance ratio of 20,000 ohms 

to 500 ohms.  In this circuit design transistors 

having an alpha cutoff frequency of 5 mc will give 

28 to 30 DB of gain per stage, including 3 DB 

transformer loss.  Class B detection adds an extra 

10 DB to off set r.f.  filtering losses so total 

mixer to audio gain is about 60 DB. 

FIGURE IV 

NEUTRALIZED I.F. STRIP 

One of the design difficulties in medium and 

high frequency amplifiers of this sort stems from 

the fact that transistor output is internally con-

nected to the input, and feedback is always pres-

ent.  Referring to figure I it is seen that this 

feedback comes from the collector capacitance, 

Cbc, returning to rbb  The magnitude of this 

feedback current is approximated by 



q! y21iI 

KT Ycbc 

lower impedance than Cb c . 

We are assuming here that Cbe is a much 

There are several techniques for nutralizing 

this feedback, one of the simplest of which is in-

dicated. 

Essentially, neutralization in this circuit 

consists of feeding back a portion of the input 

from one IF stage to the input of the previous 

stage.  Because of the presence of rbb , full neu-

tralization is not attainable with this technique. 

About 140 of the necessary 180 degrees of phase 

difference is attained however, and this has prov-

en adequate for stable operation.  More exact 

neutralization of the feedback loop is accomplish-

ed by addition of the series resistor to compen-

sate for rbb  and other effects.  This resistor 

is, for other than laboratory purposes however, 

considered unnecessary. 

For the grounded base configuration, neutral-

ization may be fed back directly from the collec-

tor - since input and output currents are approx-

imately in phase.  Accurate phase relationships 

may be obtained in this circuit by forming a 

bridge network4 with Ccband rb extrinsic as shown 

in figure  V. 

D 
FIGURE V 

Narrow Band Neutralized Grounded 

Base Amplifier 

In tuned band pass circuits of analagous type 

the measured available gain for the grounded emit-

ter configuration, including about 3 DB of trans-

former loss, is given as a function of frequency 

in figure VI.  It has been established that the 

common base configuration is more suitable for 

narrow band amplification at the higher frequen-

cies, partially because it presents less effective 

output capacitance to the circuit.  Narrow band 

grounded base gain at 5 mc for a transistor with 
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FIGURE VI 
Grounded Emitter Stage Gain vs. Frequency 

Wide Band Amplifiers  

In the design of transistor amplifiers for 

wide band applications the circuit designer is 

limited to resistance capacitance coupling because 

the band width characteristics of coupling trans-

formers are unsuitable.  For this case the ground-

ed emitter connection is of most interest, as the 

grounded base circuit has less than unity current 

gain and would not be useful for amplifying be-

tween equal input and output impedances. 

It has been shown4 that, for the case where 

jUcc  rather than Cc is the limiting factor, the 

voltage gain band width is 

Gv x BW - 

or Gv x BW 

FIGURE VII 
Broadband Amplifier 



Figure VlIshows a circuit diagram of a two stage 

transistor wide band amplifier on which some ex-

perimental measurements  have been made.  The 

basic design ideas incorporated into this circuit 

are entirely analagous those of vacuum tube theory. 

Each stage load impedance,  e, 4 XL,  ,  shunts 

a large part of the signal at the lower frequen-

cies but this impedance peaks to a higher value 

with increasing frequency so that the shunt effect 

is reduced at the upper frequencies.  The major 

portion of available signal current then feeds in-

to the succeeding amplifier stage.  Series chokes, 

L3 and L4 have also been used to tune with the 

capacitive portion of the input and to split the 

loading effects of transistor input and output 

capacitances. 

An interesting method of compensation which 

was tried in this circuit consists of a partially 

bypassed emitter resistor.  The partial bypass 

introduces an amount of gain degeneration which is 

a function of frequency.  Such a scheme requires 

no chokes and is useful up to about two megacycles 

where  peaking becomes important. 
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F-mc. 

The voltage gain of this circuit referred to equal 

input and output levels* is about 5 times per 

stage.  The band width is 3.5 mc.  Both transis-

tors had measured F.rco of 20 mc - which gives a 

* Measured at 1 mc: Zin  rbbtX/,  -1- 100 ohms. 

Z out "1" R2RI/R2 4.1 4, "-1- 200 ohms. 

Voltage Gain Equals 18 Times. 
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theoretical band width of 4 mc and fairly good 

agreement with measurement.  The available power 

gain of this two stage circuit is 18 DB.  Similar-

ly, power gains of 10 DB have been obtained for a 

two stage circuit adjusted to give a band width of 

5 mc. 

Pulse Operation 

On counter and computer circuitry the use of 

transistors has until recently been severely im-

peded by the poor transient response of available 

units.  It is, for example, very difficult to get 

grounded base rise times better than 0.1 micro-

seconds for a standard low frequency transistor 

without driving the unit well into saturation. 

It has been shown 5 that the small signal rise 

time for a fused junction transistor may be 

approximated by: 

T -  I   
-  2 ??"F (7) 

As an example, for a transistor having 10 mega-

cycle o( cutoff,rise time would be 0.016  usec. 

Figure  Pr gives some measured values of rise 

time under the small signal circuit conditions 

Indicated.  A curve calculated from eq 71s also 

indicated and shows considerably better response. 

The apparent discrepancy is mostly a matter of 

definition, however, because the approximation of 

equation? is defined for  Ye or 63% of steady 

state, whereas measured values were taken between 

the 10% and 90% points on the slope.  For the por-

tion of the curve corresponding to the higher 

values of alpha cutoff the measurement accuracy 

was vitiated by equipment as the pulse generator 

used had a specified rise time of 0.02 microsec-

onds. 
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Decay times for this condition were also 

measured but are not shown in figure IX  because 

they closely coincide, in most cases, with rise 

time measurements. 

8 - 

FIGURE X 
Typical Multivibrator Circuit. 

For the resistance capacitance-coupled multi-

vibrator shown in figure  X rise times of 0.2 

microseconds were obtained using matched transis-

tors with 8 mc alpha cutoff frequencies.  Decay 

time for this case was 0.3 microseconds.  For 

matched transistors of 17 mc fe co  rise and decay 

times were 0.1 and 0.2 microseconds respectively. 

Conclusion 

We have seen how the application of basic 

principles to fused junction transistor techniques 

has resulted in a unit having alpha cutoff fre-

quencies up to 30 mc.  This unit is useful as a 

narrow band amplifier beyond 10 megacycles and has 

small signal pulse response exceeding 0.02 micro-

seconds.  For grounded emitter multivibrator cir-

cuits rise times of 0.1 microseconds may be ob-

tained. 
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A MINIATURE PRECISION DELAY LINE 

James B. Hickey 
Rome Air aevelopment Center 

GAFB, Rome, N. Y. 

A lumped constant type delay line having an 
equivalent "m" derived low-pass filtor configur-
ation was developed at Rome Air Development Center, 
to replace the distributed constant type that 
failed to meet military temperature stability 
specifications.  The unique construction of the 
new lumped constant delay line resulted in a mini-
aturized design with a resulting improvement in 
the overall space factor.  Availability of delay 
taps at extremely small delay increments gave the 
new delay line a built-in precision to meet the 
required delay accuracy tolerance.  Additional 
advantages of the lumped constant delay line over 
the distributed constant type include temperature 
stability, reproducibility, and versatility of 
design. 

Introduction 

During the past few years the transient delay 
line has gained prominence as a necessary elec-
trenic component for delaying or storing electri-
cal information.  When the 'desired delay time is 
in the order of microseconls, an electrical net-
work, usually of a low-pass filter configuretion, 
is frequently employed. 

The L-C low-pass filter type delay line net-
works cen he divided into the following general 
classes in accordance with their prysical con-
struction: 

1.  The wire wound distributed constant type 
with series inductance (L) furnished by a con-
tinuous winding and shunt ca pacity (C) developed 
between the winding and a grounded shield 
structure. 

2.  The lumped constant type employing a 
discrete inductor and capacitor for each section 
of the delay network.  The delay line described 
belongs in this category. 

The lumped constant delay line was developed 
at RA".0 to replace a wire wound distributed 
constant type previously developed at RA  EC for 
application in a complex aircraft identification 
system.  Specifications for such a delay line 
read in part: 

1.  Sufficient bandwidth for handling 1/2 
microsecond-wide pulses, spaced 1-1/2 micro-
seconds apart. 

2.  Capable of total delays in the order of 
25 microseconds. 

3.  Delay accuracy to be held to within plus 
or minus 0.05 microseconds. 

4.  Delay accuracy tolerance to be held 
over a temperature range of minus 50° G. to plus 

80° C. 

5.  Attenuation and space factor to be mini-
mized in the interest of circuit and mechanical 

designs of airborne components. 

Basic Requirements 

The L-C low-pass filter can perform as a 
deley line and faithfully reproduce impulse volt-
age waveforms after a desired delay, provided the 
following minimum conditions are met: 

1.  Cutoff frequency must he high enough to 
prevent discrimination against high frequency 
components of the complex waveform. 

2.  Phase shift characteristic of the net-
work must increase linearly with frequency. 

3. Attenuation characteristic must be in-
dependent of frequency within the pass-band and 
must not be excessive. 

Bandwidth. As cutoff frequency of a low-
pass filter network varies inversely with the 
unit delay of each section, the bandwidth require-
ments dictate the total number of sections 
required for a given delay and thus effect the 
bulk or space factor of the delay network. 

Phase Characteristic. The "m" derived low-
pass filter network can be made to possess a 
linear phase characteristic by,the proper choice 
of value for the "tii" parameter:  /his value 
should be in the region of 1.25 to 1.40.  In 
ordinary filter design, a value for the am" 
parameter in excess of 1.0 in a series derived 
filter requires that a negative inductance be 
inserted in series with the shunt capacitor. 
This situation is obtained in practice by 
allowing inductors of adjacent sections of the 
L-C low-p rs network to have positive mutual 
coupling. 

Figure I-1 shows a single L-C section, 
Figure I-2 a network of these sections cascaded 
together with adjacent inductors mutually coupled 
and Figure I-3 an equivalent network showing the 
effect of this coupling.  The quantities L. and 
C, refer to a prototype constant K filter no 
the equations shown indicate that the equivalent 
network is a series "m"-derived filter with "m" 
greater than 1.0.  The equivalence of the two 
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circuits shown in Figures I-2 and I-3 can be 
proved by setting up the Kirchhoff loop equation 
for any internal loop in each network.-' These 
equations are identical and are as follows: 

I  _j +221.r 1"- 
;A T  o 

Where  /1 is the current in the preceding loop 

loop in 

following loop 

The 
nni • 

i2 is the current in the 
question 

13 is the current in the 

coefficient of coupling (4) is related to the 
perameter by the equation: 

)2?e it-2k 
- ak 

The delay line described in this report has a 
mutual coupling of 12.5;70 between adjacent sections. 
This gives a value of 1.29 for the "m" parameter 
of the equivalent network.  The relation between 
phase shift (,9) in radians and frequency expressed 
as a percent of the cutoff frequency for the 
equivalent network, derived from the Campbells' 
network equations, is given by the equation: 

-1r/  em7 1. 
-Lijc /c4a  • et'e 4494 

A plot of this equation is shown in Figure II for 
three different values of the "m" parameter.  The 
to  curve (A) where °le = 2.0, shows the phase 
shift increasing at a decreasing rate with fre-
quency.  Thie condition would result from over-
coupling of the adjacent inductors in the actual 
network.  The high frequency components suffer 
from insufficient delay, resulting in distortion 
of the voltage waveform.  The bottom curve (C) 
where "m" e 1.0, shows the phase shift increasing 
at an increasing rate with frequency.  This 
condition results in distortion of the input volt-
age weeeform due to excessive delay of the high 
frequency components.  The center curve (B), where 
"m" = 1.29, is extremely linear up to 75% of the 
cutoff frequency and has very little curvature up 
to 90% of cutoff. 

Attenuâtion: When the series resistance and 
the shunt conductance of a law-pass filter network 
are negligible in comparison with series in-
ductance and shunt capacitance, attenuation is 
expressed by the equation: 

Lee 
By substituting -wr for the coil "Q" it can be 
seen that attenuation is independent of frequency, 
as 

= 

With time delay et, equal to  and character-
istic impedance 4 equal to 47E7 as in the case 
of a constant K, the attenuation equation is 
expressed by 6 
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-   
These two forms of the attenuation equation are 
of interest because they indicate that to 
minimize attenuation, the "Q" of the network 
inductors must be large and/or the characteristic 
impedance should be as high as possible. 

Desien Equations 

Low-pass constant K filter equations useful 
in delay line design are: 

Characteristic impedance \/2-:  ohms. 

Time delay per line section  t = VE-7--(7 
seconds. 

Cutoff frequency ee 
sec 

e(  ult/e2 Attenuation  nepers. 

cycles per 

These eicp.Ptions can be applied directly for 
fairly close approximations, especially if the 
value for the unit inductance is increased 
sufficiently to allow for effects of mutual 
coupling in the  rits derived case..  The following 
equations hold for the Re derived network and 
inc]ude the effects of mutual coupling between 
adjacent inductors.  Where (k) is the co-
efficient of coupling between adjacent inductcrs: 

Characteristic impedance Z e e i0(/* 20 

Cutoff frequency s er VieC(/-2k; 

Time delay  -(  

The factor A in the time delay equation can 
be evaluated from the phase shift curves.  Since 
the velccity of p ration v in a filter net-
wcrk is equal tlt-  and the time delay t is 
-tee  thent Ce •  The slope of the ease 
shift curves given in Figure II is    . 
Thus, this slope is equal to tki  The slope of 
the phase shift curve where "m' = 1.29 has a 
constant value of 2.58 throughout its linear 
portion.  The factor A is equal to one-half this 
slope value. 

The equations that apply for the actual net-
work having a mutual coupling of 12.5% ("m" = 
1.29) in terms of the unit inductor L and the unit 
capacitor C are: 



Development  

Figure III shows experimental delay units 
that represent some of the steps involved in the 
development of the final design of the delay unit 
(Figure III-é) starting with the replaced wire 
wound distributed constant delay unit (Figure 
III-l).  The first step involved building up 
lumped constant lines employing the standard 
method of end-coupling the coils (Figure III-2) 
to check out the required number of sections for 
a given delay and bandwidth.  Ten sections per 
microsecond delay weretentativelv set. This meant 
that the unit shown in Figure III-2, while 
occupying more space than the wire wound unit, 
had only 2/3 the required delay.  From this point, 
efforts were concentrated on the space factor 
problem as the new delay line had to replace the 
old wire wound line physically as well as electri-

cally. 

The unit shown in Figure III-3 was constructed 
to check the feasibility of pl.lcing capacitors 
inside the inductors.  Atten.ation was increased 
due to a drop in the coil Q.  However, this 
factor could be offset by keeping the character-
istic impedance high which was in line with the 
requirement of replacing a high impedance wire 
wound delay line.  These units gave encouraging 
results. 

The unit shown in Figure III-4 represents an 
effort to place more sections in a given space. 
The results proved very discouraging and the 
method using end-coupled coils was rejected. 

The experimental unit shown in Figure III-5 
shows an alternate method employing side ccupled 
coils with capacitor bodias serving as the in-
ductor coi] forms.  This methcyj resulted in the 
final design and a complete srlution to the 
srsce factor problem. 

Comtrteticr >tails 

Construction details of the delay unit are 
shown in Figure IV.  The subassembly drawing in 
Figure IV-1 shows how the delay units are 
stacked tightly together in three rows.  The 
bcttom pig-tail lead of each capacitor passes 
through a slot in the grounded base plate where 
it is bent over and secured with solder.  The 
top pig-tail lead of each capacitor serves as a 
junction terminal for the inductors and becomes 
an available delay tap between each and every 
delay unit.  A single section is shown in Figure 
IV-2 with the winding applied directly to the 
capacitor body.  The start lead of the coil is 
secured to the top pig-tail of the condenser and 
the finish lead is brought up and attached to the 
top condenser lead of the adjacent section during 
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assembly.  These connections are illustrated in 
the expanded sketch of Figure IV-3.  This sketch 
also shows the direction of the current in the 
winding and the corresponding direction of the 
mutual magnetic flux linking the adjacent coils. 
It should be noted that the magnetic polarity 
of adjacent inductors must be reversed to obtain 
positive mutual coupling.  This reversal is 
obtained by winding alternate coils in the 
opposite direction.  The proper amount of coup-
ling is fixed by the geometry of the coil form 
and not by any required sp:,-cing of the inductors 
as in the end-coupled case.  This is the optimum 
space factor as the entire delay network occupies 
very little more space than is required for the 

capacitors alone. 

The required number of sections per micro-
second delay was increased slightly to drop the 
unit delay per section to 0.097 microseconds. 
Thus, the desired overall delay accuracy tolerance 
would be less than the plus or minus 0.05 micro-
seconds required by simply selecting the proper 
delay tap.  This device eliminated the tedious 
trimming encountered in the manufacture of the 
wire wound units.  Furthermore, the new lumped 
lines are not sensitive to temperature changes, 
moisture content, or proximity to the metal case 
as were the wire wound units. 

Design Values. The following are the design 
vilues for the lumped constant delay line. 

Capacitors - 100 mmS El Mencc Silver Mica 
CM-15 body. 

Inductors - 150 turns of  38 Formex wire 
over 11/32 inch length 

,verage inductance per coil - 77 micro-
henries 

Approximate equivalent em" parameter - 1.29 

approximate coupling between adjacent coils - 
12.5 .,‘ 

Appreximate characteristic impedance - 980 
ohms 

Average delay per line section - 0.09? mien:-
seconds. 

Approximate cutoff frequency - 4.25 mega-
cycles per second. 

Approximate space factor - 1.5 microseconds 
per cubic inch. 



Perfermance 

A direct comparison of three delay line 
assemblies is shown in Figure V.  Figure V-1 
seowe one of the few lines commercially available 
n' the time of this development.  It has a total 
delay of approximately 8.0 microseconds.  This 
delay line was not designed to handle 1/2 micro-
eacced -ride pulses with the required delay 
.accuracy.  The delay line shown in Figure V-2 is 
the replaced wire wound distributed constant type 
and the delay lire shown in Figure V-3 is its 
eeel ,ceeent. the lumped constant delay type.  The 
latter two delay lines have a total delay of 
aeproximat?ly 13.0 microseconds.  The lumped 
ccnetent delay Use, made up of two sub-assemblies 
(Figure IV), is packaged in the same size case as 
used for the wire wound line.  This line could 
occupy much less space by mounting the sub-
aseenblies "back to back', thus increasing the 
thickness only slightly while reducing the width 
by nearly one-half. 

Syncroscope truces of a chain of narrow 
pulses entering and leaving each of these three 
delay line assemblies give a direct comparison 
of t.re performance of the three lines and 
indicate the satisfactory operation of the 
lumped constant delay line.  Figure VI shows the 
Che in of pulses entering (top trace) and leaving 
(bot*.om trace) the 8-microsecond commercial line. 
These pulses are 1/2 microsecond wide at the mid-
amplitude level.  The closest spacing is approxi-
mately 1-1/2 microseconds from leading edge to 
leedine edge.  Output pulses ara taken across a 
3600 ohm terminating resistor.  This set of 
traces is of additional interest because it gives 
a good exemple of pulse-snape distortion due to 
a non-linear phase characteristic.  After only an 
-microeecond delay the high frequency components 
lug the lewer frequencies. 

Ir Fieere VII the same chain of pulses can be 
seen entering and leaving the 10-microsecond wire 
wound lin?. In this case the terminating 
real ;tor is 3300 ohms.  The output pulse shape 
also suffers slightly from a non-linear phase 
ch- racteristic that causes the base line to build 
u- within the pulse chain.  Additional circuitry 
was reeuired to combat this non-recovery problem. 

Figure VIII shows the chain of pulses 
entering: Ind leaving the 10-microsecond lumped 
cenctent delay line.  A 910-ohm resistor was used 
to terminete this line.  Here the output pulse 
sneee is quite symmetrical, indicating a linear 
phase characteristic.  This line has sufficient 
bandwidth to resolve the closely spaced pulses. 

It should be noted that there are no reflections 
along the base line indieatine a conetant impe-

dance characteristic.  Tbc attenuation indicated 
by the loss of pulse amplitude, is slightly 
greater than in the wire wound line, but this is 
offset by the lack of base line build up and 
reflections. 

Conclusions 

The more important advantages obtained with 
the new lumped constant delay line over the wire 
wound distributed constant type are: 

Space Factor. The lumped constant line gives 
about 1.5 microseconds per cubic inch as compared 
to 1.1 microseconds per cubic inch for the wire 
wound line. 

Temogreture stability. Employing capacitors 
having proper temperature characteristics insures 
a total delay that will not drift with temper-
ature changes. 

Availability of delay taps. The top pig-
tail lead of each capacitor becomes an available 
delay tap between each and every delay unit 
giving delay increments of 0.097 microseconds. 

Reproducibility. The delay line has proved 
to be highly reproducible and at the present time 
has been in production for over two years. 

Versatility of design, à wide range of band-
width, impedance, and delay can be obtained by 
proper selection of values for inductance, 
capacity, and mutual coupling. 
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(1) Single L-C section.  (Z) L-C network with 
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Phase shift vs frequency curves. 
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Fig. 3 

Experi mental delay line units. 
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Fig. 4 

(1) Sub-asse mbly details.  (2) Single unit. 

(3) Connection details. 
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Fig. 5 

(1) Co m mercial distributed constant delay line. 
(1) RADC distributed constant delay line.  (3) RADC 
lu mped constant delay line. 

,R4A‘tmi\,,f 
Fig. 6 

Input pulses (upper trace) and output pulses 

(lower trace) of co m mercial distributed 

constant delay line. 
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Fig. 7 

Input pulses (upper trace) and output pulses 

(lower trace) of RADC distributed constant 

delay line. 
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Fig. 8 

Input pulses (upper trace) and output pulses 

(lowe -.• trace) of RADC lu mped constant 

delay line. 
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"CRITEHIA An TEST PROC7.D111tES FOH ELECTHOMAGNETIC DELAY LINES" 

by Norman Gaw and David Silverman 
HELIPOT Corporation, Mountainside, N. J. 

The electromagnetic delay line should 
be thought of as a T or time storage corn-
nonent which might be applied in the same 
manner as a simple U, L, or C component. 
Yet, unless properly understood, it could 
arrear to be comnlex and difficult to 
apply.  The increased apnlication of many 
new delay line types has caused a measure 
of confusion among users and manufactur-
ers.  Therefore, the intent of this raper 
is to contribute a common understanding 
by analysis of distortions, definitions 
of terminology, and description of test 
methods.  It is hoped that this might 
instigate the formation of standards for 
electromagnetic delay lines. 

Equivalence of Basic Types  

Delay lines are available in a wide 
variety of shames and sizes.  However, in 
smite of apparent differences, all elect-
romagnetic delay lines are of two general 
types as illustrated in fipure 1.  In the 
dirtributed or coaxial type line, the 
geometry of the two conductors is arranr-
ed to take optimum advanta-es of the 
delay characteristics of a transmission 
line.  In the lumped line, discrete re-
active elements are arranged in the form 
of a multiple section filter. 

Two separate approaches tc delay line 
desi gn have been taken; the first 
derived from transmission line and the 
other from filter theory.  Yet it can be 
shown that the nroperties of a distribut-
ed line are anproached as the number of 
section  e of a lumped line is increased. 
Kimbarkl has shown that a transmission 
line presents a limit case of filter 
theory.  Therefore, by equivalence, all 
delay lines may be similarly evaluated 
and tested. 

Distortions Common  to Delay Lines  

The ultimate in design is to accomp-
lish time delay with complete freedom 
from distortion.  However, since all 
circuit elements have performance limita-
tions, this is not possible.  The best of 
delay lines, properly aPplied must 
necessarily suffer from distortions due 
to (1) deterioration of rise time and (2) 
loss of amplitude. 

The upper part of fig. 2 shows an 
ideal pulse (dotted lines) applied to 
such a line and the resultant stored sig-
nal. 

In comparing these two curves, note: 

(1) The increase in rise time. 
(2) The decrease of amplitude. 

Shortcomings in design and mis-apnlica-
tion could lead to other distortions. 
If many should appear at once, an 
extreme degradation of signal would re-
sult as shown in lower mart of fig. 2. 
In spite of the complex disfiguration, 
a trained observer could easily dis-
tinguish the contribution made by each 
basic distortion, illustrated in fir'. 3: 

Phase Distortion: Characterized in the 

(a) under-equalized state by a lead-
ing ring. 

(b) over-equalized state by a lagging 
ring. 

Both suffer rounding of pulse leading 
edge.  Under-equalizatipn refers to a 
decrease of delay at the higher fre-
quencies.  Too much delay comnensation 
results in over-equalization. 

Input - Cutout Counlina: Characterized 
by distortions occurring at one delay 
time preceding and one delay time lagg-
ing the nuise rise.  These are due to 
inter-counlinr of the higher frequency 
portions of both applied and delayed 
si gnals. 

DlscontinuLLE: Characterized by wave-
share irregularities occurring within 
two delay periods after the pulse rise. 
These are due to non- uniformities in the 
construction of the line. 

Mismatch: Characterized by an abrupt 
change in stem level occurring two de-
lay periods after -pulse rise-. This 
effect is due to incorrect termination. 
The curves indicate the separate effects 
due to resistive and reactive mismatch. 

The manufacturer strives to minimize all 
distortions, but is often required to 
compromise certain qualities to affect 
a savings in size and cost.  As with any 
other connonent, the manufacturers 
specifications indicate the extent of 
such compromise. 

Delay Line Terminology. 

In order to fully evaluate the spec-
ifications, the innguage must be 
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understood.  Certain terminolory is most 
often used throughout the industry: 

(a) Time delal is the time in which 
an electrical simnal is stored by a 
system or comronent.  Pulse delay is 
measured at the half amplitude point of 
the leading edge of the input and output 
nulses. 

T = 1-17  Where: T = 
L = 
C = 

total delay 
total inductance 
total caracitance 

(b) Phase shift is a measure of de-
lay at a given frequency. 

0 - 360 Tf Where: 0 = phase shift in 
degrees. 

T = total delay in 
microseconds. 

f = frequency in 
megacycles. 

(c) Temrerature  Coeffiql2nt  of Tine 
Del%z is expressed as the decimal value 
of total delay chanre ner degree C. 

(d) Phase distortion is the change 
of slgmeal waveshare due to non-equal 
" 7 of its varl_ous frequency components. 

(e) Phase equalization refers to the 
met ods which are employed to comnensate 
for phase distortion. 

(f) Linftânti, is the time deviation 
fro7 the desired value to which a tanned 
or vnr able delay line may be set.  This 
:s usually exrressed as a total delay. 

(7) Pulse width is the time duration 
nllse simnel and is measured be-

tween the half amnlitude roints of the 
leadlnr and trailing edges. (see fig. 2) 

(h) idse time is the time in which 
a unit step changes from itr initial to 
final amnlitude level and is measured nt 
the lng to 90  point. (see fir.  2) 

(i) 'iandwilth is the band of fre-
euenclos whir  a delay line attenuates 
uniformly or within 3 decibels of equal-
ity. 

(1) Insertion loss / is the inverse 
ratio of the rower received by receiving 
-'oui t. directly connectai t .o a sou roe 
-,ower, to the rower received by the 
e cireuit when an additional 4-term-
netwofk is inse-ted between it and 
,uree . 

'.:1 1 

(1') Clutrueteristie_Imne' U =1 
(1) the inn,,t impe,etaae of n 

line of ineinite lenrth, or (2) the innut 

imnedance of a finite line terminated in 
an impedance of such value as to make 
the innut impedance equal to the termina-
tion imnedance. 

Where: Z = characteristic 
impedance. 

L = inductance/unit lgth. 
C = caracity/unit lgth. 

(1) Matching refers to the termination of 
the line in its characteristic imredance 
ard to the adjustment of the signal 
source impedance to equal the character-
istic imnedance of the line. 

(m) Standing wave ratio refers to the 
change of rms voltage or current at var-
ious Points alonr the line caused by 
reflections due to improper matching. It 
is defined as the ratio of the max. to 
min. rms value of this voltage or current. 

(n) Amplitude distortion refers to 
the chanre of signal waveshane to the 
non-equal attenuation of its various 
frequency components. 

Test Methwis. 

The theory underlying delay line test 
procedures is rather simple, hut elab-
orate precautions are sometimes required 
to obtain conclusive accurate results. 

High frequency measurements normally re-
quire some special caîe. 2 In addition, 
to minimizing distortion, special pre-
cautions must be taken regarding the 
manner in which the delay line is emnloy-
ed in test circuitry regarding: 

1. Proner impedance matching, 
2. Decrease of loading effect, both 

resistive and reactive, particularly in 
a variable or tapped delay line, and 

?. Isolation and decoupling between 
those portions of the test setup which, 
because of the delay line, are not in 
phase. 

nuise or sinusoidal testing may 
be used to sunrly comprehensive test 
information, with each offering partic-
ular advantages: 

1. Pulse techniques are most often 
used to determine rise time, pulse delay, 
distortion, pulse attenuation, and 
characteristic impedance. 

2. Minusoidal techniques will more 
readily yield bandwidth and rhase 
rennonne.  Greater accuracy may be 
firq11 ,,v,!r1 in the measurement of delay and 
deloy linearity at o  particular frequency. 
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Pulse 1:011.1112g 

Fig. 4 illustrates a nuise testing 
setun:  A high quality pulse or a square 
wave generator outnut is coupled through 
an impedance matching network to the in-
nut of a delay line.  A suitable high 
frequency oscillogranh may be used to 
observe the pulse waveshape, providing 
the amplifier (or deflection plates) into 
which the signal is fed has relatively 
low input capacitance and high innut im-
pedance. 

Reflections will distort the input 
pulse shape if the delay line is not 
properly matched.  By adjustment of term-
ination to minimize this reflection, the 
characteristic impedance may be determin-
ed and measured. 

Fig. 5 illustrates how, by multiple 
exposure on a single prin*, the following 
is recorded: 

1. pulse input 
2. nuise output 
3. sweep timing markers 

Some delay line manufacturers will, upon 
request, supply rhotogranhs of this type 
with their delay lines.  From these 
nhotograrhs, delay time can be obtained 
by comparison with a known frequency of 
the timing marker. 

Inrut and outnut rise time may 
similarly be measured.  Delay line rise 
time may then be obtained by ase of the 
following equation: 

Tr  = pr2 ) - (Tr2 ) 
i delay line  output  input 

Where: Tr = rise time 

By comparison of the amplitudes of the 
input and outrut pulses, the attenuation 
is obtained as follows: 

Attenuation  Vinv-fVhout 

Where: Vin - Input pulse 
amplitude 

Vout =Output Pulse 
amplitude 

Distortions, if present, may be readily 
analyzed.  Pulse delay may be easily 
measured to within ± 5%.  Denending on 
the quality and stability of the test 
equipment, this accuracy may be extended 
to  2%. 

Sinusoidal  Testtn 

Fig. 6 illustrates a sinusoidal test 
setup.  A calibrated signal generator is 
fed through a matching network to tht 
innut of a properly terminated delay 
line.  A lissajou pattern is used to com-
pare the phase relation between the 
input and outnut. 

To compensate for phase shift in-
troduced by the measuring oscillograph, 
a phase equalizing network is normally 
required.  This may be a delay lire and 
may be adjusted to obtain zero closure 
when the switch is thrown to the innut 
rosition. 

When the switch is returned to the 
output, the lissajou pattern will give 
an indication of phase shift introduced 
by the delay line.  A measurement of the 
lowe t frequency which effects an ident-
ical closure of the pattern yields the 
time delay for 360 - of phase shift. 
Effectively, time delay equals the period 
of this frequency. 

As frequency is increased, successive 
identical closures will be obtained, the 
Periods of these closure frequencies will 
correspond to sub-multinles of time delay.. 
Phase linearity can then be determined, 
but the number of points that can be 
taken is limited by delay line response 
and over-all time delay. 

Accuracy of phase shift measurements 
is largely dependent upon the accuracy 
to which the frequency may be determined. 
Other factors also contribute to error 
and require special precautions to in-
sure: 

1. Freedom from coupling between 
measured points, 

2. Freedom from harmonic distortion, 
end 

"3. Adequate resolution of the 
lissajou closure reading.  . 

A similar test setup emnloys high 
frequency voltmeters at inrut and outnut 
in place of the oscillograph.  Bandwidth 
is obtained by Plotting the ratio of 
outrut to inrut voltage as frequency is 
varied. 

SUMMARY 

All delay lines, irrespective of size 
or design, may be tested and evaluated 
by similar nrocedures.  Distortions which 
may anrear, fall into clearly defined 
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groups and can easily be recognized. Und-
nrs+ending of existing terminolo gy and 
hapIr test procedures will aid in the 
nelertion of delay lines most suited for 
particular anrlications. 

Delay lines over the past few years 
have become established as a new com-
ponent field.  Not too far back, the user 
waF required to design and build delay 
lines for a srecifin anplication.  Today, 
there is a wide selection, not only in 
tyres or sizes of delay lines, but in 
quality and performance as well, which 
have been brought about by the entrance 
of many new manufacturers into the field. 
There are many new applications which 
have been made practical with the im-
rrovemert of quality and precision. 
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The users contributions is of ut-
most importance towards the continuing 
advancement and this is to be encouraged 
by the manufacturer.  Because cooperation 
must be based on comrrehension, this tuner 
has been presented to contribute to 
general understanding with the hope that 
it would lead to establishment of firm 
standards of quality, terminology and 
testing. 
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"EVOLUTION OF SELENIUM RECTIFIER VOL UGE RATINGS" 

Norman F. Bechtold 
Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories 

Fort Monmouth, N. J. 

Summary 

Prior to World War II, selenium rectifier 
plates were rated at 14 to 16 rms volts per plate. 
Accelerated wartime use and further development of 
barrier layar materials resulted in increase of 
this rating to 26 volts.  Military miniaturization 
needs caused postwar developmental effort to be 
initially directed toward higher voltage plates. 
the initial result of a planned program for 
development of 120 volt selenium plates is a 
standard line of 40 volt plates available in all 
common sizes for stacking into any possible cir-
cuit configuration.  Subsequent use and further 
test of these items has made it apparent that a 
multiplicity of advantages are offered through 
their use; more than 30,000 hours of operational 
life data have been obtained on experimental 
salples.  For power applications, higher voltage 
ratings can be utilized to diminish the effect 
of slightly higher forward resistance by requir-
ing less series plates.  Increased efficiency is 
attained by virtue of the fact that lower reverse 
losses are evident through use of the 40 volt 
plates.  These characteristics hava been used to 
advantage in a number of magnetic amplifier appli-
cations where, generally, the slightly higher 
forward resistance does not materially affect the 
operation.  Under derated (reverse) conditions, 
it has been proven that 40-volt selenium plates 
provide superior characteristics to other avail-
able types up to 65°C.  Further Improvement of 
production techniques and materials have led to 
recent development of 60 volt (ras) selenium 
rectifier plates, development models of which 
have exhibited superior initial reverse resistance 
characteristics.  Additional data are offered to 
indicate proposed ratings, current-voltage charac-
teristics, temperature derating factors, and oper-
ational life.  It is apparent that further 
improvement in uniformity of production techniques 
will make these 60-volt selenium plates a market-
able item in the near future.  In addition, 
further advancement of this voltage rating will be 
contigent upon resolution of barrier layer stabil-
ity problems.  Intensified effort in this field by 
the Services and Industry will provide a marked 
contribution to the military miniaturization 
program. 

Introduction 

Remember 'way back when a selenium rectifier 
was a "cure-all" for power rectification problems? 
Recent introduction of the "wonder drugs" of ger-
manium and silicon have begun to bring to light 
some of the deficiencies and limitations associ-
ated with selenium, along with somewhat premature 
claims for the recently introduced devices.  In 
this respect, it is the intent of this paper to 

present to the radio engineering profession a 
background of accomplishments in selenium plate 
voltage ratings, in hope that all available power 
rectifier types may be weighted equally with con-
siderat ion to the market of the future. 

Eackerouncl 

Non-linear conduction characteristics of 
selenium cells were first discovered by Adams and 
Day in 1876, and their work was continued by 
Siemens in 1877, and in 1883 Fritts fabricated 
selenium cells for which resistance ratios of over 
250 to 1 were obtained with reverse voltage rat-
ings of about 8 volts.  Further development of 
these types was deferred, however, in favor of 
photocells, electrolytic rectifiers, and crystal 
detectors, until the first commercial selenium 
rectifier was introduced in 1924'.  By virtue of 
improved crystallization techniques and purer 
selenium, cell voltage ratings had by this time 
been increased to 10 to 12 volts.  For approxi-
mately 10 years no advancement was made in ratings 
until artificial barriers were first applied in 
the mid 1930's, and voltage ratings were increased 
to about 14-16 volts.  A progression toward 18 
volts had been achieved by 1940 and accelerated 
wartime development of material and techniques had 
further increased ratings to 26 volts by the end 
of World War II. 

The selenium rectifier plate as we know it 
today, therefore, evolved from the crude labora-
tory sample of about 70 years ago to the versa-
tile mainstay of most commercial and military 
power rectification systems.  As with most elec-
tronic parts, its initial development was slow, 
and did not "come into its own" until wartime 
exigency hastened its development. 

For those of you who are not familiar with 
the makeup and action of a selenium rectifier 
plate, a brief discussion is presented herewith. 
Figure I is a sectioned view of a selenium plate, 
the chief constituents of which are a metallic 
base plate, selenium leer, barrier layer and 
counter-electrode.  Halogen "impurities" (Bromine, 
Iodine, Chlorine) are inoculated into the selenium 
in optimum amounts to influence the effects of 
crystallization.  The base plate, preferably 
etched aluminum, provides a support for a layer of 
p type (crystalline) selenium which is formed 
through heat treatment of amorphous selenium under 
specific conditions.  A natural barrier is formed 
at the surface of the selenium by this process and 
is supplemented (for higher reverse resistance) by 
application of an artificial barrier of organic 
compounds.  An electron producing metal (cadmium-
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bismuth alloy) counter-electrode is sprayed onto 
this barrier.  A forming process consisting of 
application of a pulsating dc voltage then 
stabilizes the barrier layer and burns out any 
selenium "hot spots" of accumulated electrons. 
Within the rectifying mechanism thus formed, 
conventional current flows freely from the selen-
ium to the counter-electrode while it is sub-
stantially blocked from flowing in the opposite 
direction2. Because so many variables are in-
volved in production of this device, extreme care 
must be taken in control of each production para-
meter.  Techniques have now been improved to the 
point where a high current, high voltage, or high 
temperature cell can be manufactured by modifica-
tion of specific materials and processes. 

The data to be presented herein applies to 
the quality-type (industrial) selenium rectifiers 
manufactured in conformance with stringent mili-
tary specifications.  Although they are more 
reliable and more expensive than the standard 
radio-quality stacks with which Radio Engineers 
are more familiar, manufacturing processes of the 
two are similar, and advantages in size and cost 
gained for one type can easily be applied to the 
other.  It should be pointed out that "radio 
plates' are formed to 40-45 volts, and are sub-
jected to more rapid deterioration than the 40 
volt "industrial plates" discussed in this paper. 
It is apparent that production problems for a 
responsive yield increase directly with required 
minimum life.  The 60 volt plates discussed herein 
have not been made in any production quantities to 
date, but it is conceivable that modified versions 
may be marketable as a radio quality item in the 
near future.  At their present rate of develop-
ment, silicon and/or germanium rectifiers may 
supplant selenium rectifiers in many applications 
since they offer a significant advantage in the 
size factor category.  On the other hand, although 
a silicon or germanium rectifier can do the normal 
radio or television job in one-half the space that 
a present 6-plate selenium stack occupies, it is 
unlikely that they will compete on a cost-per 
basis for many years.  Decreases in component cost 
for the near future must thon naturally result 
only from miniaturization of the selenium stack, 
since production processes on these present items 
are now at minimum cost.  In this respect, con-
sider the possibility that a 3-plate stack of 
higher voltage selenium plates might replace this 
6-plate stack.  An estimated ratio of individual 
plate price is 1.5/1, due to longer production 
periods necessary for high voltage plates.  The 
price advantage to be gained would therefore be 

e s  
. 0 7 5 

(o xl  C.   

and the advantage gained would be a 25% decrease 
in cost of each rectifier unit.  Bear in mind, 
then, that the facts to be presented may be 
indirectly applicable to your own cost reduction 
problems. 

40 Volt Plates 

Fulfillment of military miniaturization 
needs necessitated that postwar rectifier develop, 

mental effort be initially directed toward higher 
voltage selenium plates.  A composite picture of 
the overall Signal Corpe plan for progression of 
selenium plate ratings is demonstrated in Figure 
2.  The advantages to be derived from fulfillment, 
or only partial fulfillment, of these goals are 
readily apparent.  The initial goal of a compre-
hensive development program was a reproducible 
selenium rectifier plate rated at 40 volts rms. 
It was necessary to refine production techniques 
for a few existent laboratory models and to 
improve artificial barriers in order to accomplish 
the goal.  As a direct result, e standard lino of 
40 volt plates are available in all common SiZ68 
for stacking into any possible circuit configura-
tion.  Data pertinent to manufacturing processes, 
ratings, and characteristics of these plates are 
already covered in a general manner in previous 
publications3, so further discussion of this 
development will be limited to specific applica-
tion advantages. 

It might be applicable to mention at this 
time that there have been indications that aging 
characteristics are adversely affected by increases 
in selenium cell voltage ratings.  Figure 3 demon-
strates that 33 and 40 volt cells age progressive-
ly more rapidly than 26 volt cells4. It should 
be pointed out that this information was compiled 
on early high voltage cells, and does not apply 
to improved ag ing characteristics achieved in 
later developments.  Qualitatively, however, it is 
indicative of the relative capabilities of each 
cell type; the faster aging rate is apparently 
brought about by stresses placed upon barrier 
materials by both lengthy forming periods and high 
operating voltages.  Interpretation of these data 
cannot be realistic, however, without clarifica-
tion of the criteria for "aging".  End of life for 
a metallic rectifier is consistently defined as 
that point at which the forward resistance (volt-
age drop) has incrensed by 100%.  Dependent upon 
general application, satisfactory life may fall 
anywhere in the range from 50 hours to 50,000 
hours.  Under varying conditions of operation, 26 
volt cells can be applied at rated voltage 
throughout this entire life range - from minimum 
current densities for 50,000 hours to maximum 
current densities for 50 hours.  en the other hand, 
experience has shown that life expectancy for 40 
volt cells at equivalent current densities and 
rated voltage is considerably loss.  Especially 
promising results recently compiled (Figure 4) 
indicate that over 30,000 hours of reliable life 
has been achieved for development models of 40 
volt selenium plates at room temperatures. 

I would like at this time to elaborate upon 
a few of the advantages to be gained through use 
of these 4C volt cells in some general applica-
tions.  A curve of resistance-voltage characteris-
tics of 26v, 40v, and 60v selenium rectifiers is 
offered for comparison in Figure 5.  Note that due 
to increased harrier resistance, conductivity in 
both the reverse and forward directions has been 
decreased.  Consequently, as cell voltage rating 
has been increased due to decreased reverse con-
ductivity, forwerd resistance has in turn 
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increased.  In spite of this apparent deficiency 
in per plate forward characteristics, a more 
efficient and better regulated unit is effected 
thrcugh overall decreased internal resistance from 
less series plates.  Since efficiency is also 
affected by reverse losses, Figure 6 is offered to 
demonstrate that lower reverse losses are also 
achieved through use of the 40 volt plates. 

Consider, for axample, a single phase 30 volt 
rias input application requiring a forward current 
of 3 amperes dc into a purely resistive load.  For 
conformance with Signal Corps standards, a 4" x 4" 
plate would be required to effectively deliver the 
dc load current in a full wave application.  For 
the purposes of this discussion, let us consider 
that a choice must be made between 26 volt plates 
and 40 volt plates.  For a 4-1-1 configuration (a 
single phase bridge having four arms with one 
plate in series and one plate in parallel por arm) 
of 40 volt plates, reference to Figure 6 indicates 
that an rais leakage current of approximately 15 ma 
can be expected at 30 volts.  Since it is necess-
rsy to utilize two 26 volt plates in series per 
arm for this application, 15 volts would be in-
creased across each series plate in a 4-2-1 con-
figuration.  It is apparent that a leakage current 
of over 30 ma will flow under this condition.  It 
is evident, therefore, from a leakage standpoint 
at room temperature, that the 4-1-1 40 volt plate 
stack is superior to the 4-2-1 26 volt plate stack 
by a ratio of 2 to 1.  The relative slopes of the 
two curves indicate that at lower operating volt-
ages the superiority of the 40 volt plate is even 
more pronounced in this leakage category. 

The effects of temperature on leakage current 
can be determined from a study of Figure 7.  Note 
that although the 40 volt rectifier is more 
sensitive to temperature extremes, its reverse 
leakage is lower than that of a corresponding 26 
volt item over the range from -400C to /800C.  As 
previously noted, a 2 to 1 advantage is gained for 
the higher voltage plates at room ambient tempera-
tures. 

An additional contributing factor toward 
power loss and subsequent aging is the forward 
resistance of each stack.  As previously pointed 
out in the discussion of resistance-voltage char-
acteristics, the forward voltage drop of tho 40 
volt plate is slightly higher (approx. 20%) than 
the 26 volt plate.  For this 30 volt application 
under discussion, however, twice as many 26v 
scries plates are required; consequently, the for-
ward voltage drop of the rectifier and power loss-
es related thereto, will be 

I + I 
I. 2. 

or 6oe greater for the 4-2-1 26 volt stack.  This 
condition will result in a somewhat lower output 
voltage, poorer regulation, and a greater contri-
bution toward degradation of the stack through 
aging.  No related quantitative comparison can be 
made for the overall circuit, since the relation-
ship between series and load resistance for each 
individual circuit will be a factor.  The differ-
ence in circuit power losses will never be an 

great as 60, but under all circumstances circuit 
efficiency will be greater for the circuit using 
40 volt selenium plates. 

It is evident from the above discussion that 
40 volt selenium plates are superior to 26 volt 
plates for this particular application from the 
aspects of both physical and electrical consid-
eration.  It is true that a tailor-made applica-
tion has been chosen for discussion, whereas 
others will not make the superiority so apparent; 
as higher voltages are required, however, the use 
of the 40 and even 60 volt plates will become 
progressively mrre advantageous.  Figure 8 indi-
cates the most effective operating areas of the 
plate ratings under discussion in this paper. 

As a further practical demonstration of the 
benefits to be derived through use of the 40 
volt plates, consider its capabilities in a mag-
netic amplifier application on a comparative 
basis with some other available rectifying 
devices5.  Transfer characteristics have been 
chosen as a basis for comparison because they are 
a direct representation of rectifier quality. 
These control current-load voltage relationships 
are dependent upon reactor core materials and 
rectifier forward and reverse characteristics:  a 
high forward resistance results in a lower dc 
output voltage and corresponding lower gain, while 
a high reverse leakage current results in a lower 
slope and decreased sensitivity of the amplifier. 
In a comparison of transfer characteristics of 
basic magnetic amplifier circuits, it has been 
shown that these high voltage selenium plates 
provide superior gain characteristics to other 
available t. pes up to 1650c.  Figure 9 a,b,c,d 
demonstrates tat a 40 volt stack of approxi-
mately half the size of a 26 volt stack is super-
ior for magnetic amplifier circuits.  Note that 
the 30% change in leakage from 25°C to 65°C 
demonstrated in Figure 7 has not appreciably 
altered the transfer charbcteristic for this par-
ticular application.  Although selected versions 
of these plates are presently being used commer-
cially for magnetic amplifiers, the above investi-
gation was performed on conventional power items. 
It is planned that this investigation will contin-
ue in order to establish relative long life 
stability at elevated temperatures. 

60 Volt Plates  

The next, and most recent, step toward an 
ultimate goal of 120v plate rating was an attempt 
to develop a reproducible 70 volt selenium plate. 
While methods of making satisfactory cells of 
this rating were not found, a limited number of 
60 volt cells were constructed through improved 
laboratory production techniques and materials. 
Since production experience and research on the 
40 volt development indicated that optimum values 
had already been found for many of the production 
parameters, work was conducted using already 
proven production techniques and equipment 
wherever feasible.  Time was spent mainly on 
factors which were believed to be critical in 
developing high voltage cells; namely, the 
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artificial barrier layer, the front electrode 
composition, and selenium layer application.  A 
variation of the molten coating process was 
employed for applying a brominated selenium layer 
to a nickel plated aluminum base plate.  The rap-
idly cooled selenium layer was pressed under as 
close control as possible at 180 pounds per square 
inch and 135°C for ten minutes.  After annealing 
at 2190C for 25 minutes, a three-step process was 
employed for obtaining an organic artificial bar-
rier layer of polystyrene containing selenium 
dioxide and diethanol amine on top of a calcium-
magnesium inorganic barrier layer.  A bismuth-
cadmium counter-electrode melting at 145°C was 
sprayed on to complete the basic cell unit. 
Electroforming was performed by connecting cells 
"back-to-back" and applying progressively higher 
alternate voltage for 50-150 hours. 

In the course of the development work, both 
the pressed powder and the molten coating process-
es were employed for applying selenium.  Various 
amounts of chlorine, bromine, iodine, and other 
materials were added to alter the selenium charac-
teristics.  Artificial barrier leyers containing 
phenolic resins, nitrocellulose, ethyl cellulose 
and polystyrene were studied during the course of 
these experiments.  Varying amounts of plasti-
cizers, amines and inorganic materials were added 
in an effort to develop higher reverse voltages. 
In an attempt to improve high temperature response, 
high melting point tin-cadmium alloys were tested 
as counter-electrodes.  Electroforming in oil 
containing amine additives was attempted, but poor 
forward conductivity and electroforming breakdowns 
could not be adequately controlled.  Although 
occasionally various methods yielded cells capable 
of withstanding up to 80 volts, poor forward con-
ductivity, short operating life, or partial or 
complete lees of cell batches due to electroform-
ing breakdowns occerred with every method 
attempted. 

In spite of the development obstacles en-
countered, sufficient rectifier samples rated at 
55-60 v per plate and 250 ma/sq. In. of effective 
area (fall wave) have been evaluated and data 
compiled. 

Proposed current and voltage dereting curves 
are typified in Figure 10 over the ambient oper-
ating temperature range.  At an ambient of 700C, 
ratings for a 4-1-1 bridge of 1" x 1" cella are 
55v rais input and 100 ma dc output into a resis-
tive load.  Temperature limitations of these high 
voltage plates, coupled with the advantages offer-
ed by high temperature selenium cells, make it 
apparent that use of specific types will be con-
tingent upon iniividual requirements of each 
application.  Improvement of uniformity in produc-
tion techniques is necessary before these 60 volt 
plates can even be considered as a marketable item, 
since it is apparent that only specially selected 
presently available cells will be reliable for a 
maximum period of 5000 hours, and that the prob-
ability of failure increases with ambient tempera-
tura. 

As illustrated previously, the per plate 
forward voltage drop increases somewhat with 
reverse voltage rating, and is accompanied by 
proportionat: power losses in the forward direc-
tion.  It has also been shown how reverso leakage 
current is less for a higher voltage cell when 
operated at the same voltage as a lower rated cell. 
The relative effects of these conditions on call 
temperature rise are illustrated in Figure 11. 
In order to eliminate as many variables an pose-
iblo, the stacks studied were all operated at the 
same forward current. Tho extremely low leakage 
current associated with the 40 volt item at low 
voltages (below 26 volts) more than compensates 
for the increased forward losses, and lower plate 
temperature and potential longer life are possible 
for the 40 volt item at the low voltage levels. 
Sharp increases in leakage of the 40 and 60 volt 
plates as reverse voltage approaches their 
respective rated values brings about corresponding 
total power loss increases.  Interpretation of 
these power losses to cell temperature rise, as 
noted by experiment, further corroborates the 
statements made previously that higher voltage 
cells, when operated at rated values, tend to age 
more rapidly than lower rated cells.  The cross-
over point between the 40 and 60 volt curves seems 
to indicate thet th  latter item is a better 
(longer life) 40 volt cell than the former; this 
postulation will be investigated more fully in 
subsequent studies at the Signal Corps Zogineer-
ing Laboratories. 

Thouchts for the Futare 

There has been no atte-pt herein to present 
an impression that these new 60 volt selenium 
plates are ready for imm Aiate application as 
replacement items.  On the contrary, they have 
been difficult and expensive to manufactura in 
order to meet development specifications, and the 
production yield has been too low for any practi-
cal usage.  All that can be said is that charac-
teristics of the better cells are promising, and 
potentially superior to presently existing 
counterparts.  Although the 70 volt goal of the 
present work, as established, was proven beyond 
the current state of the art, a step has been 
taken in the right direction.  Furthermore, no 
theoretical reason has been found to disprove 
that usable 70 to 100 volt selenium rectifier 
plates cannot someday be produced.  There are 
those who say that the problem becomes more for-
midable as voltage ratings increase; this might 
be so, but if pictures never lie, let UB consider 
for a moment Figure 12, which depicts the history 
to date of the evolution of selenium voltage 
ratings.  It would undoubtedly be purely conjec-
ture to predict, after extrapolation of this curve 
beyond 1955, that 100v cells will be a reality 
within another 20 years. 

There is really nothing more that can be 
said at this time, except that the indicated 
trend is certainly worthy of further considera-
tion.  The areas for development aro large, and 
the application potentialities speak for 
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themselves.  The challenge is presented to the 
selenium rectifier manufacturer, not only by the 
advancements and possibilities discussed herein, 
but also by the introduction of the germanium and 
silicon devices as competitors on the open market. 
It is the opinion of the author that standing of 
the selenium rectifier on the market of the future 
depends not upon development in the state of the 
art, but conversion of this "art" to a "science". 
Herein lies resolution of either limited or wide-
"spread use; not to seek better barrier materials, 
selenium inoculants an3 forming techniques through 
tedious trial and error, but through scientific 
analysis of constituents and their relative con-
tributions to the action of the semiconducting 
selenium.  Intensified effort in this respect by 
both the Services and Industry will provide a 
marked contribution to the military miniaturiza-
tion program.  I leave it up to you, the manu-
facturer, and you, the usar, to make your own 
appràisal of the future of selenium rectifiers 
in the competitive power conversion field. 
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Fig. 1 

Selenium Plate Cross-Section. 
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A PRECISION DEFLECTION YOKE 

Harold J. Benzuly 
Radio Corporation of America 

Camden, New Jersey 

Summary 

A very important consideration in the regis-
tration of multiple images such as required in the 
present RCA Color Television Camera is the deflec-
tion yoke.  Complete uniformity between units used 
together is essential and it is shown how this con-
trolled precision can be easily obtained. 

A technique for constructing a deflection 
coil asaembly suitable for use with a camera pick-

up tube is described and the results obtained from 
a unit built for an image-orthicon camera are re-
ported.  The objective was to reproduce as closely 
as possible the electrical characteristics of a 
conventicnal wire wound yoke without exceeding the 

ptysical size of the standard unit.  Preliminary 
tests in an image-orthicon camera of such a yoke 
have shown attractive possibilities. 

Introduction 

One of the most important considerations in 
the registration of several television images, 
such as required in the present RCA color tele-
vision canera, is the deflection yoke.  Since 
misregistration is a degradation of picture quali-
ty that is quite apparent and annoying to the 
viewer, it is imperative that errors in registry 
at the transmitting end of the system be held with-
in very close limits.  In present cameras this is 
done by providing several registration controls 
and using carefully constructed deflection com-
ponents.  This paper describes a different approach 
to the construction of deflection coil assemblies. 

Because variations in geometric distortion 
rather than geometric distortion per se produce 
misregistration, the emphasis is primarily on uni-
formity.  While any distortion is undesirable, 
techniques of field-shapingi and focue modulation 
permit compensation for the symmetrical barrel and 
pin-cushion variety.  Furthermore, a certain 
amount of symmetrical distortion is tolerable pro-
viding it is identical in all of the images super-
imposed so that no color separation occurs.  Thu», 
while accuracy and low dictortion are extremely 
important, precise reproduceatility is of para-
mount concern. 

In the camera, distortion can be introduced 
by optics, tubes or the deflection coil assem-
blies.  But, while the sources of error are known, 
evaluation of each element's contribution is ex-
tremely difficult.  The use of high quality optics, 
carefully adjusted, makes negligible the distor-

tion inserted at this point.  Image-orthicons, al-
though made with rigidly controlled accuracy, due 
to their inherent complexity can contribute some 
error.  However, proper installation and operation 
reduces nonsymmetrical distortions to a currently 
irreducible minimum and allows excellent registra-
tion to be obtained.  Distortions produced in a 
deflection yoke depend directly on the care and 
accuracy exercised in its design and manufacture. 
Thus, the deflection yoke designer, knowing that 
perfection in his art is not a panacea, is charged 
with achieveing the highest possible precision. 

An insight to his problem might be given by a 
brief description of the procedure used in regis-
tering an RCA color camera.  Three image-orthicons 
are used in individual deflection assemblies for 
the red, blue and green images which have been 
separated by dichroic mirrors.  The two horizontal 
coils in each yoke (and likewise the vertical coils) 
are connected in series and the three yokes are 
then paralleled across the horizontal and vertical 
output transformers.  The green channel has been 
arbitrarily adopted as the master channel to which 
the red and blue images are registered.  The test 
pattern normally used consists of wide-spaced hori-
zontal and vertical lines in a grid pattern, a 
large circle and test wedges, all thin black lines 
on a white background.  In setting up the green 
channel, first the mechanical rotation of the yoke 
is adjusted to make the bottom of the raster para-
llel to the bottom of the optical image.  Then size 
and linearity are set using master controls which 
operate on the applied deflection voltage wave-
forms.  The red and blue images are then separately 
registered to the green using rotation, centering, 
individual size and linearity controls and a "skew" 
correction adjustment.  "Skew" is a term applied 
to a distortion causing square shapes on the test 
pattern to appear as rhombic shapes on the tele-
vision picture.  It can be corrected by applying 
a variable vertical sawtooth of current to the 

horizontal deflection coils. 

Since a common deflection voltage is applied 
to all three yokes, individual size and linearity 
controls are obtained from adj ustable resistive 
and reactive elements in series with the deflec-
tion coils.  These permit compensation for pro-
duction tolerances. 

The deflection obtained from a given deflec-
tion yoke is a function of the form-factor and 
ampere-turns.  In the so-called form-factor are 
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included the effective length, diameter, turna 
distribution and efficiency parameters.  If the 
two colle comprising a given yoke (both horizon-
tal and vertical) are connected in series, proper-
ly oriented with respect to each other and with 
the axis of deflection and then fed with a perfect 
sawtooth current, any assymetry in the magnetic 
field (barring disturbing external effects) will 
be due to construction geometry such as the loca-
tion of turns in the winding?  Since the errors in 
registration with which we are concerned ere on 
the order of a few percent and since, as mentioned 
earlier, it is quite difficult to isolate such er-
rors for evaluation, the best appronch is to tie 
down accurately the locaticn of the turns so that 
no variation is permitted.  While several methods 
are available for accurately locating the turns of 
a deflection coil winding, it is felt that the 
application of printed circuit techniques, besides 
achieving a high degree of precision in this res-
pect, can supply several additional advantages ea 
well 

The use of printed coils permits realization 
of the ultimate in geometric unaformity between 
units.  It suggests a simple method of fabrication 
suitable for automation techniques.  It should re-
sult in coat reduction, size reduction and closer 
tolerances in electrical characteristics than nor-
mally obtained.  But, most important from the 
point of view of this paper, a high degree of uni-
formity in production unite should be possible. 

The Printed-Circuit yoke 

To explore these possibilities, a deflection 
yoke for an image-orthicon television canera was 
constructed entirely from printed circuits.  Be-
fore describing this printed model, the construc-
tion of a conventional yoke will be reviewed. 

An image-orthicon deflection yoke is assem-
bled on a long  phenolic coil forn into which the 
image-orthicon is inserted.  A layer of shield 
cloth is first wrapped around the form for elec-
trostatic shielding.  This cicth consists of thin 
copper wires woven parallel to each other (in one 
direction only) through a cloth base.  They are 
all joined together at one end which is grounded. 
layer of varnished cloth is then applied for in-

sulation.  Next, the horizontal deflection coils, 
flat wound and preformed are mounted in place. 
Another layer of varnished cloth, a second layer 
of shield cloth, more varnished cloth and finally 
the vertical coila, followed by a last layer of 
varnished cloth and the iron wire wrap which 
serves as a return path for the flux. 

The coils are wound flat around pine ac-
curately located in a board.  They are laid out 
in six or seven grcups of turna, the groups being 
equally spaced on the ends and approximating a 
cosine distribution along the major axis.  Wooden 
spacers are provided between groups to maintain 
their proper relative position.  The coils are 

then shellacked and formed around a cylinder.  A 
finished horizontal col] is shown in Figure h. 

At the outset it was believed that a printed 
yoke could be built which would replace directly 
(mechanically and electrically) the conventional 
unit.  To this end the physical dimensions were 
predetermined and the electrical parameters set as 
design objectives.  No attempt was made to redesign 
the standard yoke, but merely to reproduce it using 
printed coils.  Only three different printed 
patterns were used for the entire yoke, two coil 
patterns and a shield pattern.  The two coil 
patterne, shown in Figure 1, are mirror-images of 
one another.  The third, to be used in place of 
the shield cloth referred to earlier, was printed 
in a continuous strip.  A section of this pattern, 
already formed, is shown in Figure 2. 

All patterns were made by an etching process 
from 2.7 mil copper deposited on a semi-cured 
melamine glass base material 13 mile thick.  The 
coils have b3 turne per pattern, a conductor width 
of 10 mils and a minimum turns spacing of 10 mils. 
The turns are laid out according to a cosine dis-
tribution along the major axis and are equally 
spaced on the ende. 

The electrostatic shield pattern consista of 
15 mile conductors equally spaced at 60 mile, all 
joined at one end to a bue 3/16e wide. 

The deflection coils were built up to the 
proper inductance by alternately stacking the two 
preformed mirror-image patterns and interconnect-
ing them as shown diagrammatically in Figure 3 to 
provide a continuous currect path.  Interconnec-
tions were made by soldering short pieces of thin 
copper ribbon between solder pads.  An important 
feature of this scheme is the self-insulating ac-
tion of the patterns.  Consequently no insulating 
wrappers need be inserted between coila as in the 
conventional yoke.  The two small holes along the 
center line seen in Figures 1 and 3 are for ac-
curately indexing the patterns while assembling 
the cells and later for accurately locating the 
finished coils on the coil form. 

Patterns were preformed by strapping them to 
a mandrel of the proper size, stacked and indexed 
in the order in which they would be Sesembled, and 
subjecting them to a te mperature of 3200F for one 
hour.  Figure 4 shows a single, formed coil pattman 
alongside e completed conventional horizontal coil 
for comparison. 

Experimental Results  

The complete deflection yoke (Figure 5) con-
sirting of horizontal and vertical coils and the 
two layers of electrostatic shielding was assem-
bled by the techniques just described, inserted in 
a focus coil and operated in a monochrcme image-
orthicon television camera.  Some modifications 
were made to the driving circuits because the im-
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'pedance  of the printed yoke was somewhat higher 
than that of its conventional counterpart but its 
performance was quite acceptable and the results 
are certainly encouraeing.  The major shortcoming 
encountered was the high resistance.  This will be 
discussed later in detail. 

Four patterns were stacked and interconnected 
for each horieontal coil and eight patterns for 
each vertical coil.  The measured inductance of a 
single pattern was nominally 189 microhenries. 
The completed horizontal coils measured 2.9 milli-
henries each in air and about 3.9 millihenries with 
the iron-wrap in place.  DC resistances of these 
coils were 103 and 97 ohms respectively.  The ver-
tical coils had measured DC resistances of 232 
ohms and 215 ohms.  Matching of the coils with re-
spect to resistance was somewhat restricted by the 
limited number of patterns available at the time. 

In comparison, the conventional wire-wound 
yoke has horizontal coil inductances of approxi-
mately 3.0 millihenries each (with the iron-wrap 
return-Path in place) and D.C. resistances of 

about 9.5 ohms. 

The vertical coils have inductances of approx-
imately 15.5 millihenries and pc resistances of 

about 18.5 ohms. 

The horizontal retrace time for the printed 
yoke was just over 11 microseconds compared to 
about 9 microseconds for the wire-wound yoke in 
this circuit.  eowever the inductance, with which 
the retrace time varies directly as the square 
root, is 1.3 times larger in the printed yoke. 

The radial build of the printed yoke was .301" 
compared to .43" for the conventional yoke. 

Uniformity of Printed Patterns  

'uite a large number of the printed coil 
patterns had "opens" in the windings when received 
although most of these were repaired and used.  The 
causes of this poor yield explain to a large extent 
the exceptionally high resistance of the coils. 
Figure 6 shows a plot of the individual pattern DC 
resistances.  The ordinate is in ohms and the ab-
cissa refers to successive numbers assigned to 
each pattern for identification.  White circles C19-
note patterns which required repair.  Just over 
half of the points art grouped in a region between 
21 and  25 ohms with an average value of 23.1 ohms; 
the others, for the most part, are scattered. The 
calculated resistance per pattern based on a 
.0O2711 x .010e cross-section of copper and a mea-
sured path length of 43.72 ft. was 13.2 ohms with 
an expected but unknown percentage increase due to 
undercutting during etching.  Figure 7 shows the 
effects of the undercutting.  This is a photomicro-
graph (magnified 60 times) of the cross-section of 
three conductors.  Two things are obvious from 
this photograph  a reduction in area due to the 

trapezoidal shape and a variation in conductor 
width due to non-uniformity in drafting for the 
printing negative.  Measurements from four such 
photographs taken at different sections indicate 
an average cross-sectional area 40% less than 
that calculated resulting in an increase in re-
sistance of 67% over the calculated value.  This 
would bring the 13.2 ohms (calculated) up to 22.2 
ohms which is within 4% of the mean value of 23.1 
ohms mentioned above.  Variations in the etching 
time and the strength of the bath, imperfections 
in the copper surface and perhaps some poor re-
pairs would also tend to explain the large number 

of opens and Wide range of resistances. 

Uniformity of inductance is inherent with 
this technique.  Tolerances of IL t- e have been 
achieved with similar types of -Coils when care 

has been exercised in etching. 

Evaluation 

The fabricating technique used in the con-
struction of this yoke appeared to work out very 
well.  Patterns took to the forming process quite 
readily, the indexing of patterns was precise and, 
while perhaps a more elegant method of inter-layer 
connection might be devised, the method described 

was quick and relatively easy. 

One of the areas open to question is the ex-
pected yield from such printed coil patterns.  Al-
though those used were made with considerable care 
on a laboratory rather than a production basis, 
several limitations were inherent from the start. 
First, the specification of 10 mil linee and a 
minimum spacing of 10 mils is impractical from 
two standpoints; high resistance and difficulty 
in etching.  Secondly, slight imperfections in 
the copper surface might cause "opens" with such 
narrow conductors (particularly if they are "neck-
ed-down" by undercutting and drefting irregulari-
ties) whereas with wider cenductore these imper-
fections would be less effective.  The drafting, 
done tc a 411 scale, required that the conductor 
linee (inked by hand) be drawn in two parts, half 
above and half below a locating center-line.  It 
is obviously very difficult to achieve uniformity 
by this method and considerable improvement in 
the final product is to be expected from an im-
pro ved drafting technique.  With allowance made 
for undercutting and careful control of the etch-
ing process it seems reasonable to Resume that 
resistance can be held to within 10% of the cal-
culated value and still produce a very satis-
factery yield.  Although some required repair, 
over 50% of the coil patterns printed for the 
yoke came within aeL 10% tolerance in resistance. 

The inherently high resistance which is li-
mited presently in one dimens..on by the .0027" 
maximum standard copper thickness can be reduced 
by using wider conductors.  The designer has 
quite a flexible device with which to work since 
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irregular  shapes such as conductors wide along 
the longitudinal axis and narrowed to reduce the 
end turn region are quite feasible.  Futhermore, 
the turns distribution, the number of turns per 
pattern, or the number of patterns stacked can be 
varied or patterns printed on both sides of the 
base material might be used.  This would, of 
course, remove the self-insulating property. 

Capacity across the coils can be controlled 
by increasing or decreasing the base material 
thickness or even changing the material to one 
with a different dielectric constant.  Normal de-
flection currents should not cause any difficulty 
with the bond strength, particularly when the coil 
resistances are reduced to more reasonable values. 

Although the end turns cannot be bent up as 
with wire wound coils, this is not a necessity in 
many applications. 

Conclusions 

A deflection yoke for an image-orthicon was 
built entirely from printed circuits and operated 
in a television camera. With the exception of re-
sistance (which for the printed circuit model was 
much higher) the parameters of a conventional wire-
wound yoke were quite readily reproduced, includ-
ing inductances per coil of as much as 16 milli-
henries.  The use of wider conductors, improved 
drafting techniques and allowances for undercutting 
will reduce the resistance to an acceptable value. 
Furthermore, reasonable care in etching should 
provide good yield from the printed material, 
correlation between calculated and measured values 
and close tolerances on electrical characteristics. 
While the experimental work reported here was 
rather limited in scope, experience with printed 

coils in other sections of RCA indicate that a 
tolerance of better than 1% in inductance can be 
realized and better than 10% in resistance. 

Because of their inherent precision and low 
cost and because they provide great flexibility to 
the designer, permit assembly methods suitable for 
automation techniques and make possible a reduc-
tion in sise, printed circuits should find appli-
cation in the production of deflection yokes for 
many types of cathode-ray tubes, in particular 
camera tubes such as the image-orthicon and vidi-
con. 
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Fig. 1 

The two mirror-i mage coil patterns 05 (I tor 

building both the horizontal and vertical de-

flection coils. Small holes along centerline 

are for indexing during asse mbly.  Dotted 
Squares near solder tabs are punched t'ut 

tor interconnecting. 
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Fig. 2 

Section of printed electrostatic shield for med 

for assembly. Material is mela mine glass 
with .0027 " copper. Narrow conductors are 

15 mils wide, evenly spaced at 60 mils.  The 

common bus is 3/16 inch wide. 

PATTERN  A 

PATTERN B 

PATTERN A 

PATTERN B 

Fig. 3 

Exploded view showing method of interconnect-

ing alternately the mirror-i mage Coil patterns. 

Patterns can be stacked,  indexed and for med 
before ass embling. 

Fig. 4 

A single for med, printed coil pattern shown 

beside a co mpleted horizontal coil made in 

the conventional manner.  The location of 

individual conductors is precisely fixed 

with the printed coil. 
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Fig. 5 

Completed printed circuit deflection yoke for 

image-orthicon television camera.  Both hori-

zontal and vertical deflection coils and the 

electrostatic shields are made of printed 

circuits. Outer layer is iron-wrap for 

flux return path. 
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Fig. 6 

Measured resistance of individual coil patterns. 

White circles indicate repair was necessary. 

gggg 
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Fig. 7 

Photo micrograph (magnified 60 times) showing 

the effects of undercutting.  This cross-section 
of coil pattern conductors also shows line width 

variation due to drafting. 



CERAMIC-TO-METAL SEALS FOR MAGNETRONS 

Leo J. Cronin 
Raytheon Manufacturing Company 

Waltham 54, Mass. 

Summaty 

The contents of this paper have been designed 
to inform the radio engineer of recent advances in 
ceramiz-to-metal seal designs, particularly as ap-
plied to magnetrons. 

Problems with reference to insulation and 
microwave power are outlined.  It is shown that 
many advantages accompanied the change from glass 
seals to ceramic seals.  Briefly these advantages 
relate to improved assembly techniques, freedom 
from corona, high temperature resistance, minia-
turization and ruggedization.  Specific seal de-
signs are considered and illustrated.  References 
are made to ceramic materials throughout the paper 
in order to provide background material. 

Special tests are described with particular 
ref,:rence to mechanical reliability.  In a test 
with high ambient temperature it is shown that 
seals kept at elevated temperatures (up to 500°G) 
fr prolnnged periods maintain their resistance to 
gas permeability.  Seals made about five years ago 
are still vacuum tight after room temperature 
shelf life tests.  About one half million seals 
have been made in the past few years for magne-
trons. 

Introduction 

In the design of a magnetron, which is illus-
trated by Fig. 1, there exists two problems which 
deserve considerable attention - electrical insu-
lation and transmission of the power generated in 
the interaction space.  For a solution, designers 
have recently resorted to ceramics and ceramic-to-
metal seals.  Reference to seals will be taken to 
mean high temperature seals using solders with 
melting points in excess of 700°C.  Consequently, 
this definition rules out soft solders, silver and 
platinum paints and all organic materials.  Among 
other criteria, these seals should maintain a high 
vacuum at tube processing temperatures of, say, 
7G0°C. 

Glass served well in the low power magnetrons 
of World War II when the power and frequency were 
mostly below 1 megawatt and 10,000 mgc/sec, re-
spectively, but became obsolete with the advent of 
high power magnetrons.  In order to see why glass 
was inadequate it may be well to consider the de-
sign of glass structures. 

High Voltage Bushing 

Because the anode operates at ground poten-
tial, the cathode must be supported by an insu, 

lating mechanism.  In practice this mechanism be-
comes an insulator bushing.  These bushings must 
withstand the high anode voltage and accompanying 
electrical stress which leads to corona, arcing 
or puncture.  They must have high insulating 
value, low loss, and high dielectric strength.  In 
addition to these electrical requirements, the 
bushings must be physically strong to support the 
heavy cathode assembly under conditions of rough 
handling, shock and vibration. 

The high voltage cathode bushing, shown in 
Fig. 2 as part of an early magnetron, was designed 
to withstand 90 KV. The total glass length be-
tween electrodes was 6 inches.  Preliminary ana-
lysis for electrical stress and design parameters 
had been conducted assuming a coaxial structure 
and using the expression after Peek* which relates 
the voltage gradient, gx, to the total voltage, 
dielectric constants and geometry. 

g x  = 

e 

*Kx in r2  ln  ln rx *  
ri  r2  rx 

K1  K2  Kx 

In an actual test the bushing arced over at 
86 KV but showed corona and fluorescent spots on 
the glass at a lower value.  Fig. 3 illustrates 
the arcing that obtains when the flashover voltage 
is exceeded.  It illustrates very well one of the 
major disadvantages of a high voltage bushing 
operating at atmospheric conditions.  An addition-
al disadvantage, shown in the picture, is the for-
mation of fluorescent spots on the glass.  The 
punctures that can occur at the seal as a result 
of overstress are not shown but nevertheless are 

just as real. 

Reduction in size accomplished by going to 
ceramic bushings and operation under oil is shown 
in Fig. 4.  The diameter has been reduced from 6" 
to 2" and the length between electrodes from 6" to 
1".  In addition, the disadvantages of corona, arcs 

and seal punctures are eliminated. 

Output Window 

Similar advantages have been obtained with 
the output window.  Designers of magnetrons feel 
that output window assemblies are a necessary 
evil.  They, of course, would like a window of 
zero thickness to eliminate electrical losses, 
facilitate matching, provide a broadbanded output 
and avoid vacuum problems.  Ceramics down to .009" 
thickness have been tested on the mass spectrometer 

* F. W. Peek, Jr. Dielectric Phenomena in High-Vol-
tage Eng.  P. 34, 3rd Edition, McGraw Hill. 
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and were tight.  They are too thin, however, to 
provide adequate strength.  Experience has placed 
the useful thickness between .060" and 0.5" for 
the majority of seals.  Thicker pieces are avoided 
because of weight, electrical losses, and forma-
tion of thermal gradients in processing that lead 
to cracks. 

Just as with ceramics, the lower limit of the 
metal is set by lack of physical strength.  Seals 
have been made to Kovar up to .100" thick but 
economics and seal design usually dictate thick-
nesses between .020" and .050". 

A typical window might consist of a ceramic 
disc 1/8" x 2" sealed to a Kovar cylinder with a 
.030" wall.  Details of processing are available 
through the Raytheon Patent Office.  Electrical 
details are the responsibility of the magnetron 
designer.  He has to make the ceramic diameter 
large enough to avoid electrical breakdown which 
would be manifested by excessive corona or arcing. 
Sharp points in the ceramic-to-metal seal area 
should also be avoided. 

Other Seals 

The magnetron of Fig. 1 contains four ce-
ramic-to-metal seals in its envelope.  In addition 
to the high voltage cathode bushing and output 
window already described, there are two smaller 
seals.  These other two are merely for low voltage 
terminals.  They can be regarded as small editions 
of the large bushing and do not represent any 
particular design problems.  The four assemblies 
contain about 30 linear inches of ceramic-to-metal 
seal. 

A collection of ceramic-to-metal seals is 
shown in Fig. 5.  Among the designs are lead-in 
seals, cylindrical high and low voltage bush ings, 
flat and cylindrical output assemblies, and some 
special engineering tests. 

Fig. 6 pictures one of the largest seals we 
have made.  The ceramic cylinder is about 8" in 
diameter and 7" high.  This seal is not used 
specifically for magnetrons but has furnished ex-
perience which will be useful in the magnetron 
field should the need arise. 

Advantages 

Until the advent of these high temperature 
seals, it was impossible to design and operate a 
magnetron with megawatts of power output.  The 
development of the high alumina ceramic body and 
the Raytheon sealing process allowed among other 
advantages:  1.  ceramic-to-metal vacuum tight 
seals,  2.  ceramic output windows transparent to 
microwave energy and capable of passing high power 
(10 megawatts or more),  3.  close tolerance as-
semblies,  4.  oxide free assemblies,  5.  high 
temperature processing in hydrogen,  6.  multiple 
simultaneous braze joints,  7.  subsequent braze 
joints closely adjacent,  8.  700°C exhaust teme 
peratures,  9.  reduction in over-all magnetron 
size,  10.  more rugged structures,  11.  high and 

low voltage bushings, lead-ins, and terminals. 

Reliability 

Incidental to other tests, seals have been 
subjected to impact shock and vibration tests. 
Results are available on a ceramic cylinder as-
sembly of 2" diameter which was part of a ten 
pound cathode-pole assembly.  During the vibration 
test the frequency was varied slowly and uniformly 
over a frequency range of 10 to 58 cps with a con-
stant acceleration of 10 g.  This test was run 
separately for each of two planes, one plane being 
parallel to pole axis and the other transverse. 
The frequency range was traversed in two complete 
cycles and duration in each plane was five minutes. 
For the impact test, the assembly was mounted se-
curely to the test platform of the impact shock 
machine.  A series of increasingly harder shocks 
were applied up to maximum of 100 G for a duration 
period of 6.5 milliseconds.  The ceramics were 
still good after these tests.  It should be empha-
sized, however, that these tests were not designed 
to test the seal to failure.  Emphasis was on 
other features such as the strength of the cathode 
support structure. 

In another test of this type, a smaller ce-
ramic cylinder (about 1" C.D. x le long) on an 
assembly weighing approximately five pounds was 
subjected to the shock of a heavy hammer falling 
through 130°, the maximum of the machine.  Two 
assemblies were given 60 blows each without detri-
mental effect. 

Another example of ceramic and seal strength 
was obtained by exerting compression longitudinal-
ly on a ceramic cylinder with .030" Kovar sealed 
to each end.  The Rover bulged to form a corruga-
tion but the seal was still tight when checked on 
the mass spectrometer leak detector using helium. 

Magnetrons have been caught in the demand for 
increased quality and reliability which has been 
asked of electron tubes in general.  As components 
of tubes, ceramic-to-metal seal assemblies have 
not escaped sharp scrutiny.  How do we know they 
won't leak or break?  Will they be dependable un-
der high ambient temperatures?  What are the oper-
ational or maintenance problems?  Will they pass 
the rigorous tests of thermal shock endurance, 
stability, fungus resistance and salt spray? 
These and other questions imnediately come to mind 
when the reliability of an electronic product is 
considered. 

We can say in general that ceramic-to-metal 
seals, properly made, will pass their requirements 
with flying colors.  In addition, they lend them-
selves well to the ruggedization and miniaturiza-
tion programs. 

Specifically, we have had seals of both the 
compression type and lead-in design, which are now 
over five years old, maintain their original de-
gree of vacuum.  These assemblies were brazed, 
baked out and sealed off with an ionization gage 
attached.  Periodic readings have been taken 
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through the years with the satisfying results men-

tioned. 

Ceramics, themselves, are very insensitive to 
external conditions of ambient gases and tempera-
tures.  Consequently, by adequately protecting the 
metal appendages, seal assemblies can be made to 
withstand all manner of severe climatic conditions. 

Ceramics 

In order to speed the development of magne-
trons and ensure that they will not be delayed for 
lack of ceramic-metal seal components, we have de-
veloped a high alumina body to supplement co mer-
cial sources.  It has not been feasible to obtain 
rapid deliveries of experimental ceramics from 
commercial vendors.  On the other hand, with our 
own facilities, we can start from the blueprint 
stage and supply finished ceramics within a few 
days if the need arises. 

Fig. 7 illustrates some typical ceramic parts 
we have fabricated.  In general, the larger parts 
are for ceramic-to-metal seals and the smaller 
parts are for internal electrical spacers.  Spac-
ers may be made of 100% alumina or from the high 
alumina composition.  Various methods of fabrica-
tion have contributed to the formation of these 
shapes.  Among the forming methods are - slip 
casting, dry pressing, hydrostatic pressing, ex-
trusion, injection molding and machining. 

A research program has been found necessary 
to aid development and production facilities.  One 
of the important phases of research are petrograph-
ic and metallographic studies of seal cross sec-
tions. 

Another phase of research involves the use of 
x-ray diffractometers and the electron microscope. 
These research tools are beneficial in studies 
concerning:  identification of unknown compounds, 
determination of crystallite sizes, orientation of 
crystals, phases and their changes, lattice meas-
urements and many other investigations. 

High Ambient Temperature 

A simple test was designed to answer the 
question "will ceramic-to-metal seal assemblies 
remain vacuum tight at elevated temperatures?" 
For this test, two standard ceramic cathode bush-
ings were assembled with attached cold cathode 
vacuum gauges.  The ceramic cylinders were  
long by 1" 0.D. with a seal at each end, this gave 
about 6.2 linear inches of ceramic-to-metal braze. 
To serve as a control and also check leakage 
through metal, two similar assemblies were made 
but the ceramics were omitted.  That is, cups en-
tirely of Kovar were brazed to the cold cathode 
gauge in place of the ceramic-metal assembly. 

These four assemblies were sealed onto a 
pumping system and baked out at 450°C for  hours. 
The liquid nitrogen trap was filled and the units 
sealed off with a vacuum of better than 5 x 10-7 
mm of Hg.  The four were then placed in an oven 

and baked continually at 250 I 15°C.  The vacuum 
readings varied slightly from day to day but at 
the end of 2,357 hours they were all better than 
7 x 10-7  mm of Hg. 

Following the test at 250°C the temperature 
was raised to 400°C and held for 709 hours.  At 
the end of this time, the temperature was further 
increased to 500°C and held for 528 hours.  Read-
ings at the end of all these tests were all better 
than 6 x 10-7  mm of Hg.  These conditions far ex-
ceed what would be required in actual service, of 
course, but the results provide useful experimen-
tal information.  The total time at elevated tem-
peratures was 3,594 hours.  Tests were terminated 
only for lack of space. 

Vacuum gauge readings given above were at the 
indicated temperatures.  Four months later the as-
semblies were taken off the shelf and a set of 
readin gs taken at room temperature.  The vacuum on 
all was still better than 9 x 10-7 mm of Hg. 

These special tests of accelerated life tests, 
vibration, impact shock, high ambient temperature, 
and vacuum checks represent a few of the measures 
taken to insure a quality product.  Many routine 
and quality control tests are also instituted and 
maintained to ensure built-in quality on the as-
sembly line. 

Production 

Results of the transition period from labora-
tory to mass production were very gratifying.  The 
first seal put into production was the RA-6002 
magnetron output window.  Of the first 2000 pieces 
there were only a few leakere for a yield of over 
99%.  Since then, many varied shapes and problems 
have been encountered.  Production yield has had 
its ups and downs in common with all manufacturing 
industries.  But the over-all results have been 

very satisfactory. 

Seals have been used in production magnetrons 
such as the QA-221, QA-172, RA-6002, QK-241, QK-
358, QK-338, QK-428, RA-6410, RA-6h06 and RA-6402. 
Some of these tubes used as many as four seal as-
semblies per tube - output window, high voltage 
bushing, cathode bushing and getter bushing. 

About one half million ceramic-to-metal seals 
have been made at Raytheon for high power magne-
trons - tubes which might never have been built 
without the advent of ceramic-to-metal seals. 

It has not been possible to cover all details 
of ceramic-to-metal seals in this brief talk.  How-
ever, it is planned to cover other phases in a talk 
to be given next April at the annual meeting eta» 
American Ceramic Society. 
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Five Megawatt Pulse Magnetron. 
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Packaged QK-169C Magnetron. 
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Fig. 3 

Arc-Over Tests on QK-169 Cathode Bushing. 
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Fig. 5 

Collection of Seals. 

Fig. 4 

Co mparison of Glass and Ceramic High 

Voltage Bushing. 
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Fig. 6 

Large Seal. 

Fig. 7 

Selection of Cera mic Articles. 
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